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Abstract

From a business point of view, a call centre is an entity that com-
bines voice and data communications technology to enable organi-
zations to implement critical business strategies or tactics aimed at
reducing costs or increasing revenues. At an organizational level, cost
are highly dependent on capacity management of human and technical
resources. By utilizing methods of operations research and especially
of queueing theory, this thesis will arrive at new models and extend
existing ones. Current models are often restricted to a very simple
set of operations, e.g. call centre agents toggle only between an idle
and a talking state. It turns out, that these simplifications do not re-
flect reality in an appropriate way. Considering the given example, an
after-call-work time may be introduced after the talk time. Obviously
there is a high impact on the capacity of the system resources, as in
after-call-work time the agent phone is not occupied. Furthermore it
turns out, that a single view is not sufficient and models have to be
splitted in a technical (system oriented) and a (human-)resource layer,
both clearly highly interactive.
My thesis will also consider and extend existing works from Zel-

tyn/Mandelbaum (Technion Israel), Stolletz (TU Clausthal), Whitt
(AT&T Labs) and Koole (VU University Amsterdam), which form
the academic base for analytic call centre engineering. On occasion,
recent queueing models such as phase type queues will be incorpo-
rated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Concepts

From a business point of view, a call centre is an entity that combines voice
and data communications technology, which allows an organization to im-
plement critical business strategies to reduce costs and increase revenue. It
is merely a collection of resources capable of handling customer contacts by
means of a telephone or similar device. Designed to accept or initiate a larger
call volume, a call centre is typically installed for sales, marketing, technical
support and customer service purposes. A group of agents handles incoming
and outgoing calls using voice terminals almost always in combination with
a personal computers. The latter either operates stand alone or in conjunc-
tion with a mainframe or server, which provides more advanced features like
screen pop up and intelligent call routing. Such a setup is often referred to as
CTI-enabled call centres, where CTI stands for computer telephone integra-
tion. If tightly integrated to serve customers via internet, one often speaks of
an internet call centre. As a typical application consider a call-back-button
available on a customer support website allowing the customer to get in touch
with an agent. Such a scenario typically relies on voice over IP technology
to establish the call.

The main resources of a call centre are call centre agents, call centre
supervisors and interactive voice response ports. These and some other less
familiar call centre resources will be discussed in section 1.4. In practice
all of them are limited and therefore subject to performance and capacity
engineering.

7



8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPTS

1.1 Applications
With respect to a classification of call centre segments and applications, a
vertical/horizontal approach seems to be the most appropriate one. In the
vertical direction we often encounter the following segments, which vary in
extent and complexity:

• Government and Education - universities, government agencies and
hospitals. In this scenario callers often request information and some-
times issue transactions, e.g. students getting registered for a test.

• Transportation - public transport and travel agencies. Information pro-
vided include schedules, reservations, billing- and account information.

• Retail and Wholesale - catalog service, ticket offices and hotels. Us-
age ranges from requesting product information up to purchase and
warranty registration of products.

• Banking and Finance - perform tasks such as checking the account
balance and initiating the transfer of funds and investments.

• Communication - newspapers, cable television and telephony service
providers. Callers can activate or change services and subscriptions
such as the prepaid service for cellphones.

After having identified the call centre segements, we now consider com-
mon business uses. Even if products or services change, the principle tasks
performed by the call centre remain the same. The following list is not exclu-
sive and due to the philosophy and terminology commonly met in practice,
some items may overlap.

• Customer Service and Helpdesk Applications - Customer service is
more focused on questions about products and order status tracking.
As an example consider some tasks related to transportation such as
checking travel schedules, booking tickets and reserving seats. All
of them may be carried out easily by a customer service call centre.
Helpdesk scenarios in turn are more concerned with the technical as-
pects of products and services, e.g. the support for assembly, setup,
repair and replacement. For the latter it is a common policy to initiate
a follow-up call to verify, that the replacement part or product has been
received.
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• Order Processing - Evolved from market needs, call centres provide a
convenient way to purchase products and services directly from cata-
logs, advertising and other promotions. Due to the personal interaction
offered by call centre agents, order processing call centres are often con-
sidered as being superior in quality compared to internet based order
processing systems.

• Account Information and Transaction Processing - Often found in bank-
ing and finance, these call centres provide account balances and pay-
ment informations. Customers can call to complete transactions, trans-
fer funds, initiate new and modify existing services.

• Telemarketing and Telesales - Any marketing or sales activity con-
ducted over the telephone can be identified as telemarketing. Telesales
products are often limited in their complexity, as it should be possible
to sell them in an acceptable time frame. On the contrary the informa-
tion gathered by telemarketers is often used to conduct a field study
concerned with more complex products and solutions.

• Sales Support and Account Management - Whereas the former is con-
cerned with the quality of leads and the support of field representa-
tives, responsibility of the latter includes the introduction of special
offers and promotions, as well as making proposals and dealing with
questions about inventory, delivery schedules and back orders.

1.2 Call Management

1.2.1 Inbound Call Management

When calls arrive at the call centre to be served by a group of agents we
are talking about inbound traffic. Inbound call management refers to meth-
ods and procedures for handling this traffic by means of work flow routing
and call distribution. Whereas the latter relies on algorithms under human
control, the former is concerned with the selection of an appropriate routing
path based on parameters given by the automatic call distributor (ACD) or
received from the telephone network. Common routing criteria include cer-
tain load levels, calling and called party telephone numbers (also referred to
by the automatic number identification (ANI) and dialed number identifica-
tion service (DNIS)). In a CTI-enabled call centre, the calling party number
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can be used to perform a database lookup and display the retrieved data
on the agents screen even before the call is answered. With respect to the
applications mentioned in section 1.1, customer service and order processing
are typical inbound call centre applications.

1.2.2 Outbound Call Management

If calls originate from the call centre, we are talking about outbound traffic.
Accordingly, outbound call management relates to the ability to initiate new
andmaintain existing customer contacts by launching calls. It is also common
to use the term outbound dialing, which exists in the following flavours:

• Preview dialing describes the task of dialing a telephone number on
behalf of the agent, if he intends to do so. In either case, whether the
call attempt has been successful or not, it is up to the agent to return
control to the system by hanging up.

• Predictive dialing covers the entire dialing process and the treatment
of call progress tones. The call is only connected to the agent, if a
person picks up the phone. All non-productive calls including busy line,
modems and faxes are screened out or handled separately. Usually less
agents are staffed than calls are initiated by the system to maintain a
high level of utilization.

With respect to the applications mentioned in section 1.1, telemarketing
and telesales are typical outbound call centre applications.

1.2.3 Call Blending

A blended call centre is one, where agent groups are allowed to handle calls
in both directions. The corresponding management tasks are more than the
total of inbound and outbound call management procedures, as incoming
traffic should be preferred due to its unpredictable nature. In accepting only
a minimal effect in terms of delay for inbound traffic, one has to prevent the
outbound dialer from blocking resources. This is best achieved by assigning
a small group of agents to incoming calls only.
Very often the term call blending is confused with media blending, which

describes the ability of an ACD to accept and route calls from different
sources. So media blending is related to a multimedia call centre handling
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emails, faxes, instant messages, video and telephone calls. Interestingly, the
corresponding media management also has to define and execute rules for
the appropriate handling of real time and non-real time traffic.
So both types of blending require an excessive set of methods and pro-

cedures for resource allocation leading to installations of higher complexity.
Furthermore, the blended agent receives significantly more training than a
standard call centre agent. Accordingly, some operators refused to establish
call or media blending in their call centres.

1.3 Call Routing and Distribution

Call or workflow routing and call distribution relate to the set of rules, which
are applied to isolate the most appropriate resource for a specific caller. Call
routing is experienced by the customer as being guided through a decision
tree. By progressing through that tree, the system provides information
to and collects user inputs from the caller. The corresponding realization
is often referred to as routing path. From a technical point of view, the
interactive voice response unit provides the necessary resources. However,
in having reached the leafs of the decision tree, the collected information is
considered as being sufficiently complete. So call distribution methods take
over to determine the most appropriate agent based on agent properties,
user input, system load and environmental conditions. With respect to the
organization of agents, up to two dimensions are commonly implemented, i.e.
split groups and agent skills.

1.3.1 Split Groups

Based on the call centre application and the information collected, the call
is routed to a designated group of agents. Such a group of agents is called
a split group or split. The split group is associated with a call distribution
algorithm, which is responsible to determine the most appropriate agent
for the call under consideration. Each algorithm corresponds to a certain
business objective, i.e. one wants the calls to be evenly distributed between
all available agents or one is interested in delivering a new call to the most idle
agent first. Besides its purpose for call distribution, the split group concept
is also important for reporting, call management and workforce planning.
At the time of writing there was a common understanding, that an agent
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exclusively belongs to a certain split group. Joining another group means to
log out from the existing split group. This fact has been very much welcome
by workforce planning tools, as it warrants the independence of split groups
allowing for unbiased predictions.

1.3.2 Skill Based Routing

Another dimension of routing commonly found in call centre products is
based on the skill of an agent. Unfortunately there is no common under-
standing of the terms skill and skill based routing. Some vendors envision
skill as a simple filtering criteria, whereas other vendors define an overlap-
ping group concept. The latter has proven to be a very flexible scheme, but
it also introduces difficulties to subsequent systems. Especially workforce
systems are affected by the inability of some ACDs to provide the necessary
association between skill and call in their data streams.
However, skill based routing is a flexible concept well suited to increase the

quality of service experienced by the customer. Some vendors even allowed
for differentiation within a certain skill and introduced the skill level. As an
example consider a spanish customer calling a companies’ customer service
helpdesk. An ACD featuring skill based routing would then attempt to
connect the caller to a technician with the highest level in skill ”spanish”.

1.3.3 Agent vs. Call Selection

By closely inspecting some of the call distribution algorithms mentioned
above it turns out, that some are related to quality of service while oth-
ers aim to balance the call centres load. For example, a fair distribution of
calls is simply not relevant, if calls are queued for service. Such a situation
is called a call surplus as opposed to an agent surplus. Consequently we may
agree, that a well defined call distribution strategy consists of two methods,
one for each surplus scenario, i.e.

• Agent selection occurs any time there are more available agents than
calls arriving to a split group. There is certainly no queue and so one
out of the group of available agents for that split group is selected
to serve an arriving call according to some preconfigured distribution
strategy. Examples include uniform call distribution, skill based rout-
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ing and the allocation of agents with the longest idle time or the least
number of answered calls.

• Call selection occurs any time there are more calls arriving to a split
group than agents available to handle them. A queue has built up and
when an agent becomes free again, a call is selected from the queue and
assigned to that agent. The most obvious strategies are to select the
call with the longest waiting time or the highest priority. If changes
between agent and call surplus are very likely, one might also consider
to implement agent queues and preassign calls according to an agents’
skill.

There are only some exceptions to the rule of specifying two separate
strategies, one for each situation. One example is the selection of the most
idle agent first, which reveals some natural coincidence for both scenarios.

1.4 Call Centre Resources
Driven by economical factors, call centre operators aim to optimize the trade
off between cost and quality of service. Human resources like call centre
agent and call centre supervisor are considered to be more cost sensitive as
interactive voice reponse ports and communication channels. However, all of
them are limited in availability and therefore subject to capacity and per-
formance engineering. Experience and mathematical modeling have shown,
that an increased variation in traffic has a bad effect on the overall perfor-
mance and raises cost. Therefore certain call centre features like queueing
and announcements have been introduced leading to smooth traffic. For the
current context smoothness means lower variation, and so the number of
required agents decreases.

1.4.1 Call Centre Agent

At the time of writing, the call centre agent is the primary resource of a
call centre. As for almost every organization, agents are assigned to groups
according to criteria such as application, education state and skills. This
also applies to other resources, which may then also be considered as agents.
Examples include interactive voice response (IVR) ports, world wide web
(WWW) channels and electronic mails (EMAIL). Instead of being connected
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to an agent, the caller sends an email or completes a voice/web form. How-
ever, all agents whether human or not are subject to classification and allo-
cation.
With repect to the generation of reports suitable for management pur-

poses, the current work state of an agent is tracked in terms of occurence
and time. This leads to a set of states configured as agent state diagram or
agent state machine. The meaning of each state is best described by consid-
ering an example. We will assume a call centre active 24 hours a day with
agents working in three shifts of 8 hours. When an agent is sick, on holiday
or otherwise not available, the corresponding state is called unstaffed. At
the beginning of his shift, the agent logs into the system putting him in an
auxiliary state (AUX). When ready to accept calls, the agent issues a state
change to available. Given there are calls waiting, one of them is connected
to that agent according to the rules previously defined for call distribution.
As a consequence, the system inititates a transition to active state. After
call termination, a call centre agent very often performs some wrap up work.
The related agent state is called after call work (ACW). If the end of wrap
up work can be foreseen, the agent is put into available state after some
predefined period of time. Otherwise the agent has to declare himself ready
to accept a new call. In case of exceptional events, e.g. lunch time, breaks
and meetings, the agent triggers a change to auxiliary state. This state tran-
sition is always carried out manually, because of their unpredictable nature.
Recently a new type of exceptional event has been introduced by regulation.
In case of CTI-enabled call centres, the agent is forced to take a break from
his computerized work. Although time and occurence are deterministic and
therefore highly predictable, it is still an open challenge to incorporate this
type of blocking into resource allocation algorithms. Being in an auxiliary
state, the agent is allowed to complete the shift by logging out from the
system.
All the states just described - unstaffed, AUX, available, active and ACW

- are measured, processed and delivered to a reporting engine, which basically
generates two types of reports. Real time reports provide an indication of
the short run behaviour and historical reports help to identify bottlenecks
and problems in the long run. Both are subject to management activities,
but both are on a different level and scale.
Up to now only so called primary agent states have been discussed. Some-

times it is necessary to gain more information from the system, e.g. the du-
ration an agent was available for other skills due to traffic overload in that
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logout

login
unstaffed AUX
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Figure 1.1: Primary and Secondary Agent States

skill. Secondary agent states allow for differentiation within a primary state
and therefore enable more detailed reporting. The secondary agent states of
the active and ACW states are strongly related. Considering a classification
in routed calls and direct calls for the former, the same is likely to exist also
for the latter. If the caller is aware of an extension to reach a dedicated
agent without travelling along the whole call path, the call is refered to as
direct call. Considering the auxiliary states, they are an appropriate choice
for the representation of certain system, error and exceptional conditions in
addition to operative requirements. If, for example, the handset is lifted and
no speech activity is detected for a certain period, some systems may force
a transition to an AUX state. This provides an indication, that something
is wrong with the agent. By inspecting the corresponding real time report,
the supervisor immediately becomes aware of it and initiates further actions.
The same applies to non-human agents. For example, consider an electronic
mail server suffering from a hardware failure.

The entire set of states and state transitions as just described is depicted
in figure 1.1. Note, that no secondary states have been assigned to the
available state, as there are no differences in being available. It’s also worth
to mention, that some states might be skipped, e.g. in a fully loaded call
centre, agents toggle between active and ACW states. Although the agent
state model has been described in the context of a call centre it also applies
to contact centres, which often implement additonal media streams and task
scheduling. So the model still remains valid in environments with media
blending and channels featuring real time and batch requests. In the latter
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case a secondary auxiliary state may be assigned to tasks such as paper work,
fax and email handling.

1.4.2 Call Centre Supervisor

Groups of agents are often covered by a call centre supervisor, who regulates
the call flow. This is usually done by reallocating agents between the groups
he is in charge of. Therefore, he can be seen as a part of call centre man-
agement. Besides his standard tasks, he has also to deal with exceptional
conditions like malicious calls or agent absences. The supervisor has the abil-
ity to monitor agents and assign them to other splits and skills. Some modern
call centre installations allow for parts of his functionality to be taken over
by certain statistical and adaptive methods. This automated service level
supervisor traces real time reports to take the necessary actions, when one
out of a set of predefined thresholds is exceeded. Such actions include the
reallocation of existing agents between split or skill groups or the allocation
of spare agents to split or skill groups in overload conditions. Accordingly the
call centre supervisor is freed from recurring tasks allowing him to take over
responsibility for a large group of agents. For non-human agents, a major
part of exception handling is offloaded to the network management system
and the IT departments in charge of the corresponding system. Using keep-
alive packets, simple network management protocol (SNMP) together with
alerting systems, manual and automatic recovery procedures can be invoked.
These in turn may lead to an alternate call flow circumventing the malfunc-
tioning resource.

1.5 Call Switching

In early days of telegraphy transmitting a message from A to C via B resulted
in manual intervention by an operator at location B. After having identified
the next station in line, he simply retransmitted the entire message. Techni-
cal developments in message switching led to an exchange unit, which stored
messages electronically and forwarded them to the receiving location after
the outgoing resource became available. This was the first application of a
telecommunication system, which adopted stored-program-control. A simi-
lar mechanism, called store-and-forward messaging, is used in today’s email
communication. One of the major disadvantages of message switching was
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and still is the uncertain delay introduced by the system. The same applied
to packet switching, which can be considered a variant of message switching.
With the invention of the telephone, it became necessary to connect the cir-
cuit of a calling telephone on demand and to maintain this connection for
the entire duration of the call. This real time behaviour was covered by a
technique called circuit switching. In opposite to message switching, circuit
switched calls cannot be stored and are considered lost or blocked.
Whatever call centre architecture is assumed, both circuit and packet

switching provide the foundation for any transmission carried out. Some
people might argue, that in recent installations circuit switching is of no use
anymore. But experience has shown, that circuit switching concepts are still
substantial for the transport of real time traffic.

1.5.1 Circuit Switching

The evolution of circuit switched systems revealed various different systems,
which can be grouped into manual, analog and digital switching systems. In
the earliest form of switchboard, an operator made a connection by insert-
ing a brass peg where appropriate vertical and horizontal bars crossed. As
incoming circuits were connected to vertical metal bars and outgoing links
were connected to horizontal metal bars, a connection was established. If
more operators were involved in setting up a call, they used a separate line
to communicate with each other. Known as order-wire working, this type of
signaling can be seen as the forerunner of today’s common channel signaling.
With the invention of the two motion selector by Almon B. Strowger

operators were eliminated and the caller became responsible for providing
address information by simply dialing a number. Each dialed digit was and
in some countries still is represented by pulses, one pulse for digit one, two
pulses for digit two up to ten pulses for zero. The two motion selector was able
to address one out of hundred outgoing trunks by a two digit combination. As
a network set up only by two motion selectors would have been to expensive,
line concentration had to be introduced. Each line was provided with a
much cheaper single motion switch called uniselector or linefinder choosing
the next free two motion selector on receiving a seize signal. Dialing before
this process had stopped did not have any effect, so a dial tone as a proceed
signal was sent back to the caller.
Especially in large cities network designers were concerned about the

raising complexity of linked numbering schemes. This led to invention of reg-
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isters, which determined the route based on the dialed number. As registers
were only used a short period of time at the beginning of a call, a few units
were sufficient to serve a large number of customers.
The next generation of telephone systems introduced a central processing

unit, which controlled a set of relays. One such example is the Bell No.1
ESS system. As every processing occured centrally, more and more features
were incorporated in these switching systems, e.g. repeating the last call,
conference call and charge advice. The same approach of stored-program
control is used in today’s switches, but instead of switching analog signals
by the use of relays, digital streams are being processed by space division
switches, time division switches or a combination of these two. The same
concept used in space division switching also occured in the good old crossbar
systems. Each input line is physically connected to an output link and this
connection is held for its entire duration. With space division switching,
transmission data can be of both digital and analog nature.
Time division switching is best described as making a connection over

the same physical path, but at different instants of time. Before time divi-
sion switching can occur, the analog data need to be sampled and converted
to digital packets by some modulation scheme such as pulse code modulation
(PCM) or adaptive difference pulse code modulation (ADPCM). The latter is
a recommendation of the ITU-T (G.722) designed to achieve a higher trans-
mission efficiency than PCM. It is important, that the length of each packet
is proportional to the duration of the part of transmission it represents. From
a technical perspective, a time division switch or time division multiplexer
(TDM) is commonly implemented as a hierarchy of multiplexing units oper-
ating synchronously in time. Equidistant packets also called time slots are
arranged in channels, which are routed from the input line to the output
link by some control mechanism. If k channels are multiplexed onto a single
line, time slots 1, 1 + k, 1 + 2k, ..., 1 + nk belong to channel 1, time slots 2,
2+ k, 2+ 2k, ..., 2+ nk belong to channel 2, etc. In order to avoid collisions
or queueing for output channels, time division switching is often combined
with space division switching. According to [123], time division switching is
realized by one of the following technologies:

1. TDMBus Switching - All lines are connected to a common bus. Equidis-
tant packets of data placed in an input buffer are taken out and sent
to an output link frequently by a common multiplexer. Being the sim-
plest form of time division switching, TDM bus switching is often im-
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plemented in private branch exchanges (PBX) designed for enterprise
usage.

2. Time slot interchange (TSI) - As suggested by the name, routine is
achieved by simply reordering the time slots in the input stream. Work-
ing in both directions, this is a full duplex operation. TSI is often used
as a building block in multistage switches.

3. Time multiplex switching (TMS) - This arrangement is already a com-
bination of time and space division switching. Multiple input and out-
put TSI blocks are interconnected using a space division multiplexer,
which operates at TSI speed. Accordingly its configuration may change
for each time slot. As a consequence, TMS avoids some problems of
bandwidth and delay common to TSI.

The concept of TMS has been further developed leading to more general
combinations of time and space division switching modules, which will be
discussed in more detail in section 2.3.3. Getting technically less specific, we
now attempt to identify the main characteristics of circuit switching:

• Channels of fixed bandwidth with low and constant delay are offered.
• In the connection setup phase the routing path is determined before
data are actually transmitted.

• Data transmission is transparent to the network, e.g. the network does
not attempt to correct transmission errors.

• Overload is handled by rejecting further connection requests to the
network. Therefore no delay or bandwith degradation occurs.

• Highest efficiency is achieved for connections with a long holding time
compared to the setup time, and demanding a fixed bandwidth and a
low delay.

Some applications might require simultaneous connections to be set up.
One example is video conferencing featuring separate channels for voice, video
and data transmission. If voice and video streams are conveyed on separate
paths through a network of switches, a relative delay (skew) between the
media streams might be the consequence. As a solution, multi-rate circuit
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switching or wideband switching has been implemented in some switches.
Channels are combined and transmitted over the network as a single con-
nection with higher bandwidth. Usually, connections are offered at a fixed
bandwidth called the rate in circuit switched networks. One example is the
integrated services digital network (ISDN) operating 64 kbit/sec channels.
These channels are grouped together allowing the overall bandwidth demand
to be satisfied.
Unfortunately not all problems of quality of service (QoS) have been

addressed by multi-rate circuit switching. In fact, there is neither a guarantee
for the skew variation occuring in a transmission nor a way to handle bursty
sources. To cope with the excessive bandwidth requirement of the latter, a
new connection may be assigned to each burst provided the connection setup
is fast enough. Another approach is suggested by time assignment speech
interpolation (TASI), a multiplexing technique used on expensive analogue
transmission links such as overseas links. Transmission channels are only
allocated during periods of speaker activity also called talkspurts. This results
in an increase of the number of sources handled by a single transmission link.
If sufficiently enough sources are multiplexed, the impact of bursts averages
out. In relying on a large number of sources, TASI is nothing else than
another instance of statistical multiplexing [17].
Things are not so clear for some recent technologies such as the asynchro-

nous transfer mode (ATM). Although highly related to circuit switching in
more than one layer, ATM also employs concepts of packet switching. There-
fore we decided to include a discussion on ATM in the next section. For a
detailed introduction to telephone systems and circuit switching we refer to
[55], [17] and [24].

1.5.2 Packet Switching

Packet switching originated in the late 1960s from communications research
sponsored by the U.S. Department of Defense and was designed to connect
user terminals to host computers. As suggested by the name, any information
is conveyed across the network in form of packets. Communication devices
are usually connected to a common shared circuit, a switch or a combination
of them. Data being sent are partitioned into smaller pieces (segmented)
whereby a header containing the address information is added. This address
labeling also determines the routing through the packet switched network. As
every packet might be routed on a different path over the network, a sequence
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number is included in the header to determine the right sequence of packets
at the receiving side. When more than one out of a group of devices attached
to the same circuit attempt to send data at the same time, a collision occurs.
In Ethernet networks, such a common shared circuit is implemented either
by the use of coax cabling or within a network hub. The number of collisions
could be significantly reduced by replacing the latter with an ethernet switch.
The related network topology is star based as opposed to bus based common
in coax networks. Furthermore these switched twisted pair networks may
operate at a higher speed.
In the current section, we will occasionally mention the OSI seven layer

model. Following a staged approach, it defines each layer as a service provider
for the layer above and a service user for the layer below. For example, layer 1
(physical layer) deals with physical connections offering them as a service to
layer 2 (data link layer). Layer 3 (network layer) is reponsible for providing
end-to-end connections to layer 4 relying on layer 2 to deliver the necessary
link connections. Proceeding in that manner, the seven layer model can
be constructed. Although several aspects of the OSI seven layer model have
been implemented, it has been accepted as the standard reference for network
models.
Packets are usually transmitted over the packet switched network in a

store-and-forward manner, that is from node to node in sequence. Very
often some type of error control and recovery is exercised by each node.
Both concepts relate to the data link layer of the OSI model, but have been
considered as unnecessary burden for the transmission over very reliable high
speed links. As a consequence, frame relay has been developed. Frame relay
is related to layer 1 and 2 of the OSI model. The protocol used in layer
2 is called high level data link control (HDLC). A variant of HDLC known
as link access procedure for the d-channel (LAPD) is used for the exchange
of ISDN signaling information. Data are transmitted from node to node
at high speed with a very limited error detection. If an error is detected,
the erraneous packet is immediately discarded. It is left to the sending and
receiving devices to perform end-to-end error control. As a result protocol
processing has been significantly reduced in the frame relay nodes. However,
frame relay is only suited for reliable links, in case of a high bit error rate
another protocol should be used.
Very common to packet switching is the concept of a virtual circuit (VC).

This virtual circuit has to be established by means of a connection setup
procedure, which allows for the negotiation of capabilities and an exchange of
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address information. During data transmission, a VC tag is assigned to each
packet. These connection oriented services save a lot of time, because instead
of the entire address information only the VC identifier has to be processed
at each node in the network. In fact, every packet with the same tag follows
the same routing path leading to an in-sequence delivery of packets. If no
connection setup occurs and the packet header conveys the entire address
information, the corresponding service is called connection-less. In other
words, each packet travels on its own. Both concepts relate to end-to-end
connections and therefore to layer 3 and above of the OSI model. OSI layer
4 (transport layer) is responsible to provide transparent connection oriented
and connection-less services to layer 5. In TCP/IP the relevant protocols are
the transmission control protocol TCP for connection-oriented services and
user datagram protocol UDP for connection-less services.
Another approach to reduce the total transmission time was the elimi-

nation of collisions occuring on common shared circuits by introducing the
packet switch. The technique used is very similar to the concept of time di-
vision switching, except that packets can vary in length and queueing mech-
anisms are often applied to prevent packet loss. Accordingly, packets are
switched to the output link as suggested by address information contained in
the packet header. A combination of packet and circuit switching concepts
led to the development of cell switching, which is mainly used in asynchro-
nous transfer mode (ATM) networks. ATM technology is designed to meet
the needs of heterogeneous, high-speed networking. The unit of communica-
tion is a fixed-length packet called a cell. With a total length of 53 octets,
only 5 octets have been assigned to the header. Dedicated communication
channels with a certain quality of service are supported by the concept of
a virtual circuit. From the viewpoint of a network user, ATM is equipped
with the advantages of circuit and packet switching, which are the provision
of fixed and variable bandwidth connections. However, ATM is truely a con-
nection oriented technology and so many people were not satisfied with its
connectionless services. This resulted in many contributions to ATM and
most of them have been put aside years later. Over the years ATM has
become a mature technology, which has been widely applied.
In almost every packet switched protocol, signaling information and user

data are transmitted over the same physical link. This type of signaling is
called in-band signaling. If both are conveyed over separate links, one speaks
about out-of-band signaling. As an example consider ISDN, where signaling
information (D-channel) is separated from the user data (B-channels). The
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former is handled by a 3-layered connectionless packet switching protocol.
The high level signaling messages fit into a single packet, which leads to the
common description message switching protocol.
In summarizing what has been said up to now, we are able to pin down

some features of packet switching. These are:

• Flexible packet lengths improve the effect of statistical multiplexing
and are well suited to varying bandwidth demands.

• With connection oriented services packet header processing becomes
simpler and faster.

• With connection-less services packets are less vulnerable to node fail-
ures.

• Due to the synchronous transmission of fixed length packets in ATM
processing time has been significantly reduced. The feature of statisti-
cal multiplexing has been preserved.

• The highest efficiency is achieved for connections with a short holding
time and varying bandwidth demands.

In the last years a lot of new protocols dealing with the transmission
of multimedia information over packet switched networks have emerged. In
case of ATM, several quality of service mechanisms have been proposed and
implemented to overcome the problems of transmitting data with different
quality of service needs over packet switched networks. For example, voice is
very sensible to delays, but very stable with respect to transmission errors.
Exactly the opposite is true for pure data. As ATM grew up with multimedia
handling requirements, the corresponding capabilities have been integrated
in lower layers as well. Some older protocols have only been adapted by
adding layers on top of the existing ones. One such example is TCP/IP
in conjunction with a H.323 or SIP protocol stack. H.323 deals with the
transmission of multimedia traffic over LANs that provide a non-guaranteed
quality of service. The session initiation protocol (SIP) is only capable of
handling connections, which are referred to as sessions. It is not an umbrella
standard like H.323 and has to be supplemented by other protocols such as
the real time transport protocol (RTP) and themedia gateway control protocol
(MGCP).
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In order to achieve bandwidth guarantees on an IP network, the resource
reservation protocol (RSVP) can be used to allocate resources on the entire
transmission path requiring all units on that path to support RSVP. A more
transparent approach has been offered by differentiated services (DiffServ),
which assigns a different meaning to the type of service (TOS) bits of the IP
header. However, both methods rely on in-band signaling to convey flow con-
trol information. Without the possibility of an end-to-end expedited delivery
the transmission of signaling information will suffer in overload situations.
This is one reason for implementing voice over IP architectures based on SIP
or H.323 in closed IP networks rather than across the internet. There is still
some work to be done with respect to real time traffic management. That
does not necessarily mean, that packet switching is unsuitable for transmit-
ting delay sensitive traffic. In fact, ATM has been very successful in the past.
Furthermore we can expect voice over IP to profit from recent developments
such as carrier ethernet (CE) and ethernet in the first mile (EFM).

Another example common to public network implementations is the digi-
tal cross connect system providing packetization and compression services for
standard 1544 kbit/sec and 2048 kbit/sec links. AT&T [11] describes the sys-
tem as packetized circuit multiplication equipment conforming to ITU stan-
dards. Voice is compressed by means of digital speech interpolation (DSI),
which is similar to TASI described in section 1.5.1.

We have covered many issues related to packet switching. Accordingly,
we will now present some references of interest. A general introduction to
networking is given in [182]. More information about ATM, frame relay in-
cluding traffic and overload control can be found in [13]. Additional references
for ATM are [142] and [46]. A treatment of fast packet switching and gigabit
networking appears in [137]. For a detailed description of interconnection
units, bridges, routers and switches refer to [70] and [139]. More about the
OSI model can be found in [94], [165] and [20]. An introduction to TCP/IP
is given in [60] and [52], although more recent protocols such as RSVP, RTP
and the real time control protocol (RTCP) have not been covered. For the
latter refer to [32]. An introduction to Ethernet and related protocols is
given in [34]. Further protocols of interest have been omitted here, as are
X.25 [25][166] and Token Ring [63][126]. A presentation of carrier ethernet
and ethernet in the first mile appears in [92] and [16].
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1.6 Call Centre Performance

In order to consider appropriate actions, call centre management relies on
the feedback delivered by the call centre system in terms of reports. It
became very popular to express certain aspects of call centre performance by
a single value only called a key performance indicator (KPI). Unfortunately
there is no unique description available, so key performance indicators may
differ from system to system. However, we will attempt to provide a rather
comprehensive list also featuring a short description, if necessary.

• number of calls abandoned (NCA), a call is considered as being aban-
doned, if the caller hangs up before receiving an answer.

• number of successful call attempts (NSCA)

• number of calls answered or number of calls handled (NCH) by an
agent, number of calls processed by resources other than agents.

• number of calls waiting (NCW) in queue.

• number of calls offered (NCO) is the sum of NSCA and NCA.

• number of calls transferred, held, consulted or similar.

• number of contacts is the number of customers an outbound agent has
been able to get in touch.

• average time to abandon or average delay to abandon (ADA)

• average after call work time (AAWT) describes the mean time an agent
is occupied by wrap up work.

• average talk time (ATT) describes the mean time an agent is on the
phone.

• average inbound time (AIT) describes the mean time an agent is on
the phone serving inbound calls.

• average outbound time (AOT) describes the mean time an agent is on
the phone serving outbound calls.
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• average speed of answer (ASA) or average delay to handle (ADH) is
the mean time a caller has to wait before being connected to an agent.

• average service time (AST) or average handle time (AHT) is the sum
of ATT and AWT.

• average auxiliary time (AXT) is related to the time an agent spends in
the AUX state.

• oldest call waiting (OCW) may be considered as an estimate for the
current wait time. In fact, this estimate is biased, as it always un-
derestimates the current wait time. Therefore some vendors suggested
the expected wait time (EWT), which is a more suitable estimate in a
certain statistical sense.

• service level (SL) is the percentage of calls being answered within a
certain period of time. Sometimes the SL is specified in the form 80/20
meaning that 80% of all calls have been answered within 20 seconds.

• agent occupancy or agent productivity as a measure for the work per-
formed by an agent. Unfortunately there are as many definitions as
call centre vendors. Therefore we refuse to contribute another one.

We decided to relate all key performance indicators to classic voice calls
instead of cluttering the list by cloning the entries for each new media. The
extension to video, email, instant messages and others should be evident.
Especially the service level has been an item of discussion for years. Differ-
ent metrics to measure customer satisfaction have been proposed, but most
of them in a local setting only. More general considerations relevant for all
call centre installations have been carried out in [104]. It is a common prac-
tice to define target values and thresholds for the relevant key performance
indicators. Combined with other objectives, these are compiled into a single
document called the service level agreement (SLA). For most organizations,
the SLA is realized as a contract between departments or companies.
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Call Centre Architecture

Basically, the heart of a call centre is formed by a standard telephone switch
augmented by an intelligent call distribution mechanism. This enhancement
is called the automatic call distributor - ACD. With respect to the direction
of the call, two basic strategies have been identified before, i.e.

• Inbound call management, which is usually a core functionality of the
ACD, and

• Outbound call management, which is often implemented on an adjunct
system attached to a CTI server

Simple interactions with the system such as touch tone detection are often
handled by the telephone switch itself. When becoming more complex, as
is the case for speech recording, text-to-speech and voice form processing,
the necessary services are provided by an interactive voice response system.
Many call centres are able to record performance values and call statistics.
These may be displayed on the agents voice terminal or on a readerboard
(also called a wallboard). The latter is used, when information has to be
presented to a larger group of people.
Taking a closer look on the ACD, we are able to identify several functional

components. Calls arriving at the call centre are held in a queue until the
requested resource becomes available. During queueing time, the customer
follows the steps of a predefined program while being monitored by the call
progress control. These programs range from simple music being played to
complex branching scenarios composed of music, announcements and touch
tone interaction routines. Announcement units, tone detectors, CD players,

27
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interactive voice responses, mail and advertisment servers are only some ex-
amples for the non-human resources indicated in figure 2.1. The most flexible
and often the most limited resource of a call centre is the call centre agent.
The resource control in agreement with the call progress control is responsi-
ble for reassigning a waiting call from the call progress queue to an available
resource. It has to be noted, that the definition of an endpoint in the call
path varies with the implementation of a call centre. For example, many call
centres do not allow the call to stay on track after an assignment to a life
agent or an interactive voice response. It is up to the resource to reassign
the call to an appropriate call path using standard telephony features such
as call transfer. If the call is maintained in the queue during the entire con-
versation, the call may proceed along the call path after the resource hangs
up. This type of loose interaction is a common technique in public networks,
but not for enterprise systems. Using the information collected by telephone
switch and adjunct nodes, the call progress control determines an optimal
path through the call flow, while the resource control identifies the appropri-
ate resources along that path. Sources of information are caller inputs, call
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state and environment conditions. Examples for caller input are touch tone
strings and spoken words, whereas the call state is like a container for call
related variables such as arrival time, time in queue and priority status. The
priority status changes, when exceeding a predefined threshold. Some call
centres even implement a two level threshold scheme based on the average
queueing time. A split group in overload condition is assigned additional
resources in the form of reserve agents or agents from other split groups.
Environment conditions include time of the day, the number dialed by the
customer (DNIS or called party number provided by the local exchange with
ISDN) or an email address. The latter only occurs in contact centres or
multimedia call centre with mail capability.
In addition to the information provided by the call progress control, the

resource control has to monitor agent availability and status. Accordingly,
the resource control on request determines a proper routing path to the
resource best matching the callers requirements. In any case, the switch
control is involved with and responsible for the interconnection of caller and
requested resource. There is no difference between connecting the caller to a
tone detector, an announcement, an advertisment server, an agent or to an
interactive voice response - the switch control obeys the commands directed
by call progress control and resource control.
Provided calls are being queued for service and a demanded resource be-

comes available, the caller may experience resource allocation in the following
ways. Either the call is dragged out of the call progress queue or the cus-
tomer is allowed to finish his current transaction step. The former is called
an interruptive assignment, whereas the latter is known as non-interruptive
assignment. Although interruptive assignment may stress the patience of cer-
tain customers, it is definitely the better choice with respect to performance
engineering. Furthermore it is common practice, where uncomfortable effects
are avoided by the right choice of waiting entertainment.
As can be seen from the text above, it is hard to separate the call progress

control from the resource control. When designing a call centre according
to figure 2.1, a major part of work has to be allocated to the interface spec-
ification between call progress control, resource control and switch control.
Although on a different level the same applies to call centre solutions for pub-
lic networks, when based on the concepts introduced by intelligent network
(IN) standards. In fact, only the switch control interface is defined in terms
of these standards. So the necessity to provide the appropriate interface
mappings remains.
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2.1 Adjunct ACD
In this scenario, the ACD is separated from the switch. To allow for control
of switch resources by the ACD, an open application interface is agreed upon.
This enables an ACD to be built from standard components. The ACD then
becomes just another CTI component. One advantage of separating the ACD
and the switch is vendor independence. With respect to the configuration
shown in figure 2.1, this means an externalization of call progress and resource
control. In other words, the switch does not know anything about queues or
agents, as it is concerned with calls and stations only. This provides a first
indication on how to design an open application interface. It has to bridge
the gap between these two worlds. From a technical perspective, call control
is entirely passed to the adjunct ACD for processing. So the adjunct ACD
is responsible for the determination of an appropriate routing path and the
transfer to an agent or to an interactive voice response. This does not mean,
that the adjunct ACD exercises some type of switching functionality. The
execution of call control directives is still up to the switch. The entire set
of directives constitutes the CTI application interface, which is expected to
provide

• Call control through a third party - e.g. call answer, call disconnect.
• Set and Query value - examples are trunk status, time of the day,
station and call status information (answered, busy, transferred and
conferenced are some examples)

• Event notification - includes digit input and changes in station and call
status.

• Call routing - choose target as indicated by the adjunct ACD
A set of capabilities as listed above allows an adjunct ACD to interact

with the switch. It is required, that both units follow the same interface spec-
ification. If the switch does not support the ACD interface, it is a common
practice to install a gateway called telephony server, which translates the pro-
prietary switch interface to a standardized application interface. Common
choices include

• SCAI - Switch Computer Application Interface - an interface standard-
ized by ANSI T1, which introduces a close relationship to the ISDN
standard. For more informationr refer to [65].
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• CSTA - Computer Support Telecommunications Applications - an in-
terface standardized by ECMA.

• TSAPI - Telephony Services Application Programming Interface - an
interface specified by Apple, IBM, Lucent Technologies and Siemens
ROLM Communications. The resulting compilation, called the Versit
Archives (refer to [179]) were adopted by the ECTF. The TSAPI con-
cept was implemented by Novell in their telehony server called TSAPI
Server.

• TAPI - Telephony Application Programming Interface - an interface
specified by Microsoft. TAPI in its current version 3.0 became a de-
facto standard for most applications [172].

• JTAPI - Java Telephony Application Programming Interface - a portable,
object-oriented application interface for JAVA-based computer tele-
phony applications defined by Sun Microsystems. Implementations of
JTAPI are available for existing integration platforms including TAPI,
TSAPI and IBM’s Callpath [86][87].

• CPL - Call Processing Language - a scripting language for distrib-
uted communication platforms implementing the SIP or H.323 protocol
suite.

• ASAI - Adjunct Switch Application Interface - an interface specified
by Avaya Communications former AT&T. ASAI is strongly related
to TSAPI. Several vendors, e.g. Genesys, Hewlett Packard and IBM
implemented the ASAI protocol stack in their own products to be com-
patible to Lucent Technologies telephone switches.

• CSA - Callpath Services Architecture - IBM’s computer to switch link.
• Meridian Link - Nortel’s host to switch link, mainly to connect the
Nortel Meridian switches.

This list is far from being complete, as nearly every switch manufacturer
defined its own standard to connect to the outside world. When separating
the ACD from the switch, one has to be concerned about the overall system
reliability. If one does not purchase the entire system from a single source, he
is left with the judgement of system reliability. If an adjunct ACD built from
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standard components breaks down and the switching system is not designed
to provide appropriate fallback mechanisms, this might become a critical is-
sue. Very often the CTI application protocol provides indications for the
existence of fallback mechanisms and should be closely inspected. A lot can
be done by considering the use of duplex units and standard failover mecha-
nisms for off-the-shelf hardware. Whereas duplex units are often exposed to
implement the same software bug as the main system, failover mechanisms
provided by the operating system or a device driver often lack application
awareness. One solution to these problems is to consider heterogenous fall-
back mechanisms, which might be subject to service degradation. In case of
an IVR breakdown, some simpler call flows may be provided by the switch.
Customers would miss speech recognition and some of the warm sounding
announcements, but at least they would reach an agent. Even this little ex-
ample shows, that reliability is a staged rather than a binary concept, which
has to be treated with care.
Some manufacturers decided to combine telephony server, ACD and fur-

ther CTI functionality into a single unit called contact management system.
The contact management system typically provides integration with client
computers and access to databases. The latter allows to establish some map-
ping between customer information and the data from the ACD or the tele-
phone network. As an example, consider a database lookup based on the
received ANI digits. Some External ACDs and contact management systems
also include the possibility for call management and reporting functions. In
the current context the term call management is understood from a user per-
spective and not to be mistaken with the call management performed by the
system and described in section 1.2.

2.2 Integrated ACD

In order to avoid problems with the interface specification between adjunct
and switch, some vendors have chosen to integrate ACD functionality into
the switch. This often results in enhanced functionality and increased realia-
bility. Even for this scenario, some components still reside outside the switch
and communicate with the integrated ACD. These include call management,
statistics and reporting platforms. Whereas telephone switch and integrated
ACD are often configured using a textbased terminal, call centre operation
and reporting is carried out on graphical workstations. Due to the rapid
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change in workstation capabilities, a tight integration of call management
and reporting platforms with the ACD would result in a loss of reliability.
Although the late 1990s faced a trend of consolidation, i.e. vendors aimed

to combine switching, IVR, ACD, voice mail, web and fax functionality into
a single communication server, the new millenium heads for the opposite
direction. It is expected, that the complexity of a single unit cannot be
afforded due to the ever changing nature of its components. By inspecting
the problem more closely, it turns out, that only a shift in architecture has
occured. However, the new trend certainly fits the requirement of object
oriented development demanding reusable and often abstract components
with exact interface specification. As an example, consider the routing logic
applied to an abstract call, which can assume a classic voice call, a video call,
an instant messaging call or an email.

2.3 Switch Architecture
With the ACD as the brain of a call centre, the switch is readily identified
as its body performing all the physical work such as providing connections.
But there is more to do, as will be seen in the subsequent description of the
functions of a classic switching system. We will then move on describing the
evolution of switching systems from past until now. Last but not least we will
attempt to provide a rather generic description of a central switching system
and a distributed communication platform. While the former is better suited
for circuit switched telephony, the latter is more appropriate for packet based
telephony and multimedia transmissions.

2.3.1 Functions of a Classic Switching System

According to [55], telephone switching systems have to perform the following
basic functions

• Attending - Lines are monitored to detect an incoming call request.
The corresponding signal is known under the name seize signal.

• Information receiving and processing - The information received is processed
by the telephone switch to determine, execute and control any neces-
sary actions to be performed. Typical information elements include the
called party adress, the calling party address and the class of service.
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• Busy testing - Before a connection can be made, the system has to
test, if the called party is engaged in another call. If so, a busy signal
is delivered to the calling party. In case, a call is made to a group of
lines, testing proceeds until a free one is found. Such a group is also
called a hunt group.

• Interconnection - An end-to-end connection across the network is es-
tablished between the two terminals after both have been connected to
the network. Sometimes the initial connection is released in favor of a
new one. This is known as call-back or crank-back.

• Alerting - After having established the connection, the called customer
is alerted using a dedicated signal such as the ringing current. For
digital communication systems, the signal is often represented by an
appropriate protocol element, which upon receipt triggers some audible
feedback to the user.

• Supervision - In order to tear down the connection, the system steadily
monitors for the occurence of a disconnect signal. The disconnect sig-
nal is usually triggered by a telephone going on-hook. Although more
interesting for public telephone switches, charging information has to
be collected. This can be done by operating a meter and sending me-
tering pulses. For digital communication systems, metering pulses have
been replaced by suitable protocol elements.

• Information forwarding - If more telephone switches are involved with
a single connection, it may become necessary to convey additional in-
formation to all of them. As an example, consider the address of the
called party.

2.3.2 Evolution of Switching Systems

According to the developments in circuit switching, we are able to identify
five generations of switches. As switches were primarily concerned with pure
voice switching in the past, they more and more have become feature loaded
communication systems with multimedia capability. Recently the concept of
a communication platform has undergone a significant change from the cen-
tralized to the distributed paradigm. Architectures built of separate units
with dedicated tasks have been proposed. Where the communication from
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one component to another has been unclear, new protocols have been defined
by standards organizations. At the time of writing, development for large
enterprise switches has already stopped, whereas classic telephone switches
remain the dominant structure in public networks. We should prevent our-
selves from making a final judgement, as distributed platforms are still an
active part of research and development.
Early circuit switched systems introduced an annoying effect called block-

ing. Blocking occurs, when a desired resource is not available. An input line,
which cannot be connected to an engaged output link, is blocked and the cor-
responding call is lost. Classic telephone switches are loss systems as opposed
to queueing systems. As an example for the latter consider requests queueing
for access in a local area network. Most switching platforms available today
have completely eliminated the effect of blocking. Their switching network is
said to be non-blocking. Unfortunately effects of blocking are not limited to
calls only, moreover they can occur as a result of contention for almost any
limited switch resource. As an example consider the tone detectors and tone
generators responsible for detection and generation of various tones such as
modem tone, fax tone, busy and interception tone. It is a common prac-
tice to install less tone detectors/generators as are required, because they
are assigned for a relatively short time period to a certain call rendering the
effects of blocking negligible. It would be too costly to add further tone de-
tectors/generators until the resource supply is considered non-blocking. But
there is a certain chance for unavailability of a dial tone, when the hand-
set goes off-hook. The fraction of time a certain resource is not available,
is also called the blocking factor, which is often subject to minimization by
the methods of queueing and optimization theory. Similar methods are also
applied to problems of variation occuring in packet based communication
scenarios. Especially the medium of voice exhibits a certain sensibility to
delay and packet variation.
Coming back to the classification in generations of communication plat-

forms showing their role and importance in history, we may identify the
following stages of development:

• First generation switches include any type of manual and hardwired
electromechanical switching facility. (Up to 1950s)

• Second generation switches were computer controlled, programmable
systems introducing stored program control. Furthermore the first tele-
phony features appeared on the scene. Blocking effects have not been
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eliminated for second generation switches. Data were usually transmit-
ted by use of modems, converting digital signals to tones (MODulation)
and converting them back at the receiving side (DEModulation). (The
1960s to 1970s).

• Third generation systems introduced the use of digital switching. Switch-
ing became more efficient and cheaper allowing for non-blocking switch-
ing networks. As today, voice is converted to digital streams by means
of certain modulation schemes such as PCM (refer to section 1.5.1).
Implementing integrated services digital network (ISDN) capabilities
into the switches was not possible at that time due to the excessive
processing power required to handle the signaling part of ISDN. The
time frame for third generation switches ranges approximately from
1975 to 1985.

• Fourth generation switches introduced the integration of high level con-
cepts into switching platforms. Examples include ISDN capabilities,
call centre solutions and the handling of local area network (LAN) traf-
fic using dedicated router modules. The latter is a combination of ex-
isting technologies, as the router board only encapsulated LAN traffic
to be carried by standard telephony protocols. In the public network,
common channel signaling system no. 7 (SS7) led to the development
of the first intelligent network application in the United States - the
toll free calling service. With respect to cellular mobile telephone,
standards such as group speciale mobile (GSM) in Europe or personal
communication system (PCS) have been integrated with SS7. (1985 to
1995).

• Fifth generation systems are tighter integrated with different networks.
Some private branch exchanges already showed improved public net-
work integration by using SS7 modules. This trend is also emphasized
in the development of interoperability standards for LAN and telephony
protocols. Packet switched telephone systems appeared on the market
around 1995. Another point of interest has been the integration of ra-
dio connectivity with telephone switches based on the digital european
cordless telephone (DECT) standard. (1995 up to now).

• Next generation networks (NGN) are composed by network nodes per-
forming tasks such as control, media and signal processing. Advocated
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by wireless standard bodies such as the third generation partner project
(3GPP), NGN proponents aim to replace circuit switched telephony
by packet switched communication based on the internet protocol (IP).
(1995 up to now).

More information on SS7 is available from [150], whereas for DECT and
GSM we refer to [181]. An introduction to IP is provided by [52], although
some recent aspects such as quality of service and security have not been
covered.

2.3.3 Generic Central Switch Model

Basically a switch can be described as a unit interconnecting input and out-
put links (or channels) according to a set of rules provided by a certain con-
trol mechanism. To be more specific, these rules determine the routing path
through the switching network. If considered as a single unit, the switch-
ing network is usually called switching fabric. Connections to the outside
world are provided by dedicated interface modules. According to the type
of interface, these modules often implement alarming, signaling and protocol
handling functions. As an example, consider the Italtel UT 10/3 Switching
System. Each interface module consists of several interface units and a time
slot interchanger. The interface unit maps voice and data channels to inter-
nal time slots and performs analog-to-digital or digital-to-analog conversion
of analog subscriber lines and trunks. A module processor responsible for
call handling, call processing and call routing is included into each interface
module. The switching modules are connected to a space division switch and
a central control. Switching occurs in a three-stage process, as is the inter-
face module with time slot interchange - the main space division switch - the
interface module with time slot interchange. Such an arrangement is called
a switching network of the T-S-T type. Each letter relates to a switching
stage, either T for a time division switch or S for a space division switch.
Following that notation, a network of the T-S-S-S-T type would consist of
5 stages in total consisting of time division switch units in the first and last
stage and space division switch units in the other stages.
The Italtel UT 10/3 Switching System is an example for a circuit switched

public exchange. Services delivered differ from those provided by packet
switches. This is mainly reflected in the service logic of the control system
and the interface modules. As the error rate rather than the packet delay
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Figure 2.2: Generic Switch Model

is the sensitive parameter, the design of interface modules for packet based
switches has to cope with the need for error detection, error control and
buffering. Similar considerations also become necessary in the context of
distributed communication platforms, which will be discussed later.

In considering switching architectures, one has to be very careful about
the terms synchronous and asynchronous. For example, asynchronous trans-
fer mode (ATM) switches implement a synchronous switching fabric. In
fact, the term asynchronous refers to the way, how ATM cells are selected for
processing. The synchronous nature of ATM is also underlined by the fact,
that packets get segmented into ATM cells of fixed length.
Adopting a similar approach here, we will now attempt to describe a

rather generic switch architecture. Bearing in mind, that such a structure
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reflects an ideal szenario, some properties of switching systems may be de-
rived. Reviewing figure 2.2, the switching fabric can be identified as the heart
of the entire unit. It performs the major work, that is connecting input lines
to output lines. From a technical perspective, the switching network is im-
plemented as a space division multiplexer, a high speed bus system, a shared
memory architectures or a combination of them. When dealing with asyn-
chronous data traffic, the required queueing buffer is usually built into the
interface modules rather than the switching network. The switching fabric is
controlled and monitored by a central control module, which in turn commu-
nicates with the interface control units. In practice, the controller is part of
the interface module as shown by the example of mid-sized to large private
branch exchanges (PBX). On a rather general level, we are able to identify
the following types of interface modules:

• Subscriber modules provide dedicated connections to end users. Pro-
tocols to be handled by the subscriber module include the ones used
for analog signaling, integrated services digital network (ISDN), digi-
tal subscriber line (DSL) and wireless access. Signaling information is
processed by the control attached to the interface module. In case of
analog subscribers, the interface module has to support analog/digital
conversion and echo cancellation.

• Trunk modules provide access to the telephone network. Protocols
include analog protocols, ISDN, broadband ISDN (B-ISDN) and asyn-
chronous transfer mode (ATM). Different to subscriber access, it is
not required to select a single line or channel within a trunk. In
case of channel associated signaling (CAS), the signaling information
is processed by the control module attached to the interface module.
When attached to the public switched telephone network, it is a com-
mon choice to use a separate signaling channel, which is provided by
the message handler.

• The packet module provides access to packet switched services, e.g.
TCP/IP and X.25. Inband signaling information is extracted to be
processed by the control module. User data are segmented and buffered
in the interface module. If enhanced by high level telephony signaling
protocols such as H.323 or SIP, the packet module may be used for
transmission of voice over packet networks.
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• The cell module provides access to ATM cell services. Signaling infor-
mation is often separated from user data as in the B-ISDN/ATMmodel
and therefore processed by the message handler. Cell based transport
includes applications on the subscriber side as well as the carrier side.
It is displayed separately in the figure to point out the importance of
cell services.

• The message handler processes all types of outband signaling infor-
mation. Protocols include common channel signaling system no. 7
(SS7) and QSig. QSig is a global signaling standard for corporate net-
working and has been adopted by the standard bodies International
Standards Organization (ISO), European Computer Manufacturer As-
sociation (ECMA) and the European Telecommunication Standards
Institute (ETSI).

• The resource module provides access to generic resources including but
not limited to speech synthesis, speech recognition, tone generators
and detectors. The resources are either integrated or implemented as
an adjunct system. In the latter case the resource module often acts as
a protocol converter between the internal control bus and the adjunct
node. Adjunct link protocols usually range from a RS232/V.24 serial
interface [25] to a TCP/IP connection over Ethernet. In the public
network, communication between database resources and the signal
control point have been established by the use of the X.25 protocol suite
[25][166]. In order to provide faster access, these links are replaced by
faster Ethernet links [34].

• The OA&M module provides access to operations and maintenance in-
formation. Attached to the central control, certain tasks such as admin-
istration, maintenance, exception handling and software uploads may
be performed. In the public switched network, a similar functionality
is provided by the system management platform (SMP).

Although our exposition is based on an abstract concept, some properties
are commonly found in switches used for telecommunication and datacom-
munication purposes. In the world of telephony, message handler modules,
subscriber and trunk interfaces play a major role. Some private branch ex-
changes also implement packet modules with data routing capability. Data
delivered to the packet module are handled the same way as by a router
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attached to a PBX. Cell modules have also been integrated into PBXs to es-
tablish communication between the nodes of a distributed PBX architecture.
With respect to the communication in data networks, a great effort has been
undertaken to improve voice over network technology perhaps completely
eliminating the need for subscriber and trunk modules in the near future.
This led to the adoption of distributed communication architecture as will
be described next.

2.3.4 Distributed Communication Platform

Motivated by classic IT architectures and the excessive increase in processing
power a distributed design has also been adopted for communication plat-
forms recently. Another contributing factor has been the rapid development
of the internet, which also explains the choice of IP in favour of other proto-
cols better suited for transport of real time traffic. Therefore we will accept
the IP in voice over IP technology as granted, which leads to a more specific
architecture as the ones considered so far. Although the term softswitch has
not been defined in a strict sense and bears many different interpretations,
we have decided to include it for sake of a more realistic viewpoint.
Our discussion will be based on the architecture shown in figure 2.3. We

also made reference to some of the protocols used in softswitch controlled net-
works. They have been included for completeness and will not be discussed
in detail. Instead the reader is asked to pay attention to the components
shown in figure 2.3. As mentioned above, the transport is provided by an
IP network shown in the center. Due to the stringent performance con-
straints imposed by real time traffic, these networks are often isolated from
a companies’ intranet or the internet. Some vendors of existing systems even
recommend a separation of hardware. In not taking any precautions with
respect to the quality of service, even a virtual LAN (VLAN) would not pro-
vide any satisfying results. With respect to road traffic, a VLAN would only
render the other vehicles invisible rather than providing an additional lane.
Obviously we do not face an ordinary IP network, instead it has to obey to
appropriate service level agreements. At the time of writing, new approaches
such as ethernet in the first mile (EFM) [16] and carrier ethernet (CE) [92]
are promising concepts with respect to quality-of-service assurance. We are
now ready to identify the remaining components shown in figure 2.3, as are

• The softswitch is the central controller of this architecture. It imple-
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ments a media gateway controller (MGC) to exercise control over the
media gateways (MG) also attached to the network. Furthermore the
softswitch is responsible for communication with application servers
(AS), signaling gateways (SG) and other components.

• The authentication and accounting center (AAA) collects any data nec-
essary for billing and authentication purposes. As no dedicated sub-
scriber lines exist, a separate authentication mechanism has become
necessary for packet based communication. Prior to admitting a con-
versation to be engaged, the softswitch requests the calling party to be
validated. For that purpose, the Remote Authentication Dial In User
Service (RADIUS) and the more recent diameter protocol have been
specified.

• Directory services such as the extended domain name service (DNS),
the lightweight directory access protocol (LDAP) and electronic num-
bering (ENUM) are mainly used for address translation. Especially
when interfacing to the PSTN, an appropriate translation mechanism
becomes necessary, as classic telephone numbers have to be mapped to
valid unified resource identifier (URI) entities.

• The media gateway is responsible for frame adaption and transcoding
of media streams. Control is exercised by the use of a media gateway
control protocol. Currently there are two versions available, which are
MGCP defined by the IETF and its extension specified in recommen-
dation H.248 of the ITU.

• The signaling gateway (SG) provides translation services for signaling
protocols. In figure 2.3, we have chosen to show a more complex version
connecting to the public network. As indicated by the protocols used,
the softswitch has to be aware of that type of communication. When
attached to an ISDN access network, the signaling gateway is acting on
behalf of the telephone attached to the PSTN. Accordingly, standard
protocols such as H.323 and the session initiation protocol (SIP) are
sufficient avoiding a separate treatment of PSTN calls by the softswitch.

• The application server (AS) implements services provided by the dis-
tributed communication platform. At the time of writing a unified ser-
vice architecture does not exist even for the recent IP Multimedia Sub-
system (IMS). In fact, services are still network dependent. Whereas
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telephony services such as call transfer, consultation and conferencing
are common to the PSTN and H.323 networks, some of them have to be
provided by an external entity in SIP based networks. On the contrary,
intelligent network (IN) services have always been provided by adjunct
systems. Accordingly, we can safely assign them to the domain of the
application server.

• The media server can be seen as the multimedia counterpart of an
announcement module built into a classic telephone switch. It simply
provides multimedia streams on demand.

It is evident from the above description, that the specification of interop-
erability standards has become a major part in the overall design. This allows
for vedor independence and the reuse of common concepts. One the contrary
it is far more difficult to assess the reliability of a distributed communication
platform. A thorough relability analysis is based on architecture details of
each component, which has been clouded by the black box approach common
in recent designs. As a consequence the testing period has to be significantly
extended. On the other hand the availability of open interface standards
provides an increased chance for the introduction of new components.
For a thorough treatment of SIP and the SS7 protocol stack we refer to

the books [150] and [151] by T. Russel. One of the best references in the field
with respect to the design of softswitches is [45]. An introductory account
on the IMS is provided by [91].

2.4 Interactive Voice Response Integration

An interactive voice response system (IVR) is a system that acts as an au-
tomated agent in a call centre. The caller interacts with the system through
touch-tones or spoken words. The IVR replies with prerecorded statements
or a synthesized voice. Advanced systems include voice mail, internet, speech
recognition and speech synthesis capabilities. Some IVRs have the ability to
use information residing in a database to screen and route calls. Call screen-
ing and call routing requires CTI features and interfaces to be implemented
in the IVR. The database either resides on the IVR itself or on an external
host computer. Common database applications include account inquiries,
information dissemination, order entry and transaction processing.
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When used as a front-end for an ACD, callers may use the IVR to perform
automated tasks while they wait in queue for a live agent. More calls can
be handled at the call centre, because recurrent tasks have been offloaded
to the IVR, while agents focus on non-routine tasks. IVRs enable customers
to conduct business in their most convenient time, 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. The benefits of an IVR in a call centre can be summarized as follows:

1. Improved call processing

2. Increased call volume

3. Improved employee productivity and customer satisfaction

4. Increased revenue and reduced cost

The IVR can be configured as a stand alone unit or it can be attached to
a switch. In the latter case, calls arriving at the switch are then transferred
to the IVR. The IVR greets the caller, prompts for more information and
transfers the call to the desired destination. IVRs can provide an intelligent
transfer, a blind transfer, or both. During the intelligent transfer, the call is
held in the IVR while being processed by an outside entity. Upon comple-
tion, the call is resumed and the IVR proceeds to interact with the calling
customer. For a blind transfer call control is temporarily submitted to the
target entity.
Signaling between the switch or ACD and the IVR is very often imple-

mented by multifrequency tones conveying the signaling information. Some
IVRs have digital signaling capabilities utilizing one of the CTI interface
specifications described in section 2.1. Such IVRs are often manufactured
for the private market and connect to a private branch exchange (PBX). In
public networks, IVRs communicate with a SS7 service control point (SCP)
to provide services as part of the intelligent network (IN). However, the IVR
voice bearer channels terminate at the switching node, while signaling infor-
mation is conveyed across the signaling network to the SCP.

2.5 Additional Call Centre Adjuncts

2.5.1 Call Accounting System

A call accounting system provides a cost management tool for monitoring
call activity. Information is gathered from the PBX including time of the
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call, caller and calling identification, trunks used and routing information.
Based on the duration and the destination of a call, the system creates a
cost estimate for the call. In combination with an ACD, the call accounting
system can also create call centre specific reports. In detail, a call accounting
system provides the following services:

• Controlling telephone abuse and misuse
• Indendification of the most cost-effective lines and connections
• Allocation of connection costs among departments, divisions and other
organizational groups

• Statistics and evaluation of productivity
• Billing of customers at hotels and hospitals
• Quantification of cost and profitability of marketing campaigns
• Diagnosis of attached lines and trunks

Call accounting systems are usually connected to the switch using a
RS232/V.24 serial interface [25] or an ethernet connection. If a single call
accounting system supports more than one site, modems are used to bridge
the distance. Data are delivered by the switch on a call-per-call basis in
plain text format. Records containing fixed length fields like calling info,
caller info, start of call, end of call, trunk, etc. are output to the call ac-
counting unit in a defined format. Such a record is called call detail record
(CDR) or standard message detail record (SMDR). One example for a call
detail recording format is the TELESEER format.
In relation to public networks, call accounting systems are also referred

to as billing applications, as they provide a more complete cost manage-
ment platform. Billing applications often provide feedback of billing data
to the switch to enable the generation of charging tickets, e.g. advice of
charge (AOC) in ISDN. When leaving the typical telecommunication sce-
nario, the billing application becomes more and more an integral part of
the network. Especially in the VOIP world, information has to be retrieved
from a vast number of heterogenous network elements, which provide and
provision the services. Even though VOIP calls are billed similar to plain
ordinary telephone systems (POTS) calls - prices are related to the distance
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- the underlying cost structure differs widely. Transmission cost are often de-
termined on mean value calculations and cost estimations rather than being
determined from exact network management records. In order to fill the gap
between currently used billing applications, network management and cus-
tomer databases, so called IP mediation systems have been developed. IP
mediation systems collect data from various data sources and convert them
to CDR records, a standard billing application is able to process. In classic
telecommunications an office switch provides authentication, authorization
and accounting. In an IP network, authentication and authorization is car-
ried out by proxy servers, firewalls and RADIUS servers. RADIUS stands for
remote authentication dial-in user service and is mainly used for remote ac-
cess purposes. Even from that example it can be seen, that different network
entities support different applications. The typical data flow in IP mediation
systems can be described as follows:

1. A network event triggers a record flow in a router. The record contains
low level information such as source and destination IP address, proto-
col type (usually TCP/UDP), the number of sent and received packets
and start/end timestamps.

2. By interfacing to a network management application or to the router
directly, the IP mediation system captures the record. In order to
identify all involved network entities along the transmission path, the
routing table is consulted.

3. The IP mediation system sends a request to the quality of service (QoS)
policy server to determine the QoS type of the application, which trig-
gered the network event in the router. The QoS policy server is typically
a RSVP policy manager delivering information like source/destination
address, start/end timestamps and requested QoS.

4. Peer network names and information about the internet geography is
retrieved from the network management system.

5. In case of dynamic address allocation, e.g. remote access, a request to
the RADIUS server is issued. By consulting its logs, the RADIUS server
can deliver user name, login and logout times. The service contract
associated to a specific user can be retrieved from a directory server
(e.g. by using protocols like the lightweight directory access protocol
LDAP).
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6. Finally a CDR like record is created. Such a record is sometimes called
service data record SDR. It contains information about source/target,
start/end timestamps, user name, contract type and QoS data.

Such IP mediation systems can be implemented using a mixed approach
- network information should be gathered in a distributed manner, whereas
consolidation has to occur centrally. The latter is very important due to
the fact, that duplicate source records might occur during operation, e.g.
network events triggered by a router and a proxy server.
In order to cope with the requirement of online charging in VOIP and

next generation wireless networks, the Diameter protocol has been developed
by the Internet Engineering Taskforce (IETF) in RFC 3588, 4005 and 4006.
In this context online charging is better described as credit control, which
is commonly found in prepaid applications. Diameter adheres to the client-
server paradigm and follows a request-response scheme to transmit time and
event based offline charing information as well as credit control messages.
The description of IP mediation systems is based on a white paper by L.

Schweitzer [157]. Information about accounting systems and billing applica-
tions is very sparse as they are often treated as little add-on to the overall
network design. With more and more telephony like services carried over
data networks, billing applications will grow from a simple adjunct to an es-
sential part of the network. With services provided on an international base,
e.g. long distance calls, intercarrier settlements have to be served. More
information about charging of services in the classic telecommunications en-
vironment can be found in [79].

2.5.2 Reader Boards

Reader boards or wall boards, are liquid crystal display (LCD) or light emit-
ting diode (LED) panels mounted on walls or hung from ceilings to provide
agents and supervisors with easy-to-read information from the call centre.
Although the built in display on the agent’s or supervisor’s telephone might
be an alternative, wall boards are still used, as they are more impressive and
informative. Typical information provided by such panels include the num-
ber of calls in the queue, the oldest call waiting, and the number of agents
who are available. Special messages regarding weather, pricing updates, cri-
sis situations or birthday celebrations can also be displayed. Readerboards
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keep agents and supervisors aware of call center statistics thus helping to
manage resources effectively.
Readerboards are usually connected to the call centre control using a

RS232/V.24 serial interface [25] or a TCP/IP connection over Ethernet.
The protocol used for the connection usually is a proprietary one. If the
interface to the ACD is not supported by the readerboard, converter boxes
are installed between the readerboard and the corresponding device.
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Chapter 3

Queueing Theory

Queueing Theory plays a vital part in almost all investigations of service
facilities. This chapter aims to provide an introduction to the highlights of
queueing theory. Special attention is paid to multiserver systems, matrix
analytic techniques and effects of customer impatience and retrial behaviour.
This selection reflects the author’s preference, which is biased in the direction
of telephony and call centre applications. It has been tried to achieve a certain
balance between theoretical rigor and practical value by providing applicable
results for a wide range of queueing problems. Whenever no workable exakt
solutions are available, reasonable approximations are supplied instead.

3.1 Introduction to Queueing Theory

3.1.1 History

Queueing theory as part of probability theory has evolved from classic tele-
traffic engineering in the last decades. In 1909 A.K. Erlang, a Danish teletraf-
fic engineer published a paper called The Theory of Probabilities and Tele-
phone Conversations. In the early 1920s he developed the famous Erlang
model to evaluate loss probabilities of multi-channel point-to-point conver-
sations. The Erlang model was extended to allow for calculation in finite
source input situations by T.O. Engset several years later leading to the En-
gset model. In 1951 D.G. Kendall published his work about embedded Markov
chains, which is the base for the calculation of queueing systems under fairly
general input conditions. He also defined a naming convention for queueing
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systems which is still used. Nearly at the same time D.V. Lindley developed
an equation allowing for results of a queueing system under fairly general in-
put and service conditions. In 1957 J.R. Jackson started the investigation of
networked queues thus leading to so called queueing network models. With
the appearance of computers and computer networks, queueing systems and
queueing networks have been identified as a powerful analysis and design tool
for various applications.

3.1.2 Applications

As mentioned above, queueing theory allows for calculation of a broad spec-
trum of applications. These include

• In manufacturing systems, raw materials are transported from station
to station using a conveyor belt. With each station having performed its
task, the item is allowed to proceed to the next station. If processing
times at all stations are equal and the conveyor belt is filled in the
same frequency as items proceed from one station to the other, no
waiting can occur, as the assembly line works in synchronous mode. In
asynchronous mode, queueing for stations might occur and clearly has
an impact on overall performance.

• Computer systems to perform real time or high speed operations are
often subject to bad performance due to a single bottleneck device such
as CPU, disk drive, graphics card, communication ports or bus system.
By the use of analytical models the bottleneck device may be detected
and as a consequence upgraded.

• By nature of the protocols used in computer networks, delays occur
due to congestion of the transport network. These delays may be seen
as waiting time until the media becomes free again thus allowing for
calculation of throughput, overall delay and other performance values.

• Teletraffic engineering deals with the availability of stations, trunks
and interconnection lines. Although these systems are characterized by
blocking more than by delay, they still belong to the world of queueing
systems. With the introduction of new media in teletraffic engineering,
the delay paradigm becomes more important again. Teletraffic engi-
neering now also has to cover a broad spectrum of new units such as
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announcement boards, interactive voice response units, media servers,
media and signaling gateways.

• Workforce management is concerned about the most efficient allocation
of personell. The application of queueing theory in workforce manage-
ment is most visible in call centres, where agents have to be allocated
according to the call load. Relying on other techniques such as fore-
casting, queueing theory may be seen just as another brick in the wall
in a wide range of solution methods to be applied to solve problems
appearing in workforce management.

Obviously, the list above is far from being complete and may be extended
further to other applications as well. For more information, the reader is
referenced to publications such as IEEE Communications Magazine, IEEE
Computers, Bell Labs Technical System Journal or similar.

3.1.3 Characterization

A queueing system may be described as a system, where customers arrive
according to an arrival process to be serviced by a service facility according
to a service process. Each service facility may contain one or more servers.
It is generally assumed, that each server can only service one customer at a
time. If all servers are busy, the customer has to queue for service. If a server
becomes free again, the next customer is picked from the queue according
to the rules given by the queueing discipline. During service, the customer
might run through one or more stages of service, before departing from the
system. A schematic representation of such a queueing system is given in
figure 3.1. Before going into further detail, the most important aspects of
queueing systems will be listed and briefly described.

• The arrival process is given by a statistical distribution and its para-
meters. Very often the exponential distribution is assumed resulting in
the arrival pattern to be measured as the average number of arrivals
per unit of time. When determining the trunk load in a PBX, the ar-
rival pattern is often given in calls per busy hour. More general arrival
processes are characterized by other pattern as well. These include
batch arrivals and time dependence.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of a queueing system

• The service process is described similar to the arrival process. Again,
exponentiality is often assumed in practice due to intractabilities when
releasing these assumptions. In opposite to the arrival process, the
service process is highly dependent on the state of the system. In case,
the queueing system is empty, the service facility is idle.

• The queueing discipline refers to the way, customers are selected for
service under queueing conditions. Often used and most common is
the first come, first serve (FCFS) discipline. Others include last come,
first serve (LCFS), random and priority service.

• The departure process is seldom used to describe a queueing system,
as it can be seen as a result of queueing discipline, arrival and service
process. Under certain conditions, arrival and departure process follow
the same statistical distribution. This has become a very important
fact in queueing network modeling.

• The system capacity introduces a natural boundary in queueing sys-
tems. In life systems, there are only limited number of resources such
as trunks in a PBX, computer memory or network buffers. In queueing
networks, nodes with finite system capacities may block customers from
the previous node, when the node’s capacity limit has been reached.
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• The number of servers refers to the number of parallel nodes, which can
service customers simultaneously. In telephone systems servers might
describe trunks, tone detectors, tone generators and time slots.

• The number and structure of service stages, a customer might have to
visit before departing the system. In a computer system, a job might
have to visit the CPU twice and the I/O processor once during a single
task. In practice, there exist a lot of situations, which can be modeled
by complex queueing systems with service stages or simple computer
networks.

3.1.4 Use of Statistical Distributions in Queueing Sys-
tems

As mentioned above, arrival, service and departure processes are described by
means of statistical distributions. The most common distributions are the ex-
ponential and Poisson distributions. Statistical distributions are adjusted for
life situations by customizing their parameters. Clearly, the more parameters
are available for a certain distribution, the more flexible it is. On the other
hand, estimating a bunch of parameters might become an infeasible task. It
also turns out, that more complex distributions result in almost intractable
queueing models. So one is concerned with selecting a proper distribution
leading to an analytical model which provides a close approximation to the
life system under consideration. Sometimes the results are limited to a spe-
cific region only. One example are heavy load approximations, which fail to
provide proper results for lightly loaded systems.

Exponential Distribution

The exponential distribution with density f(t) = λe−λt posseses only one
parameter λ > 0 describing the average rate. For service facilities, very often
the average service time s = 1

µ
is specified with µ the average service rate.

A similar description is available for the arrival and departure processes. In
assuming an exponential distribution for the arrival process one adresses the
distribution of the the times between subsequent arrivals t - the so called
interarrival times t. This is graphically illustrated in figure 3.2. Although
severely limited, the exponential distribution is widely accepted, as queueing
models based on the exponential distribution are very easy to handle.
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Figure 3.2: Interarrival times in an arrival process

Focusing on the exponential and the Poisson distribution, one arrives at
a useful relation between number of arrivals and interarrival times. More
formally, consider tj as the time between two arrivals at Tj and Tj−1

tj = Tj − Tj−1
assuming tj for all j being exponentially distributed with parameter λ, i.e.

Pr{tj = t} = e−λt

then the number of arrivals Nt within [0, t] follows a Poisson distribution:

Pr{Nt = j} = f(j,λ) = (λt)j

j!
e−λt (3.1)

Without loss of generality, t = 1 might be assumed thus allowing for inter-
pretation of λ as the average arrival rate. As an example consider a poisson
probability mass function with λ = 4.0 as shown in figure 3.3. The graph
reflects the probability of N customers arriving at a queueing system with
average rate of arrivals of four customers per unit time. The probability den-
sity and cumulative distribution functions for the corresponding interarrival
times are shown in figures 3.4 and 3.5.
One of the most appealing properties arising in queueing systems is the

memoryless or Markov property of the exponential distribution. The memo-
ryless property states, that the remaining (residual) time of an exponential
process does not depend on the past. Consequences for the analysis of queue-
ing systems include

• Given an exponentially distributed service time, a customer in service
to be completed at some future time is independent of the time he has
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Figure 3.3: Poisson probability mass function with λ = 4
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Figure 3.4: Exponential probabiliy density function with λ = 4
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Figure 3.5: Exponential probability distribution function with λ = 4

been in service so far. The remaining service time is still exponentially
distributed. End of work can be seen as a sudden event, not as a
result of work progress. The server simply forgets, how long it has
been operating.

• Given Poisson distributed arrivals, the time to the next arrival at any
point of time is exponentially distributed.

Theorem 1 The exponential distribution is memoryless.

Proof. The proof is based on the definition of conditional probability. A
random variable T is said to be memoryless, if

Pr{T > t+ t0|T > t0} = Pr{T > t}
Now a random variable T is assumed to be exponentially distributed with
parameter λ, i.e. Pr{T 5 t} = 1− e−λt. Hence,

Pr{T > t+ t0|T > t0} = Pr{T > t+ t0}
Pr{T > t0}

=
e−λ(t+t0)

e−λt0
= e−λt = Pr{T > t}

which completes the proof.
Furthermore, it can be shown, that the exponential distribution is the

only continuous distribution exhibiting the memoryless property. For more
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Figure 3.6: Merging and splitting of Poisson streams

information, refer to [68]. The discrete counterpart of the exponential distri-
bution is the geometric distribution, which is commonly used to model cell
based networks.
Due to the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, addi-

tional useful relations for Poisson processes may be derived. Given n inde-
pendent Poissonian streams, interarrival times are exponentially distributed
with parameter λi, where i = 1 . . . n, i.e. Fi(t) = 1 − e−λit, these streams
may be merged to a single Poissonian stream, where interarrival times are
distributed according to the distribution function F (t) = 1−e−(λ1+λ2+...+λn)t.
Consequently, a single Poisson stream may be splitted up still preserving the
Poissonian nature of each substream. The related interarrival times are ex-
ponentially distributed with parameter piλ, where pi denotes the propability,
that a single customer joins substream i. For a graphical representation of
these relations, refer to figure 3.6. As a consequence, multiple independent
Poisson arrival streams may be seen as a single arrival stream. On the other
hand, a single Poisson arrival stream presented to multiple servers may be
treated like multiple arrival streams. Special care has to be taken, if de-
pendent streams or feedback effects are considered. The Poisson assumption
does not necessarily hold under these circumstances.
In order to demonstrate several aspects of statistical distributions and

their effect on queueing models, the analysis of a life system has been included
as an example. It will be shown, how sampled data can be matched with an
exponential service time distribution.

Example 2 Consider a call centre during the busy hour. Using the log of a
CTI server, call holding times for each single call have been recorded. In total
1707 calls have been measured. These calls have been arranged in groups with
unit time of 15 sec, i.e. the first group includes calls with a holding time of
0-14 sec, the second group includes calls with holding time between 15 and
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29 seconds, etc. A call lasts 162 sec on the average, whereas the standard
deviation σ of the holding time is 169, i.e. σ = 169. In order to visualize the
distribution of calls, a histogram is shown in figure 3.7. Please note, that the
word distribution is not used in the strong statistical sense.Giving a closer
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Figure 3.7: Histogram showing the distribution of calls in a call centre

look to figure 3.7, the shape suggests an exponential distribution. Mean and
standard deviation of the exponential distribution are both equal to 1

λ
, and

the measured data also exhibit a similar value for sample mean and standard
deviation. We therefore ignore the slight difference and attempt a so called
two-moment approximation. As a grouping of data with interval length 15
secs has been introduced, the average holding time will be scaled as well, i.e.
1
λ
= 162/15 = 10.8. Plotting the formula for the exponential probability

density function (PDF)
f(t) = λe−λt (3.2)

reveals figure 3.8.The same procedure has been applied to the cumulative dis-
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Figure 3.8: Fitted exponential PDF for 1
λ
= 10.8

tribution function (CDF)
F (t) = 1− e−λt (3.3)

to create figure 3.9.In order to compare the result with the histogram shown in
figure 3.7, the probability density function has to be scaled by the number of
calls 1707 on the y-axis and the interval length 15 on the x-axis. The resulting
plot is shown in figure 3.10.By overlapping the two figures it turns out, that
the fitted exponential distribution provides an acceptable approximation to the
measured data. Thus we have justified the exponentiality assumption for this
set of data. Please note, that usually the match between measured data and the
chosen statistical distribution has to be verified by a so called goodness-of-fit
test.

Method of Phases

Without the need to handle the residual times, the use of the exponential
distribution became very popular. In order to overcome the shortcomings
of the exponential distribution in queueing systems, very often mixtures of
exponential distributions are used in standard models instead of deriving a
new model suitable for the distribution required. In fact, it turns out, that
these mixture distributions are highly flexible due to their extensive sets of
parameters.
These families include the Erlangian (with density f(t) = (µk)k

(k−1)!t
k−1e−kµt)

or the hyperexponential distribution (with density f(t) =
Pk

i=1 αiµie
−µit,
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Figure 3.11: Simple and complex service facilities

µi > 0). Seen from the perspective of a service facility, one complex service
facility is replaced by a certain arrangement of more simple service facilities
each having an exponentially distributed service time. For a graphical repre-
sentation, please refer to figure 3.11. The Erlangian distribution provides a
good starting point for systems with phases or stages such as conveyor belts
used in manufacturing systems. The design pattern is purely sequential,
whereas the hyperexponential service facility follows a parallel arrangement.
For the densities above the number of stages is denoted by k. More general
arrangements may be achieved by mixing sequential and parallel configura-
tions resulting in so called hyper-Erlang distributions. A detailed treatment
may be found in the book by Schassberger [153]. By interconnecting nodes
rather arbitrarily, Neuts arrived at what he called phase type distributions
[127]. State transitions between phases comply to Markovian requirements
thus allowing for generalization of analytic methods for memoryless systems.
This family of distributions includes all of the aforementioned as special cases
and will be discussed in detail in section 3.3.1.
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3.1.5 Approximation of Arbitrary Distributions

In most practical situations one will rarely encounter distributions such as
exponential and Erlang ones. This raises the question, which class of dis-
tributions might be sufficient to capture almost all situations in practice.
Fortunately there is an answer to it. It turns out, that mixtures of expo-
nential distributions in serial and/or parallel (also called generalized Erlang
distributions) are capable of reasonably approximating any non-negative (and
absolutely continous) distribution. But there is more to gain without loss. As
a matter of fact, the assumption of equal intensities in each branch does not
affect the result[153]. This leads to the family of hyper-Erlang distributions,
which consists of nothing else than mixtures of Erlang distributions [88]. Be-
fore proceeding to the result the concept of weak convergence of probability
distributions has to be introduced.

Definition 3 Given a series of distribution functions Fn and a distribution
function F with limn→∞ Fn(x) = F (x) for all continuity points x of F , then
Fn is said to converge weakly (or in distribution). This is denoted by Fn * F .

The Fn above will become a sequence of Erlang mixtures and F denotes
the distribution to be approximated. In case of an absolutely continuous
distribution F the limit is valid for all x.

Theorem 4 Choose F to be an arbitrary distribution on the positive reals
(0,∞) with finite k-th moment µ(k)F . Then for each n there exists a Fn out
of the class of hyper-Erlang distributions, which converges weakly to F . Fur-
thermore the moments µ(l)Fn of Fn converge to µ

(l)
F for all l ≤ k.

The proof is omitted here, as it consults concepts such as completeness
and denseness in probabilistic metric spaces. For the question raised above,
it is interesting to note, that the class of exponential distributions in ser-
ial/parallel is equivalent to the family of Cox distributions, which is in turn
part of the class of phase type distributions. As a consequence each of the
stated distribution families sufficiently approximates the desired target dis-
tribution. For a mathematical treatment of the subject the reader is referred
to [8] and [153].
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3.1.6 Renewal Processes

In the previous sections we’ve learned that the Poisson process corresponds to
exponential interarrival times. By relaxing the exponential assumption, one
arrives at the so called renewal process. Renewal processes are characterized
by independent interarrival times following a common distribution. They
may be applied for the arrival as well as service processes, so in the following
the event of an arrival will be called a renewal. Let Tn now denote the
time between the n-1st and nth renewal, Sn =

Pn
k=1 Tn with S0 = 0 the

time of the nth renewal and N(t) = sup {n : Sn ≤ t} the total number of
renewals in the interval [0, t]. Then N(t) for all t ≥ 0 will formally describe
the renewal process. Taking expectation one arrives at the renewal function
m(t) = EN(t).
For the Poisson process the Tn were independent identically distributed

according to an exponential distribution. Consequently the distribution of
Sn results from the n-fold convolution of the exponential distribution, that
is an n-stage Erlang distribution. N(t) counts the number of renewals up to
the time t, which describes the Poisson process.
By denoting s = ETn =

R∞
0
tdF (t) to be the expected renewal time

(e.g. interarrival or service time), where Tn is identically distributed with
distribution function F for all n ≥ 1, one arrives at certain interesting limits

Theorem 5 Based on the notation above the following limits hold

lim
t→∞

m(t)

t
=
1

s

and

Pr

½
lim
t→∞

N(t)

t
=
1

s

¾
= 1

The proof is based on the strong law of large numbers and is omitted
here. The interested reader may consult [148] or [8]. The second limit holds
only with probability one. That means, that there are exceptions to the
rule, but these exceptions are negligible. In the context of arrival and service
processes s simply describes the interarrival or service time. Consequently
both limits converge to the arrival and service rates 1

s
. These results confirm

our intuition: Observing a process for a very long time and dividing the
number of occurences by the total time, one arrives at the rate of that process.
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By utilizing the central limit theorem, we are also able to derive as-
ymptotic results for sufficiently large t. As t → ∞, N(t) is asymptotically
normal distributed with mean t

s
and variance tσ2

s3
given the variance σ2 =R∞

0
(t− s)2 dF (t) of the renewal distribution F exists. More details may be

found in [8] and [38].
One could ask now, why the Poisson process plays such a prominent rule

among the class of renewal processes. The answer lies in the fact of merging
and splitting. It will turn out, that this feature is unique in the class of
stationary renewal processes. A process N(t) is called stationary, if a shift
in time does not alter the distribution of the epochs, i.e. N(t+ s)−N(t) has
the same distribution as N(s).
In the current section we made use of the so called Riemann-Stieltjes

integral [149]. In case of an absolutely continous lifetime distribution F , the
term dF (t) may be replaced by f(t)dt in the above formulas.

Theorem 6 Given stationary renewal processes N1(t), ...,Nn(t) and N(t) =
N1(t)+...+Nn(t) each with common density function continues on the interval
(0,∞) and right continous at 0, whereas the N1(t), ..., Nn(t) are independent
for all t ≥ 0. Then N1(t), ..., Nn(t) are all Poisson processes.

Again the proof is omitted, because it requires the theory of point processes,
which is not central to the current discussion. Also note the exact description
of continuity above. It stems from the fact, that distributions defined for the
positive reals can not be continous at 0 from the left. For more information
on the superposition of point processes consult [35].

3.1.7 Performance Characteristics of Queueing Systems

So far aspects of queueing models and statistical distributions have been
discussed. As the usefulness of a model varies with its results, appropriate
models and algorithms have to be selected. Another important factor is
the point of view taken. Performance values calculated with respect to an
arriving customer are not necessarily the same as those determined from
a servers viewpoint. Again, the impact of statistical distributions is not
negligible. However, it turns out, that these performance values are the same,
when using models with exponentially distributed interarrival and service
times. On the other hand, a lot of useful relations have been determined for
more general cases as well. Although queueing models vary in application and
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complexity, a common set of performance characteristics may be determined
as follows.

• The state propability pn is described by the probability of n customers
residing in the system, either being served or waiting. Thus,

pn = Pr{n customers in system}

• The traffic intensity ρ is given by the ratio of arrival rate λ and service
rate µ, i.e.

ρ =
λ

µ
(3.4)

Alternatively, the traffic intensity may also be seen as the ratio of av-
erage service time s = 1

µ
and average interarrival time t = 1

λ
, i.e.

ρ =
s

t
(3.5)

The traffic intensity is sometimes expressed in erlangs with respect to
the Danish teletraffic engineer. In the United States very often centum
call seconds (CCS) are used instead of erlang, as some manufacturers
poll traffic sensitive equipment every 100 seconds [120]. In fact, a server
being busy for an hour, carries a load of 36 CCS or equivalently 1 erlang.
Expressed in a formula,

ρccs = 36ρerl

• The proportion of time a server or a group of servers may be busy, is
given by the server utilization

u =
λ

mµ
=

ρ

m
,

whereasm describes the number of servers in a queueing system. Please
note, that a system with u = 1 is called a fully loaded system. Many
common models are based on steady state concepts, which are compa-
rable to the physical concept of equilibrium. As a consequence, they
are not applicable to systems in overload, i.e. u > 1. Due to statisti-
cal effects, they don’t provide proper results in fully loaded systems as
well. Thus u < 1 defines a necessary stability condition for commonly
used models.
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• The departure rate or throughput X describes the average number of
customers leaving the system. In a stable and work preserving system,
the departure rate is usually equal to the arrival rate. The throughput
is determined from the state propabilites and the service rate,

X =

∞X
n=1

µnpn (3.6)

Please note, that a load dependent service rate has been assumed. In
systems with multiple servers, µn is different for each state. Take as an
example a call centre with 3 agents assuming each agent with the same
average call handle time. With one agent being engaged, the effective
service rate is µ. The other two agents are still waiting for a call and
this can be identified with an idle server. If the second agent receives a
call with the first agent still talking, the effective service rate becomes
2µ. When three or more agents are serving an active call, the effective
service rate is 3µ. Clearly the fourth call in the system experiences a
waiting time as he has to queue for service. Thus a load dependent
service rate has to be assumed.

• The average queueing time Wq defines the time a customer has to wait,
until service begins.

• The average time in system W defines the time between arrival and
departure of a customer. The average time in system is related to the
average waiting time as follows

W = Wq + s =Wq +
1

µ
(3.7)

• The average queue size Lq defines the average number of customers in
the queue.

• The average system size L defines the average number of customers in
the system and may be determined as follows

L =
∞X
n=1

npn (3.8)

Please note, that starting the summation from n = 1 delivers the same
result as starting from n = 0.
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Figure 3.12: Little’s Law

A very useful relation between average queueing time and the average
number of customers in the system has been determined by J. D. C. Little
in the year 1961. He found out, that given the average queueing time, the
average queue size may be determined by simply multiplying the former with
the arrival rate, i.e.

Lq = λWq (3.9)

The same applies to the average system size and the average time in system

L = λW (3.10)

These relations are called Little’s Law. Interestingly, Little’s Law remains
valid under very general assumptions. It does not assume any specific arrival
distribution or service process, nor does it depend on the queueing discipline
or the number of servers. With limited system capacity, Little’s Law does
still hold, but the arrival rate λ has to be redefined to exclude the number
of customers lost due to blocking.
As shown in figure 3.12, Little’s Law may also be derived graphically. By

observing the number of customers entering and leaving a queueing system
as functions of time in the interval [0, t] denoted by At for the arrivals and
Dt for the departures, the number of customers Nt in the system is given by

Nt = At −Dt

Defining arrival rate λt as

λt =
At
t
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Based on the area Rt between At and Dt, the average number of customers
in the system Lt can be determined as follows

Lt =
Rt
t

Please note, that Rt can be interpreted as the cumulated waiting time in
interval [0, t]. The average waiting time Wt may now be calulated as the
ratio between cumulated waiting time and the number of customers entering
the system At, i.e.

Wt =
Rt
At

Aggregating the last three formulas leads to

Lt =
Rt
t
=
WtAt
t

=Wtλt

Taking the limit as t −→ ∞ results in Little’s well known formula. Please
note, that Little’s Law only applies to the average values, but not to the
entire distribution. Many proofs have been presented in the literature since
1961, the original text A Proof of the Queueing Formula L = λW has been
published in Operations Research No. 9 by J. D. C. Little in the year 1961.

3.1.8 Notation

Due to the wide range of applications, statistical distributions, parameters
and disciplines, the number of queueing system models steadily increases. As
a consequence, D. G. Kendall developed a shorthand notation for queueing
systems. According to that notation, a queueing system is described by
the string A/B/X/Y/Z, where A indicates the arrival distribution, B the
service pattern, X the number of servers, Y the system capacity and Z the
queueing discipline. Standard symbols commonly used in queueing systems
are presented in table 3.1.
For example, the shorthand M/D/3/100/PRI describes a queueing sys-

tem with exponential interarrival times, 3 servers each with deterministic
service time, a system capacity of 100 places and a priority service discipline.
Clearly the exponential interarrival times directly relate to Poisson arrivals.
Also note, that a system capacity of 100 places in a system with 3 servers
specify a maximum queue size of 97. Please note, that not all symbols are
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characteristics symbol description
A - interarrival distribution D deterministic

Ck Cox (k phases)
Ek Erlang (k phases)
G general
GI general independent
GEO geometric (discrete)
Hk hyperexponential
M exponential (Markov)
ME matrix exponential
MAP Markov arrival process
PH phase type

B - service time distribution D deterministic
Ck Cox (k phases)
Ek Erlang (k phases)
G general
GI general independent
GEO geometric (discrete)
Hk hyperexponential
M exponential (Markov)
ME matrix exponential
PH phase type
SM semi-Markov

X - number of parallel servers 1, 2, ...,∞
Y - system capacity 1, 2, ...,∞
Z - queueing discipline FCFS first come first serve

LCFS last come first server
RSS random selection for service
PRI priority service
RR round robin
PS processor sharing
GD general

Table 3.1: Kendall notation for queueing systems
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mandatory, as symbols Y and Z may be omitted thus resulting in an abbre-
viated string A/B/X. In that case, the system capacity is unlimited and the
queueing discipline is first come first served per default. Thus a queueing
system denoted byM/M/1/∞/FCFS is commonly abbreviated byM/M/1.
Kendall’s notation has been extended in various ways. One such extension

will be adopted to cover the description of impatient customers. Following
Bacelli and Hebuterne [12], an impatience distribution I will be added to
the standard string, both separated by a plus sign. The distribution itself is
defined similar to the first two elements A, B of the standard notation. The
extended notation will then appear as A/B/X/Y/Z + I in full length or as
A/B/X + I for the abbreviated notation.
The symbols mentioned in table 3.1 are not exclusive, as some character-

istics can be seen as generalizations or specifications of other characteristics.
So an exponential distribution may be seen as Erlang distribution with one
phase, which in turn is a specialization of the phase type distribution. As a
consequence, the capabilities of queueing models may be deducted from this
short description. Formulas derived for M/G/1 are generalizations of the
formulas used in M/M/1 systems.
As queueing theory originated from congestion theory in telephone sys-

tems, some application specific models survived over the years. The most
common is the so called lost calls cleared (LCC) system, which can be ex-
pressed as M/M/c/c model using Kendell notation. The LCC system does
not have any waiting places, calls arriving to a system with all servers busy
are cleared. As trunks in telephone systems usually do not have a queue-
ing mechanism, the LCC model suits the need of calculating required trunk
resources for a given offered load. The counterpart of the LCC system is
the lost calls held (LCH) system, which relates to M/M/c/K and M/M/c
models. Customers, which can not be immediately served on arrival are put
in a queue. These models are commonly used to dimension the desired tone
detector or tone generator resources in telephone systems given a certain
waiting time objective.

3.1.9 Queueing Disciplines

Most queueing systems assume first come, first serve as a queueing disci-
pline. It turns out, that most results derived under the first come, first serve
regime remain valid for last come, first serve (LCFS), round robin (RR) and
processor sharing (PS) disciplines. But this does not hold true for more
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complex disciplines. In priority systems, customers are grouped in classes
and separate characteristics are derived for each class. It is also a common
feature of queueing theory, that the average values remain the same, while
the underlying distributions change with the queueing discipline. One often
assumes a system or queueing discipline to be work conserving, that is [170]

• the server does not remain idle with customers waiting

• the queueing discipline does not affect the arrival time of any message

• the queueing discipline does not affect the amount of service time

If one works within the class of work conserving queueing disciplines, the
performance key indicators such as average queueing time and average system
size will remain untouched by the choice of a dedicated member. Note, that
such an invariance property does not hold for the corresponding distributions.
A very good discussion on the topics related to different queueing disciplines
is found in [37].

3.2 Classic Queueing Results

In this section we have collected the most important results for classic queue-
ing systems. Some topics are also accessible from textbooks on queueing
theory, while others have been treated only in scientific papers. Being a
stripped down version of the diploma thesis [43] this section provides some
results, which are required in later sections and chapters. For a more com-
plete coverage please refer to the authors thesis [43].

3.2.1 Birth-Death Process

The birth-death process is best suited to model load dependent systems. In
such a system, arrival and service rates are dependent on the current state of
the system. Please note, that still exponential interarrival and service time
distributions are assumed. The balance approach still provides easy access
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to the solution

p1 =
λ0
µ1
p0

...

pn =
λn−1
µn

pn−1 =
nY
i=1

λi−1
µi
p0 (3.11)

p0 =
1

1 +
P∞

n=1

Qn
i=1

λi−1
µi

(3.12)

The average number of customers in the system L may be determined as
usual

L =
∞X
n=1

npn (3.13)

By defining the system throughput X as follows

X =
∞X
n=1

µnpn (3.14)

and using Little’s Law leads to the average time in system W

W =
1

X
L =

P∞
n=1 npnP∞
n=1 µnpn

(3.15)

The formulas of the birth-death process may be applied to systems with lim-
ited capacity as well, but with a slight modification. The upper summation
limit of each equation has to be replaced by the system capacity K.

3.2.2 Markovian Multiserver Systems

Queueing systems with multiple servers may be modeled by a single server
system with state dependent service rate. Given n customers are in the
system, work is processed n times as fast as a single server would need to do
so. Given a limited supply of servers, the load dependent service rate remains
the same, if the limit is exceeded. The related model is calledM/M/c in the
limited case and M/M/∞ in the umlimited case. The latter system is also
called delay server, as the average answer time is insensible to the number
of customers currently in the system. As a single system, the delay server is
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almost useless, but if combined with other systems to a queueing network, it
plays an important role. The M/M/c requires the following parametrization

λn = λ for all n
µn = nµ for 1 5 n 5 c
µn = cµ for n > c

Substituting these parameters in equations 3.11 and 3.12 leads to

pn =

½ Qn
i=0

λ
iµ
p0 =

1
n!
ρnp0 for 1 5 n 5 c

pc
Qn
i=0

λ
cµ
= 1

c!cn−cρ
np0 for n > c

p0 =

Ã
c−1X
n=0

1

n!
ρn +

1

c!
ρc

1

1− ρ
c

!−1
(3.16)

As no system capacity constraint has been defined, a stability condition is
required to preserve proper analytical results. Based on the intuitive argu-
ment, that not more customers should arrive than can be served, a stability
condition may be written down immediately

λ

cµ
=

ρ

c
= u < 1

A very useful parameter in the derivation of Lq is the propability of delay pd,
which is given by

pd =
p0ρ

c

c!(1− ρ
c
)

(3.17)

Expression 3.17 is often referred to as Erlang C formula or Erlang formula
of the second kind. The Erlang C formula has been derived for lost calls
held systems (LCH) long before the M/M/c model was developed. Most
performance characteristics of interest may be expressed in terms of this
expression, i.e.

Lq =
λ

cµ− λ
pd (3.18)

Wq =
Lq
λ
=

1

cµ− λ
pd

W = Wq +
1

µ
=

1

cµ− λ
pd +

1

µ

L = λW =
λ

cµ− λ
pd + ρ (3.19)
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3.2.3 Capacity Constraints in M/M Systems

As already mentioned above, by customizing the parameters for the load
dependent model, capacity constraints may be introduced to a multiserver
system M/M/c/K, i.e.

λn = λ for 0 5 n < K
λn = 0 for n = K
µn = nµ for 1 5 n < c
µn = cµ for c 5 n 5 K
µn = 0 for n > K

Having identified the capacity limitations as the only difference between the
limited and the unlimited model, the same propabilities for states 1 . . . K can
be assumed. This immediately leads to the steady state probabilities

pn =


Qn
i=1

λ
iµ
p0 =

1
n!
ρnp0 for 1 5 n 5 c

pc
Qn
i=1

λ
cµ
= 1

c!cn−cρ
np0 for c < n 5 K

0 for n > K
(3.20)

p0 =


³Pc−1

n=0
1
n!
ρn + ρc

c!

1−( ρ
c
)K−c+1

1− ρ
c

´−1
for ρ

c
6= 1¡Pc−1

n=0
1
n!
cn + cc

c!
(K − c+ 1)¢−1 for ρ

c
= 1

Following the same procedure as for the M/M/c model, the propability of
delay pd is now derived

pd =

(
p0

ρc

c!

1−(ρ
c
)K−c

1− ρ
c

for ρ
c
6= 1

p0
cc

c!
(K − c) for ρ

c
= 1

Please note, that no delay can occur, if no waiting room exists, i.e. K = c.
Then only blocking may occur, whereas the propability of blocking is given
by pK for all values of K. The M/M/c/K model without waiting room also
denoted byM/M/c/c directly relates to the lost calls cleared (LCC) system.
The blocking propability pb = pc = pK for the M/M/c/c model is often
referred to as Erlang B formula, Erlang loss formula or Erlang formula of
the first kind. Substituting p0 into equation 3.20 and simplifying yields

pb = pc =
ρc

c!Pc
n=0

ρn

n!

(3.21)
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The most appealing property of the Erlang loss formula lies in the fact, that
its validity is not limited to exponential service times. It can be shown, that
the Erlang loss formula still holds under very general conditions, i.e. for the
M/G/c/c model. Thus any service time distribution dependency has been
reduced to the mean service time only. As the proof is very extensive, it will
be omitted here. A proof M/M/1/1 = M/G/1/1 for a single server model
is presented in [66]. Turning attention back to the more general M/M/c/K
model, it remains to determine the performance characteristics. As before
Lq provides the most convenient way to receive results

Lq =


p0ρc+1

c!c(1−u)2 (1− uK−c+1 − (1− u)(K − c+ 1)uK−c) for ρ
c
6= 1

with u = ρ
c

p0cc

c!
(K−c)(K−c+1)

2
for ρ

c
= 1

The other measures of effectiveness may be obtained by using Little’s Law.
Due to the system limitation, the arrival rate has to be modified to exclude
lost customers. For telephony applications, one would say the calls carried
have to be used instead of the calls offered. This may be expressed as follows

Wq =
1

λ(1− pK)Lq

W = Wq +
1

µ

L = λ(1− pK)W

3.2.4 Erlang B revisited

Instead of directly deriving the result for the Erlang B formula 3.21, the
following convenient recursion formula may be applied

pc =
ρpc−1

c+ ρpc−1
, p0 = 1

Substituting εc =
1
pc
provides an equivalent recurrence formula

εc = 1 +
c

ρ
εc−1, ε0 = 1 (3.22)

Due to the waiting room limitation of the M/M/c/c queue, a steady
state distribution exists also for the case of heavy traffic, that is u = ρ

c
> 1.
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Assuming an arrival rate of cλ, the utilization u exceeds 1. In fact, one can
show [145], that the number of empty places converges weakly to a geometric
distribution with parameter 1

ρ
. As a consequence the following relation for

the blocking probability pc holds

lim
c→∞

pc = 1− 1
ρ
= 1− µ

λ
(3.23)

With c sufficiently large, formula 3.23 provides a reasonable approximation
in heavy traffic situations.
In some cases, it becomes necessary to calculate the blocking probability

also for non-integer values of c. By replacing the sum in 3.21 by an appropri-
ate integral, one arrives at the following alternative form [15] of the Erlang
loss formula:

pc =
ρce−ρ

Γ (c + 1, ρ)
(3.24)

where

Γ (c+ 1, ρ) =

Z ∞

ρ

tce−ρdt

is the complement of the incomplete gamma function [160]. One typical
application of expression 3.24 arises in the context of the equivalent random
method developed by Wilkinson for alternative routing networks.

3.2.5 Exponential Customer Impatience

Modeling customer frustration may be achieved in different ways. In a balk-
ing scenario, customers are refusing to enter the queue given that it has
reached a certain length. At its most extreme, such a system is described by
a M/M/c/K model. Alternatively customer discouragement may be mod-
eled by a monotonic decreasing function bn. By carefully selecting a proper
function bn, one is able to express customer expectations in a nice and accu-
rate way [66].
With respect to the birth-death model introduced in equations 3.11 and

3.12, balking affects the arrival rate, i.e.

λn = bnλ (3.25)

Please note, that the system arrival rate has been assumed to be constant λ.
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successful
departures

balking
customers

reneging
customers

arrivals

Figure 3.13: A queue with impatient customers

Another form of customer impatience is reneging. Other than the balking
customer, a reneging customer joins the queue waiting for service. If the
perceived waiting time exceeds customer expectations, the customer leaves
the queue. Proceeding similar as above, a reneging function is introduced

r(n) = lim
∆t−→0

Pr

½
customer reneges during ∆t

given n customers in the system

¾
The reneging function clearly affects the service rate, as reneging customers
may be seen as virtually serviced customers in addition to regularily service
customers. Mathematically expressed

µ̄n = µn + r(n) (3.26)

Both types of impatience may be combined in a single model as shown in
figure 3.13. Application of the expressions 3.25 and 3.26 to the general birth-
death equations 3.11 and 3.12 yields [66]

pn =
nY
i=1

λi−1
µi
p0 = λnp0

nY
i=1

bi−1
µi + r(i)

p0 =

Ã
1 +

∞X
n=1

λn
nY
i=1

bi−1
µi + r(i)

!−1
For practical purposes, very often a more specific set of parameters is

defined. Assuming c servers with constant service rate µ, i.e.

µn =

½
nµ for 1 5 n 5 c
cµ for c < n 5 K
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a system capacity of K > c, a constant balking rate in queueing situations,
i.e.

bn =

 1 for n 5 c
(1− β) for c < n 5 K
0 for n > K

(3.27)

and that customers don’t have any knowledge about the system state [187],
i.e.

r(n) =

½
0 for n 5 c

(n− c)δ for c < n 5 K
the model becomes

pn =
nY
i=1

λi−1
µi
p0 =


1
n!
ρnp0 for 1 5 n 5 c

ρcλn−c(1−β)n−c
c!
Qn
i=c+1 cµ+(i−c)δp0 for c < n 5 K

0 for n > K

p0 =

Ã
cX

n=0

1

n!
ρn +

KX
n=c+1

ρcλn−c(1− β)n−c

c!
Qn
i=c+1 cµ+ (i− c)δ

!−1
(3.28)

with ρ set to ρ = λ
µ
as before. This limited capacity system covers balking

as well as reneging behaviour. It is best solved by using numerical compu-
tation, as no closed form solution is known to the author. The performance
characteristicsW , L and X are calculated by substituting state probabilities
3.28 in formulas 3.13 to 3.15 for the birth-death model.
By omitting the balking behaviour one arrives at theM/M/c+M model

first introduced by C. Palm before 1960 [135]. It has also been given names
such as Erlang A or Palm/Erlang A, because it provides a tradeoff between
the Erlang C (M/M/c) queueing model and the Erlang B loss (M/M/c/c)
system. Our treatment will be based on [118]. First note, that by eliminating
the balking definition 3.27, the system becomes infinite. As a consequence
the second sum in

p0 =

Ã
cX

n=0

1

n!
ρn +

∞X
n=c+1

ρcλn−c

c!
Qn
i=c+1 cµ+ (i− c)δ

!−1
(3.29)

must converge to allow for meaningful results of pn. In fact, convergence can
be assured by the following upper bound:

p−10 ≤
∞X
n=0

(λ/min (µ, δ))n

n!
= e−

λ
min(µ,δ)
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Hence the M/M/c+M queue always remains stable. Once p0 is known the
entire steady state distribution may be derived from

pn =

(
1
n!
ρnp0 for 1 5 n 5 c

ρcλn−c
c!
Qn
i=c+1 cµ+(i−c)δp0 for n > c (3.30)

To avoid numerical difficulties caused by the infinite sum in equation 3.29,
Palm presented an ingenious derivation based on the Erlang loss formula and
the incomplete gamma function, which after some algebraic manupulation
leads to

p0 =
c!

ρc
pb

1 + [F (cµ/δ,λ/δ)− 1] pb (3.31)

pn =


c!

n!ρc−npc for 0 5 n < c
pb

1+[F (cµ/δ,λ/δ)−1]pb for n = c
(λ/δ)n−cQn−c
i=1 cµ/δ+i

pc for n > c
(3.32)

The auxiliary function F is defined as

F (x, y) =
xey

yx
γ (x, y)

where γ(x, y) =
R y
0
tx−1e−tdt denotes the incomplete gamma function [160].

The above set of formulas provides an easy way to calculate the steady
state distribution by performing the following steps

1. Calculate the blocking probability for a c server loss system pb by ap-
plying the Erlang B formula 3.21

2. Look up the value of the incomplete gamma function γ (cµ/δ,λ/δ)

3. Insert both results in the expression for pc

4. Use the remaining formulas to derive pn, n 6= c from pc

Having derived a closed form solution for the equilibrium distribution, we
are now able to derive various performance characteristics. Let W̆q denote
a random variable associated with the current queueing time. Then the
probability of delay is given by

pd = Pr
n
W̆q > 0

o
=

F (cµ/δ,λ/δ) pb
1 + [F (cµ/δ,λ/δ)− 1] pb (3.33)
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In the M/M/c + M queue a customer decides to leave the queue at an
exponential rate. In determining the probability of getting ultimately served,
one encounters, what has been called competition of exponentials in [118]:

ps0 =
cµ

cµ+ δ

ps1 =
cµ+ δ

cµ+ 2δ
p∗0 =

cµ

cµ+ 2δ

Proceeding further one arrives at psn the probability of the n-th customer
getting served, that is

psn =
cµ

cµ+ (n+ 1) δ
, n ≥ 1

The probability to abandon service and loosing the customer is given by

pan = 1− psn =
(n+ 1) δ

cµ+ (n+ 1) δ
, n ≥ 0

One can now derive the conditional probability that a customer abandons
given he does not receive immediate service

Pr
n
Abandon|W̆q > 0

o
=

1

ρF (cµ/δ,λ/δ)
+ 1− 1

ρ
(3.34)

The corresponding calculations utilize an idendity derived by Palm for the
function F based on properties of the incomplete gamma function [160]. A
partial derivation is given in [118]. If required, one may consult the original
paper [135] by Palm. Due to independence, the probability of an arbitrary
customer abandoning the queue is given by the product of the expressions
3.33 and 3.34:

pa = Pr {Abandon} = Pr
n
Abandon|W̆q > 0

o
Pr
n
W̆q > 0

o
=

µ
1

ρF (cµ/δ,λ/δ)
+ 1− 1

ρ

¶
pd (3.35)

Note that in equilibrium, the rate of customers abadoning the queue and the
rate of customers entering the system have to be the same, i.e. δLq = λpa.
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So the performance characteristics are given by

Lq =
λ

δ
pa, Wq =

pa
δ

W = Wq +
1

µ
=
pa
δ
+
1

µ

L = λW =
λpa
δ
+ ρ

In comparison to the M/M/c queueing system, performance is superior
in terms of average waiting time and mean queue length. Additionally, the
M/M/c + M system is immune to any kind of congestion. This is also,
what we encounter especially in real life situations concerned with human
behaviour. Impatience becomes a mandatory assumption for the analysis of
such models. This might be different for technical systems.
Another, although not well known form of customer impatience exists

in multiqueue systems and is called jockeying. Customer dissatisfaction is
expressed by simply joining another queue. Rather simple in description,
these models are hard to solve and will not be covered in this text. For
general information on customer impatience refer to [66]. A more specific
model with limited sources, limited capacity and reneging is described in
[2]. Equivalence relations between systems with customer impatience and
machine inference problems are derived in [67]. Balking and reneging for
birth-death processes has also been considered in [152].
In certain situations it becomes necessary to bound the time a customer

resides in the system. As an example consider a call centre, where customers
are rerouted to an IVR system, when a predefined waiting time limit has
been reached. By expressing the waiting time limit in terms of an exponential
distribution, the system fits nicely in the framework of birth-death processes.
It has been introduced by B.V. Gnedenko and I.N. Kovalenko in their book
[62]. It turns out, that the model with exponentially bounded holding times
is equivalent to the Erlang A M/M/c+M queueing system.

3.2.6 Markovian Finite Population Models

The previous discussion focused on queueing problems with infinite customer
population. Although mathematically convenient, such an assumption only
serves well as an approximation to situations with a large population. One
anticipates, that prediction errors become negligible. If this is not the case,
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then one has to take care about finiteness. This is best done by modifying
the birth rate λ in the standard birth-death model as follows

λn =

½
(M − n)λ for 0 5 n < M

0 for n =M

Here M denotes the size of the population. Assuming a system with c < M
service units, i.e.

µn =

½
nµ for 1 5 n < c
cµ for n = c

and substituting in equation 3.11 leads to

pn =

½ ¡
M
n

¢
ρnp0 for 0 5 n < c¡

M
n

¢
n!

cn−cc!ρ
np0 for c 5 n 5M (3.36)

p0 =

"
c−1X
n=0

µ
M

n

¶
ρn +

MX
n=c

µ
M

n

¶
n!

cn−cc!
ρn

#−1

with
¡
M
n

¢
= M !

(M−n)!n! denoting the binomial coefficient . Using the definition
of the expected value, one is now able to derive the performance indicators

L =

"
c−1X
n=0

n

µ
M

n

¶
ρn +

MX
n=c

n

µ
M

n

¶
n!

cn−cc!
ρn

#
p0

Lq = L− c+ p0
c−1X
n=0

(c− n)
µ
M

n

¶
ρn

W =
L

λ (M − L) , Wq =
Lq

λ (M − L)
Assuming the size of the waiting room to be 0 results in a finite-source

variation of the classic M/M/c/c Erlang Loss system. This model is often
used in telecommunication applications and is called the Engset model . The
steady state distribution 3.36 simplifies to

pn =

¡
M
n

¢
ρnPM

i=0

¡
M
i

¢
ρi
, 0 ≤ n ≤M

This is also known as the Engset distribution. The probability of a customer
being blocked and getting lost due to call congestion is determined by a
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full system, that is pb = pc. Similar to the general finite population model,
a recurrence relation may be deducted for easy calculation. In telephony
applications, the recursion is usually defined for the blocking probability:

pc =
(M − c) ρpc−1

c+ (M − c) ρpc−1
WithM getting very large, the Engset distribution approaches the probabil-
ities pn given by the M/M/c/c Erlang loss system. As a reference related to
queueing theory consider any standard text book such as [66]. For telephony
applications we refer to [15].

3.2.7 Relation to Markov Chains

Now an attempt will be made to relate birth-death processes to continous
time Markov chains. For a short introduction please refer to appendix A.3. A
birth-death process may be understood as a skip-free Markov chain, meaning
that the process can only move to a neighbouring state in a single step.
Combining birth and death rates

qn,n+1 = λn

qn,n−1 = µn
qnn = − (λn + µn)
qmn = 0 for |m− n| > 1

leads to the infinitesimal generator

Q =


−λ0 λ0 0 0 · · ·
µ1 − (λ1 + µ1) λ1 0 · · ·
0 µ2 − (λ2 + µ2) λ2 · · ·
...

. . .

 (3.37)

Alternatively one may address the discrete Markov chain embedded into the
birth-death process. By chosing the occurences of the state transitions as
regeneration points, the corresponding transition matrix becomes

P =


0 1 0 0 · · ·
µ1

λ1+µ1
0 λ1

λ1+µ1
0 · · ·

0 µ2
λ2+µ2

0 λ2
λ2+µ2

· · ·
...

. . .
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Appearantly both matrices suggest irreducibility. From the conservation
equation 3.12 it follows, that an equilibrium can only be assumed, if

∞X
n=1

nY
i=1

λi−1
µi

<∞ (3.38)

Due to the fact, that stationarity implies positive recurrence, equation 3.38
may be used as a criterion for positive recurrence. Focusing on the embedded
chain, it can be shown [190], that a birth-death process is recurrent, if

1

λ0
+

∞X
n=1

µ1µ2 · · ·µn
λ0λ1 · · ·λn =∞ (3.39)

holds and vice versa. Multiplying the left hand side by λ0 and omitting the
first term simplifies formula 3.39 to

∞X
n=1

nY
i=1

µi
λi
=∞

The stationary distribution may also be calculated using Markov chain meth-
ods. One can either chose to solve the Chapman Kolmogorov equations for
the embedded chain or apply Kolmogorov’s differential systems directly. Ei-
ther case leads to the same results. For further information please consult
[8] and [190]. Especially the latter reference provides a rigorous treatment
on the topic.

3.2.8 Some Useful Relations

Before getting hands on some rarities in queueing we will derive some useful
tools. The first deals with an interesting property of Poisson arrivals. A
Poisson stream is sometimes called purely random. Provided the state of the
system changes at most by one, a customer arriving in the stream finds the
same state distribution as an outside observer. One can say, that Poisson
arrivals see time averages (PASTA). It turns out, that PASTA also applies
to the transient case, which obviously includes the steady state version as
special case.

Theorem 7 (PASTA) Define an(t) as the probability of n customers in the
system seen by an arrival just after entering the system. Let pn(t) denote the
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distribution of n customers in the system at an arbitrary point in time. Then
for Poisson arrivals

an(t) = pn(t) for all n ≥ 0, t ≥ 0

Proof. Define N(t) as the number of customers in the system at time t.
Now consider the number of arrivals A (t, t+ h) in an infinitesimal interval
(t, t+ h). Then an(t) is defined as the limit h → 0 of the probability, that
the number of customers in the system is n given an arrival has occured just
after t. In mathematical terms

an(t) = lim
h→0

Pr {N(t) = n|A (t, t+ h) = 1}

= lim
h→0

Pr {N(t) = n,A (t, t+ h) = 1}
Pr {A (t, t+ h) = 1}

= lim
h→0

Pr {A (t, t+ h) = 1|N(t) = n}Pr {N(t) = n}
Pr {A (t, t+ h) = 1}

= lim
h→0

Pr {A (t, t+ h) = 1}Pr {N(t) = n}
Pr {A (t, t+ h) = 1}

= lim
h→0

Pr {N(t) = n} = pn (t)

Please note, that Pr {A (t, t+ h) = 1|N(t) = n} = Pr {A (t, t+ h) = 1} fol-
lows from the fact, that the number of arrivals occuring in two disjoint time
intervals are independent.
Another proof based on the assumption, that future increments are inde-

pendent of the past has been given by R.W. Wolff in [188]. A proof tailored
to the requirements of the M/G/1 queue may be found in [66].
A similar result also holds for exponential service times. Assuming equi-

librium, let pn be the probability that n customers are in the system. The
probability that n customers are in the system just prior to an arrival is
denoted by p̃n.

Theorem 8 (Rate Conservation Law) Consider a queueing system with
general arrivals, exponential service times, c ≤ ∞ servers and system limit
K ≤ ∞. Furthermore assume a work conserving queueing discipline and no
interruption of service. Then the following relation holds

min (c, n) pn = ρp̃n−1
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Rewriting the above equation to min (c, n)µpn = λp̃n−1 one may intu-
itively explain the result as follows. The left term represents a state transi-
tion from state n to state n− 1, whereas the right term is just the opposite.
Given a work conserving queueing discipline in accordance with the local
balance principle, the rate downwards must equal the rate upwards [2]. For
the proof we refer to theorem 6.4.3 of [27] or to page 154 of [169].
We will turn attention now to a theorem from complex analysis often

employed in queueing theory. Its main use lies in assuring the existence of
roots within a closed contour such as the unit circle |z| = 1. Usually a given
function F is split into two parts, i.e. F (z) = f(z) + g(z), where f(z) has a
known number of zeros inside a given domain.

Theorem 9 (Rouche) If f(z) and g(z) are functions analytic inside and on
a closed contour C and if |g(z)| < |f(z)| on C, then both f(z) and f(z)+g(z)
possess the same number of zeros inside C.

A proof may be found in almost any standard textbook on complex analy-
sis, for example see [162].

3.2.9 General Impatience Distribution

One possible generalization to Palm’s M/M/c +M model is to allow for a
general impatience distribution. In doing so, one arrives at the M/M/c+G
model. A variant thereof has first been introduced by F. Bacelli and G.
Hebuterne in 1981. Our treatment will be based on their paper [12] and
the paper by S. Zeltyn and A. Mandelbaum [189]. Although the model
assumes, that arriving customers are fully aware of the offered wait V and
abandon service immediately, if their patience time is exceeded, the model
coincides with the M/M/c + G model in terms of all relevant stationary
performance characteristics. The patience time is assumed to be distributed
according to G(.), in the latter more often referenced to by the survival
function Ḡ(.) = 1−G(.). Although the exponentiality assumption is violated,
the model may be described by a Markov process {N(t), η(t) : t = 0}, where
N(t) describes the number of customers in the system at time t and η(t)
denotes the virtual offered waiting time of a customer arriving at time t. As
long as there are c − 1 customers in the system, η(t) = 0, whereas for c or
more customers η(t) becomes positive. In the latter case, it is only relevant
to know, that there are c or more customers in the system, the exakt number
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is irrelevant. Therefore we choose N(t) = c for η(t) > 0 and η(t) = 0 for
0 5 N(t) 5 c − 1. With the system described that way, one preserves the
Markov property. Let v(x) denote the density of the virtual offered waiting
time and define

v(x) = limt→∞ limh→0
Pr{N(t)=c,x<η(t)5x+h}

h
x = 0

pn = limt→∞Pr {N(t) = n, η(t) = 0} 0 5 n 5 c− 1
Let

λn =

½
bnλ 0 5 n 5 c− 1
bc−1λ η(t) > 0

and assign to µ and ρ = λ
µ
the usual meanings. The steady state equations

are given by

pn = λnp0

nY
i=1

bi−1
iµ

for 1 5 n 5 c− 1

λc−1pc−1 = λbc−1 = v(0) (3.40)

p0 =

"
c−1X
n=0

λn
nY
i=1

bi−1
iµ

+ λcbc−1J
c−1Y
i=1

bi−1
iµ

#−1
where

v(x) = λbc−1

µ
pn−1e−cµx + e−cµx

Z x

0

ecµyv(y)Ḡ(y)dy

¶
(3.41)

J =

Z ∞

0

exp

½
λ

Z x

0

Ḡ(y)dy − cµx
¾
dx (3.42)

The system may be assumed to be stable, if the integral in the expression
for J in equation 3.42 converges. This in turn is equivalent to the condition
λḠ(∞) < cµ or uḠ(∞) < 1 with u the utilization. For a proper probability
distribution G(.), i.e. limx→∞ Ḡ(x) = 0, the system will not become unstable
and show behaviour similar to the M/M/c/K queueing system. Otherwise
G(.) is called defective and the above mentioned condition has to be consid-
ered.
Now consider the model without balking, i.e. λn = λ. Let pa denote the

probability, that an arriving customer refrains from being serviced because
of excessive wait. This loss probability is given by

pa =

µ
1− c

ρ

¶Ã
1−

c−1X
n=0

pn

!
+ pc−1
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and the performance indicators may be calculated as

Wq = λpc−1

Z ∞

0

Z t

0

Ḡ(y)dy exp

½
λ

Z t

0

Ḡ(y)dy − cµt
¾
dt (3.43)

Lq = λWq, W =Wq +
1

µ
, L = λW

where

pc−1 =
·
1

pb
+ λJ

¸−1
With balking included into the model, the average queueing time 3.43 adapts
well to the modification, one has only to replace λ by λbc−1 and calculate
pc−1 according to the first equation of 3.40.
TheM/M/c+G model is a rather general one, as it includes theM/M/c

queueing system and Palm’sM/M/c+M model as special cases. For the lat-
ter let the patience times follow an exponential distribution with parameter
δ, whereas for the former assume infinite patience, i.e. Ḡ(x) = 1. Note, that
Ḡ(x) = 1 is indeed a defective distribution putting the stability condition
1 > uḠ(∞) = u in effect. Obviously we arrived at the stability condition
for the M/M/c model. Another important special case is the M/M/c + D
queueing system as introduced by Gnedenko and Kovalenko in their book
[62], which is based on D.Y. Barrer’s derivations [152]. In practice, it applies
well to computer networks with deterministic timeouts.
Brandt and Brandt derived a generalization to the M/M/c+G queueing

system by allowing for state dependent arrival and service rates [28]. The
main difference lies in the fact, that steady state probabilities are now defined
for c or more customers and that the residual patience time has been taken
into account. As before, as long as there are servers available, the system
follows the well-known birth-death approach. It assumes a bounded sequence
of arrival rates λn, i.e. there is only a finite number of λn > 0. This leads to
the steady-state distribution

pn =


p0
¡Qn−1

i=0 λi
¢ ¡Qc

i=n+1 µi
¢

0 < n 5 c
p0
¡Qn−1

i=0 λi
¢ µc
(n−c)!

R∞
0

¡R y
0
Ḡ(z)dz

¢n−c
e−µcydy n > c+ 1hPc−1

j=0 pj +
P∞

j=0

³Qc+j−1
i=0 λi

´
µc
j!

R∞
0

¡R y
0
Ḡ(z)dz

¢j
e−µcydy

i−1
n = 0

The system can be considered stable, if one is able to calculate a non-trivial
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p0. Isolating the relevant part yields the stability condition

∞X
j=0

Ã
c+j−1Y
i=0

λi

!
1

j!

Z ∞

0

µZ y

0

Ḡ(z)dz

¶j
e−µcydy <∞

Based on the effective arrival rate λ̄ =
P∞

n=0 λnpn, the probability, that a
customer has to wait, i.e.

pd = 1− 1
λ̄

cX
n=0

λnpn

and the probability, that an arriving customer will leave the system later due
to impatience

pa = 1− 1
λ̄

Ã
µc +

c−1X
n=0

(µn − µc) pn
!

The mean queueing time may be derived by using Little’s law

Wq =
1

λ̄

∞X
n=c+1

(n− c) pn

One may split the queueing time into two parts, representing the wait an
arriving customer is exposed to in case of being served or lost due to impa-
tience,

W s
q =

ps
(1− pa) λ̄

∞X
j=1

Ã
c+j−1Y
i=0

λi

!
µc
j!

Z ∞

0

µZ y

0

Ḡ(z)dz

¶j
(µcy − 1) e−µcydy

W a
q =

ps
paλ̄

∞X
j=1

Ã
c+j−1Y
i=0

λi

!
µc
j!

Z ∞

0

µZ y

0

Ḡ(z)dz

¶j
(j + 1− µcy) e−µcydy

For the proofs we refer to the paper of Brandt and Brandt [28]. Some of
them rely on Palm distributions and stationary point processes, especially
those, which are concerned with the relation between distributions at arrival
epochs and their general counterpart. For more information on these topics,
please consult [27]. In their paper, Brandt and Brandt also consider the
special case of an impatience time defined as the minimum of a constant and
an exponentially distributed random variable. In the extreme, one arrives
either at Palm’s M/M/c +M model or Gnedenko’s M/M/c + D queueing
system.
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3.2.10 Retrials and the Orbit Model

Up to now it has been assumed for systems with limited capacity, that blocked
customers are lost. In the following we will consider these customers to retry
for service after some period of time. Obviously there is some dependency
introduced in the model, which violates the memoryless property of the ar-
rival stream. By describing the system as a two dimensional Markov process
{C(t),N(t) : t = 0}, one restores the desired features. Here C(t) denotes the
number of busy servers at time t and N(t) describes the number of retrying
sources. One can think of blocked customers beeing redirected to an orbit
instead of getting lost. From a different viewpoint, a retrial system forms a
queueing network consisting of loss and infinite server nodes. Retrial systems
have become important in telephony applications, as a typical caller retries
after some time, if he does not reach the desired target. For this reason, the
service facility is often modeled as loss system, not as queueing system with
limited capacity. We will follow this convention and introduce a M/M/c/c
queue as service facility. If the service distribution is not exponential, we’ll
loose the Markov property of the above mentioned process again. Then a
supplementary variable describing the elapsed service time has to be intro-
duced to preserve it.
Adhering to the usual notation we’ll turn attention to the single server

case now, i.e. assume a M/M/1/1 service facility. Consequently C(t) can
only take the values 0 and 1. Assume that the time lengths between the
retrials are independent and follow an exponential distribution with para-
meter η. Thus on the average every 1

η
seconds (or any other preferred time

unit) a retrial occurs. Introducing pm,n := Pr {C(t) = m,N(t) = n}, we may
proceed as usual and equate the flow in with the flow out. Hence,

(λ+ nη) p0,n = µp1,n

(n+ 1) ηp0,n+1 = λp1,n

Following the treatment of [69], both expressions may be combined to

p1,n+1 = ρ

µ
1 +

λ

η (n+ 1)

¶
p1,n

This leads to

p1,n =

(
ρn
Qn
i=1

³
1 + λ

ηi

´
p1,0 n = 1

ρ (1− ρ)1+λ/η n = 0
(3.44)
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The expected number of customers in orbit are given by

Lq =
ρ2

1− ρ
+

λρ

η (1− ρ)
=

λρ

η (1− ρ)
+ LM/M/1q (3.45)

The second term may be identified as some kind of expected excess in the
number of customers [69]. Letting η approach infinity, the excess vanishes and
we arrive at an ordinaryM/M/1 queueing model. There is no delay between
subsequent retries and so the orbit attaches as queue to the M/M/1/1 loss
model. The remaining performance characteristics are determined by an
application of Little’s law

Wq =
1

λ
Lq =

λ (ρη + λ)

η (1− ρ)

L = Lq + ρ =
ρ (ρη + λ) + ρη (1− ρ)

η (1− ρ)
=

ρ (η + λ)

η (1− ρ)

W =
1

λ
L =

η + λ

ηµ (1− ρ)

It turns out, that the single server retrial system is stable for ρ < 1 [50]. One
may also derive the conditional average waiting time in orbit for an arriving
customer given a busy server:

E
n
W̆q|W̆q > 0

o
=
1

λρ
Lq =

1

1− ρ

µ
1

µ
+
1

η

¶
Again we detect an excess to the average queueing time of theM/M/1model.
A slightly different approach to the one presented here is given in [50] by using
a generating function approach to derive the main performance characteris-
tics. G.I. Falin and J.G.C. Templeton also present results for the variance of
the average number of customers in orbit and in system. Their results are
stated here for completeness without proof

σ2L =
ρ (η + λ)

η (1− ρ)2

σ2Lq =
ρ (ρη + ρ2η − ρ3η + λ)

η (1− ρ)2

The calculation of the variance of the average waiting time is not straight-
forward, as customers may overtake each other randomly in orbit. For a
detailed analysis on the waiting time distribution we refer to their book [50].
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The multiserver case may be approached by letting C(t) assume values
between 0 and c. Proceeding as usual leads to the following system of equa-
tions for the steady state probabilitiesµ

ρ+m+
η

µ

¶
pm,n = ρpm−1,n + (m+ 1) pm+1,n +

η

µ
(n+ 1) pm−1,n+1

(ρ+ c) pc,n = ρpc−1,n + ρpc,n−1 +
η

µ
(n+ 1) pc−1,n+1

and by the use of generating functions

u = ρ

Lq =

µ
1 +

η

µ

¶
ρ− σ2C
c− ρ

(3.46)

It can be shown, that the multiserver retrial system is stable for u < 1. This
is as far as one can get with exact techiques. Closed form solutions only
exist in the case of one or two servers [50], for c = 3 the average number of
customers in orbit depends on the variance of the number of busy servers σ2C .
In the extreme for η → ∞ the retrial model approaches the classic M/M/c
queueing system, whereas for η = 0 it reduces to an Erlang loss system. This
allows for an approximation for high and low retrial rates η. In the former
case the blocking probability pb is approximated by the probability of delay
p
(M/M/c)
d for the M/M/c queue given by expression 3.17. The same applies
to the average queue length, i.e. Lq ≈ L(M/M/c)q .
For η small the Erlang loss formula 3.21 with traffic intensity ρ̄ = λ+r

µ
and

c servers provides a starting point for an approximation. Hereby we assume,
that the unknown retrial arrival rate r does not depend on the number of
busy servers. It is easy to verify, that the Erlang loss formula constitutes a
distribution allowing us to calculate mean and variance. For the purposes
of the current section we will denote it by E(ρ̄, c), where ρ̄ and c are the
parameters. Keeping in mind, that this distribution describes the random
variable busy servers, its expectation must equal the utilization of the retrial
system, i.e. u = ρ = ρ̄ (1− E(ρ̄, c)) leading to E(ρ̄, c) = 1− ρ/ρ̄ = r

λ+r
.

Similar considerations yield σ2b = ρ − (c− ρ) (ρ̄− ρ), the variance of the
random variable busy servers. Returning to the high rate approximation, the
same idea may be applied to the Erlang delay formula leading to an approx-
imation of the variance σ2d = ρ

³
1− p(M/M/c)d

´
. Although both variances are
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related to the number of busy servers, we kept the suffixes to show the origin
of the formulas.
For intermediate values of η, the most straightforward way to provide an

approximation is via interpolation, i.e.

pb ≈
1

1 + η
µ

E(ρ̄, c) +

η
µ

1 + η
µ

p
(M/M/c)
d

σ2C ≈
1

1 + η
µ

σ2b +

η
µ

1 + η
µ

σ2d

Inserting the expression for σ2C into formula 3.46 yields

Lq ≈
r

µ
+

η

µ
L(M/M/c)q , Wq =

1

λ
Lq (3.47)

W = Wq +
1

µ
, L = λW = Lq + ρ

where the unknown quantity r is calulated from E(λ+r
µ
, c) = r

λ+r
for given

values of λ, µ and c. Although there is an appealing relation to the M/M/c
queue, it is in general not additive as one would expect from the single server
case. Some of the ideas presented here have to be attributed to R.I. Wilkinson
[144], but the most complete reference in the field is the book by Falin and
Templeton [50]. A survey on retrial queues is provided by V.G. Kulkarni and
H.M. Liang in [108]. G. Fayolle and M.A. Brun have treated a model with
customer impatience and repeated calls in their paper [51]. Their model is
rather cumbersome and difficult to analyze.

3.2.11 The M/G/1 System

Consider a single server queue with Poissonian arrivals at rate λ and arbitrary
(absolute continuous) service distribution B(.) with average service time 1

µ

and finite variance. As regeneration points choose the instance at which
customers complete service and depart from the system. At that time either a
waiting customer commences service or the system becomes idle. More exact,
the residual life time is zero, but the customer has not left the system yet.
Define b̄(s) =

R∞
0
b(x)e−sxdx as the Laplace transform of the service density

b(.) corresponding to B(.). By setting up and solving the embedded Markov
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(aka discrete time Markov chain, see appendix A.3) chain at regneration
points one obtains the generating function P (z) of the steady state equations

P (z) =
(1− ρ) (1− z)Q(z)

Q(z)− z (3.48)

Q(z) = b̄ (λ (1− z)) (3.49)

and the probability of an empty system

p0 = 1− ρ (3.50)

To determine the average system size L, one makes use of the properties
of generating functions [59]:

L =
d

dz
P (z)|z=1 = 2ρ− ρ2 + λ2σ2S

2 (1− ρ)

= ρ+
ρ2 + λ2σ2S
2 (1− ρ)

(3.51)

The above result 3.51 is often refered to as Pollaczek-Khintchine Formula and
enables us to derive the remaining performance characteristics by applying
Little’s law. This leads to

W =
1

λ
L =

1

µ
+

ρ2 + λ2σ2S
2λ (1− ρ)

Wq = W − 1
µ
=

ρ2 + λ2σ2S
2λ (1− ρ)

Lq = λWq =
ρ2 + λ2σ2S
2 (1− ρ)

For further reading, we again refer to classic textbooks on queueing the-
ory. We were mainly led by [66]. Similar derivations may be found also in
[62] and [188]. For more advanced approaches consider [8] and [145].

Example 10 Consider deterministic service times, i.e. we specialize to the
M/D/1 model. To gain results one usually has to employ integro-differential
equations. By applying the results for the M/G/1 model we are able to sig-
nificantly reduce the mathematical effort necessary. The deterministic distri-
bution is in some sense malformed, as there is only a single point with mass
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1, i.e.

b(x) = δ

µ
x− 1

µ

¶
Here the function δ (z) describes the Kronecker function

δ (z) =

½
0 z 6= 0
1 z = 0

(3.52)

The Laplace transform of the density is given by

b(s) = e−
1
µ

Applying to expression 3.49 and 3.48 leads to

P (z) =
(1− ρ) (1− z) e−λ(1−z)/µ

e−λ(1−z)/µ − z
=

(1− ρ) (1− z)
1− zeρ(1−z)

Expanding in a geometric series

P (z) = (1− ρ) (1− z)
∞X
n=0

znenρ(1−z)

and expressing the exponential function in an exponential series allows one
to isolate the coefficients of zn:

p0 = 1− ρ

p1 = (1− ρ) (eρ − 1)

pn = (1− ρ)
nX
i=0

(−iρ)n−i eiρ
(n− i)! −

n−1X
i=0

(−iρ)n−i−1 eiρ
(n− i− 1)! (3.53)

As there is no variation in the model, i.e. σ2S = 0, the Pollaczek-Khintchine
formula 3.51 immediately becomes

L = ρ+
ρ2

2 (1− ρ)
(3.54)
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Rewriting expression 3.54 reveals an interesting relation between the M/D/1
and the M/M/1 model:

L =
ρ

1− ρ
− ρ2

2 (1− ρ)
= L(M/M/1) − ρ2

2 (1− ρ)

It turns out, that given the same parameters the number of customers is
always smaller for systems with deterministic service times. In case of heavy
traffic, i.e. ρ → 1, the system size of the M/M/1 model is twice the size of
the M/D/1 queueing system:

lim
ρ→1

L =
1

2
lim
ρ→1

L(M/M/1)

For sake of readability, some calculations have been omitted. The detailed
calculations may be found in [152].

By introducing the coefficient of variation cS =
√
V ar(S)

ES = µσS, one may
think of using it as a control parameter to interpolate between deterministic
(cS = 0) and exponential service times (cS = 1) . In fact, this is possible by
reinterpreting the Pollaczek-Khintchine formula 3.51 as follows

L = c2S
ρ

1− ρ
+
¡
1− c2S

¢ 2ρ− ρ2

2 (1− ρ)

= c2SL
(M/M/1) +

¡
1− c2S

¢
L(M/D/1) (3.55)

By Little’s law the same convex combination may also be applied to the
other performance characteristics. Although this interpretation is not very
appealing in its own sense, it becomes of great interest for the approximation
of multiserver limited capacity systems. In fact, it will turn out, that the
idea extends to the most general models.

3.2.12 Capacity Constraints in M/G Systems

In this section we will get in touch with finite source and limited capacity
systems. First consider the M/G/1/K model. As before for the exponential
version a limit of K customers is allowed and customers arriving at a full
system are turned away. The service time S follows an arbitrary distribution
B(.) with expectation 1

µ
and finite variance. No stable system needs to be
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assumed, as the finite waiting room provides an upper limit for the number
of customers in the system. It can be shown [62][171], that the steady state
distribution of M/G/1/K system is proportional to the stationary solution
of a stableM/G/1 queue given the same parameter. The latter is sufficiently
described by expression 3.48 and will be denoted as p(M/G/1)n . Following
Gnedenko and Kovalenko [62], the first K probabilities are given by

pn = κp(M/G/1)n , 0 ≤ n < K

κ =

"
1− ρ+ ρ

K−1X
n=0

p(M/G/1)n

#−1
(3.56)

Applying the usual normalization condition
PK−1

n=0 pn leads to the expression
for pK, which is also the probability of being blocked

pb = pK = κ

"
1− ρ+ (ρ− 1)

K−1X
n=0

p(M/G/1)n

#
(3.57)

It turns out, that a similar relation also exists, when the infinite system
becomes unstable. More details may be found in [62]. Having calculated the
blocking probability we are now in the position to derive an expression for
the effective arrival rate,

λ̄ = λ (1− pK)
From the steady state distribution, the performance characteristics may be
readily calculated

L =
KX
n=0

npn

W =
L

λ̄
=

L

λ (1− pK)
Wq = W − 1

µ

Lq = λ̄Wq = λ (1− pK)Wq

Alternatively one may follow the embedded Markov chain approach as has
been done before for theM/G/1 queueing system. This leads to a finite state
Markov chain in discrete time. Each of the results given above may then be
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determined in terms of the corresponding stationary solution. For further
details we refer to one of the most complete references on the M/G/1/K
model available, that is [171].
We now proceed to the finite population M/G/1 queueing system, also

referred to as machine-repairman system. The working machines are asso-
ciated with the source and the broken machines form a queue waiting for
repair. In our case a single repairman is available to perform the job. The
average time in system then becomes the expected machine outage time.
Based on such key indicators the cost of operating a production business
may be inferred. We will now present some results derived by H. Takagi in
[171] without proof. Consider a system with population size N and the other
parameters defined as in the M/G/1 model. Given the Laplace transform
b̄(s) of the service time density, the mean arrival rate is given by

λ̄ =
Nλ

h
1 +

PN−1
n=1

¡
N−1
n

¢Qn
i=1

¡
b̄−1(iλ)− 1¢i

1 +Nρ
h
1 +

PN−1
n=1

¡
N−1
n

¢Qn
i=1

¡
b̄−1(iλ)− 1¢i

From the expression for the average time in system

W =

"
1 +

N−1X
n=1

µ
N − 1
n

¶ nY
i=1

¡
b̄−1(iλ)− 1¢#−1 + N

µ
− 1

λ

the remaining performance characteristics may be derived by applying Lit-
tle’s law

L = λ̄W = N − λ̄

λ

Wq = W − 1
µ
, Lq = λ̄Wq

From the results of the two above models one can imagine, that the cor-
responding calculations quickly become cumbersome. Both models occur
relatively rare in queueing literature and are completely omitted in standard
queueing theory textbooks. An exception to the rule is [171], where all the
necessary details are to be found.

3.2.13 The M/G/c System

In generalizing to more servers, we loose all the powerful tools used so far.
In fact, the M/G/c queueing system does not permit a simple analytical
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solution. We can not apply the method of embedded Markov chains the
usual way and there is no such relation as the Pollaczek-Khintchine formula.
The only item left in our toolbox is Little’s law. Before obtaining some
approximations for the M/G/c model, we note, that rather simple solutions
exist for two special cases. The first is theM/G/c/c model already discussed
on page 3.2.3. The second is the so called infinite server queue M/G/∞,
which derives from the M/G/c/c model by allowing c to become infinite.
This immediately leads to the stationary distribution

pn =
e−ρρn

n!

The remaining results may be determined in the same fashion [66].
One of the simplest approximations to be obtained is based on a general-

ization of the idea, which led us to expression 3.55. By considering the result
to be valid for multiple servers as well, one arrives at

L ≈ c2SL(M/M/c) +
¡
1− c2S

¢
L(M/D/c) (3.58)

The expression for L(M/M/c) may be determined from formula 3.19. As shown
in [152] and [141], the generating function for system size distribution of the
M/D/c model is given by

P (z) =

Pc
n=0 pn (z

n − zc)
1− zceρ(1−z) , |z| < 1 (3.59)

which after some algebra leads to[152]

L(M/D/c) =
ρ2 − c (c− 1) +Pc−1

n=0 [c(c− 1)− n(n− 1)] p(M/D/c)n

2c (1− ρ/c)
+ ρ

Due to the fact, that the p(M/D/c)n have not vanished from the expression
above, the derivation of an exact solution still remains a rather tedious task.
Fortunately an approximation developed by G.P. Cosmetatos and W. Whitt
has been suggested in [177][96]:

L(M/D/c) ≈ L
(M/M/c)
q

2
[1 + ς (ρ, c)] + ρ (3.60)

ς (ρ, c) = min

µ
1− 10−6

4
,
³
1− ρ

c

´
(c− 1)

√
4 + 5c− 2
16ρ

¶
(3.61)
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By applying a regenerative approach and including information about the
elapsed service time into the model, M. van Hoorn was able to deduce another
approximation. Consider the following assumptions

• The residual service times are independent random variables each with
residual life distribution

Br (t) = µ

Z t

0

(1−B(x)) dx

• Given a full system, the time until the next departure has distribution
function B (ct). Thus the M/G/c queue is treated as M/G/1 queue
with rate cµ.

By applying the following recursion scheme, one arrives at an approxima-
tion for the steady state distribution

pn ≈


hPc−1

n=0
ρn

n!
+ ρc

c!(1−ρ/c)
i−1

n = 0
ρn

n!
p0 n < 0 < c

λ
¡
αn−cpc−1 +

Pn
i=c βn−ipi

¢
n ≥ c

(3.62)

αn =

Z ∞

0

(1−Br(x))c−1 (1−B(x)) e−λx (λx)
n

n!
dx, n ≥ 0

βn =

Z ∞

0

(1−B(cx)) e−λx (λx)
n

n!
dx, n ≥ 0

Proceeding further, van Hoorn was able to determine the expected queue
length

Lq =

·
(cµ− λ)

Z ∞

0

(1−Br(x))c dx+ λµ

c
ES2

¸
L(M/M/c)q (3.63)

For all approximation presented above, the remaining performance indicators
may be determined by the help of Little’s law and the usual relations

L = Lq + ρ, Wq = λLq = L+
1

µ
, W = λL

Now consider a system with multiple servers and waiting room limitation
K. By combining the results for the M/G/1/K model with the approxi-
mation above, van Hoorn was able to derive reasonable approximations for
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the M/G/c/K queueing system. Denoting the probabilities for the infinite
server system given by 3.62 with p(M/G/c)n , the corresponding probabilities for
the limited capacity system are given by

pn ≈ κp(M/G/c)n , 0 ≤ n < K

κ =

"
1− ρ+ ρ

K−1X
n=0

p(M/G/c)n

#−1
Please note the similarity to expression 3.56 obtained for the single server
system. The probability for an arriving customer being blocked from entering
the system and getting lost is

pd = pK ≈ ρpc−1 − (1− ρ)
K−1X
n=0

pn

By noting, that the effective arrival rate λ̄ = (1− pK)λ, one may now deter-
mine the performance characteristics the same way as has been several times
before,

L =
KX
n=0

npn, W =
L

λ(1− pK)

Wq = W − 1
µ
, Lq = λ(1− pK)Wq

Classic queueing literature provides a wealth of information on bounds and
approximation, although much of it is devoted to the more general G/G/1
andG/G/c queues. For example, see [66]. A very simple relation between the
M/M/c model and the more generalM/G/c queueing system with processor
sharing discipline has been derived by R.W.Wolff in [188]. Some exact results
in terms of generating functions may be found in [152].

3.2.14 Customer Impatience in M/G Systems

Balking may be introduced to theM/G/1 model in a straightforward manner
by prescribing a constant probability, that a customer enters the system on
arrival. By simply repeating the calculations for the classic M/G/1 model
one gains a solution[66]. Apart from this, the inclusion of customer impa-
tience effects into the model becomes a tedious task even for single server
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systems. There exist some solutions in the literature. Most of them are based
on the refinement of a G/G/1 queueing system with impatient customers to
the case of Poissonian arrivals. F. Bacelli and G. Hebuterne [12] have shown,
that the distribution for the virtual offered waiting time and the distribution
for the waiting time coincide for the extendedM/G/1+G model with impa-
tient customers. Consider a single server queue with Poissonian arrivals and
arbitrary service distribution B(.) as before for the classic M/G/1 queueing
system. Let V (.) denote the (absolutely continous) distribution of the vir-
tual offered waiting time. Define the survival function Ḡ(.) = 1−G(.) to the
impatience distribution G(.). Note, that V (.) can be interpreted as a mixed
distribution, as there is a positive probability for an arriving customer to
join service immediately. It splits in a discrete part V (0) and a (absolutely)
continous part with density v(.). Bacelli and Hebuterne have shown, that
v(.) is the solution of the following system of integral equations

v(t) = λV (0)(1−B(t)) +
Z t

0

v(s)G(s)(1−B(t− s))ds

1 = V (0) +

Z ∞

0

v(s)ds (3.64)

By substitution, they were able to identify expression 3.64 as Fredholm inte-
gral equation of the second kind. The solution allows v(.) to be represented
as integral series. For details we refer to the paper by Bacelli and Hebuterne
[12]. Another approach is to generalize the equations derived by L. Takacs
[169] for the classicM/G/1 model to consider forms of customer impatience.
This has been carried out by Gnedenko and is shown in [152]. Transient
solutions to M/G/1 queueing systems with balking and reneging have been
investigated by S. Subba Rao in his papers [167] and [168]. It should be noted,
that Subba Rao assumes the service distribution to belong to a certain class
of distributions following an exponential pattern. He does not consider ar-
bitrary service distributions. Gnedenko’s system with limited waiting time
has been extended to a multiserver system with balking and reneging in the
recent paper by L. Liu and V.G. Kulkarni [109].

3.2.15 Retrials for M/G Systems

Under the usual assumptions for a M/G/1 queue, we will now attempt to
analyze such a system with retrying customers. Time periods between retrials
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are assumed to follow an exponential distribution with mean 1
η
. The system

state will be described by a Markov process {C(t), ξ(t) < x,N(t) : t = 0},
where C(t) denotes the number of busy servers, N(t) represents the number
of retrials and ξ(t) describes the elapsed service time. To introduce ξ(t)
into the model preserves the Markov property and is called the technique of
supplementary variables. Please note, that for C(t) = 0 there is no need to
define an elapsed service time, as no customer is present in the system. The
relevant states are collapsed into a single simpler state. Putting it together
the equilibrium probabilities are defined as

p0,n = Pr {C(t), N(t)}
p1,n(x) = Pr {C(t), ξ(t) < x,N(t)}

According to Falin and Templeton [50], the steady state probabilities are
stated in form of a generating function

P0(z) = (1− ρ) exp

½
λ

η

Z z

0

1− b̄ (λ− λy)

b̄ (λ− λy)− ydy
¾

(3.65)

It can be shown, that the system remains stable for u = ρ < 1, for details
refer to [50]. The distribution of the number of repeating customers is given
by

P (z) = (1− ρ)
1− b̄ (λ− λz)

b̄ (λ− λz)− z exp
½
λ

η

Z z

0

1− b̄ (λ− λy)

b̄ (λ− λy)− ydy
¾

By using the properties of the Laplace transform one arrives at the average
number of customers in orbit, i.e.

Lq =
d

dz
P (z)

¯̄̄̄
z=1

=
2λρ/η + ρ2 + λ2σ2S

2 (1− ρ)
=

λρ

η (1− ρ)
+ L(M/G/1)q

As highlighted above, the average queue length exceeds the one from the
classic M/G/1 model by an additive factor. Considering, that the retrial
system is not work conserving, i.e. there is a positive probability, that waiting
customers do not immediately receive service, this factor becomes intuitively
clear. Furthermore by letting η approach infinity, one arrives at the classic
M/G/1 model. Please note, that we encountered the same effect for the
average queue length of the exponential retrial system given in expression
3.45. The remaining performance characteristics may be determined from an
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application of Little’s law, i.e.

Wq =
1

λ
Lq, W = Wq +

1

µ
, L = λW = Lq + ρ

We have already seen for the classic M/G/c queue, that no simple ana-
lytical solution is available for more than one server. The same is true for
the multiserver system with retrials. Fortunately the approach taken for
the classic multiserver queue also works for the retrial version. Recall from
equation 3.58 the approximation for the average system size:

L ≈ c2SL(M/M/c) +
¡
1− c2S

¢
L(M/D/c)

Considering equation 3.60, the average number of customers in system for the
M/D/c queue may roughly approximated by L(M/D/c) ≈ 1

2
L(M/M/c) leading

to

L ≈ 1 + c
2
S

2
L(M/M/c)

Replacing the M/M/c model with its retrial counterpart results in

L ≈ 1 + c
2
S

2

¡
L(rM/M/c)q + ρ

¢
where L(rM/M/c)q is given by equation 3.47 for the multiserver retrial system
with exponential service times. A slightly different argument for its deriva-
tion called the processor sharing method is given in [188]. Wolff also discusses
an approximation deploying the retrials see time averages property for retrial
models. He makes a difference between a customers initial entry and retry
and assigns different probabilities to each event. With finite probability on
retries the case of a finite (geometric) orbit is also covered by the model. Up
to now we have only considered retrial models with exponential retry times.
Note, that in relaxing this assumption, the system under consideration may
become instable even with ρ < 1. For more details please refer to [6] or [108].

3.2.16 The G/M/c System

In the the preceding section the M/G/1 queue was modeled as an embed-
ded Markov chain with regeneration points taken at the instances of service
departure. Using the same technique, we are able to analyze systems with ar-
bitrary arrivals and exponential service distribution even for multiple servers.
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For this non-Poisson system, the regeneration points occur at the epochs of
arrival. As there is only a slight difference in derivation of the G/M/1 and
the G/M/c model, we will focus on the latter. The interarrival times are as-
sumed to follow a general distribution A(.) with expectation 1

λ
. The steady

state probabilities are given by

p̃i = Cω
i, i ≥ c (3.66)

where

C =
1−Pc−1

i=0 p̃i

ωc (1− ω)−1

and ω is the root of the equation

z =

∞X
n=0

qnz
n = ā (cµ− cµz) (3.67)

with ā denoting the Laplace transform of the interarrival density. Due to
the assumption of a stable system, we only accept solutions from inside the
unit disc, that is |ω| < 1. In fact, in can be shown [169], that a unique
solution exists for the case ρ < 1. Please note, that for Poissonian arrivals
ω equals the utilization u = ρ

c
and that u = ω does not hold in general. For

this reason, ω is often referred to as generalized server occupancy [37]. The
performance characteristics are given by

Wq =
Cωc

cµ (1− ω)2
, Lq = λWq (3.68)

W = Wq +
1

µ
, L = Lq + ρ

Please note, that neither the result for Wq nor the queueing time distribu-
tion itself do depend on the arrival epochs [97]. By summing the relevant
probabilities, we obtain the probability of an arriving customer being delayed

p̃d =
∞X
i=c

p̃i =
Cωc

1− ω

Next, consider the queue length distribution given that all servers are busy,
i.e. that an arrival is delayed. Let the random variable L̆q denote the queue
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size. Following [97],

Pr
n
L̆q = n|arrival delayed

o
=

p̃c+n
p̃d

=
Cωc+n

Cωc/ (1− ω)

= (1− ω)ωn (3.69)

one has to conclude, that the conditional queue length distribution is geo-
metric. Proceeding further, one may also determine the distribution of the
queueing time [66] and the distribution of the queueing time given an ar-
rival is delayed [97]. As shown by Kleinrock, the latter is an exponential
distribution. Loosely speaking, we encountered M/M/1 behaviour in the
conditional distributions of the G/M/c queueing system. In [37] some re-
sults on the waiting time of queues with disciplines other than FCFS are
presented.

3.2.17 The G/M/1 System

We may now readily apply the preceding results to the single server case
c = 1. Similar to the calculations for the M/M/1 queueing model one may
readily obtain from expression 3.66 the probabilities

p̃n = (1− ω)ωn (3.70)

The root ω is calculated from equation 3.67 given c = 1. As stated in [97],
the number of customers found in the system by an arriving customer is
geometric. Thus we find resemblence with the system size distribution of the
corresponding system with exponential service times. Furthermore it can be
shown [97], that the queueing time distribution has the same form as for the
M/M/1 model. The performance characteristics are now easily calculated
by substituting C = 1− ω and c = 1 to the relevant expressions:

Lq =
ρω

(1− ω)
, Wq =

ω

µ (1− ω)

L =
ρ

(1− ω)
, W =

1

µ (1− ω)

Please note, that the average time in system and the queueing time are the
same for a random observer and an arriving customer. This is not true
for the average system size and the average queue size, as can be seen by
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applying the rate conservation law. Rewriting the expression in theorem 8
yields min (c, n) pn = ωpn−1 = ρp̃n−1. By generalizing to a random observer,
we have to scale each probability by a factor ω

ρ
. Fortunately this factor carries

over to the expressions for L and Lq by linearity. So a simple multiplication
with ω

ρ
yields the desired result

L̃q =
ω

ρ
Lq =

ω2

(1− ω)
, L̃ =

ω

ρ
L =

ω

(1− ω)

For a detailed derivation of the G/M/1 queue please consult [66]. Although
the models for single and multiple servers are similar in analysis, only some
queueing theory textbooks cover the more general case. For further interest
we refer to the literature stated in the text.

Example 11 In assuming deterministic arrivals the corresponding Laplace
transform of the arrival process is given by

ā(s) = e−s/λ

Substituting ā(s) and c = 1 in equation 3.67 leads to

ω = ā (µ− µω) = e−µ(1−ω)
λ = e−(1−ω)/ρ

which can be numerically solved for predetermined values of ρ.

As the example shows, even for such a intuitively simple model as the
D/M/1 model an analytic solution becomes intractable. In most cases one
resorts to the use of numeric procedures to obtain the desired result. For-
tunately some approximations devoted to more general models are available
and indeed suitable to approximate queues likeG/M/c andD/M/1. We shall
discuss these topics below in the context of arbitrary arrivals and departures.

3.2.18 Capacity Constraints in G/M Systems

We will now state some results on the multiserver queue with limited capacity
first derived by Takacs as presented in [61]. Denoting the Laplace transform
of the interarrival density with ā(s) as before the steady state probabilities
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seen by an arriving customer are given by

p̃n =

( Pc−1
i=0 (−1)i−n

¡
i
n

¢
va∗(i)

P∞
j=i+1

wja∗(j)
1−ā(jµ) 0 ≤ n ≤ c

vgK−n c < n ≤ K

v : =

"
K−cX
j=0

gj +
cX
j=1

wja∗(j)
1− ā(jµ)

#−1

gn : =
1

n!

dn

dzn

µ
(1− z) ā(cµ− cµz)
ā(cµ− cµz)− z

¶¯̄̄̄
z=0

wn : =



¡
c
n

¢ hPK−c+1
i=1 giaK−c+1−i

−ā(nµ)PK−c
i=1 gi

¡
c
c−n
¢K−c+1−i

+an +
PK−c

i=1 gi
PK−c

k=1 ak
¡

c
c−n
¢K−c+1−i−k

+
PK−c

k=1 ak
¡

c
c−n
¢K−c−k − ā(nµ) ¡ c

c−n
¢K−ci

0 ≤ n < c
ā(cµ)gK−c+1 n = c

a∗(n) : =
nY
k=1

ā(kµ)

1− ā(kµ) , an :=

Z
e−cµx

(cµx)n

n!
a(x)dx

From these the unconditional equilibrium distribution is easily determined by
applying the rate conservation law. Using some of the functions introduced
above, the average queueing time may be calculated from

Wq =
v

cµ (1− v)
K−cX
n=1

(K − c+ 1− n) gn

An arriving customer is turned away from the system and gets lost with
probability pb = p̃K. As a consequence the effective arrival rate is readily
obtained, i.e.

λ̄ = λ (1− p̃K)
Through the application of Little’s law we arrive at the remaining perfor-
mance key indicators in terms of Wq and λ̄:

W =Wq +
1

µ
, L = λ̄W, Lq = λ̄Wq

The special case of K = c has already been treated by C. Palm in 1943 in
the context of telephony. He referred to the G/M/c/c queueing model as loss
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system with recurrent input and derived a rather simple formula for the call
congestion probability [61][2], i.e.

pb = p̂c =

"
1 +

c−1X
n=1

µ
c

n

¶ nY
k=1

1− ā(kµ)
ā(kµ)

#−1
(3.71)

A useful reference for the G/M/m/K model is the research paper [72] by
P. Hokstad. It also covers the connection between the time-continous and
the embedded process, which is just another name for the rate conservation
law given by theorem 8. Hokstad managed to reduce the derivation of the
steady state solution to a linear system of equations. Finally he determines
performance key indicators and presents some examples.

3.2.19 The G/G/1 System

The single server system has first been analyzed by D. Lindley in 1952. Our
approach will follow the presentation in [66]. Let the random variables W̆ (n)

q ,
S̆(n), T̆ (n) denote the queueing time, the service time and the interarrival
time of the n-th customer. Assume, that S̆(n) and T̆ (n) are mutually inde-
pendent and independently indentically distributed according to B(.) and
A(.), respectively. Furthermore both distribution functions shall be non neg-
ative and absolutely continous. Consequently the densities exist and we may
denote their Laplace transforms with b̄(s) and ā(s). Introducing the random
variable Ŭ (n) = S̆(n) − T̆ (n) as the difference between service time and inter-
arrival time, the Laplace transform of the density of Ŭ (n) may be determined
as the convolution

ū(s) = ā(−s)b̄(s) (3.72)

Following the given notation, we may describe the queueing time for the
(n+ 1)-th customer as

W̆ (n+1)
q =

(
W̆

(n)
q + Ŭ (n) W̆

(n)
q + Ŭ (n) > 0

0 W̆
(n)
q + Ŭ (n) ≤ 0 (3.73)

Let W (n)
q (t) describe the distribution of the queueing time of the n-th cus-

tomer. Then the waiting time distribution for the subsequent customer may
be readily obtained from relation 3.73, i.e.

W (n+1)
q (t) =

½ R t
−∞W

(n)
q (t− x)u(x)dx t ≥ 0

0 t < 0
(3.74)
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Here u(.) denotes the density function of the random variable Ŭ (n). Due to the
fact, that arrivals and services are independently and indentically distributed,
we may write down the average arrival and service rates as λ = 1/ET̆ (1) and
µ = 1/S̆(1). Assuming ρ = λ/µ < 1, it may be shown [27], that a steady state
solution limn→∞W

(n)
q (t) =Wq(t) for the queueing time exists. Consequently,

the two waiting time distributions in equation 3.74 must be identical, i.e.

Wq(t) =

½ R t
−∞Wq(t− x)u(x)dx t ≥ 0

0 t < 0
(3.75)

The above equation is often refered to as Lindley Integral Equation and
belongs to the class of Wiener-Hopf Integral Equations. Introducing

W−
q (t) =

½
0 t ≥ 0R t

−∞Wq(t− x)u(x)dx t < 0

equation 3.75 may be expressed as follows

W−
q (t) +Wq(t) =

Z t

−∞
Wq(t− x)u(x)dx

Taking the Laplace transform of both sides and substituting equation 3.72
results in

W̄−
q (s) + W̄q(s) = W̄q(s)ū(s) = W̄q(s)ā(−s)b̄(s) (3.76)

By applying the properties of Laplace transforms [59], the Laplace transform
of the unknown queueing time density w̄q(s) may be expressed in terms of
its distribution functions as w̄q(s) = sW̄q(s). Rewriting equation 3.76

W̄−
q (s) +

1

s
w̄q(s) =

1

s
w̄q(s)ā(−s)b̄(s)

finally leads to

w̄q(s) =
sW̄−

q (s)

ā(−s)b̄(s)− 1 (3.77)

The result stated above can not provide complete satisfaction, as it still
remains to determine W̄−

q (s). There exist various approaches to the solution
of the G/G/1 queueing system, but no exact closed form solution is provided.
For example, refer to the textbooks [97], [37], [8] and [188]. If a closed form
solution is desired, one has to consider approximative methods. As discussed
in section 3.1.4, the arrival and service distribution may be arbitrarily well
approximated by the class of exponential distributions in serial and parallel,
which is in turn part of the family of phase type distributions. This approach
has been studied in detail by R. Schassberger in [153].
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3.2.20 The G/G/c system

The analysis of the multiserver case poses some technical difficulties, e.g.
in certain situations, a stable system does not become empty. Additional
assumptions are required to deal with questions like which server will serve an
arriving customer in an underload situation. Main results have already been
provided by J. Kiefer and J. Wolfowitz in 1955, but we will turn attention
to approximations for the G/G/c queueing system. One such approximation
for the average queueing time is the Allen-Cuneen formula

Wq ≈ p
(M/M/c)
d

µ (c− ρ)

µ
c2T + c

2
S

2

¶
(3.78)

Here c2T and c
2
S describe the squared coefficient of variation of interarrival

and service time. The probability p(M/M/c)d is given by the Erlang Delay
formula 3.17. As shown in [4], formula 3.78 is exact for the queueing systems
M/G/1 andM/M/c. Another reasonable approximation may be obtained by
extending the concept introduced in section 3.2.11 for the M/G/c queueing
system. Provided the squared coefficient of variation c2T does not exceed 1,
T. Kimura [95][96] suggested the expression

Wq ≈
¡
c2T + c

2
S

¢ " 1− c2T
W

(D/M/c)
q

+
1− c2S
W

(M/D/c)
q

+
2 (c2T + c

2
S − 1)

W
(M/M/c)
q

#−1
(3.79)

where W (M/D/c)
q may be derived from expression 3.60 through an applica-

tion of Little’s law (after subtracting ρ). For W (M/M/c)
q one may substitute

the exact result provided by formula 3.19. The remaining term is best ap-
proximated by a relation due to Cosmetatos, Krämer and Langenbach-Belz
[186]

W (D/M/c)
q ≈

µ
1

2
− 2ς (ρ, c)

¶
e−2(c−ρ)/3ρW (M/M/c)

q

where ς (ρ, c) is given by expression 3.61. For c2T > 1 an approximation
attributed to E. Page [134] turns out to be a suitable choice. Assembled from
the same building blocks, the corresponding formula for the mean waiting
time is given by

Wq ≈ c2S
¡
1− c2T

¢
W (D/M/c)
q + c2T

¡
1− c2S

¢
W (M/D/c)
q + c2T c

2
SW

(M/M/c)
q (3.80)
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Although his considerations were limited to the analysis of Ek/El/c queueing
systems, his findings may be applied in a wider context. It turns out, that
the Kimura and the Page approximation are special cases of a more general
framework. For details and further improvements refer to the paper [96].
By an application of Little’s law, the performance characteristics L, Lq and
W are readily derived from expression 3.79 or 3.80. For some notes on the
G/G/c model, refer to the book [188]. The phase-type approach has been in-
vestigated by R. Schassberger in [153]. An advanced mathematical discussion
covering relations between queueing processes and concepts of convergence
may be found in [27].

3.2.21 Customer Impatience in G/G Systems

The most straightforward way to build customer impatience into the G/G/1
model is to adapt expression 3.73 and derive a generalization of Lindley’s
integral equation. Without consideration of balking behaviour this leads to
the so called G/G/1 + G model. As before, let the random variables W̆ (n)

q ,
S̆(n), T̆ (n) denote the queueing time, the service time and the interarrival
time of the n-th customer. Also define Ŭ (n) = S̆(n) − T̆ (n) with the usual
meaning. A new random variable Ğ(n) shall describe the patience time of the
n-th customer. In order to model impatience effects, a potential customer
refuses to join the queue, if Ğ(n) 5 W̆ (n)

q . On the other hand, for Ğ(n) > W̆ (n)
q

he enters the system to get served. Taking this into account, one arrives at

W̆ (n+1)
q =


W̆

(n)
q + Ŭ (n) W̆

(n)
q + Ŭ (n) > 0, Ğ(n) > W̆

(n)
q

0 W̆
(n)
q + Ŭ (n) ≤ 0, Ğ(n) > W̆ (n)

q

W̆
(n)
q − T̆ (n) W̆

(n)
q − T̆ (n) > 0, Ğ(n) 5 W̆ (n)

q

0 W̆ (n)
q − T̆ (n) ≤ 0, Ğ(n) 5 W̆ (n)

q

Introducing the survival function Ḡ(.) = 1−G(.) for the distribution G(.) of
the impatience time and proceeding as before leads to

Wq(t) =

½ R t
−∞Wq(t− x)

£
Ḡ(x)u(x) +

¡
1− Ḡ(x)¢ a(−x)¤ dx t ≥ 0

0 t < 0

Here u(.) and a(.) denote the density functions of the random variables T̆ (n)

and Ŭ (n), respectively. If the distribution of impatience times G(.) is non-
defective, that is for limx→∞G(x) = 1 the system remains stable for ρ < 1.
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For details on a similar derivation we refer to the paper of F. Bacelli and
G. Hebuterne [12]. An approximative solution to a G/G/1 queueing system
with balking and reneging is given in [184].

3.3 Matrix Analytic Solutions

The matrix analytic approach is rooted in the work of M. Neuts [127]. He
was mainly concerned with finding some sort of structure in Markov chains
to allow for optimized algorithms. As an example, consider the infinitesi-
mal generator 3.37 in section 3.2.7 and think of each scalar being replaced
by a matrix. This immediately leads to what is called a quasi birth-death
process. Credits for this special process go to V. Wallace, who found solu-
tions even 12 years before Neuts has published his book and managed to
provide solutions for a broader class of models. Furthermore he developed
the necessary mathematical theory and defined the family of phase type
distributions. Recently, these distributions have been generalized to batch
markov arrival processes (BMAP) and matrix exponential distributions. The
former approach allows for incorporation of dependency effects and batch
arrivals whereas the latter allows for representation of distributions with ra-
tional Laplace-Stieltjes transformation (Think of the Laplace-Stieltjes trans-
formation of an absolutely continous non-negative distribution function as
the Laplace transform of its density function). It seems that researchers
focusing on BMAPs are rooted deeply in Markov chain theory and aim to
provide optimal numerical procedures for the solution of their models. The
works of G. Latouche, V. Ramaswami [112] and D. Bini, G. Latouche, B.
Meini [22] are falling into this category. The other school is more rooted
in queueing theory and linear algebra calling their approach linear algebraic
queueing theory (LAQT). Centered around researchers such as L. Lipsky [116]
and A. van de Liefvoort [124], focus lies on the solution of models adhering to
matrix exponential arrival and service patterns. Although not as widespread
as the aforementioned school, we will adopt the LAQT approach here, as
for simpler models it is more accessible to practitioners. It has to be noted,
that none of these schools works isolated and that best progress is made only
in considering both approaches. Following that tradition, we’ll also include
some Markovian results.
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Figure 3.14: Typical phase type service facility

3.3.1 Distribution Theory

Like other staged distributions such as the Erlang or the hyperexponential
distribution we may characterize matrix exponential and phase type distrib-
utions in terms of density, distribution function and Laplace transform of the
former. However, the more appealing approach is to attempt a probabilistic
interpretation of the corresponding parameters. Although this perspective is
absolutely valid in the context of phase type distributions it is too limited for
the family of matrix exponential distributions. This requires a more abstract
viewpoint and will be elaborated on later.
For the moment let us consider a service facility consisting of k arbi-

trarily interconnected nodes similar to the setup of a Markov chain. Let
M denote the matrix of service rates, i.e. M := diag(µ1, µ2, . . . , µk). Fur-
thermore assume an entry vector β := (β1,β2, . . . , βk), an exit vector b :=
(b1, b2, . . . , bk)

T and a (substochastic) transitionmatrixP := (Pij). In putting
all the pieces together one arrives at a phase type service facility with a con-
figuration similar to the one shown in figure 3.14. Obviously the network
of phases defines a continous time Markov chain, so we may utilize the re-
lation between probability transition matrix and infinitesimal generator as
explained in appendix A.3.2. Incorporating service rates as well, this leads
to the service rate matrix

B :=M(P− I) (3.81)

Note, that this is only a part of the infinitesimal generator, as we are still
missing the exit vector. Completion leads to a transient Markov chain with
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absorbing state described by

Q̄ =

µ
B b
0 0

¶
where b may be expressed as b := −B1 due to the stochastic nature of
Q̄ [10]. Adopting conventional notation, the term 1 is used to describe a
column vector of ones. Whenever service is requested from the facility, the
transient Markov chain is entered. Each stage in this chain may be envisaged
as a task of the current work cycle. In reaching the absorbing state, service
is completed and the facility becomes ready to accept a new request. In
mathematical terms this is called a renewal process.
As suggested by the name, matrix exponential distributions are defined

in terms of matrix exponential (function). Simply speaking, the matrix ex-
ponential is a matrix function defined by the series expansion exp(x) :=P∞

n=0
1
n!
xn of its scalar counterpart. In other words, the scalar argument of

an ordinary function are replaced by a matrix. Obviously these functions
have to be handled with care when approaching concepts such as conver-
gence and differentiation. We will provide only a rough overview here, for
more details refer to the book by F.R. Gantmacher [57][58].

Definition 12 The matrix exponential function is defined as

eA := exp {A} :=
∞X
n=0

1

n!
An

where A is a finite square matrix of complex values.

With such powerful tools in hands, we are ready to specify density and
distribution function of a phase type distribution

Definition 13 The distribution and density function of a phase type distri-
bution are given by

F (x) :=

½
βk+1 x = 0

1− β exp {Bx}1 x > 0
(3.82)

and
f(x) := β exp {Bx}b x > 0 (3.83)
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with b := −B1 provided (P− I)−1 exists and

Mii = µi > 0, Pij = 0,
kX
j=1

Pij 5 1

are satisfied for all i, j. Furthermore it is assumed, that
Pk+1

i=1 βi = β1 +
βk+1 = 1. The corresponding familiy of distributions will be denoted as
PH(β,B).

Please note, that Neuts has given a slightly more general definition by
allowing for non-transient states. If a non-singular matrix B is chosen, it can
be shown [127], that all states 1, . . . , k are transient. This in turn follows
from the existence of (P− I)−1.
As a matter of fact, the probabilistic interpretation previously given is

also reflected by the conditions of this definition. In relaxing these conditions
we arrive at the more general class of matrix exponential distributions. One
simply accepts a parameter tupel (β,B) as a matrix exponential representa-
tion, if one is able to construct a valid density or distribution function from
it. To be more specific we first need to define what is understood by the term
distribution function, i.e.

Definition 14 We call a function F distribution function of a non-negative
random variable, if F (x) is non-negative and non-decreasing for all x = 0,
F is right-continous (i.e. the condition limh→0+ F (x+ h) = F (x) is satisfied
for all x = 0) and limx→∞ F (x) = 1.

Now we are ready to give a characterization of the family of matrix ex-
pontial distributions, i.e.

Definition 15 If an arbitrary parameter tupel (β,B) admits a probability
distribution of the form 3.82, this tupel generates a matrix exponential dis-
tribution with representation ME(β,B).

Please note, that we also could have checked, if β and B substituted in
expression 3.83 yield a proper density function. In fact, there exist several
equivalent methods to verify, if a certain tupel (β,B) generates a valid matrix
exponential distribution [116][49]. Obviously, each phase type distribution is
a member of the class of matrix exponential distributions but not vice versa.
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The idea of using negative or complex values instead of proper probabilities
in the context of staged distributions dates back to 1955 and has first been
considered by D.R. Cox [39].
In the same context D.R. Cox showed, that distributions, where the re-

lated densities possess a rational Laplace transformation (RLT) may be rep-
resented in terms of a staged distribution. The same concept also carries over
to the family of matrix exponential distributions [116][49]. First consider the
Laplace transformation of the matrix exponential density function 3.83

f̄(u) =

Z ∞

0

e−uxf(x)dx = β (uI−B)−1 b+ βk+1

= −β (uI−B)−1B1+ βk+1

= −β ¡uB−1−I¢−11+ βk+1 (3.84)

Assume an arbitrary density function g (.) with rational Laplace transform,
i.e.

ḡ(u) =

Pk
j=1 βju

j−1

um +
Pk

j=1 αju
j−1 + βk+1

where k = 1, 0 5 βk+1 5 1 and the coefficients βj and αj are real values for
1 5 j 5 k. Then the corresponding matrix exponential distribution has a
representation ME (β,B), where

β = (β1, β2, . . . ,βk)

B =



0 1 0 . . . 0 0
0 0 1 . . . 0 0
0 0 0 . . . 0 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
0 0 0 . . . 0 1
−α1 −α2 −α3 . . . −αk−1 −αk


(3.85)

This special representation is also known as companion form representation.
We now state some details about phase type and matrix exponential distri-
butions without proof. For details please refer to the thesis [49] by M.W.
Fackrell.

• Phase type and matrix exponential representations are not unique. It
is possible to construct representations of different structure and di-
mension, which lead to the same distribution. Please note, that the
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dimension or order of a representation directly relates to the number
of stages.

• Every matrix exponential distribution has a unique minimal represen-
tation ME (β,B), that is a representation of minimal order, where β
andB are given by expression 3.85. However, this problem still remains
unsolved for phase type distributions.

• Every phase type / matrix exponential distribution has a representation
ME (β,B), where βk+1 = 0. This representation is not necessarily of
minimal order.

• There do exist matrix exponential distributions, which do not belong
to the family of phase type distributions. One such example has first
been constructed by C.A. O’Cinneide.

Returning to our view of a service facility, let us now approach the ques-
tion of how long a potential customer has to wait for service completion. Fol-
lowing [116], a customer served by node i resides for a period of 1

µi
= (M−11).

Then he either leaves the facility with probability bi or proceeds to phase j
with probability Pij. This leads to a recursion for the vector of average service
times conditioned on the starting phase of the customer, i.e.

s : = (s1, s2, . . . , sk) =M
−11+Ps

Rearranging yields

s =(I−P)M−11 = [M (I−P)]−1 1 = −B−11
To determine the average time spent in the service facility, one has to incor-
porate the chance βi of a customer starting at node i, i.e.

s =
kX
j=1

βisi = βs = −βB−11 (3.86)

Because of its importance we further proceed similar to Lipsky in [116] and
define the operator

Ψ [X] := βX1

for any square matrix X. It transforms a square matrix into a scalar value of
interest. The meaning of this operator is obvious from expression 3.86 and it
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will be of great help in deriving key indicators for the entire service facility.
In a similar fashion we may use the operator Ψ to provide an alternative
formula for the Laplace transform 3.84

f̄(u) = −Ψ
h¡
uB−1−I¢−1i+ βk+1 (3.87)

Note, that similar representations do also exist for the description of the
arrival process.
In determining the time a potential customer has to wait until service

completes we have done nothing else than to derive the first moment of the
matrix exponential distribution with representation ME (β,B). In order to
arrive at a more general expression for all moments, it is more convenient to
apply methods of transform theory. Differentiating expression 3.84 n times
with respect to u and letting u approach 0 leads to the n-th moment of a
matrix exponentially distributed random variable T̆

ET̆ n = (−1)n+1 n!βB−(n+1)b = n!Ψ £¡−B−1¢n¤ (3.88)

From these moments, the expression for mean time and variance are easily
calculated. For the former compare expressions 3.86 and 3.88 to get an
impression of the conclusiveness of the above results. For the proofs and
more information we refer to the books by G. Latouche and V. Ramaswami
[112], M. Neuts [127], L. Lipsky [116] and W. Fackrell [49].
From a philosophical viewpoint we may distinguish between physical and

fictious nodes. Physical nodes resemble real entities such as the stations
along a conveyor belt. Fictious nodes are only included in the model to
reach a predetermined analytic goal such as the exactness in fitting an ar-
bitrary distribution. We have already learned in section 3.1.5, that such
general distributions may be well approximated by the familiy of generalized
Erlang distributions, which is in turn a subclass of the family of phase type
distributions. Leaving the context of service facilities, phase type distribu-
tions also prove to be useful in the description of arrival processes. Usually
there is no physical resemblence of nodes here, so one has to rely on purely
fictious nodes. Some of the methods available for approximation of arbitrary
distribution functions will be investigated later in chapter 4.
As explained in section 3.1.4 all types of staged distributions belong to

the class of phase type / matrix exponential distributions. We will now again
turn attention to the Erlang and hyperexponential distribution from the just
presented viewpoint.
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Example 16 Considering the Erlang distribution (also refer to figure 3.11
for a graphical representation) as a sequential service facility, one immedi-
ately arrives at the transition matrix

P =


0 1 0 · · · 0 0
0 0 1 · · · 0 0
...
...
...
. . .

...
...

0 0 0 · · · 0 1
0 0 0 · · · 0 0


Each node in the service facility operates at rate kµ, so M = kµI. Using
expression 3.81, this leads to

B =M(P− I) =


−kµ kµ 0 · · · 0 0
0 −kµ kµ · · · 0 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
0 0 0 · · · −kµ kµ
0 0 0 · · · 0 −kµ


Each arriving customer starts service at the first node, i.e. β = (1, 0, . . . , 0).
Inserting all values in expression 3.83 yields

f(x) = β exp {Bx}b =
∞X
n=0

xn

n!
βBnb

=
∞X

n=k−1

µ
n

k − 1
¶
(−1)n+k+1 (kµ)n+1 x

n

n!

=
(µk)k

(k − 1)!x
k−1e−kµx, x > 0

which is the density function of an Erlang distribution (compare with section
3.1.4). Note, that in the above calculation we made use of the fact, that the
elements of Bn different from zero are given by Bni,i+j =

¡
n
j

¢
(−1)n+j (kµ)n

for all 1 5 i 5 i+ j 5 k, n = 0 [112].

Example 17 Now we turn attention to the hyperexponential distribution
with density function f(x) =

Pk
i=1 βiµie

−µix. Again we treat the system
under consideration as service facility. The i-th stage will be entered by an
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arriving customer with probability βi providing service at rate µi. This is a
purely parallel arrangement described by the parameters β = (β1,β2, . . . , βk)
and M = diag(µ1, µ2, . . . , µk). The transition matrix P = 0, because there
are no transitions between internal stages. Proceeding as for the Erlang dis-
tribution one arrives at

B =M(P− I) = −M = diag(−µ1,−µ2, . . . ,−µk)
Using the series expansion of the (matrix) exponential function

eBx =
∞X
n=0

xn

n!
Bn

= diag

Ã ∞X
n=0

(−µ1x)n
n!

,
∞X
n=0

(−µ2x)n
n!

, . . . ,
∞X
n=0

(−µkx)n
n!

!
= diag

¡
e−µ1x, e−µ2x, . . . , e−µkx

¢
immediately proves the phase type representation of the hyperexponential dis-
tribution, i.e.

f(x) = β exp {Bx}b
= β exp {Bx} diag(µ1, µ2, . . . , µk)

=
kX
i=1

βiµie
−µix

for x > 0. Also note, that βk+1 = 0 for the hyperexponential distribution.

One way of constructing a more general phase type distribution is by
arranging exponential phases in serial and parallel fashion. Assuming equal
service times for the phases in each branch, this results in the class of hyper-
Erlang distributions. Think of each exponential node in a hyperexponential
service facility being replaced by an Erlang facility. By reusing the matrices
derived in the examples above and concatenating them in appropriate order,
one easily derives the service rate matrix B and the entry vector β as follows

β =
³
β1β

(1), β2β
(2), . . . , βkβ

(k)
´

B =


B(1) 0 · · · 0
0 B(2) · · · 0

0 0
. . . 0

0 0 · · · B(k)
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Indeed, these parameters representing the macro level of a hierarchical con-
figuration are very similar to the ones presented in example 17 for the hyper-
exponential distribution. Each scalar has been replaced by a matrix, which
describes the corresponding Erlangian sublevel. The parameters β(i)and B(i)

are of similar structure as the ones given in example 16 for the Erlang dis-
tribution. The main difference between sublevels is their dimension, i.e. B(i)

is a ni × ni matrix and β(i) holds exactly ni elements where 1 5 i 5 k. The
corresponding distribution function is given by

f(x) =
kX
i=1

βiλ
ni

xni−1

(ni − 1)!e
−λx

for x > 0, ni > 0 and
Pk

i=1 βi = 1. Please note the alternative description
of the Erlang distribution, as each exponential phase now operates with rate
λ = kµ. The class of hyper-Erlang distributions has been extensively studied
by R. Schassberger in [153]. By relaxing the condition of having equal service
rates for the entire model, one arrives at the generalized Erlang distribution.
Both distributions are very special cases of an embedding of one matrix
exponential distribution into another.

3.3.2 Single Server Systems

We will now turn attention to queueing models with phase type / matrix
exponential distribution and discuss the single server queues M/ME/1 and
ME/M/1 in some detail. Note, that there is a relation between the former
model and queueing networks, so one might ask, why not use them instead. In
fact, we will also discuss systems with limited source supply, where queueing
networks do not provide exact results. This is different for linear algebraic
queueing theory (LAQT) as introduced by Lipsky.

Poisson Arrivals

As the analysis of the M/ME/1 queueing system relies heavily on matrix
theory, one better starts analyzing the system under source constraints, that
is theM/ME/1//N model. Then we are ensured only to encounter finite ma-
trices during our calculations. Systems with a limited number of resources
may also be viewed as beeing closed. This is also a common strategy in
the analysis of queueing networks. Customers in a closed system circulate
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Figure 3.15: The M/ME/1//N service loop

through a service loop as shown in figure 3.15. As an example, consider ter-
minal usage. The time of no user input called think time is represented by an
exponential server with rate λ, whereas mainframe operation is modeled by
a matrix exponential service node. To stress the example further, each stage
may represent a certain component such as CPU, harddisc, communication
controller and I/O.

The derivation of the equilibrium solution is approached the usual way by
solving the balance equations under the assumption of a steady state. The
main difference is, that the steady state probabilities are now represented by
vectors πn := (πn,1,πn,2, . . . , πn,k) to reflect the phased configuration. But
we will also define a scalar version, i.e. the probability of n customers in
the service facility and denote it by pn := πn1 =

Pk
i=1 πn,i. For analytical

purposes we also define the vector π0 := p0β. We are now ready to write
down the balance equations for the M/ME/1//N queueing model. Note,
that we could have chosen the M/ME/1/N system with capacity limitation
as well to arrive at the same set of equations. Let the tuple (i, n) denote the
state of the service facility where i is the phase occupied by the customer
in service and n is the number of customers residing in the service facility,
i.e. the customers waiting plus 1. Obviously the phase has no meaning when
n = 0. The probability of entering a state must equal the probability of
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leaving it, so

λp0 =
kX
i=1

π1,ibi = π1b = −π1B1

Multiplying the above term with β from the right results in

λπ0 = −π1B1β (3.89)

Given N customers already inhabit the service facility, no arrivals can occur
and only an internal transition would lead to the same state. With one
customer less, an arrival would raise the number of customers to N . Adding
both contributions yields

πN,iµi = λπN−1,i +
kX
j=1

πN,jµjPji

πNM = πN−1λI+ πNMP

πNM (I−P) = πN−1λI
πN = −λπN−1B−1 (3.90)

The balance equations for 0 < n < N combine all the contributions derived
for the boundary equations,

πn,i (µi + λ) =
kX
j=1

πn,jµjPji +
kX
j=1

πn+1,jbjβi + πn−1,iλI

πn (M+ λI) = πnMP+ πn+1bβ + πn−1λI

Rearranging as before leads to

πn (λI−B) = πn−1λI− πn+1B1β (3.91)

for 0 < n < N . It turns out, that this system of equations is best solved from
the back. Setting n = N − 1 in equation 3.91 and substituting expression
3.91 for πN gives

πN−1 (λI−B) = πN−2λI+ λπN−1B−1B1β

= πN−2λI+ λπN−11β
πN−1 (λI−B− λ1β) = πN−2λI

πN−1

µ
I− 1

λ
B− 1β

¶
= πN−2
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By defining an auxiliary matrixR :=
¡
I− 1

λ
B− 1β¢−1, the above expression

may be simplified to
πN−1 = πN−2R

Indeed, the same is true for arbitary n. For a rigorous proof based on the
induction principle, we refer to [116]. Summarizing the above results, the
steady state probabilities are given as follows

πn = π0R
n = p0βR

n

πN = −λπN−1B−1 = −λp0βRN−1B−1

By careful inspection of the results one has to note the similarity to the
solution of the M/M/1 and G/M/1 queueing systems. In fact, all of them
have the same geometric structure (geometric as in the geometric series 1 +
x+x2+ . . .), but now with the matrix R instead of the scalars ρ or ω. This is
why phase type models are said to possess a matrix geometric solution. Also
note, that the matrix R is an instance of what is called rate matrix or Neuts’
matrix. But the similarities do not end at this point, even the probability of
no customers in the service facility p0 may be calculated the same way, that
is by normalization. Proceeding leads to

1 =
NX
n=0

pn =
NX
n=0

πn1

= −λp0βRN−1B−11+
N−1X
n=0

p0βR
n1

= p0β

Ã
−λRN−1B−1 +

N−1X
n=0

Rn

!
1

and

p0 =

"
β

Ã
−λRN−1B−1 +

N−1X
n=0

Rn

!
1

#−1
This result may be further simplified by applying the geometric series expan-
sion

N−1X
n=0

Rn =
¡
I−RN

¢
(I−R)−1
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to the normalization constant

K = −λRN−1B−1 +
N−1X
n=0

Rn (3.92)

= −λRN−1B−1 +
¡
I−RN

¢
(I−R)−1

provided that all eigenvalues of R are strictly less than 1. As mentioned
in [127], this must not always be the case. Alternatively one may derive a
recursion formula for K as shown in [116]. Now denote K(N) := K with
an emphasis on the number of sources. By expanding the sum in expression
3.92 one immediately arrives at

K (N) = −λRN−1B−1 + I+R+R2 + . . .+RN−1

= I+R
¡−λRN−1B−1 + I+R+R2 + . . .+RN−2¢

= I+RK (N − 1) (3.93)

and
K (1) = I− λB−1

In any case the probability of no customers at the service facility is then
given by

p0 = [βK1]
−1 =

1

Ψ [K]

We may now apply some well known formulas to find the relevant perfor-
mance characteristics

L =
NX
n=1

npn =
1

Ψ [K]

NX
n=1

nβRn1

W =
1

λ
L

Wq = W − s = W +Ψ
£
B−1

¤
Lq = λWq

where s denotes the average service time as given by equation 3.86. For more
information on theM/ME/1//N queueing system, please refer to the books
by Lipsky [116] and Neuts [127]. Especially the former author gives a very
detailed treatment of allmost all aspects of the system.
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By letting the number of sources N approach infinity, i.e. N → ∞, our
closed system loop becomes an open M/ME/1 model. Careful inspection
of the steady state equations shows, that only minor modifications are nec-
essary. In fact, only the normalization constant K has to be considered.
Instead of performing rather tedious matrix manipulations, we recall a result
for theM/G/1 queueing system. Expression 3.50 states, that the probability
of no customer present at the service facility is given by

p0 = 1− ρ = 1− λs = 1 + λΨ
£
B−1

¤
with s the average service time as determined by equation 3.86. This leads
to the steady state distribution for the M/ME/1 queueing model,

πn = p0βR
n = (1− ρ)βRn =

¡
1 + λΨ

£
B−1

¤¢
βRn

pn = p0βR
n1 = (1− ρ)Ψ [Rn] =

¡
1 + λΨ

£
B−1

¤¢
Ψ [Rn]

Note, that we have assumed βk+1 = 0 to simplify notation. If a customer
has the chance to bypass the service facility, rescaling may be necessary. For
a rigorous treatment in the matrix geometric sense, we refer to [116] and
[127]. In a similar way we may utilize the Pollaczek-Khintchine formula 3.51
of section 3.2.11,

L = ρ+
ρ2 + λ2σ2S
2 (1− ρ)

= ρ+
λ2ES̆2

2 (1− ρ)

where S̆ denotes the random variable service time with second moment given
by expression 3.88 for n = 2,

L = λs+
λ2Ψ

h
(B−1)2

i
1− λs

=
λ2Ψ

h
(B−1)2

i
1 + λΨ [B−1]

− λΨ
£
B−1

¤
The remaining performance characteristics may be easily derived using Lit-
tle’s Law in the usual way, i.e.

W =
1

λ
L, Wq = W − s, Lq = λWq
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Figure 3.16: The ME/M/1//N service loop

Most of the results above are stated in terms of matrix inverses, which are
not warranted to exist. However, it can be shown, that no problems oc-
cur for a stable system, that is, when ρ < 1 [116]. At this point we have
to note, that the waiting time distribution is also of phase type, that is
PH

³
(1− ρ)

¡
βB−11

¢−1
βB−1,B

´
. This result may be derived by the use

of phase type renewal theory as given in [112], [116], [10] and [127].
With such powerful formulas in hands, one can immediately analyze sys-

tems with Erlangian or hyperexponential service facilities. We will omit these
examples and refer to [23] instead. Alternatively one may look up more clas-
sical texts such as [66] for a conventional derivation. Note, that we did
not dwell on arrival and departure dependencies, as some details have been
touched already for models with general service pattern. For some detailed
results in matrix geometric fashion, the reader should consult [116].

Exponential Service

So far we presented a closed loop allowing for analysis of the M/ME/1//N
queueing model. By closer inspection it turns out, that both nodes under
consideration do not adhere to a prescribed role. They only have been named
arrival and service node. By simply interchanging their meaning we arrive at
the ME/M/1//N closed loop as shown in figure 3.16. For comparison you
may also consult figure 3.15. With µ the service rate and λ the vector of
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arrival rates defineM := diag(λ) to allow for reuse of our former calculations.
Any derived parameters have to be changed accordingly, e.g. the traffic
intensity becomes ρ := µt := µΨ [B−1]. For stability the exponential node
representing the service node has to be the faster one leading to the well
known constraint ρ < 1. Repeating the analysis for the system under resource
constraints yields the desired solution. But note, that the ME/M/1//N
system does not provide the same results as the ME/M/1/K model, as the
corresponding arrival node is not memoryless anymore. Taking the limit for
N to infinity and proceeding as above would finally result in the equations
for the open ME/M/1 queue. Instead we will make use of some results of
section 3.2.17 for the more general G/M/1 queueing system.
First recall expression 3.70 for the description of the steady state proba-

bilities prior to an arrival

p̃n = (1− ω)ωn, n = 0

where ω is the root of the equation 3.67 for c = 1, that is

z = ā (µ− µz)

As we have assumed a matrix exponential arrival pattern, we may now sub-
stitute its Laplace transform as stated in expression 3.84, i.e.

z = −β ((µ− µz) I−B)−1B1

Here we have chosen a matrix exponential representation ME (β,B) with
β1 = 1. Introducing an auxiliary variable h := µ − µz and rewriting the
above equation leads to

1− hµ−1 = −β (hI−B)−1B1

and

µ−1 = h−1
£
1 + β (hI−B)−1B1¤

=

Z ∞

0

(1− F (x)) e−hxdx

=

Z ∞

0

e−hxβ exp {Bx}1dx
= β (hI−B)−1 1
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Summarizing, ω is the root of the equation

µβ ((µ− µz) I−B)−1 1 = 1 (3.94)

As for the G/M/1 queueing system, we may now use the rate conservation
law 8 to determine the steady state probabilities

pn =

½
1− ω n = 0

(1− ω) ρωn−1 n > 0

Any performance characteristics may now be calculated with the help of
the relevant formulas for the G/M/1 model. One might ask now for the
advantage of the matrix exponential approach as opposed to its classic coun-
terpart. The answer lies in expression 3.94, as now we are only concerned
with the solution of a linear equation. Moreover, it can be shown, that ω is
an eigenvalue of the matrix R−1 = I− 1

µ
B−1β. Introducing the normalized

eigenvector v of R−1, that is the solution of vR−1 = vω and v1 = 1, we are
able to state the vector steady state probabilities

πn =

½
(1−ω)
vB−11vB

−1 n = 0
(1− ω) ρωn−1v n > 0

Note, that vB−11 is a scalar value and even for state 0 the phase does matter.
In other words, the arrival process exhibits some sort of memory about the
last arriving customer. We are certainly not facing a memoryless system.
For the detailed derivation of the steady state probabilities, we refer to the
book of Lipsky [116].

Relation to Markov chains

In section 3.2.7 we have seen, that Markovian queues are easy to express in
terms of the infinitesimal generator of a Markov chain. We will attempt to
repeat our procedure for the more versatile phase type queues introduced so
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far. With a little abuse of notation let

q01 = λβ

qn,n+1 = λI for n > 0

q10 = b

qn,n−1 = bβ for n > 0

q00 = −λ
qnn = − (λI−B) for n > 0
qmn = 0 for |m− n| > 1

Proceeding yields the infinitesimal generator of the M/PH/1 queue

Q =


−λ λβ 0 0 0 · · ·
b − (λI−B) λI 0 0 · · ·
0 bβ − (λI−B) λI 0 · · ·
0 0 bβ − (λI−B) λI · · ·
...

. . .


which shows a similar structure as the one generated by a simple Markovian
queueing system. As another example, consider the infinitesimal generator
of the PH/M/1 queue, i.e.

Q =


B bβ 0 0 0 · · ·
µI − (µI−B) bβ 0 0 · · ·
0 µI − (µI−B) bβ 0 · · ·
0 0 µI − (µI−B) bβ · · ·
...

. . .


Obviously this way of matrix partitioning leads to a rather general class of
queueing systems. Replacing our specific matrices with general ones leads to
what is called a (homogenous) quasi birth-death process, first introduced by
Wallace and extended by Neuts [127]. Please note, that Q is not the same
as the generator matrix for a phase type distribution Q̄.

3.3.3 Multiserver Systems

The power of matrix analytic calculus is best shown in the analysis of the
M/ME/c and M/ME/c//N queueing systems. Whereas the classic M/G/c
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queue resists any of the simpler solution methods, its matrix exponential
counterpart allows for a linear description. Here the real power is revealed,
as only some matrix algebra is required keeping the mathematical burden
at a reasonable level. As before we will trace the footsteps left by Lipsky
[116]. Please note the equivalence of theM/ME/c//N and theM/ME/c/K
queueing system for K = N . This again is a result of the memoryless prop-
erty of the interarrival distribution, because the residual interarrival time
follows an exponential distribution.

Poisson Arrivals

For the case of simple Markovian queueing systems, we were able to analyse
the multiserver system by introducing a load dependent service node. As
shown in section 3.2.2 we did not distinguish between a server working at
rate cµ and c servers each operating at rate µ. This is only possible for
memoryless systems. For the following calculations we have to maintain the
relation between customer and server to know if overtaking occurs. In other
words, the departures must not necessarily follow the order of the arrival.
This is called the resequencing problem.
We will now proceed very similar to the single server case and also reuse

some of the results presented so far. Starting with a closed system under
resource constraints one of the most difficult tasks is to set up a proper
state description and define the necessary parameters. Consider a compound
service node consisting of c phase type servers and denote its i-th state as
i := {i1, i2, . . . , in} for 1 5 i1 5 i2 5 . . . 5 in 5 k and 0 < n 5 c. Note, that
state i is defined as vector, because it simultaneously describes the phases
occupied by the active customers. One customer is at phase i1, another one
is at phase i2, and so on, but each of them occupies a different server. Due
to a maximum capacity of c servers, only c customers are allowed to enter,
so they never collide within the compound service facility. So our state space
consists of

dn :=

µ
k + n− 1

n

¶
different elements for n customers active in a service facility of c servers each
with k phases. As suggested by such a description, arrivals and departures
will trigger a change in dimension of the state space. So we will introduce
some strange notation and define 1n a column vector of ones with dimension
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dn and In the dn × dn unity matrix. Obviously the subscript n describes the
numer of active customers.
In a similar way we also generalize the matrix of service rates by intro-

ducing load dependency, that isMn := (Mn,i,j) with elements

Mn,i,j :=

½ Pn
m=1 µim i = j
0 i 6= j

Again this is only a diagonal matrix and although cumbersome in notation,
its meaning is analogous to the single server case. Next we define the prob-
ability En,i,j that a customer entering the service facility currently in state
i will put it right to state j. Note that the set j has exactly one member
more than the set i. Due to the assumption, that simultaneous events occur
with negligible probability, this is the standard situation we have already
encountered for classic queueing systems. Consequently we do not expect an
additional internal transition here. Denoting the additional element by v,
that is v := j \ i, we formally write En := (En,i,j) and

En,i,j :=

½
βv i ∩ j = i
0 else

As we are concerned with the arrival of a customer, this has to be a dn−1×dn
matrix, as the state space is enriched by one dimension. Still assuming, that
βk+1 = 0, we have the following relation

En1n = 1n−1 (3.95)

In a similar fashion we may describe Ln,i,j as the probability, that a leaving
customer puts the service facility from state i to state j. Denoting the left-
over element by v := i \ j, we have to include the case, that v occurs more
than once, as any of these customers could complete service. Introducing the
multiplicity αv, that is the number of occurences of v in state i, we are now
able to pin down a formal description of Ln := (Ln,i,j),

Ln,i,j :=

½ αvbv
Mn,i,i

i ∩ j = j
0 else

Related to a departure, this matrix has to be of dimension dn× dn−1. Please
note, that we have used b in a purely formal way, because the vector b =
−B1 = M (I−P) 1 consists of elements µvqv. Here qv denotes the exit
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probability from the v-th state. Finally we have to generalize the description
of the internal transitions. Define Pn := (Pn,i,j) as transition rate matrix
provided n customers are active in the service facility. As before, only one
transition occurs at a time, so assume a customer moves from phase u to
phase v. More formally, u := i \ j and v := j \ i. Denoting multiplicity of u
by αu, we can define

Pn,i,j :=

½
Puv

αuµu
Mn,i,i

|i ∩ j| = n− 1
0 else

where P := (Pij) is the transition rate matrix of the corresponding service
distribution. The notation |i ∩ j| = n− 1 expresses the fact, that Pn,i,j = 0 if
the set i∩ j does not count n−1 elements. As we are concerned with internal
state transitions only, the matrix Pn is square and of dimension dn × dn.
As we are still operating in a closed system, we can expect some equilib-

rium between an internal transition and the combination of departure and
subsequent arrival. Taking into account the memoryless arrival node, an ob-
server taking a short break cannot make out a difference when only reviewing
state information. Such a reasoning leads to

(Pn + LnEn) 1n = 1n

Substituting expression 3.95

(Pn + LnEn)1n = Pn1n + Ln1n−1 = 1n
Ln1n−1 = (In −Pn) 1n

and using the common definition Bn :=Mn (Pn − In) results in

Bn1n =Mn (Pn − In)1n = −MnLn1n−1 (3.96)

These results will prove to be useful in the derivation of the balance equations.
But before we need to generalize the notion of the steady state proba-

bility vector. Define πn,m the probability of m customers residing at the
service facility with n = min(m, c) of them being serviced. Still considering
a system with limited source supply, only N −m customers inhabit the ar-
rival node. For notational convenience let π1,0 := p0β. The corresponding
scalar probabilities follow the same relation as in the single server case, that
is pm := πn,m1n. We are now ready to write down the balance equations for
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the M/ME/c//N queueing model. First note, that the boundary equations
3.89 and 3.90 may be carried over from the single server case with some
notational modifications

λπ1,0 = −π1,1B11β (3.97)

πc,N = −λπc,N−1B−1c (3.98)

As for the simpler Markovian models, the form of the balance equations
changes at boundary states and not somewhere inbetween. Common bound-
ary states for multiserver models are 0, c, N and are applicable here as well.
So we may derive

πc,c (Mc + λIc) = πc,c+1McLcEc + πc,cMcPc + λπc−1,c−1Ec (3.99)

whereas the terms on the right correspond to a departure with subsequent
arrival, an internal state transition and an arrival occupying an idle resource.
Multiplication with Ec from the right is necessary to restore the appropriate
phase configuration. Rearranging and substituting equation 3.96 leads to

πc,c (λIc −Bc) = πc,c+1McLcEc + λπc−1,c−1Ec (3.100)

For 1 < n < c− 1 a similar reasoning yields

πn,n (Mn + λIn) = πn+1,n+1Mn+1Ln+1 + πn,nMnPn + λπn−1,n−1En

and

πn,n (λIn −Bn) = πn+1,n+1Mn+1Ln+1 + λπn−1,n−1En (3.101)

Here changes in state space occur more naturally, arrivals increase dimension
and departures decrease it. We are not concerned with some special behav-
iour at state c. With a little modification we can also cover the case n = 1,
that is

π1,1 (λI1 −B1) = π2,2M2L2 + λπ1,0 (3.102)

The next set of equations will cover behaviour of a fully loaded service facility,
i.e. for c < m < N

πc,m (Mc + λIc) = πc,m+1McLcEc + πc,mMcPc + λπc,m−1
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Compared with equation 3.99 the main difference lies in the missing factor
Ec. As there are no spare servers available, an arrival can not change the
internal state of the service facility. Proceeding as above leads to

πc,m (λIc −Bc) = πc,m+1McLcEc + λπc,m−1 (3.103)

So finally we arrived at a complete system of balance equations 3.97, 3.98,
3.99, 3.100, 3.101, 3.102 and 3.103. Although this is an impressive set of
expressions, a solution algorithm may be found. Due to the structural prop-
erties of LAQT, their number of relevant equations is far less than the set
of equations derived when applying Markov chain methods in a brute force
way.
We now attempt to find a recursion for the calculation of the equilibrium

distribution similar to expression 3.93 for the single server case. Due to the
dependency on the number of active customers we expect an algorithm of
higher complexity. Starting with something familier we assume the steady
state to follow

πc,m = πc,m−1Rc,N−m (3.104)

for c < m 5 N starting with

Rc,0 = −λB−1c (3.105)

Expressing πc,m+1 and πc,m−1 in terms of the recursion 3.104 and substituting
the result into equation 3.103 leads to

πc,m (λIc −Bc) = πc,mRc,N−m−1McLcEc + λπc,mR
−1
c,N−m

Rearranging and applying an index change from N −m to m yields

Rc,m = λ (λIc −Bc −Rc,m−1McLcEc)
−1 (3.106)

So far we are able to calculate the values for all Rc,m with m ranging from 0
to N . In a similar fashion we substitute πc,mRc,N−m−1 for πc,m+1 in equation
3.100 to find

πc,c (λIc −Bc −Rc,N−c−1McLcEc) = λπc−1,c−1Ec

which simplifies to
πc,c = πc−1,c−1EcRc,N−c (3.107)
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by the use of expression 3.106 for m = N − c. This in turn suggests the
definition of

Rn,N−c := λ (λIn −Bn −En+1Rn+1,N−cMn+1Ln+1)
−1 (3.108)

implying the recursion

πn,n = πn−1,n−1EnRn,N−c

which allows us to calculate the remaining values Rn,N−c with n ranging to
c− 1 to 1. Now construct an auxiliary vector

rn,N−m :=


β n = 0,m = c

βR1,N−c n = 1,m = c
rn−1,N−cEnRn,N−c 1 < n 5 c,m = c
rc,N−m+1Rc,N−m n = c, c < m 5 N

(3.109)

which is the same as rn,N−c = βE1R1,N−cE2R2,N−c · · ·EnRn,N−c for 0 <
n 5 c and rc,N−m = rc,N−cRc,N−c−1Rc,N−c−2 · · ·Rc,N−c−m for c < m 5 N .
Although hidden by cumbersome notation, we only require the matrices cal-
culated so far by equation 3.106 and 3.108. So the set of vectors is completely
specified. This finally leads to the vector steady state distribution

πn,n = p0rn,N−c 0 5 n 5 c
πc,m = p0rc,N−m c 5 m 5 N (3.110)

and its scalar counterpart

pn =

½
πn,n1n 0 5 n 5 c
πc,m1c c 5 m 5 N

Applying the normalization criterion yields the value for p0, that is

p0 =

Ã
NX
n=0

pn

!−1

=

Ã
c−1X
n=0

rn,N−c1n +
NX
m=c

rc,N−m1c

!−1
(3.111)

For clarification, we will now summarize the steps necessary to calculate the
equilibrium distribution for the M/ME/c//N queueing system.
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1. From the system description assemble the parametersMn, Ln, En, Pn
and Bn as described in the beginning of this section.

2. Apply equation 3.106 and 3.105 recursively to find the values for Rc,m,
0 5 m 5 N − c.

3. Calculate Rn,N−c, 0 < n < c starting from top by the use of expression
3.108.

4. Insert the results from the former two steps in definition 3.109 to as-
semble the set of auxiliary vectors.

5. Express the steady state probabilities in terms of p0 to receive the final
result after normalization 3.111.

As the algorithm suggests, an explicit result is only available for the
case c = 1. Although no closed form solution exists, the solution is exact
in the mathematical sense. Compared with any other methods suited for
the class of M/G/c models, the presented procedure remains the simplest.
Furthermore it is straightfoward to implement as a computer program. From
the steady state probabilities the corresponding performance indicators of the
M/ME/c//N system are found the common way, that is

L =
NX
n=1

npn, W =
1

λ
L

Wq = W − s = W +Ψ
£
B−1

¤
(3.112)

Lq = λWq = L+Ψ
£
B−1

¤
Please note, that our state description provided a good choice for the model
under consideration but does not generalize very well. The common approach
is to count the number of customers occupying a certain phase. In order to
adjust for this alternative, minor modifications have to be carried out. This
has been done by Lipsky and is called the generalized M/ME/c//N system.
For further information we refer to his book [116].
In the process of opening the M/ME/c//N loop we do exactly the same

as for the single server version, that is by letting N approach infinity. To
allow for meaningful results, we have to assume a stable system. So we ask
for a maximum utilization umax < 1, which in turn may be expressed as
umax = λsmin with smin the minimal service time of the service facility. To
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derive the latter we need to introduce the probability Yn,i,j, that the service
facility is in state j immediately after a departure provided it was in state i
before, and no customers have entered. The corresponding dn× dn−1 matrix
Yn := (Yn,i,j) may be written as

Yn = Ln +PnYn

where the first term relates to a customer departing and the second is a com-
bination of an internal transition with subsequent departure. Rearranging
leads to

Yn = (In −Pn)−1 Ln = −B−1n MnLn

Now define v as the left normalized eigenvector of YcEc to the unit eigen-
value, i.e. v satisfies

vYcEc = v, v1c = 1

Then the maximum utilization is given by

umax := −λvB−1c 1c
So for a stable system we have to assume λvB−1c 1c < 1 instead of the usual
condition λs < c. The reason is, that s

c
is only an average value. But we

have to deal with minimal service time to assure proper results. We have
omitted the derivation as it relies on results about the departure process and
certain transient properties. For a complete treatment we refer to [116].
As shown above, an iterated procedure has been applied to the system

with limited supply. Only concerned with a finite number of customers we
could have been certainly sure to reach an end. This is not true for the
open system. Although we can follow the same steps, additional criteria for
ending the process have to be found. In our case we can monitor the difference
between iterates and stop the algorithm, if it becomes insignificant. Formally
we are concerned with a limiting process for N →∞ as in

Rn,∞ := lim
N→∞

½
Rc,N n = c
Rn,N−c 0 < n < c

Note, that the Rc,∞ are still required to calculate the Rn,∞ for 0 < n < c.
There is no shortcut in the steps presented above, although a little simplifi-
cation is gained for the limiting auxiliary vectors

rn,∞ :=


β n = 0

βR1,∞ n = 1
rn−1,∞EnRn,∞ 1 < n 5 c
rc,∞Rn−c

c,∞ c < n
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and the steady state probabilities

πn,n = p0rn,∞

The value for p0 may be calculated by the use of expression 3.111 for N =∞,
which simplifies to

p0 =

"
c−1X
n=0

rn,∞1n + rc,∞ (Ic −Rc,∞)
−1 1c

#−1
by identifying the term

P∞
n=cR

n−c
c,∞ =

P∞
m=0R

m
c,∞ as geometric sum equiv-

alent to (Ic −Rc,∞)
−1. Comparing p0 with expression 3.16 for the M/M/c

queueing system shows a close resemblance. This once more justifies the
solution to be called matrix geometric. The relevant performance character-
istics are calculated the same way as for the system with limited number of
customers, so refer to expressions 3.112 with N replaced by ∞.
The iterative procedure presented above may not be the best from a

numerical viewpoint and indeed, there exist better algorithms. Much of
them have been adapted from numerical procedures for Markov chains to be
applied to the class of quasi birth-death processes introduced later in section
3.3.4. On the other hand, the current approach resembles the sequence of
systems with limited source supply and describes its development for an
increased number of customers. A closed form solution may only be found
for the case c = 1 even for such a simple matrix exponential model such as
the El/Ek/c queue [66].

Exponential Service

For the solution of the single server model we have provided a shortcut solu-
tion based on the framework derived for the G/M/c queueing system. Pay-
ing attention to the methods used, there is certainly an emphasis on Laplace
transforms. Based on our results in section 3.2.16 we can say, that for c > 1
servers the calculation of the normalization constant becomes a rather te-
dious task. It would be desirable to find a solution which is better adapted
for implementation as a computer program. Focusing on linear algebraic ma-
nipulations rather than on transform theory seems an appropriate path as
exemplified by the analysis of the M/ME/c queueing system. In fact such a
path exists and we will adopt it here for the analysis of theME/M/c queue.
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Furthermore, some results from the single server system with Poisson arrivals
can be reused.
As might have been expected, a system with limited supply is considered

first. Employing the memoryless feature of the service facility we do not need
to trace each customer. Instead we can imagine it as a single load dependent
node. This is exactly the same approach as has been used for the analysis of
the M/M/c queue. Usually we would now introduce a service rate of nµ for
n < c and cµ for n = c. However, for the following analysis this would be too
restrictive and without gain. Instead we will work with the more general load
dependent rates and only assume µn := µc for n = c. Noting the similarities
to the closed M/ME/1//N loop, all balance equations remain valid and
may be reused. Applying some notational modification, that is changing n
to N − n and λ to µn, expressions 3.89, 3.91 and 3.90 may be rewritten as

µnπN = −πN−1B1β (3.113)

πn (µnI−B) = πn+1µn+1I− πn−1B1β (3.114)

π0 = −µ1π1B−1 (3.115)

But similarities do not end here. In fact, the derivation of Neuts’ R follows
the same way and will not be repeated here. Due to load dependency we
have to introduce an index and write

Rn :=
µn+1
µn

µ
I− 1

µn
B− 1β

¶−1
(3.116)

for n > 0. This allows for specification of the vector steady state distribution

πn = πN

N−1Y
j=n

Rj = pNβ
N−1Y
j=n

Rj (3.117)

and its scalar counterpart pn = πn1. Applying the normalization criterion
leads to the remaining probability

pN =

Ã
NX
n=0

πn1

!−1

=

"
β

Ã
I+

N−1X
n=0

N−1Y
j=n

Rj

!
1

#−1
= [βK(N)1]−1 = Ψ−1 [K(N)]
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whereas K(N) denotes the normalization constant. Up to now we did not
employ the special structure of µn for n = c. By doing so now sheds some

light on expression 3.116. In fact, Rn = Rc =
³
I− 1

µc
B− 1β

´−1
remains

constant for n = c. This in turn allows for a rather accelerated calculation
of the normalization constant, i.e.

K(N) = I+
N−1X
n=0

N−1Y
j=n

Rj

= I+RN−c
c

Ã
I+

cX
n=0

cY
j=n

Rj

!
+

N−1X
n=c+1

RN−n
c

= RN−c
c K(c) +

¡
I−RN−c

c

¢
(I−Rc)

−1

Note, that once again we encountered a geometric series. With the entire
steady state distribution at hands, one is only left with the calculation of the
relevant performance indicators. Again we decide not to repeat the standard
approach and instead refer to the set of expressions 3.112.
The corresponding open system may be analyzed either by the common

procedure of letting N go to infinity or by making use of the special structure
of µn for n = c. The former approach may be found in Lipsky’s book [116],
whereas the latter is due to Neuts [127]. In analogy to the single server model
with Poisson arrivals we assume a stable system, i.e.

1 < ρ−1 := Ψ
£
B−1

¤
max

©
µ1, µ2, . . . , µc−1, µc

ª
assuring the existence of R−1n . Note, that in case of a classic multiserver
queue, this condition reduces to 1 < Ψ [B−1] cµ. By employing the local
balance principle, which is equating the flows between two adjacent states
one arrives at

µnπn1 = πn−1b
= −πn−1B1

Substituting the above term and πnR−1n for πn+1 into expression 3.114 yields

πn (µnI−B) = πn+1µn+1I− πn−1B1β
= πnR

−1
n µn+1 + µnπn1β
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which becomes

πc−1
¡
µc−1I−B

¢
= µcπnR

−1
c + µc−1πn1β

for n = c− 1. By rearranging this leads to
πc−1 =

£
µc−1I−B−µc−11β − µcR−1c

¤−1
=

·
µc−1I−B−µc−11β − µc

µ
I− 1

µc
B− 1β

¶¸−1
=

£¡
µc−1 − µc

¢
(I− 1β)¤−1 (3.118)

which can be explicitely solved. The remaining vector probabilities are easily
found using an adapted version of equation 3.117, that is

πn =


−µ1π1B−1 n = 0

πc−1
Qc−2
j=nRj 0 < n < c− 1

πc−1Rn−c+1c n = c− 1
Please note, that the above set of equations determines the vector probabil-
ities only up to a multiplicative constant C−1. Normalizing the results will
provide the proper steady state distribution. The corresponding normaliza-
tion constant is given by

C =
c−2X
n=0

πn1+ πc−1

Ã ∞X
n=c−1

Rn−c+1c

!
1

=
c−2X
n=0

πn1+ πc−1 (I−Rc)
−1 1

As for the system with limited number of customers, the relevant performance
indicators are found by the set of expressions 3.112 for N =∞. As a matter
of fact we have found another instance of a quasi birth-death process, but
this time it is not homogenous. This is mainly due to the load dependency
introduced for multiserver queues with exponential service. The infinitesimal
generator of the PH/M/c queueing system is given by

Q =



B bβ 0 0 0 0 · · ·
µ1I − (µ1I−B) bβ 0 0 0 · · ·
0 µ2I − (µ2I−B) bβ 0 0 · · ·
...

. . .
0 0 µcI − (µcI−B) bβ · · ·
...

. . .
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Note the similarity with the single server case especially for the submatrix
starting at row c and column c. If full capacity has been reached, the mul-
tiserver queue resembles a single server queue operating at rate µc. As we
have already seen in our calculations, this property constitutes the matrix
geometric nature of the solution. It appears, that without this feature a
closed form solution becomes very unlikely. In fact, it turns out, that for
more complex systems an iterative procedure provides a reasonable path to
the solution. We will shed some light on these topics in the next section.

3.3.4 Quasi Birth-Death Process

As has been demonstrated above, the matrix geometric approach provides a
rather flexible framework while retaining some important features well known
from the theory of Markovian queues. It even allows for a generalization of
the so commonly used birth-death process introduced in section 3.2.1. These
so called quasi birth-death processes (QBD) rely on matrix partitioning and
possess a similar structure as their scalar counterparts. As before, we will
focus on continous processes and omit the discrete case. As common for
quasi birth-death processes, one starts with the analysis of the infinitesi-
mal generator of the corresponding Markov chain. Due to this choice, the
arrival and the service process have to be specified as phase-type distribu-
tions. We already know, this class is rich enough to approximate almost any
(absolutely continous) distribution, but not every distribution with rational
Laplace transform may be included right away. In fact, matrix exponential
representations allow for complex entries which violates some basic assump-
tions of Markov chain theory.
Recalling the structure of the infinitesimal generator for certain memo-

ryless queueing models, there is a significant difference in the related birth-
death process for the classic single and multiserver systems. For the former
each level of the generator matrix is the same whereas for the latter some
level dependent factor is involved. This factor usually models effects such
as load dependency and customer impatience. Although this separation has
not been spelled out explicitely for birth-death processes it is relevant for
quasi birth-death processes. Furthermore, the interpretation just given also
carries over. So for the analysis of the PH/PH/1 queue the homogenous
quasi birth-death process seems most appropriate, whereas for multiserver
and retrial phase queues the inhomogenous version is preferred.
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Homogenous Quasi Birth-Death Process

The homogenous quasi birth-death process has been introduced by V. Wal-
lace in 1969 in his dissertation [180]. Although superseded by other works
in the field, it is one of the most readable accounts on quasi birth-death
processes. It is the authors impression, that some common texts focusing
on more general models lack dedication to this topic. So this approach will
follow the works by Wallace [180] and Latouche and Ramaswami [112], the
latter also being an exceptional introduction to subject matter.
As a formal definition of a homogenous quasi birth-death process, consider

a continous time Markov chain with infinitesimal generator

Q =


E Ā 0 0 0 · · ·
C̄ D A 0 0 · · ·
0 C D A 0 · · ·
0 0 C D A · · ·
...

...
...
. . . . . . . . .

 (3.119)

subject to E1 + Ā1 = 0, C̄1 + (D+A) 1 = 0 and (C+D+A)1 = 0. If
not otherwise stated all matrices are square matrices and of dimension k×k.
Exceptions are the k0 × k and k × k0 boundary matrices given by

Ā =

µ
A
0

¶
, C̄ =

¡
C 0

¢
and the k0 × k0 matrix E, k0 = k. In the literature very often the same
dimension is assumed for all matrices, but here we want to emphasize the
resemblence of the generators introduced so far in section 3.3.2. For the
matrix exponential models above we were able to derive Neuts’ matrix R
explicitely from the balance equations. We now assert, that the same can be
done here and provided a steady state solution exists, it will be given by

πn = π0R̄R
n−1 (3.120)

Note the change in dimension of the solution vector which requires

R̄ =

µ
R
0

¶
to be used instead of R. As a matter of fact, a stable system is warranted by
the condition ρ (R) < 1. Here the common symbol ρ (.) denotes the spectral
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radius, that is the largest eigenvalue of its argument [57]. For more details
on the stability issue, we refer to [180], [112] and [127].
Being aware from the theory of Markov chains, that an equilibrium dis-

tribution satisfies πQ = 0, we may take advantage of the special structure
of the infinitesimal generator 3.119 to arrive at

π0E+ π1C̄ = 0

π0Ā+ π1D+ π2C = 0

πn−1A+ πnD+ πn+1C = 0

for all n > 1. Substituting expression 3.120 leads to

π0
¡
E+ R̄C̄

¢
= 0 (3.121)

π0
¡
Ā+ R̄D+ R̄RC

¢
= 0 (3.122)

π0R̄R
n−2 ¡

A+RD+R2C
¢
= 0 (3.123)

We do need one additional equation to justify a unique solution and this
remaining expression is provided by the normalization criterion, that is

1 = π0

Ã
I+ R̄

∞X
n=1

Rn−1
!
1

= π0
£
I+ R̄ (I−R)−1¤1 (3.124)

Close inspection of the above equations reveals the following two conditions
for the existence of a steady state solution

1. A unique positive solution for π0 may be found from expression 3.121
and 3.124

2. From expression 3.123 the quadratic matrix equation A+RD+R2C
has a minimal non-negative solution

The main problem to this strategy is to solve the quadratic matrix equa-
tion, because it does not behave like its scalar counterpart. In fact, more
than two solutions may exist and are not easy to find. One approach is to
treat a matrix equation as polynomial matrix function and apply an iterative
procedure [58][74]. Another resorts to the analysis of the related quadratic
matrix equation AG2+DG+C due to its more suitable properties. Neuts’
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matrix is then derived from the relation R = −A (AG+D)−1. It turns out,
that the matrix G still admits a probabilistic interpretation [112][163], but
we will treat it as pure mathematical item in our brief introduction. Now
several methods exist to find a solution for this new equation. To name a
few of them, linearization and canonical Wiener-Hopf factorization provide
an appropriate background. For the former the quadratic matrix equation
AG2 +DG+C is transformed into the system of linear equations

D A
C D A

C D A
. . .



G
G2

G3

...

 =


−C
0
0
...


whereas for the latter one works with the corresponding matrix Laurent poly-
nomial S(z) = Cz−1 +D+Az. If there exists a factorization

S(z) = (U0+U1z)
¡
L0+L−1z−1

¢
where U0, U1, L0 and L−1 are k× k square matrices, then G = −L−10 L−1 is
a unique solution to the quadratic matrix equation under consideration. As
suggested by the notation, this method is related to the UL decomposition
of (Toeplitz) matrices. For more information on these specific topics we refer
to the book by Bini, Latouche and Meini [22]. Although concerned with the
solution of Markov chains, Stewart provides some insight into the solution
of quasi birth-death processes in [163] making it a valueable reference. Some
useful relations with respect to the analysis of telecommunication systems
may be found in [40]. As you might expect, there exists a wealth of powerful
iterative procedures waiting for application. One of them will be described
in the context of inhomogenous quasi birth-death processes, as we do not
gain much from the homogenity property.

Inhomogenous Quasi Birth-Death Process

For the inhomogenous quasi birth-death process the infinitesimal generator
is of similar structure, that is

Q =


D0 A0 0 0 0 · · ·
C1 D1 A1 0 0 · · ·
0 C2 D2 A2 0 · · ·
0 0 C3 D3 A3 · · ·
...

...
...

. . . . . . . . .
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Although the boundary matrices have been renamed we can still adhere to
our convention, that D0, A0 and C1 are of dimension k0 × k0, k0 × k and
k × k0, respectively. In assuming a limited number of sources N , the matrix
Q becomes finite and we may apply an iterative procedure to find the steady
state vectors πn, 0 5 n 5 N . This algorithm is called linear level reduction
and was first introduced by D.P. Gaver, P.A. Jacobs and G. Latouche [112][7].
It proceeds as follows

1. Compute the auxiliary matrices Bn = Dn +Cn
¡−B−1n−1¢An−1 for 0 <

n 5 N , where B0 := D0

2. Solve the system of linear equations πnBn = 0, πn1 = 1

3. Let K := 1

4. Recursively calculate πn = πn+1Cn+1 (−B−1n ) and K = Kπn1 for
0 5 n < N

5. Normalize the probability vector, i.e. πn = K−1πn

In case an overflow problem occurs during calculation, additional nor-
malization steps might be included. Note, that no use has been made of
the rate matrix Rn. For an infinite number of sources matters become more
complicated. It can be shown, that the steady state solution vector is still
of the form πn = πn−1Rn, but this time Neuts’ matrix depends on the level
too. It is a common practice to truncate the infinite system and apply al-
gorithms such as the linear level reduction to find an approximation for the
equilibrium distribution. For more details we refer to the books [112], [163],
[22] and [7].

3.3.5 More General Models

The concept of the quasi birth-death process may be further extended similar
to the transition from a classic birth-death process to semimarkovian models.
By allowing a triagonal structure of the infinitesimal generator, one arrives
at the phase type counterpart of the classic M/G/1 and G/M/1 queueing
systems. In the literature these models are known under different names
often underlining the special dedication of their authors. For Latouche et.
al. the corresponding processes are called skipfree in one direction, whereas
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Neuts raises the class of M/G/1 or G/M/1 type models. One has to be very
careful, as sometimes there are little differences in the assumptions. Most
of the relevant theory was developed by Neuts in his two books [127] and
[128]. A good introduction has been provided by G. Latouche and V. Ra-
maswami in the later chapters of [112]. An interesting account relying on the
combination of matrix analysis and transform theory has been given by J.N.
Daigle in [41], because his methods came right from the technicians toolbox.
Solution aspects are emphasized in the work of D.A. Bini, G. Latouche and
B. Meini [22], which might be regarded as the standard reference in the field.
In the current context it is important to note, that some of these more com-
plex models may be represented as quasi birth-death process underlining the
importance of the latter.

So far we have been concerned with phase type or matrix exponential
arrival processes of the renewal type [10]. The corresponding assumption
of independent arrivals is also reflected by the constant entry vector β. By
relaxing this restriction and allowing β to depend on the last arrival, that is
introducing correlated interarrivals, one arrives at the so called Markovian
arrival process (MAP). It turns out, that the block structure of the infini-
tesimal generator remains unaltered. As a consequence, many concepts and
ideas carry over from linear algebraic queueing theory. Allowing for a triag-
onal strucure of the generator, one immediately arrives at the so called batch
Markovian arrival process (BMAP). The resulting class of models has been
successfully applied to problems of communication systems. At the time of
writing, the analysis of single server systems with Markovian arrival processes
was very popular and some parts in the analysis of multiserver queues re-
mained an open challenge. Despite this fact, some authors of more recent
textbooks on queueing theory decided to focus on MAPs and treat phase type
renewal processes as a special case, e.g. [30] and [173]. Furthermore one has
to mention the book by S. Asmussen [8], which provides a more theoretical
introduction to the subject.

Although there are many different approaches to choose from, one should
stick to the principle of Ockham’s razor and avoid any unnecessary complex-
ities. The simpler the model, the simpler its solution. In practice this often
leads to more stable results.
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3.3.6 Retrials

The remainder of this chapter is dedicated to an extension of the multiserver
retrial model presented in section 3.2.10, that is the M/PH/c/c queueing
system with phase type retrial times. Although there has been some research
in the past, only few papers capturing the retrial effect for phase type queues
have appeared [7]. A high effort has been placed to analyze single server
systems with complex arrival pattern, so the multiserver queue presented
now has been a natural choice to be included here by the author.
Recall, that the memoryless version of section 3.2.10 has been described

by a two state Markov process {C(t), N(t) : t = 0}, where C(t) and N(t)
denote the number of busy servers and the orbit size. We will adopt the
same concept for the macro level, but there is some work to do at the micro
level. For the model under consideration service times are assumed to follow a
phase type distribution of order k with representation PH (β,B). As before
the exit vector is denoted by b := −B1k, where the subscript k is used to
emphasize the dimension of the corresponding vector. The same applies to
the k × k identity matrix Ik. For the underlying service node we assume a
M/PHk/c/c loss system in agreement with its memoryless counterpart. The
period between retrials shall follow a phase type distribution of order l with
representation PH (τ ,T) and exit vector t := −T1l. At the macro level we
still have a state description (m,n) corresponding to the number of active
servers and the orbit size. To incorporate the phase information into the
model, we have to extend the state space and assign an appropriate sublevel
to each m and n. An exception occurs, when either m or n is zero. Then no
customer is present at the service facility or in orbit and the affected sublevel
collapses. This leads to a Markov process {C(t), N(t),m(t),n(t) : t = 0},
where m(t) and n(t) represent the phase configuration of the service facility
or the orbit. Its infinitesimal generator may be described as

Q =



D0 A0

C1 D1 A1

C2 D2 A2

. . . . . . . . .
CN−c−1 DN−c−1 AN−c−1

CN−c DN−c


where we have assumed a system with limited source supply. Obviously this
is the generator for a finite inhomogenous quasi birth-death process and we
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may apply the methods presented in section 3.3.4 to find a solution. This
also gives rise to the approximation of the infinite supply case by simply
choosing a sufficiently large value for N in the current model. It remains to
assign some more detail to the submatrices An, Cn and Dn given above.
The matrices An describe the case where the orbit size is increased by

one due to an arrival to a full system [7], i.e.

An =

µ
0 0
0 (N − c− n)λIkn ⊗ τ ⊗ Ilc

¶
for 0 5 n < N − c. Here the symbol ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, which
is defined as

A⊗B :=

 a11B a12B
a21B a22B

. . .


for two matrices A := (aij) and B. The Kronecker product arises naturally
in the theory of linear matrix equations and has become a handsome tool in
matrix analysis [74][156]. The next matrix to be defined captures the case,
where the orbit size decreases by one due to a successful repeated attempt,
that is

Cn =


0 C

(0,1)
n

0 C
(1,2)
n

. . . . . .

0 C
(c−1,c)
n

0


for 0 < n 5 N − c. The matrices C(m,m+1)n describe the transition between
two adjacent sublevels (m,n) and (m+ 1, n− 1). Formally this is expressed
as

C(m,m+1)n = (⊕ni=1t)⊗ Ilm ⊗ β
provided 0 5 m < c. The first term

⊕ni=1t = (t⊗ Ik ⊗ . . .⊗ Ik) + . . .+ (Ik ⊗ . . .⊗ Ik ⊗ t)
is a generalized direct sum [156] and allows us to identify the retrial unit per-
forming a successful attempt [7]. The last term β relates to the phase being
occupied by the retrying customer now becoming active. The middle term
Ilm corresponds to the fact, that no change in the service phase configuration
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has occured. Turning attention to the diagonal elements Dn we are left with
those transitions, that have no impact on the orbit size, e.g. arrivals to an
empty server, internal transitions and blocked retrials followed by an internal
transition. Thus the matrices for 0 5 n 5 N − c are given by

Dn =


D
(0,0)
n D

(0,1)
n

D
(1,0)
n D

(1,1)
n D

(1,2)
n

. . .

D
(c−1,c−2)
n D

(c−1,c−1)
n D

(c−1,c)
n

D
(c,c−1)
n D

(c,c)
n


where

D
(m,m−1)
n = Ikn ⊗ (⊕mi=1b) 0 < m 5 c

D
(m,m)
n = − (N −m− n)λIkn ⊗ Ilm

+(⊕ni=1T+ δ (c−m) (⊕ni=1t)⊗ τ )⊗ Ilm
+Ikn ⊗ (⊕mi=1B)

0 5 m 5 c

D
(m,m+1)
n = (N −m− n)λIkn ⊗ Ilm ⊗ β 0 5 m < c

Here δ (.) denotes the Kronecker function 3.52. This completes the specifica-
tion of our retrial model with phase type service and retrial times. The main
advantage is, that we only made use of matrices and matrix operators both
well suited for implementation in a computer program. The same applies
to the model itself. By recalling that phase type distributions may be used
to approximate any absolutely continous distribution arbitrarily close, this is
indeed a powerful result. For a discussion on this and other retrial models we
refer to the recent book by J.R. Artalejo and A. Gómez-Corral [7]. A model
similar to the one presented here is given in the paper [3] by A.S. Alfa and
K.P.S. Isotupa. The main difference between the two lies in the assumption
of exponential retrial times.



Chapter 4

Model Parameter Estimation

In the former chapter we attempted to provide a mathematical description
suited well enough to capture certain properties of real world situations.
Usually there is a bias towards the application due to an implicit usage of
domain specific knowledge during the modeling process. This certainly in-
troduces some restrictions but also provides a more realistic model. In some
cases additional degrees of freedom are gained by adding some screws and
turnwheels for adjustment. In a mathematical model we use parameters for
the same purpose. Obeying to the principle of Ockham’s razor, we have to
prevent the model from becoming overparametrized. Although more para-
meters provide a higher level of flexibility, they also require a larger amount
of prior knowledge for proper adjustment. Part of this prior knowledge orig-
inates from measurements of the system under consideration. By collecting
data and applying quantitative methods one is able to estimate the parame-
ters of the model. It is the aim of this chapter to provide some insight into
the methods available.

4.1 Data Analysis and Modeling Life Cycle

Model parametrization is part of a larger process called data analysis. Con-
necting the model to the life system under consideration, data analysis has
become a vital part in performance engineering. It can be seen as a set of
methods related to the following procedures

1. Data collection

155
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2. Distribution identification

3. Parameter estimation

4. Distribution validation

Provided the key indicators have been specified and a suitable model has
been chosen, one usually proceeds with the data collection. These data often
provide a guess about the underlying distribution. One method is to visually
compare the relative frequency plot with the graph of well known probability
or density functions. Sometimes there is no choice, e.g. for purely memory-
less models. In that case one can immediately proceed with the parameter
estimation. Some methods for determining the numerical values of the pa-
rameters will be presented in the subsequent sections. Once these have been
assigned, one usually has to validate the distribution. Although the true dis-
tribution is unknown, performing a goodness-of-fit test based on the collected
data is a widely accepted procedure [5]. Examples are the chi-sqare test and
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, whereas the former exhibits some sensibility to
deviations from a normal distribution. The main idea is to compare the test
statistic based on some deviation measure to a predefined threshold value. If
exceeded, one can expect the true distribution not being properly represented
by the approximation. There are several resolutions to this problem. Either
one collects more data and attempts another estimate or another model is
considered. Even if the approximation is accepted, the model might be in-
accurate or invalid. Therefore it is advisable to perform an additional model
verification step. If possible the model output should be compared to the
corresponding measurements of the system under consideration. Otherwise
a simulation model may be set up for verification. If there is a pattern in the
deviations, the drift might become part of the model. This is called model
adaption.

4.2 Concepts in Parameter Estimation

The estimation of parameters has become an important part of statistical
inference. There are basically two distinct approaches available, parametric
and nonparametric estimation. Whereas the former attempts to determine
the parameters used in characterizing families of distributions from observa-
tions, the latter targets distributionfree methods. Almost all queueing models
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incorporate some type of distribution assumption, our main interest lies in
parametric methods. Parametric inferences may be further divided. Finding
a suitable estimate for an unknown parameter is called point estimation. In
interval estimation one attempts to find an interval containing the parameter
of interest to some degree of confidence. If one wants to chose between two
alternative hypotheses regarding a parameter, the methods applied belong
to the domain of hypothesis testing. As the chapter name suggests we are
mainly concerned with point estimation.

In the last twenty or thirty years, statistical inference has been related to
decision theory. Researchers aimed to find the common ground of hypothesis
testing, point and interval estimation. In fact they suceeded and created
a theory based on the maximization of utility functions. Alternatively one
may decide to minimize the correponding loss function. Classic statistical
decisions are often related to the minimization of the so called quadratic
loss function, but it turned out, that results are not always reliable. Using
an absolute loss function instead leads to the usage of medians rather than
means, which often proves to be the more robust result. Robustness is often
related to the deviation of the true distribution from the corresponding model
assumption. We will not dive any further here and instead refer to the book
of E.L. Lehman and G. Casella [114].

Another important topic in statistics is the idea of information, especially
the one of prior information. When designing a model, one often aims to put
as much prior knowledge as possible into the model to reduce the level of
uncertainity. Being one approach, there is another called Bayesian statistics.
Here the parameter of interest itself is considered as a random variable and
any prior knowledge is assumed to be represented by its distribution often
called the prior distribution. By an application of Bayesian methods, one
arrives at the so called posterior distribution, which combines the features
of the model with prior information. According to some loss functions, an
appropriate estimator called the Bayes estimator is chosen. For quadratic
loss functions, this is simply the mean of the posterior distribution. Although
there is some type of infinite loop in the Bayesian idea, i.e. estimating the
parameters of parameters etc., the related methods are extremely powerful.

Considering the estimate itself, there are a number of properties often
mentioned in statistical texts. We will summarize some of the most important
here. Assuming we have derived an estimator θ̂ for the unknown parameter
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θ, the principle of unbiasedness says, that

Eθ̂ = θ

There is a weaker version stating that for an increasing number of data we
want θ to approach the expected value in the limit. This is called asymptotic
unbiasedness. Another important concept is the consistency of an estimator.
A sequence of estimators is called consistent, if the probability for a differ-
ence between θ and θ̂ tends to zero provided the number of observations
tends to infinity. Quadratic loss functions are related to the variance of a
sequence of estimators. If an unbiased estimator minimizing variance every-
where is available, it is called uniform minimum variance unbiased (UMVU)
estimator. Their existence is warranted under rather general conditions. The
corresponding results are mainly due to C.R. Rao, D. Blackwell, E.L. Lehman
and H. Scheffe [114][53]. Sometimes one is interested to represent a set of
observations in compact form with any loss of information. This leads to the
concept of sufficiency. A statistic T is sufficient for a family of distributions
indexed by θ, if the conditional data distribution given T = t is independent
of θ, i.e.

Pr {Data |θ, T = t} = Pr {Data |T = t}
The distribution restriction is indeed necessary, as without any structure the
feature of compactness without loss cannot be preserved. As an example
consider the arithmetic mean, which is sufficient for the class of exponential
distributions. If a statistic cannot be compressed any further, we are talking
about a minimal sufficient statistic [114][53].

4.3 Moment Estimation

4.3.1 Classic Approach

The method of moments is a technique for the construction of estimators
by matching sample moments with the corresponding theoretical moments
[53][115]. Assuming a random variable X̆, the r-th theoretical moment is
given by EX̆r. If a random sample x1, x2, . . . , xn is drawn for the random
variable X̆, the related sample moments may be calculated from

mr :=
1

n

nX
i=1

xri
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Suppose, that X̆ is distributed according to F (θ1, θ2, . . . , θp) and that we
need to estimate the parameters θ1, θ2, . . . , θp. By interpreting mr as the
estimate of the theoretical moments, i.e.

EX̆r = mr

and knowing, that EX̆r is well represented as a function of the unknown
parameters

EX̆r = gr (θ1, θ2, . . . , θp)

approximate values for θ1, θ2, . . . , θp are found from solving the system of
equations

m1 = g1 (θ1, θ2, . . . , θp)

m2 = g2 (θ1, θ2, . . . , θp)
...

mP = gP (θ1, θ2, . . . , θp)

where P = p is chosen to assure the uniqueness of the solution. Provided a
solution exists, it is usually denoted by θ̂ :=

³
θ̂1, θ̂2, . . . , θ̂p

´T
. It is possible

to apply a similar procedure to the central moments, e.g. for p = 2 this
results in equating mean and variance.

Example 18 Considering the exponential distribution, there is only one pa-
rameter λ (or µ) to be estimated. Assuming an exponentially distributed
variable T̆ we know, that

ET̆ =
1

λ

By equating the mean m1 and ET̆ , one immeately arrives at the moment esti-
mator λ̂ = m−11 . So an appropriate estimator for the exponential distribution
is given by the reciprocal of the sample mean. This is another reason for the
wide application of memoryless queueing systems - parameter estimates are
almost immediately accessible from standard reports and spreadsheets.

Example 19 Proceeding in a similar way we may calculate the moment es-
timators of the Erlang distribution with parameters k and λ. Since there are
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two parameters, also two equations are required, i.e.

m1 = ET̆ :=
k

λ

m2 = ET̆ 2 :=
k

λ2

Solving the above system of equations yields the moment estimators

λ̂ =
m1

m2
, k̂ =

m1

m2
2

Obviously the second estimator k̂ needs to be rounded after calculation, as
the Erlang distribution assumes an integer number of phases. By allowing
fractions to be used as well, one arrives at the rather general family of gamma
distributions.

As can be seen from the examples, the method of moments is only ap-
plicable for a fixed number of unknown parameters. This is obviously not
the case for the majority of phase type and matrix exponential distributions.
One of the major features of the Erlang distribution is, while providing an
arbitrary number of phases, that only two parameters are required. This also
explains the appealing nature of the early method of stages as suggested by
A.K. Erlang. By considering the extremes of the Erlang distribution, that is
the deterministic and the exponential distribution, the coefficient of variation
c is seen to range from 0 to 1. Therefore it may be well applied to approxi-
mate distributions with a coefficient of variation in the same range. A similar
result holds for the hyperexponential distribution, but now for c > 1. Obvi-
ously some type of combination would result in a higher degree of flexibility.
But the method of moments fails even for so simple distributions such as the
hyperexponential and the Coxian unless a certain structure is assumed. More
general, we have to insist on order k of a phase type / matrix exponential
distribution to apply the above procedure to

ET̆ n = (−1)n+1 n!βB−(n+1)b

which has been derived before as expression 3.88 in the context of phase type
queues. So without assuming a fixed number of phases, we are in desperate
need for more advanced methods.
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4.3.2 Iterative Methods for Phase Type Distributions

L. Schmickler’s mixed Erlang distributions for approximation (MEDA) is one
of two moment matching techniques for the approximation of the first three
moments of a hyper-Erlang distribution. As stated in section 3.1.5, the
family of hyper-Erlang distributions provides sufficient approximations to
non-negative and continous distributions in a certain mathematical sense.
Starting with a two branch hyper-Erlang distribution described by

f(x) = α1
λ1

(k1 − 1)! (λ1x)
k1−1 e−λ1x + (1− α1)

λ2
(k2 − 1)! (λ2x)

k2−1 e−λ2x

the algorithm determines the best approximation by searching through all
possible combinations of k1 and k2 [154]. The calculation of moments for
a hyper-Erlang distribution with more branches is based on the results for
one branch less. This results in a recursive procedure as described in [155].
The optimization algorithm is based on the flexible polyhedron search, which
tracks down the solution of a nonlinear programming problem without the
need for differential calculus. As for simple moment matching, continous
values are required for all parameters. This led Schmickler to suggest a
mixture of gamma distributions instead of the hyper-Erlang distribution.
Due to the similarities in structure transforming one into another is a simple
task. As noted in [111], the MEDA algorithm performs quite well and reliable,
as approximations are obtained in most cases. It exhibits a certain weakness
in the reproduction of uniform, lognormal and multimodel matrix exponential
distributions. It is highly adviseable to carry out a visual inspection of the
results. In fact, human interaction is necessary, although it is kept to a
minimum level from a user’s perspective.
Similar in performance and reliability is the mixture of Erlang distribu-

tions fitting (MEFIT) method. There are some improvements compared to
MEDA, but at the cost of an increased user interaction. An expert is required
for the specification of the number of Erlang branches and the corresponding
orders [111]. Compared to the classic method of moments it appears, that
the flexibility of estimating a variable number of parameters comes at a very
high price. This is not necessarily true, as for simple distributions the narrow
scope of the model increases the chance of a modeling error. Anyway, the
need for processor resources prevents MEDA and MEFIT from being imple-
mented in an automated environment. Chosing an appropriate method of
estimation once again depends on the application domain and again we face
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µ2µ1
α0 α1

1−α0 1−α1

Figure 4.1: Cox distribution with two phases

the principle of Ockham’s razor.

4.3.3 The EC2 Method

The iterative methods described above have shown how to reduce the com-
plexity of the parameter estimation problem by assigning more structure to
the set of phase type distributions. In fact, the smallest class possible, i.e. the
class of hyper-Erlang distributions has been chosen for that purpose. What
might happen, if that class is further reduced ? Such a reasoning led T.
Osogami and M. Harchol-Balter to what is called the EC2 method [133]. By
introducing a very specific family of phase type distributions, they managed
to provide a numerically stable closed form approximation to a very large
class of distributions. To be more specific, any distribution not subject to an
approximation by an appropriate phase type distribution with coincidence
of the first three moments is not required to possess a proper representation.
However, the EC2 method provides a good quality of results in terms of the
number of moments matched.

Cox and Erlang-Cox distributions

The classic Cox distribution is in some way a generalization of the Erlang
distribution. Imagined as conveyor belt it assigns different service rates to
each work station. The second distinctive feature is the possibility to bypass
all subsequent stations. By allowing the entire conveyor belt to be bypassed
with a certain probability, one arrives at the generalized Cox distribution.
As an example consider the two phase Cox distribution depicted in figure
4.1. Please note, that some authors follow a different classification for Cox
distribution. As noted in section 3.1.5, the family of Cox distributions is
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equivalent to the family of exponential distributions in serial/parallel. As
such its members are indeed phase type distributions represented by

B =


−µ1 α1µ1

−µ2 α2µ2
. . . . . .

−µk−1 αk−1µk−1
−µk


β = (α0, 0, 0, . . . , 0)

where k describes the number of phases. For the two phase Cox distribution
shown in figure 4.1 we have

B =

µ −µ1 α1µ1
−µ2

¶
, β = (α0, 0)

Obviously βk+1 = 1 − α0, that is the probability of immediate absorption.
Please check out section 3.3.1 for the details on phase type distributions.
Also note, that most queueing models assume βk+1 = 0, which is best dealt
with by using the normalized vector

¡
1− βk+1

¢−1
β instead of β [127]. It

is well known, that the Cox distribution is related to the hyperexponential
distribution with respect to its capability to approximate distributions of high
variability. In addition to that it can also assume an Erlang distribution,
which is the proper selection in case of low variability. Furthermore the
Erlang distribution has a fixed number of parameters. Combining features
leads to a specific Cox distribution called the EC2 distribution, which is well
suited for approximation of non-negative (absolutely continous) distribution
functions. For a graphical representation refer to figure 4.2. As a matter
of fact, the EC2 distribution is fully determined by the set of parameters
(k,α0, µ0,α1, µ1, µ2) making it a good candidate for classic moment matching
techniques.

Normalized Moments

Osogami and Harchol-Balter have chosen to represent their formulas in terms
of normalized moments. They are dimensionless and allow for a representa-
tion of the distribution independent of any linear change in scale. In the
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Figure 4.2: EC2 distribution

present context we only need the second and third normalized moment, that
is

m
(2)
F =

µ
(2)
F³

µ
(1)
F

´2 , m
(3)
F =

µ
(3)
F

µ
(1)
F µ

(2)
F

where µ(n)F denotes the n-th moment of the distribution function F . The
second normalized moment is related to the squared coefficient of variation
c2F by

m
(2)
F = c2F + 1

Also note the correspondence to more common concepts such as the skewness
of a distribution, which may be revealed by simple algebraic manipulations.
For more details we refer to the papers [132] and [133] by Osogami and
Harchol-Balter.

Parameter Estimation

With respect to the quality of approximation the necessary conditions are
easy expressed in terms of normalized moments. From above we know, that a
given non-negative distribution F is well represented by an EC2 distribution,
if we can find a phase type distribution, which matches the first three mo-
ments. It can be shown, that this is the case for m(3)

F > m
(2)
F > 1. Since any

non-negative distribution F satisfies the condition m(3)
F = m(2)

F = 1, almost
all non-negative distributions can be properly matched by an EC2 distri-
bution [133]. Now consider a Cox distribution with k > 1 phases, which
provides a satisfactory approximation for an arbitrary non-negative (and ab-
solutely continous) distribution F with normalized moments m(2)

F > k
k−1 and
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m
(3)
F = k+2

k+1
m
(2)
F [132]. Note the coincidence of the limiting process with the

above condition for the quality of approximation of an EC2 distribution.
Reviewing the phase configuration of the EC2 distribution in figure 4.2 we

can identify two parts. The Erlangian part captures effects of low variability,
whereas the C2 distribution covers the opposite. Approaching the extreme
the major contribution is provided by one part only. In order to achieve a
minimal number of phases the best choice is to omit the insignificant part.
From the conditions above we know, that F is well represented by a C2
distribution for m(2)

F > 2 and m(3)
F = 4

3
m(2)
F .

In considering the Coxian part alone and inspecting the effect of succes-
sively adding exponential phases, the first moment of the subsequent node
always assumes the same value

µ0 =
1³

m
(2)
C − 1

´
µ
(1)
C

(4.1)

when constrained to a minimal second moment. The subscript C is used to
denote the moments from the Coxian part of the EC2 distribution. With
the same value assigned to the intensity of each additional phase, we have
encountered the reasoning for specifying an Erlang distribution rather than
a serial arrangement with arbitrary rates as part of the EC2 distribution.
Furthermore a predefined value has been assigned to one of the parameters,
which allows us to narrow down the set of egligible distributions to the one
given by the parameter set (k,α0, µ0,α1, µ1, µ2) with µ0 as defined in ex-
pression 4.1. In other words, there is one parameter less to estimate. The
possibility for this kind of reduction becomes evident from the fact, that
multiple representations exist for the same phase type distributions.
The main achievement of Osogami and Harchol-Balter was the derivation

of a closed form solution for the approximation of an arbitrary non-negative
(and absolutely continous) distribution F . By identifying the regions of
approximation in terms of normalized moments and the corresponding can-
didate distribution, they proceeded to calculate the moment estimates for
each candidate. Enhanced by some numerical stability considerations, the
following procedure has been worked out in [133]

1. Calculate the first three moments µ(1)F , µ
(2)
F and µ(3)F from a known

distribution F or from the observations of an unknown distribution F .

2. Derive the normalized moments from m(2)
F =

µ
(2)
F³

µ
(1)
F

´2 and m(3)
F =

µ
(3)
F

µ
(1)
F µ

(2)
F

.
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3. If m(3)
F 5 2m(2)

F − 1 proceed with step 6.

4. The number of phases is given by k =

3m
(2)
F −2+

r³
m
(2)
F

´2−2m(2)
F +2

2
³
m
(2)
F −1

´
,

where dxe denotes the ceiling of x.

5. Set α0 =
1

2m
(2)
F

¡
k−1
l−2 +

k
k−1
¢
, µ(1)W =

µ
(1)
F

α0
, m(2)

W = α0m
(2)
F and m(3)

W =

α0m
(3)
F and proceed with step 9.

6. Set α0 =



³
m
(2)
F

´2
+2m

(2)
F −1

2
³
m
(2)
F

´2 m
(3)
F > 2m

(2)
G − 1,³

m
(2)
F − 1

´−1
is integer³

2m
(2)
F −m(3)

F

´−1
m
(3)
F < 2m

(2)
G − 1

1 otherwise

.

7. Set µ(1)W =
µ
(1)
F

α0
, m(2)

W = α0m
(2)
F and m(3)

W = α0m
(3)
F .

8. The number of phases for the Erlang part of the EC2 distribution is

given by k =


¹

m
(2)
W

m
(2)
W −1

º
m
(2)
W < 2, m

(3)
W = 2m

(2)
W − 1¹

m
(2)
W

m
(2)
W −1 + 1

º
otherwise

, where

bxc denotes the floor of x.

9. Derive the Coxian second moment m(2)
C =

(k−3)m(2)
W −(k−2)

(k−2)m(2)
W −(k−1) and the Cox-

ian first moment µ(1)C =
µ
(1)
W

(k−2)m(2)
C −(k−3) .

10. Calculate the auxiliary variables

ν = (k − 2)
³
m(2)
C − 1

´
γ = ν

·
k (k − 1)

³
m
(2)
C

´2
− k (2k − 5)m(2)

C + (k − 1) (k − 3)
¸

δ =
h
(k − 1)m(2)

C − (k − 2)
i h
(k − 2)m(2)

C − (k − 3)
i2

and the third Coxian moment m(3)
C =

δm
(3)
W −γ
m
(2)
C

.
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11. Calculate the auxiliary variables u =

 1 3m
(2)
C = 2m

(3)
C

6−2m(3)
C

3m
(2)
C −2m(3)

C

otherwise

and v =

 0 3m
(2)
C = 2m

(3)
C

12−6m(2)
C

m
(2)
C

³
3m

(2)
C −2m(3)

C

´ otherwise .

12. Derive the Coxian parameters µ1 =
u+
√
u2−4v

2µ
(1)
C

, µ2 =
u−√u2−4v
2µ

(1)
C

, α1 =

µ2µ
(1)
C

³
µ1µ

(1)
C −1

´
µ1µ

(1)
C

and the rate µ0 =
1³

m
(2)
C −1

´
µ
(1)
C

for the Erlang part of the

EC2 distribution.

13. The complete parameter set for the matching EC2 distribution is now
available as (k,α0, µ0,α1, µ1, µ2).

As mentioned above, this representation is valid for m(3)
F > m

(2)
F > 1.

This is indeed a powerful procedure, which is also well suited for an appli-
cation in real time environments. Due to the closed form of the solution,
computer run time is easy to predict. But there is a word of warning. If
one is concerned with the shape of the underlying distribution F , maximum
likelihood methods might provide a better choice. In other words, moment
based methods ignore the information carried by higher moments not con-
sidered in the estimation process. We have attempted to present the main
ideas, which led to the above procedure and refer to the paper [133] for a
rigorous derivation.

4.3.4 Fixed Node Approximation

The EC2 Method by Osogami and Harchol-Balter suggested a powerful ap-
proximation for rather arbitrary non-negative distributions by means of ex-
ponential mixtures featuring a fixed number of parameters. In order to apply
this approach in a phase type context, one has to accept node limits for the
Erlang part of the corresponding Erlang-Cox distribution. This raises the de-
mand for approximations with a fixed number of nodes and a fixed number
of parameters.
We already know, for a coefficient of variation greater than one an ar-

bitrary non-negative distribution is well represented by a H2 distribution in
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terms of the first two moments . Without the requirement of balanced means,
i.e.

α1µ
−1
1 = α2µ

−1
2

three moments would have been necessary to provide estimates for the three
parameters of the hyperexponential distribution. The corresponding moment
estimators are given by [185]

α̂1 =
1

2

Ã
1 +

r
c2 − 1
c2 + 1

!

α̂2 =
1

2

Ã
1−

r
c2 − 1
c2 + 1

!
µ̂1 = 2α̂1m1, µ̂2 = 2α̂2m1

where c2 = m2m
−2
1 − 1 is the squared coefficient of variation and m1, m2 are

the empirical moments of the underlying data.

Even more can be achieved by considering a classic Cox distribution of
order two, that is we assume α0 = 1. For a graphical representation please re-
fer to figure 4.1 of the previous section. Due to an ingenious idea of D.R. Cox
it became possible to represent any distribution of a non-negative random
variable with c2 = 1

2
by a C2 distribution in terms of the leading moments.

By ignoring the physical interpretation and considering the mathematical
limits only, he extended the range of the branching probability α1 such that
complex values are included as well. This concept also generalizes to Coxian
distributions of higher order. Compared to the H2 distribution and the EC2
method, this type of C2 distribution does not belong to the class of phase
type distributions, but it is still of matrix exponential type. Accordingly
one has to be careful in applying any algorithms designed for phase type
configurations, when representing a part of it by a Coxian distribution with
negative branching probabilities. However, any solution methods designated
to matrix exponential models are not affected. Proceeding as before and
selecting a specific C2 distribution, i.e. the C2 distribution with gamma nor-
malization, the three corresponding parameters may be estimated using the
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Figure 4.3: Two stage feedback node

first two moments only [174]. This yields

µ̂1 =
2

m1

1 +
s
c2 − 1

2

c2 + 1


µ̂2 =

4

m1
− µ̂1

α̂1 = µ̂2m1 − µ̂2
µ̂1

where c2 = m2m
−2
1 − 1 is the squared coefficient of variation and m1, m2 are

defined as before.
It remains to find a fixed node approximation for distributions with a

squared coefficient of variation less than 1
2
. The Erlang distribution is in-

sufficient for our purposes, because the more deterministic the distribution
under consideration the more phases we need. By considering a feedback
system of two exponential nodes S. Nojo and H. Watanabe managed to find
a representation, which is also capable to replace the deterministic distrib-
ution in queueing models [130]. The corresponding configuration is shown
in figure 4.3. Please note, that this again is only a conceptual model and
that negative branching probabilities are allowed and that the same words
of caution as for Coxian approach apply.
According to [130], the Laplace transformation of the lifetime a customer

transits through the two node feedback queue is given by

f̄(s) =
µα1s+K

s2 + 2µs+K
(4.2)
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where
K = µ2 (α1 + α2 − α1α2)

Given the first three moments m1, m2 and m3 almost any non-negative dis-
tribution can be matched, if the condition

m1m3 <
3

2
m2
2 (4.3)

is satisfied [174]. The moments of the Laplace transformation 4.2 are derived
as follows [59]

µ
(1)
F = − lim

s→0
df̄ (s)

ds
=
µ (2− α1)

K

µ
(2)
F = lim

s→0
d2f̄ (s)

ds2
=
4µ2 (2− α1)

K2
− 2

K

µ
(3)
F = − lim

s→0
d3f̄ (s)

ds3
=
24µ3 (2− α1)

K3
− 6µ (4− α1)

K2
(4.4)

Equating moments mr = µ
(r)
F , r = 1, 2, 3 and expressing the result in terms

of the parameters yields the moment estimators

α̂1 =
2 (6m1m2 − 6m3

1 −m3)

3m1m2 −m3

α̂2 =
2 (18m4

1m2 + 15m1m2m3 − 9m3
2 − 18m3

1m3 −m2
3)

(12m3
1 − 9m1m2 +m3) (3m1m2 −m3)

µ̂ =
m3 − 3m1m2

2m1m3 − 3m2
2

(4.5)

Please note, that µ̂ > 0 by the above condition, while α̂1 and α̂2 might assume
negative values for a small coefficient of variation. The latter is by no way
an indication of a wrong result and so the resulting approximation may be
readily applied as part of a matrix exponential configuration. To validate
the former argument, consider expression 4.5. For a positive value of µ̂ we
require m3 < 3m1m2. As we only deal with non-negative distributions, we
may assume m1 = 0 and write m1m3 < 3m

2
1m2, where the trivial case has

been excluded. Noting, that the variance m2 − m2
1 is always non-negative,

this leads to m1m3 < 3m2
2, which is satisfied in a non-exhaustive way by

condition 4.3. This also ensures a finite value for α̂1. However, the current
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reasoning does not extend to the first term in the denominator of α̂2 and so
we need to introduce another condition

3m1

¡
4m2

1 − 3m2

¢
+m3 6= 0

to warrant a finite value. For more details and an application to theG/M/c/c
queueing system please refer to the paper [130] by S. Nojo and H. Watanabe.
Their approach differs from the one presented above, because the authors
express the parameters µ̂, α̂1 and α̂2 in terms of mean, coefficient of variation
and skewness.
In the literature one can find several fixed node approaches under various

names. One example is the so called general exponential distribution, which
is a variant of a generalized Cox distribution. However, in other fields the
same term identifies a totally different class of distribution. Unfortunately
there is no common understanding of these entities and so it remains to
carefully inspect the corresponding definitions.

4.4 Maximum Likelihood Estimation

4.4.1 Classic Approach

One of the most commonly applied procedures in parameter estimation is
the method of maximum likelihood. Although it is quite intuitive, the logic
of maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) contains the seeds of a very flexible
modeling strategy. Moreover, the resulting estimators possess certain good
qualities such as consistency under rather general conditions [53][115]. The
basic concept in maximum likelihood estimation is the so called likelihood
function

l (θ,x) ∝ f (x |θ )
which is proportional to the joint density function f (x |θ ) of a random sam-
ple X = (X1,X2,...,Xn). To emphasize the dependence on a certain parameter
set θ, it has been included in the notation. In case of identically and inde-
pendent distributed data one often writes

l (θ,x) ∝ f (x1 |θ ) f (x2 |θ ) · · · f (xn |θ )

Given a specific set x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) of n observations, we could ask for
the most appropriate choice of θ. Provided such a value θ̂ exists, it has to
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assign the largest likelihood to the observed data set. Therefore we may find
the maximum likelihood estimator θ̂ by maximizing the likelihood function.
Recapitulating, our prior knowledge is enhanced by the information provided
through observations. This shows, why the likelihood function has also be-
come an important concept of Bayesian statistics. Sometimes a monotone
function is applied to the likelihood function before optimization. This of-
ten simplifies the calculations without changing the result. Due to the fact,
that many distributions in statistics are given in terms of the exponential
function, the logarithmic function is an appropriate choice. Therefore it has
become a common practice to maximize the so called log-likelihood function
ln l (θ,x).

Example 20 Consider the exponential distribution with density function
f(t) = λe−λt, t = 0. Assuming an identical and independent random sample
t1, t2, . . . , tn of size n, the likelihood function is given by

l (θ, t1, t2, . . . , tn) =
nY
i=1

λ exp {−λti}

= λn exp

(
−λ

nX
i=1

ti

)

Maximization of the log-likelihood function yields

0 =
d

dλ

Ã
n lnλ− λ

nX
i=1

ti

!

=
n

λ
−

nX
i=1

ti

leading to the maximum likelihood estimator

λ̂ =
nPn
i=1 ti

which is the reciprocal of the sample mean. By considering the second deriv-
ative − n

λ2
< 0 we can be assured of having achieved a maximum. Note the

coincidence of λ̂ with the corresponding moment estimator.
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Although the above example suggests a certain coincidence with the es-
timators derived by other methods, they may differ under certain circum-
stances. Furthermore one has to be very careful in assigning properties such
as unbiasedness to the maximum likelihood estimator. The best way for do-
ing so is to classify the distribution function according to the assumptions of
theorems common to mathematical statistics [114][53]. The principle of max-
imum likelihood has also been successfully applied to the theory of Markov
processes by P. Billingsley in his book [21]. Although this treatment is rather
theoretical in nature, the main ideas are well suited for an application in
queueing theory.

4.4.2 EM Algorithm

If certain observations are missing or have been censored, the EM algorithm
provides an iterative procedure for the calculation of the maximum likelihood
estimator. Rather than performing the complex optimization task at once,
the problem is reduced to a series of much simpler maximization steps (M-
steps). During an additional expectation step (E-step) the complete data
set for the subsequent M-step is computed from the observed data and the
parameter values derived in the previous M-step. This results in a sequence
of E- and M-steps, which explains the name of the algorithm. The objective
function is usually given by the likelihood function assuming that all data are
completely specified. If possible, the complexity can be further reduced by
the consideration of sufficient statistics and transformations of the likelihood
function. To prevent the iterations from running forever, an appropriate
stopping criterion has to be selected. It is a common practice to alternate
the E- and M- steps until the difference between subsequent likelihood values
remains below an acceptable threshold [122].
As a matter of fact, the EM algorithm may also be applied to so called

complete data problems providing an alternative to the classic maximum
likelihood estimation. Considering some of its properties, the EM algorithm
improves the result with every iteration. In case multiple stationary points
such as saddle points and local maxima do exist, the convergence to a local
maximum depends on the choice of the initial parameters. This is a problem
common to optimization theory and not unique to the EM algorithm. Being
a modern method, it is usually easy to implement and does not use much
system memory. The classic EM algorithm converges at a linear rate, which
is rather slow especially for a large amount of censored observations. Several
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approaches have been proposed to increase the rate of convergence, for details
we refer to [122].
Considering the problem of fitting a phase type distribution to an arbi-

trary non-negative distribution, the EM algorithm provides a suitable choice.
With respect to the data set we assume, that n separate realizations y of
the underlying phase process have been recorded in terms of the number of
processes Mi starting in state i, the total time Zi spent in state i and the
number of jumps Nij from state i to state j. It can be shown, that the set
{Mj, Zj, Nij} for 1 5 i 5 k and 0 5 j 5 k constitutes a sufficient statistic
for the continous time Markov chain corresponding to the phase type dis-
tribution under consideration [14]. To denote the contribution of the m-th
realization ym the subscript m 5 n will be added as in {Mj,m, Zj,m, Nij,m}.
The familiar superscript notation emphasizes the iteration of the algorithm.
Following the description of [9], the v-th E-step is given by

M
(v)
i =

nX
m=1

E
h
Mi,m

¯̄̄
ym,β

(v−1),B(v−1)
i
=

nX
m=1

β(v−1)i gi
¡
ym
¯̄
B(v−1)

¢
β(v−1)g (ym |B(v−1) )

Z
(v)
i =

nX
m=1

E
h
Zi,m

¯̄̄
ym,β

(v−1),B(v−1)
i
=

nX
m=1

hi
³
ym; i

¯̄̄
β(v−1),B(v−1)

´
β(v−1)g (ym |B(v−1) )

N
(v)
ij =

nX
m=1

E
h
Nij,m

¯̄̄
ym,β

(v−1),B(v−1)
i

=


Pn

m=1

B
(v−1)
i0 fi(ym|β(v−1),B(v−1) )
β(v−1)g(ym|B(v−1) ) j = 0Pn

m=1

B
(v−1)
ij hj(ym;i|β(v−1),B(v−1) )

β(v−1)g(ym|B(v−1) ) j > 0

where fi (.), gi (.) and hi (.) are elements of the k-dimensional vector functions
f (.), g (.) and h (.) defined by

f (y |β,B) = β exp {By}
g (y |B) = exp {By}b

h (y; i |β,B) =

Z y

0

β exp {Bu} ei exp {B (y − u)}bdu

for 1 5 i 5 k and 0 5 j 5 k, i 6= j and ei describing the i-th unit vector. As
the values of β and B =(Bij) are known for each iteration, these functions
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can be shown to satisfy the linear system of homogenous differential equations
[9]

fT (y |β,B) = f (y |β,B)B
gT (y |B) = Bg (y |B)

hT (y; i |β,B) = Bh (y; i |β,B) + fi (y |β,B)b
for 1 5 i 5 k. The related initial conditions are given by

f (0 |β,B) = β

g (0 |B) = b

h (0; i |β,B) = 0

The above system of equations can be solved numerically by an appropriate
algorithm such as the Runge-Kutta method. One has to be careful in using
certain eigenvalue based methods, as this might result in numerical instabili-
ties due to almost equal eigenvalues. Such problems are known to occur even
for the Erlang distribution. As might have been expected by the reader, the
E-step constitutes the most difficult part of our phase type fitting problem.
The corresponding M-step works out relatively simple as

β(v) =
M (v−1)
i

n

B
(v)
ij =


N
(v)
ij

Z
(v)
i

i 6= j
−Pk

j=0,i6=j B
(v−1)
ij i = j

where the above expressions are nothing else than the maximum likelihood
estimator for the underlying Markov process [14][21]. If the distance mea-

sures
°°B(v) −B(v−1)°° and °°°β(v) − β(v−1)°°° have become sufficiently small,

the algorithm ends providing an approximation for the maximum likelihood

estimators B̂ ≈ B(v) and β̂ ≈ β(v).
The above procedure has been implemented as a computer program known

as EMPHT [131]. Although the number of phases have to be defined by the
user in advance, EMPHT is not as limited as other methods. In fact, it is one
of very few methods providing enough flexibility to deal with general phase
configurations. When compared to moment based techniques such as MEDA
and MEFIT, EMPHT is concerned with the approximation of the shape of a
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distribution rather than with the matching of moments. One has to accept
a certain relative error in the second and third moments when working with
EMPHT. Especially for long tailed distributions large deviations have been
recorded [111].

4.5 Bayesian Analysis
So far we have learned about the posterior distribution as a combination of
prior knowledge and the information carried by observation. The former is
specified in terms of a prior distribution, whereas the latter is represented
by the likelihood function, which we have already encountered in section
4.4 as the central element of maximum likelihood estimation. Following the
description there we will use the symbol l (θ,x) for the likelihood function of
an unknown parameter θ provided a data set x has been observed. Denoting
the prior density with π (θ), we may apply the Bayes theorem to derive the
posterior density

π (θ |x) = π (θ) l (θ,x)R
π (θ) l (θ,x) dθ

(4.6)

As the marginal density m(x) =
R
π (θ) l (θ,x) dθ plays the role of a nor-

malization constant, we may also write

π (θ |x) = π (θ) l (θ,x)

m(x)
∝ π (θ) l (θ,x) (4.7)

In other words, the posterior density is proportional to the product of prior
density and likelihood function. In some way expression 4.7 can be seen as
the heart of Bayesian statistics. It provides a good starting point for the
analysis of many challenging problems. For example, one could ask for the
structure of π (θ), if no prior information is available. We will not discuss
this issue here and refer to the book [146] for some answers. We are more
interested in how to efficiently build the posterior distribution assuming that
we have prior knowledge. Obviously there is a brute-force method, namely
selecting an appropriate prior distribution and applying expression 4.6 right
away. Considering the wealth of available distributions this immediately
raises the demand for a suitable choice. This leads to the concept of a conju-
gate prior distribution. Using expression 4.7 with a conjugate prior density
yields a posterior distribution of the same type. In other words, only the pa-
rameters change. These parameters are often referred to as hyperparameters
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to emphasize their static role. One might consider hyperparameters as para-
meters in a separate analysis, so the true Bayesian is only aware of random
variables and does not know anything like a parameter. Denoting the set of
hyperparameters by ω, expression 4.7 becomes

π (θ |ω∗ ) ∝ π (θ |ω ) l (θ,x)
where ω∗ is determined from ω and the data set x. In some cases the
entire data information is carried by a suitable statistic, which may replace
the entire set of observations without loss. This results in a reduction of
dimension and often leads to simpler calculations. For an illustration of the
above concepts consider the following example

Example 21 Given n independent realizations x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) of an
underlying exponential distribution with parameter λ, the corresponding like-
lihood function becomes

l (λ,x) =

nY
i=1

λ exp {−λxi} = λn exp

(
−λ

nX
i=1

xi

)
As the average value x̄ = 1

n

Pn
i=1 xi constitutes a sufficient statistic for the

family of exponential distributions, we may also write

l (λ, x̄) = λn exp {−λnx̄}
Considering a variant of the Erlang distribution as a prior distribution, i.e.

π (λ |k, µ) = µk

(k − 1)!λ
k−1 exp {−λµ}

the posterior density is given by

π (λ |x̄) ∝ π (λ |k, µ) l (λ, x̄)
=

µk

(k − 1)!λ
k−1 exp {−λµ}λn exp {−λnx̄}

∝ λk+n−1 exp {−λ (µ+ nx̄)}
where we have omitted the constant µk

(k−1)! . This result is of the same structure
as the prior density and so we have

π (λ |x̄) = π (λ |k + n, µ+ nx̄)
That is an Erlang density function with parameters k + n and µ+ nx̄.
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Please note, that there may be more than one choice for the conjugate
prior distribution. In the above example the gamma distribution also consti-
tutes an appropriate choice. In some cases the search for a suitable conjugate
prior distribution may become a tricky problem, as common notation pre-
vents some hidden structures to be revealed.
At the time of writing there has been no evidence in the literature, that

Bayesian methods have been applied in the context of general phase type
distributions. In case of discrete phase type distributions the theory for
discrete time Markov chains developed by Martin in [119] provides a solid
foundation. Consider a discrete phase type distribution described by the
two parameters β and B. Martin managed to identify the conjugate prior
distribution forB asmatrix beta distribution provided the likelihood function
has been assembled from data stated in terms of transition counts. In other
words, each row of the transition probability matrix follows a Dirichlet (aka
multivariate beta) distribution. Note, that the matrix of transition counts
forms a sufficient statistic, which conveys all the information of the sample.
Assuming an unknown initial state as well, β also becomes a random variable
and subject to Bayesian reasoning. The transition count matrix is now only
marginally sufficient and the conjugate prior density needs to be enhanced
to reflect the inclusion of β. The result has been assigned the name matrix
beta-1 distribution.
If only state counts have been observed, the global balance principle may

be employed to uncover a relation between equilibrium and transition prob-
abilities. Replacing the former with the corresponding observed proportions
and adding an error component leads to a linear statistical model, which can
be solved by conventional methods such as least squares or maximum likeli-
hood estimation. However, neither method necessarily provides probabilities
as a result. Obviously some type of restriction needs to be imposed.
A similar approach for a different problem has been exercised by T.S.

Ferguson in his paper [54]. His concern was to find conjugate prior distribu-
tions for probability measures. For the current section, imagine a probability
measure as a generalization of probability function and density function. By
introducing the notion of a tailfree process he has been able to include the
continous case as well. It is conjectured by the author, that a similar rea-
soning also leads to results for the Bayesian analysis of continous phase type
distributions.
With respect to the unavailability of observations we have to note, that

the EM algorithm is also a common choice for the iterative computation of
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Bayes estimators. Provided the necessary theory for the Bayesian analysis of
phase type distributions has been laid out, it is indeed a potential candidate
for a practical implementation.

4.6 Concluding Remarks

So far we have presented some mainstream methods providing estimates for
more or less structured phase type distributions. Our aim was to present
some ideas rather than compiling an exhaustive list of techniques. Therefore
we have omitted some important contributions such as [107] and [159]. In
both cases, the authors attempted to fit a Cox distribution to the realiza-
tions of an unknown distribution. In [107] the Cox distribution function is
represented in terms of divided differences to avoid the problems caused by
the extreme sensitivity of exponential sums. The quality of approximation is
measured by the mean squared difference between the empirical and the ap-
proximating Cox distribution. The importance of the first few moments has
been emphasized by adding a penalty term to the objective function. This
results in a nonlinear programming problem, which is solved by a variant of
gradient minimization. In [159] an evolutionary algorithm has been devel-
oped to fit the empirical distribution function to a Cox distribution with a
predefined number of phases.
Another interesting contribution called PhFit has been proposed by A.

Horváth and M. Telek. As a combined algorithm it separately approximates
body and tail of the distribution under consideration. Whereas the body
is fitted according to some distance measure provided by the user, the ap-
proximation of the tail part is based on a heuristic method developed by
Z. Feldman and W. Whitt. The latter captures heavy tail behaviour by a
mixture of exponential distributions and has been adapted to suit the needs
of the PhFit framework. PhFit is not limited in the choice of phase configu-
ration and accepts either a discrete or a continous phase type distribution as
an approximating distribution. For more information, we refer to the paper
[75] and the references stated therein.
Although the exceptional paper [111] by A. Lang and J.L. Arthur provides

a qualitative survey of almost all important methods, we have also learned,
that the optimal method has not been found yet. In fact, we have to keep
the balance between matching the moments or capturing the shape of the
target distribution. So the choice of an appropriate algorithm still depends
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on the application. With respect to the context of queueing theory, certain
models are known to exhibit some kind of insensibility for the choice of the
service distributions. The most prominent example is the M/G/c/c loss
system, which depends on mean values only. Another example is theM/G/1
queue, which depends on the service distribution only through the first two
moments. This can be easily seen from the Pollaczek-Khintchine formula
3.51. Certainly, in both cases we would not even attempt to estimate the
parameters and instead apply the sample moments right away. But they
indicate, that moment based techniques provide a good starting point if one
is interested in certain performance indicators. However, this does not free
us from performing one or more verification steps to judge the quality of the
chosen method in a specific environment.



Chapter 5

Analytical Call Centre
Modeling

This chapter focuses on analytical techniques suitable for resource optimiza-
tion and call centre performance engineering. Having introduced the philos-
phy of call centre modeling we will show how to apply the methods of queue-
ing theory in this specific domain. Although analytical models provide less
transparency, they can be solved at low cost. Furthermore the use of pseudo
equivalence and transform techniques is encouraged leading to some impres-
sive results. On the other side, simulation is often more transparent and the
behaviour of the system under consideration is projected into the computing
domain at a high level of detail. It is also possible to set up hybrid models
and gain the advantages of each approach. However, for the current chapter
we will stick to the way of mathematical model building as the method of
choice. Furthermore we will restrict ourselves to the discussion of inbound
traffic in a call surplus situation. Outbound management is more related to
the optimization of schedules based on marketing data rather than queueing
theory. In fact, the operator exercises complete control with respect to the
calls processed. This is different for inbound traffic, because calls approach-
ing to the call centre are subject to statistical fluctuations, which perfectly
fit into a queueing theory framework.
A combination of both strategies is suggested for the treatment of call and

media blending. These can be associated with priority models, which prefer
inbound traffic. We know from L. Kleinrock and others [97], that high priority
customers are unaffected by calls or sessions of lower priority. The outbound
traffic is then analyzed using classical methods in a dynamic environment.

181
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In other words, idle resources are scheduled to perform tasks under control
with respect to their time of occurence. Accordingly, any results valid for
inbound traffic remain useful for call and media blending scenarios as well.
By capturing all important aspects we attempt to provide an abstract but

complete view of a call centre. Therefore, we will also include the description
of some methods related to the analysis of call flows and call distribution.
Especially the latter has been a topic of active research in the last ten years.
Whenever no details are provided, we will refer to the corresponding papers
and books.

5.1 Call Centre Perspective

Setting up and analyzing a model is often performed with respect to a certain
target. The same applies to resource modeling. One may be concerned with
the determination of an optimal number of agents for a specific time of day or
the choice of an IVR system with suitable capacity. To cope with these and
similar demands, we have to attain a view specific to the type of problem.
Fortunately there are not much of them and so we may identify on a general
level of detail the following perspectives:

• call view
• agent view
• system view

• network view

The system perspective is the one we usually attain, when dealing with
questions of capacity or system architecture. Analyzing a single component,
the history of a call is barely of interest. As an example, consider a capacity
assessment for an IVR system. After measuring the number of call attempts
for a certain period of time, the driving parameters are identified and an
appropiate model is chosen. There is no need to distinguish between calls
originating from outside or the ACD (redirected calls or overflows). In some
cases, one is more interested in a specific part of the system. Sticking to
the IVR example, this might be a specific service or a dedicated technical
resource. In fact, this is only a matter of definition.
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Branch

Merge

Figure 5.1: Typical call processing scenario

If one is more interested in the interaction of system components, he has
to attain the call view. One chooses a typical call scenario and records the
components passed by a tagged call when traversing through the network.
In other words, one assumes the view of the customer and the effects he is
exposed to. Due to their setup, a call scenario commonly results in a tandem
configuration similar to a conveyor belt. By considering all representative
call scenarios and combining them to a single perspective one arrives at the
network perspective. A typical call processing scenario is shown in figure
5.1. Accordingly, queueing network analysis has been considered a natural
choice. Necessarily all resources are specified as Markovian nodes in a queue-
ing network. For some applications the resulting degree of approximation is
considered insufficient and so the affected resources have to be analyzed sep-
arately. This immediately leads to the agent perspective. Allowing for the
most flexible instruments of queueing theory, such a view has become ideal
for problems of resource optimization.

Attaining a single viewmight not be sufficient for some problems. Whereas
call, system and network perspective are highly relevant in technical engi-
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neering, the resource view is very interesting from a business point of view.
As such, the corresponding methods may be applied on a regular basis to
predict waiting times, work volumes and similar parameters of interest for
workforce management.

5.2 Stochastic Traffic Assessment

The purpose of this section is to bridge the gap between the real world
scenario under consideration and the corresponding mathematical model.
After describing some typical call centre data sources and approaches to
measurement, we will discuss how to transform the measured data into a
stochastic description.

5.2.1 Data Sources and Measurement

According to G. Koole and A. Mandelbaum [103], we may distinguish the
following types of call centre data:

• Operational data are collected by the ACD and the underlying commu-
nications platform. Almost all key performance indicators discussed in
section 1.6 belong to this class. From a technical perspective call detail
and agent data records are collected and aggregated by the manage-
ment information system (MIS), which is commonly implemented as
an adjunct system to the ACD. The aggregated data are usually pre-
sented in the form of a call centre report, either of real time or historical
nature. The former is well suited to support the call centre supervi-
sor, whereas the latter is more appropriate for long term management
decisions.

• Marketing data are associated with the CTI or the customer relation-
ship management (CRM) platform. The majority of data, which is
delivered to the call centre agent in form of a screen popup belongs to
this class. Examples include customer data, bank accounts and pur-
chased items. However, they all depend heavily on the application.

• Psychological data express the perceptions of customers and call cen-
tre employees. They are deduced from customer surveys and employee
assessments. Psychological data can be seen as a secondary source of
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Figure 5.2: A typical trunk group report

information in the modeling process. As such, they provide an indica-
tion on how far the selected model deviates from reality. Consequently
one may adapt the model based on operational data according to the
drift suggested by psychological data.

Being concerned with statistical models, we are in need of quantitative
data. As marketing data are more of qualitative nature we are left with
operational data. As mentioned above, these data are provided in form of
reports by the management information system. As an example consider
the trunk group report shown in figure 5.2. We may use it to carry out a
capacity analysis based on the Erlang loss formula. Trunks are usually found
in circuit switched platforms and belong to the class of technical resources.
However, they are also important for call centre operation. Imagine a call
centre with insufficient trunk resources. Arriving customers are blocked and
prohibited from entering the system. Accordingly, they cannot contribute to
the waiting time of a certain split or skill group. Consequently, the average
waiting time decreases and the service level increases. This effect is inferior
to the targets of call centre management and underlines the importance of
trunks and related abandoned call statistics.
Having identified types and sources of data, one could ask for appropriate

sampling techniques in call centre environments. Although there is no rec-
ommendation for call centres, there are some for classic telephony. According
to ITU Recommendation E.500 [80], traffic statistics should be measured for
the significant period of each day of the whole year. For trunk groups they
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suggest

• the mean of the 30 highest days during a 12 month period to measure
normal traffic load

• the mean of the 5 highest days during a 12 month period to measure a
high traffic load

Obviously the same rules may be applied to other resources as well. By
balancing economical considerations and effects of blocking, this average of
high volume periods achieves a low probability of loss. However, this was not
enough and so the concept of busy hour measurements has been introduced.
The busy hour is simply the busiest hour during the day in terms of traffic
load. By averaging busy hours, one arrives at the average bouncing busy
hour as introduced by AT&T. The term bouncing emphasizes the fact, that
each busy hour may occur at a different time. Considering our trunk group
example shown in figure 5.2, we have to locate the pair of adjacent half hours
featuring the highest load. Recall from section 3.1.7, that centum call sec-
onds (CCS) are related to Erlangs by ρccs = 36ρerl. By visual inspection the
busy hour may be found to range from 08:30 to 09:30 and 09:00 to 10:00
for incoming and outgoing traffic. Because of its importance, the busy hour
concept has also been included in later revisions of ITU Recommendation
E.500 [80]. The ITU defines the time consistent busy hour as four consecu-
tive quarter hours during an average day, which maximizes the sum of the
corresponding observed values. The higher resolution allows for an improved
identification of traffic peaks and leads to more conservative estimates for
the blocking probability.
All the concepts introduced so far may be and have been applied to

call centre installations. The concept related to the average bouncing busy
hour has become very attractive, as it suggests immediate access to reliable
performance indicators. However, this is not true for the startup phase.
Although it has been expressed explicitely only for one case, measurements
have to be gathered continously. Otherwise no justification on the spread of
data can be made.

5.2.2 Traffic Processes

In probability theory the notion of traffic is usually expressed in terms of
stochastic processes. Such a description has been commonly applied to ar-
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Figure 5.3: Behaviour of traffic

rivals, departures, abandoned calls, retrials, serviced and queued customers.
Any set of resource, call detail or agent data records collected by the ACD
constitutes a realization of the corresponding stochastic process. As the type
of each stochastic process is determined through the chosen model, the task
of finding an appropriate representation is reduced to an estimation of para-
meters. This becomes even simpler in queueing theory. Very often renewal
processes are assumed for external and predetermined traffic processes de-
scribing arrivals, abandoned calls, retrials, services and the like. In further
asserting homogenity for the renewal distribution, we are only left with es-
timating the corresponding parameters. However, this does not tell us how
to select the model according to traffic patterns. Fortunately we can make
use of some results of telephony and data networking. Being aware, that
many queueing models use moments as input parameters, we need to check,
if they admit a useful representation. If not, the bursty behaviour shown
over a wide range of time scales might corrupt the averaging process. Now
consider the traffic patterns shown in figure 5.3. In both cases, 5000 data
records have been collected. The solid line represents the first 50 entries of
both data sets, whereas the dashed line shows the 50 average values taken
in chunks of 100 entries each. For the memoryless process on the left we can
see, that the averaging process yields a reduction in variation. But this is
not true for the right side. In fact, this self similar process exhibits a similar
burstiness on different scales. So far we are concerned with an aggregation of
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memoryless and long range dependent sources, respectively. The latter are
often found in IP networks and the internet [136]. As an example, consider
a workstation downloading the latest Madonna video. Due to the length of
the download session, there is a certain correllation between a packet sent
now and another one transmitted 10 minutes later. In estimating the density
function, we would encounter heavy tails. These heavy tailed distributions
possess polynomial rather than exponential decay rates. One example is the
Pareto distribution.
One might argue, that almost all well known heavy tailed distributions

belong to the class of absolutely continous distributions and thus are well
represented by a suitable phase type distribution. We know from section
3.1.5, that this is indeed correct, but very often the resulting approximation
features a large number of phases [48]. This yields numerically expensive
models and therefore justifies an alternative approach based on heavy tailed
distributions.
The theory of self similar processes led to some new results in teletraffic

engineering [158]. As a matter of fact, we might still apply traditional models
to paket networks carrying constant bit rate traffic such as H.261 video, G.711
and PCM voice streams. In using codecs featuring compression and voice
activity detection (VAD), we encounter talk spurts following a heavy tailed
distribution. By combining an infinite number of these ON/OFF sources, the
aggregated traffic stream becomes long range dependent. Empirical studies
have shown such effects on the packet level for media streams conveyed across
IP networks after being encoded according to MPEG, G.723.1, G.729A or
GSM 06.10 [158].
However, in classic telephony the effects of long range dependence are

only rarely encountered, so that traditional approaches to teletraffic modeling
still apply. As such, we can also apply some of these results to call centre
environment. For IP based communication platforms we can neglect the
effect of long range dependence on the call level provided the underlying
network is sufficiently sized and not shared with other applications. At the
packet level we can expect reasonable results only for constant bit rate traffic.
This leads to the classic definition of telecommunication traffic, which is
stated in terms of the variance to mean ratio or the coefficient of variation c.
Sticking to the latter we classify traffic as peaked, purely random or smooth
according to c2 > 1, c2 = 1 and c2 < 1. Also refer to figure 5.4 for a typical
representation of each traffic pattern. Purely random traffic is directly related
to the Poisson process and is usually encountered for arrivals. Peaked or
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Figure 5.4: Types of traffic

rough traffic is typical for overflows from telephone trunks or split groups. It
is best represented by the class of hyperexponential or Cox distributions. As
opposed to purely random traffic there has to be some compensation for the
increased variation. This led to the development of equivalent random theory
in teletraffic enginnering [55]. Smooth traffic is commonly encountered for a
limited number of sources and best represented by the Erlang distribution.
These considerations render the family of phase type distribution an ideal
instrument for the purpose of describing various traffic types. In fact, we can
apply the methods of chapter 4 to estimate the parameters of the interevent
distribution and conclude about the corresponding renewal process.
So far we have classified patterns of traffic and suggested appropriate

representations in terms of stochastic processes on a rather general level. To
be more specific, we need to consider the application as well.

Arrivals

When discussing the arrival process to a call centre, one usually thinks of
a representation for the traffic originated by calling customers in the first
run. Adopting some nomenclature from classic telephony, the correspond-
ing intensity is referred to as offered load. We have to be aware, that the
arrival process is different to the input process, as calls might be rejected
due to capacity limitations or retrials may occur. Ignoring the presence of
repeated call attempts for the moment, we may describe the arrival process
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as an aggregation of the input and the abandoned call process. The intensity
related to the former is called the carried load. By cutting off the peaks,
the carried traffic delivered to the system as input process is smoothed. We
may introduce retrials by delaying a certain percentage of blocked calls be-
fore merging them with the arrival stream. If we decide to offer the overflow
traffic to another group of resources, trunks or agents as offered load, we
have to consider its increased peakedness.
It is suggested by example 2, that the Poisson process is an adequate

description of the arrival process describing the traffic offered to a call centre.
Empirical assessments have shown this to be true for voice traffic encountered
in larger installations. This raises the opportunity to use queueing models of
theM/M/c,M/G/c orM/ME/c type. Provided the traffic does not exhibit
the memoryless property, we have to switch to more advanced models. In
a phase type context we would describe the system as a quasi birth death
process. However, for peaked traffic an application of the equivalent random
method provides an alternative. The idea is similar to the one, which led to
the Allen-Cuneen formula for G/G/c systems. More specific, one attempts
to compensate the increased variation by asserting a higher intensity. Such
a reasoning obviously depends on the choice of the model and therefore we
will delay its discussion to section 5.5.1.
So far we have assumed stationary models and a stable environment dur-

ing busy hours. If these assumptions do not hold, the choice of the homoge-
nous Poisson process to describe a purely random arrival pattern is no longer
justified. However, not everything is lost and we still can make use of some
memoryless results by considering an inhomogenous Poisson process instead.
One such approach has been carried out by Jongbloed and Koole in [84].
Assuming a random arrival intensity they allow for a traffic description in
terms of Poisson mixtures. For an estimation of the mixing distribution an
application of the maximum likelihood method is suggested.

Service Process

In describing the service time, we have to do so from a specific viewpoint. In
the past, agent talk times have often been identified with service times. But
this means nothing else than to attain a technical perspective. To be more
specific, this is either the call, the systems or the network view. From an
agent perspective the service might not have been completed upon hanging
up. Instead he might have to perform some after call work. Being related
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Figure 5.5: A typical split group report

to the call, the corresponding wrap up or after call work time definitely
contributes to the service time. Furthermore one might accept the auxiliary
times as part of the service time for modeling purposes. Such a reasoning
leads to a phase type description of the service time. In the simplest case,
we have to estimate the rates of exponential service nodes related to talking,
after call work and auxiliary states. As suggested by the maximum likelihood
estimator for the exponential distribution derived in example 20, we only have
to assume the reciprocal of the corresponding mean times.
As an example consider the report shown in figure 5.5. Describing the

service time by a two state phase type distribution with talking and after call
work states, we would readily compute the corresponding rates as follows

µtalk =
1

AVG TALK TIME
, µacw =

ACD CALLS

TOTAL AFTER CALL

However, such a report might not be sufficient when assuming distribu-
tions different from the exponential one. This is due to the fact, that most
common reports lack values for empirical moments other than the mean. If
the management information system allows for the creation of custom re-
ports, one might include the desired statistics right away. Otherwise they
have to be calculated manually from call detail or agent data records for the
busy hour period.
Several authors recommended the logarithmic normal distribution as an

appropriate description of the talking time T̆ [117][31]. This is nothing else
than assuming ln T̆ to follow a normal distribution with mean µ and variance
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Figure 5.6: Logarithmic normal density function

σ2. This leads to the density function [83]

f(t) =
1

σt
√
2π
exp

½
− ln t− µ

2σ2

¾
and to the n-th moment

ET̆ n = exp
½
nµ+

σ2n2

2

¾
As shown in figure 5.6, the ascent of the logarithmic normal density is ad-
justed by modifying the value of σ2. This second parameter allows for more
flexibility in matching a given data set. Assuming observations t1, t2, . . . , tn
of size n, the maximum likelihood estimates for µ and σ2 are given by

µ̂ = eM , σ̂2 =

Pn
i=1 (ln ti −M)2

n

where

M =

Pn
i=1 ln ti
n
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Obviously the lognormal distribution cannot be embedded in the phase type
concept suggested above. However, E. Ishay has shown [78], that the lognor-
mal distribution is already well represented by a phase type distribution of
order 3. Assuming a specific phase configuration PH (β,B), one may equate
the moments, i.e.

µ̂ = ln
¡−βB−11¢− σ̂2

2
= lnΨ

£−B−1¤− σ̂2

2

σ̂2 = ln

Ã
2βB−21¡−βB−11¢2

!
= ln

2Ψ [B−2]
Ψ2 [−B−1]

From these formulas Ishay proceeded to derive representations in terms of
hyper- and hypoexponential distributions. One has to be aware, that this
representation of the logarithmic normal distribution is stated in terms of
the first two moments only and nothing has been said about higher moments
or the shape of the distribution. If one is concerned about the latter, an
improved match could be established by one of the methods described in
chapter 4.
The same applies to more general distribution structures. Provided suffi-

cient data records are available, the phase type approach leads to acceptable
estimates for the performance indicators in a rather general setting. Further-
more the analytical difficulties prevalent in models of theM/G/c and G/G/c
type point in the same direction.

Customer Impatience and Retrials

Although retrials and impatience constitute a part of the other processes, we
have devoted an own section to these phenomena. This decision is motivated
by two factors: First, to maintain the relation to queueing theory and sec-
ond, to emphasize its special role with respect to parameter estimation. As
opposed to other traffic processes discussed so far, there are no operational
data available describing the retrial behaviour or impatience of customers.
For the latter case something can be done. When viewed as incomplete data
problem, the patience survival function Ḡ (.) may be calculated by means of
the product limit estimator first introduced by E.M. Kaplan and P. Meier
[113]. To be more specific, the patience time is the minimum of the virtual
waiting time and the time to abandon. Assume an ordered sample of dis-
tinct abandonment times a1, a2, . . . , am of size m 5 n, where n denotes the
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total number of waiting customers. Furthermore let Ak denote the number
of abandonments at ak and denote the number of customers still present and
uncensored prior to ak by Bk. Following the common procedure given in [113]
and [78], this leads to the product limit estimator of the patience survival
function

Ḡ (t) =
Y

k:Bk5t

Bk −Ak
Bk

=
Y

k:Bk5t

³
1− ĥk

´
where ĥk := Ak/Bk is the estimated hazard rate of patience. From there an
estimator for the patience intensity δ may be calculated as follows

δ̂ =

µZ ∞

0

Ḡ (t) dt

¶−1
Both estimates may be applied right away to common retrial models such as
the M/M/c+M and M/M/c+G queueing systems. One has to be careful,
when applying the product limit estimator in presence of heavy censoring or
when the last observation is censored. This leads to biased estimates, which
might affect the model under consideration. Alternatively one may follow
the classic approach. That is to choose a specific distribution and estimate
its parameters. Palm suggested the use of the Weibull distribution for that
purpose. For more information on the Weibull distribution refer to [83].
Although retrial models are well established from a queueing theory per-

spective, there is only an ample evidence of empirical aspects found in the
literature. Before proceeding, we need to clarify the term retrial. It is com-
monly associated with a repeated attempt after being blocked by a service
facility. But this is not the only interpretation. Retrials may also occur in
terms of follow up calls after having successfully completed service. In either
case the retrial behaviour may be assessed from call detail records provided
the calling party number, disconnect cause and time of occurence have been
tracked. This allows for the specification of the percentage of repeated at-
tempts in terms of abandoned or serviced primary calls. Obviously such an
assessment is a long term activity. In the past the retrial phenomen has
often been neglected. But this leads to misleading results, especially in the
case of a non-stationary analysis [1]. In this work we have only discussed
retrial models for abandonements with retrial times following an exponential
or phase type distribution. In both cases one of the methods introduced in
chapter 4 may be applied to assess the corresponding parameters.
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5.3 Call Flow Model

The call flow can be considered either alone or as part of a larger model also
describing call distribution. This raises the question for the better strategy.
Before answering this question, we should locate, where queueing occurs
within the call flow. First note, that human resources are better modeled as
queueing systems, whereas technical resources are best represented by loss
systems. One reason for that lies in the implementation of the latter. If the
desired resource is not available, the call is either blocked or diverted. With
respect to human resources, queueing usually occurs right before the call is
directed to the agent. At that point the caller has been fully classified by
the IVR system or a similar device and the caller experiences some type of
entertainment. No further routing decisions are carried out and the caller
is only diverted to another split group in case of overflow. Accordingly the
call flow should be splitted in a classification and an entertainment part.
The same separation can be carried out from a modeling perspective. The
entertainment part overlaps with the queueing time of the customer and
so one is only concerned to provision enough resources for an undisturbed
operation. Therefore only the system view needs to be adopted. But there is
also a structural difference between the classification and the entertainment
part of the call flow. While the former possesses a tree-like structure, the
latter is usually implemented as an endless loop. Accordingly only the call
flow steps used for classification are shown in call flow diagrams similar to
the one presented above in figure 5.1.
Before proceeding the discussion, consider the following implementation

common to AT&T, Lucent Technologies and Avaya PBX systems and com-
munication platforms. Please note, that some textual ammendments have
been made to increase the readability of the script.

01 goto step 17 if time-of-day is all 18:00 to all 07:59
02 goto step 17 if time-of-day is fri 18:00 to mon 07:59
03 collect 1 digits after announcement 79001 ’Menu’
04 goto step 07 if digits = 1
05 goto step 11 if digits = 2
06 route-to number 80000 with cov y if unconditionally
07 queue to skill 05 pri l
08 goto step 15 if staffed-agents in skill 05 = 0
09 wait 30 seconds hearing announcement 79002 then music
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10 goto step 08 if unconditionally
11 queue to skill 06 pri m
12 goto step 15 if staffed-agents in skill 06 = 0
13 wait 30 seconds hearing announcement 79003 then music
14 goto step 12 if unconditionally
15 disconnect after announcement 79004 ’Emergency’
16 stop
17 disconnect after announcement 79000 ’OOBusyHours’
18 stop

The first two steps ensure, that call processing only occurs within busi-
ness hours Monday to Friday between 08:00 and 18:00. In case someone calls
outside the regular business hours, the call proceeds at step 17 triggering an
appropriate announcement. Otherwise the caller is presented the voice menu
implemented by steps 03 to 06. If neither 1 or 2 is selected in the menu,
the call is redirected to an external resource residing at extension 80000. In
choosing 1 or 2, the call proceeds at step 07 or 11 to be queued to skill group
05 or 06. At this point the call classification task has been completed and the
entertainment part begins. Please note, that the queue to command is to be
understood as an instruction to the call queueing engine operating in back-
ground. There is no significant delay in execution, as the call is only added to
the queue of the specified skill group. In classic programming languages we
would identify this step with some sort of interprocess communication. Ac-
cordingly execution of the subsequent steps starts immediately. While steps
08 and 12 provide an escape in case of emergency, steps 09 and 13 constitute
the heart of the entertainment part. They provide advertisments and music
on hold to a waiting customer. Also note, that steps 10 and 14 implement
the loop, which is so characteristic for the entertainment part. In case an
agent becomes free, script execution is interrupted and the call is redirected
to that agent (interruptive assignment). This again is an implicit action not
visible to the script language. If no customers are waiting for the specified
skill group, the script is already terminated when the corresponding queue
to step is encountered.
Turning attention to the entertainment part first, it becomes evident,

that it is overshaded by the queueing process. In case there are no customers
waiting it does not become active at all. Provided, that all necessary re-
sources are available to serve the customers at high quality, we do not gain
any further information out of the entertainment part. In fact, when know-
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ing the calls offered to the queueing process we are also in the position to
determine the capacity of system resources such as media ports, voice and
video announcements.
For the discussion of the classification part we can safely omit the enter-

tainment steps 07 to 14. Giving a closer look to the rest one immediately gets
aware of the tree like structure mentioned above. Adopting the viewpoint
of a call traversing through the steps we can also see, that the majority of
steps possesses deterministic holding times. The only step, which exhibits
a statistical nature, is step 03 showing the collect digits command. Its
holding time depends on the user, but is also bounded by the system through
the so called interdigit timeout, which is usually set to 4 seconds. As such
we are facing a truncated service time distribution with almost negligible
length compared to the time consumption of the announcement steps. In
assuming these steps to be of deterministic nature we can expect the error
to remain within reasonable bounds. In the above example it is an easy task
to derive the overall classification time per skill group. Provided we know
the call load offered to the entry point associated with the above script as
well as the routing probabilities for steps 04 to 06, we are able to determine
the call loads offered to extension 80000 and skill groups 05 and 06. As-
suming, that no abandonments occur during call classification we thus arrive
at a (delayed) Poisson arrival process for the corresponding call distribution
models associated to steps 11 and 14. In presence of abandonments, we are
facing a filtered Poisson process, which is best modeled in terms of overflow
traffic.
There are other approaches and most of them are based on loss or queue-

ing networks. But this often requires exponential service times to be assumed,
which has to be considered a coarse approximation to deterministic holding
times. In a similar fashion one may include the classification steps as part
of a larger analysis based on phase type queues, but again the deterministic
nature of some nodes may introduce analytical and numerical difficulties.
The same reasoning carries over to networked ACDs operating in a dis-

tributed call centre environment. As there is no structural difference in the
call flow one may proceed as described above and separate classification from
entertainment part. In some cases we may expect additional steps, which are
responsible for the exchange of data between locations and the redirection
of calls. Sites are loosely coupled and so the latter is often implemented as
classic call transfer or basic call. The corresponding address information is
nothing else than a valid telephone extension or an URL.
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Especially in distributed call centre environments one has to be very care-
ful about the terms used. As an example consider a call centre implementa-
tion featuring a unified queue, that is a single queue assigned to a skill group
spreaded over several locations. Here queue control and call distribution is
usually exercised by the device also responsible for call flow processing. Ap-
pearantly the physical description differs from the conceptual one presented
in this text. Usually this does not pose a problem, as for analytical purposes
the equivalency of systems is sufficient.

5.4 Call Distribution

The effects of call distribution mechanisms are best analyzed by considering
the waiting time distribution under different queueing disciplines. It turns
out, that only some disciplines are suitable for call centre purposes. Unfor-
tunately there is no standard naming convention for call distribution policies
and queueing disciplines. For the latter we adhere to the notation introduced
in table 3.1, which has become the most common one in last years. If not
otherwise stated, we will restrict ourselves to Markovian systems only. In
other words, we assume Poissonian arrivals and exponential service times.

5.4.1 Classic Disciplines

From the insensibility of the steady state distribution with respect to the
queueing discipline and Little’s law we know, that the average waiting time
exhibits the same robustness. But in general this is not true for higher
moments and the entire distribution. In fact, it has been shown for the
M/M/c queueing system [37], that the conditional waiting time W̆q provided
an arrival has to wait is exponentially distributed, i.e.

Pr
n
W̆q > t

¯̄̄
W̆q > 0

o
= exp {− (c− ρ)µt} (5.1)

where ρ := λ/µ the traffic intensity, λ the arrival rate and µ the service
rate. Please note, that we have implicitely assumed the first come first serve
(FCFS) queueing discipline. The unconditional waiting time distribution is
given by [66]

Pr
n
W̆q > t

o
= 1− pd exp {− (c− ρ)µt}
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where

pd =
p0ρ

c

c!(1− ρ
c
)

is the Erlang C formula as given by expression 3.17. Obviously the FCFS
discipline is a natural choice for a split group following some simple policy
in a call surplus situation. As long as there are customers waiting, the first
one is next to be scheduled for service when an agent becomes free. Even
with no calls present, theM/M/c model and its variants provide valid results
for the average performance. Adopting a system or network perspective, the
FCFS discipline is commonly accepted for technical implementations. As
such, it becomes the most widely used discipline for resource engineering
purposes including assessments for trunk groups, tone detectors and other
system components.
If customers are picked in random order, we are talking about random

selection for service (RSS). F. Pollaczek derived an exact expression for the
conditional waiting time distribution [37]

Pr
n
W̆q > t

¯̄̄
W̆q > 0

o
= 2 (1− u)

Z π

0

exp {−At} B sin x

1 + exp {π cot x}dx (5.2)

where

A = 1 + u− 2√u cosx
B = A−2 exp

½
x+ 2

arctan
√
u sin x

1−√u cosx
¾
cotx

and u = ρ/c the utilization. According to J. Riordan [144], the conditional
waiting time distribution may be approximated as follows

Pr
n
W̆q > t

¯̄̄
W̆q > 0

o
≈
1

2
αe−α(c−ρ)µt +

1

2
βe−β(c−ρ)µt (5.3)

where

α = 1 +

r
1

2
u, β = 1−

r
1

2
u

Expression 5.3 provides reasonable results for u < 0.7. Generalizing the
single server result of P.M. Morse [125], its first four moments match with
the corresponding ones of the exact expression. Although the RSS discipline
assumes a random selection of customers for service, it still might provide a
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reasonable approximation for call distribution policies, which assign the most
idle or least occupied agent to the next arrival.
As will be seen later, the last come first serve (LCFS) queueing discipline

is more of theoretical interest. Together with FCFS it will assume the role of
a boundary discipline with respect to the effect caused by a rather arbitrary
discipline. The corresponding expression of the conditional waiting time has
been derived by Riordan and is given as follows

Pr
n
W̆q > t

¯̄̄
W̆q > 0

o
=

r
c

ρ

Z cµt

0

e−(1+u)xI1 (2x
√
u)

x
dx (5.4)

where I1 (.) denotes the Bessel function of the first kind [160]. The evaluation
of the integral and the computation of the Bessel function in expression 5.4
may be avoided by considering the following approximation

Pr
n
W̆q > t

¯̄̄
W̆q > 0

o
≈
1

2
αe−α(c−ρ)µt +

1

2
βe−β(c−ρ)µt (5.5)

where
α = 1 +

√
u, β = 1−√u

For more details refer to the books [106][144] by L. Kosten and J. Riordan.
As for the RSS approximation expression 5.5 can be considered exact with
respect to the first four moments. Furthermore it has been shown in [144],
that the LCFS policy can be considered worst with respect to the delay
function Pr

n
W̆q > t

¯̄̄
W̆q > 0

o
.

The conditional waiting time distributions under FCFS, LCFS and RSS
queueing disciplines for the G/M/c model have been derived in [37]. We
omit their treatment here, because the Poisson assumption is often justified
for arrival patterns occuring in call centre environments.
The delay or conditional survival functions Pr

n
W̆q > t

¯̄̄
W̆q > 0

o
of the

policies FCFS, RSS and LCFS for a typical Markovian queueing system are
shown in figure 5.7. When operating under the LCFS discipline, the chance
of exceeding a certain waiting time threshold is higher than for the FCFS or
RSS discipline. Furthermore FCFS seems to provide the best results. This
suggests the FCFS and LCFS policies as boundary disciplines. Indeed, it
has been shown in [85], that this is true for all work conserving disciplines
with respect to the waiting time Wq and the expect sojourn time before
abandoning the queue of a G/G/c + M queueing system with impatient
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Figure 5.7: Probability of delay for the FCFS, RSS and LCFS policy

customers. A work conserving discipline assures, that no server is idle while
customers are waiting. Otherwise the upper bound for the probability of
delay under the LCFS regime does not necessarily hold, because the server
idle times add to the waiting time of each customer. However, we might
expect the FCFS policy to be the optimal choice for systems featuring a
single queue. This explains, why it has been chosen so often for technical
and organizational implementations. In fact, queueing systems operating
under the FCFS regime are sufficient for the analysis of many real world
scenarios, when adopting call, system or network view. Viewed from the
agent perspective, the policies FCFS and LCFS provide lower and upper
bounds on certain waiting and sojourn time distributions.
Some ACDs allocate calls to agents in strictly circular fashion, that is

every c-th arrival is allocated to the same agent provided there are c agents
staffed. This strategy is called channel allocation (CA) and leads to a de-
scription of the arrival process in terms of a filtered Poisson process. As such,
the input stream is of the Erlangian type and so the system is best modeled
as an Ec/G/1 or Ec/M/1 queue. For more details on this interesting account
refer to [152].
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If the service demand of each customer is known in advance, the average
waiting time may be reduced as well. In that case one can make use of time
dependent queueing disciplines such as shortest processing time first (SPT)
and shortest remaining processing time first (SRPT) [98][176]. Although
such information might be available for some technical resources, we cannot
be certain in advance about the holding time of a call or agent. Although
SPT and SRPT are non-feasible policies for that purpose, a similar idea has
been formulated in context of priority classes. When properly configured,
this leads to a reduction in the average waiting time for calls, agents and
similar resources. This will be described next.

5.4.2 Call Priorities

The effect of priorities on queueing system has mainly been studied in the
context of single server systems. This leads to simpler analytical expressions,
while many insights gained from these models remain valid for multiserver
systems as well. The main reference in the field is still the book [81] by
Jaiswal. Priority policies allow for a classification of customers. Each class is
processed according to the FCFS regime. This concept leads to virtual queues
for each class. Customers belonging to a high priority class are allowed to
overtake low priority customers. To allow for a more detailed characterization
of priority policies, one has to consider the customer in service. According
to Jaiswal, the following disciplines may be distinguished

• preemptive disciplines allow for interruption of service, if a customer
with higher priority than the one currently in service arrives.

• non-preemptive or head-of-the-line (HOL) disciplines allow the current
customer to complete his service. An arriving customer may advance
the queue to be placed ahead of customers with lower priority.

• discretionary disciplines allow the server to decide whether he continues
or discontinues the current service on arrival of a high priority customer.

There is further classification for preemptive policies, which has been
motivated by the way the preempted unit proceeds service. As telephony
applications aim to avoid interruptions of any kind, there are only few use
cases for preemptive priority regimes. Therefore we refer to [81] for a com-
plete treatment. We only want to note, that customers served at top priority
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do not suffer any delay from customers belonging to a lower priority class. As
such, their performance indicators are of the same structure as the ones for
the corresponding non-priority model with the overall arrival rate replaced
by the arrival rate for the top priority class. With respect to an applica-
tion to call centre environments we will restrict the following discussion to
non-preemptive queueing disciplines.
For a purely Markovian single server queueing system featuring two het-

erogenous classes P.M. Morse [125] showed, that the total average queue
length and the total average waiting time change by the factor

1− δū

1− δρ
(5.6)

on introduction of priorities. Here ū = ρ
£
δ + (1− δ) β−1

¤
denotes the effec-

tive utilization and ρ = λ/µ the traffic intensity assuming arrival rates δλ,
(1− δ)λ and service rates µ, βµ for class 1, 2 customers, respectively. When
expression 5.6 is greater than unity, we can expect a higher waiting time
and more customers waiting. As a matter of fact, this undesirable result
is assumed for β > 1. In other words, if priority is assigned to classes of
customers, which tend to have a faster service rate, the overall average wait-
ing time and the total average queue length decrease. This result has been
generalized to arbitary service times in [81]. Provided, there are k priority
classes each with a service demand µi, i = 1 . . . k and cost per unit delay Ki,
i = 1 . . . k the optimal priority assignment is achieved for a descending order
of Ki/µi. In assuming equal cost and exponential service times we arrive at
the result of Morse. Please note, that we have assumed a non-preemptive
priority policy. When considering preemptive disciplines, the above result
remains valid only for exponential service times.
In call centre environments, priorities are assigned to calling customers

according to their status. Typical classifications range from premium to
normal, gold to bronze customers, emergency to normal calls. The above
results may help to judge the effect on the average waiting time of a priority
assignment. On the other hand, they provide guidelines on how to split single
groups to allow for a gain in performance. However, priority assignments
become dangerous for overloaded split groups, because low priority customers
may be completely locked out from service and the potential waiting time
increases ad infinitum. To avoid such deadlocks, overflows to other split
groups, multiskill configurations and reserve agents have been considered as
an alternative. This will be described next.
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5.4.3 Multiple Skills

According to Koole [105], we are facing two types of problems when consid-
ering multiple skills. The first is concerned with the staffing problem, that
is to determine the number of agents and their skill configuration required
to reach a certain level of service. The other problem is related to call dis-
tribution. While only the latter is tackled here, the former will be briefly
discussed in section 5.6.
In order to analyze the effects of call distribution, skill based routing is

best approached by models featuring multiple queues. In some way they
are related to priority models, because calls are classified and assigned to
the target queue. However, by introducing a milder regime, deadlock sit-
uations are avoided. The first account on such a system has already been
given by Morse in his book [125], which has been written before 1958. A
more advanced model has been considered by G. Koole, P.D. Sparaggis and
D. Towsley in [101]. They show, that given the service time distribution
possesses an increasing likelihood ratio (ILR), the decision to join the short-
est queue (JSQ) minimizes the average queue length and the overall average
waiting time. Having assumed arbitrary arrivals, which may not depend on
the system state, this is a rather general result. Let S̆t denote the remaining
service time given that the customer under consideration has already received
t units of service. Furthermore assume that S̆t possesses density ft. Then
the (continous) service time distribution is said to belong to class ILR, if for
x1 < x2 and t1 = t2 the following property holds:

ft1 (x1) ft2 (x2) = ft1 (x2) ft2 (x1)

One example is the exponential distribution. A similar configuration with
Poisson arrivals and exponential service times has been considered by D.R.
McDonald and S.R.E. Turner in [121]. They compare the effects of three
policies, namely JSQ, join the queue with shortest actual wait (JSAW) and
join the queue with shortest expected wait (JSEW). It turns out, that JSAW
performs better than JSEW, which in turn should be preferred against JSQ.
In other words, balanced waiting times reduce the probability of a poten-
tial overflow to occur from one skill group to another one. Whereas JSAW
balances the actual wait, JSEW only affects the expected waiting time and
JSQ does not even do that. This result is valuable for both multiskill con-
figurations and distributed call centre architectures. Some vendors offer call
distribution and load balancing between locations based on waiting times.
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According to [121], JSAW should be the preferred policy. Furthermore for
the JSEW discipline the expected waiting time needs to be estimated in
advance. Compared to the actual waiting time, this estimate increases the
uncertainity and has to be considered less stable. The actual waiting time
is best measured by considering the waiting time of the oldest call waiting
in the queue. The best way to implement JSAW is to queue an arriving
customer simultaneously at each location or for each skill group. When as-
signed to service, the customer is removed from all queues. Physically the
call needs to parked in an interactive voice response (IVR) system or similar
device. This type of implementation inherently provides a high realibility
for distributed call centre architectures. If one location fails, the call is still
queued in the remaining locations. This is a clear advantage when compared
to single queue systems commonly used in virtual call centre architectures.
So far we have assumed homogenous resources. Focusing on call centre

agents, heterogenity is often desired from a business point of view. One ex-
ample is the introduction of cross-trained agents or the classification of agents
in generalists and specialists. While specialists serve a specific application,
generalists usually handle calls overflowing from specialists belonging to sev-
eral skill groups. The corresponding model based on Markov chain analysis
has been considered by R. Stolletz in his book [164]. His model features
impatient customers and two types of calls handled by three skill groups,
the generalists and one group of specialists for each type of call. He shows,
that the total average waiting time weighted by the arrival rates for each
call type is below the average waiting time of the corresponding M/M/c/K
queue with c the total number of agents and K the total number of trunks.
Furthermore he discusses the effect of call priorities on the average waiting
time, which are similar to the results described above. However, there are
other aspects of heterogenity, which have to be considered. In fact, an agent
with multiple skills provides a higher degree of flexibility in a rapidly chang-
ing environment. He is better suited to work on different tasks during the
day and to smooth effects of seasonality. Analytical models can help to judge
the trade off between performance objectives and flexibility.
Another topic to be discussed is the instance of a reserve agent. As

opposed to overflow systems, reserve agents are staffed for groups in overload
situations. A commonly applied technique to detect an overload is based on
threshold policies. From [100] we may conclude on its effect with respect
to the queue length and the waiting time. The results state the optimality
of the threshold policy provided the reserve agents do not operate as fast
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as the mainstream agents. This is usually the case, when backoffice staff is
considered to be used as reserve agents. However, if an accelerated operation
is considered for excessive requests, this might violate the optimality of the
threshold discipline.
Summarizing, there are many results on the optimality of call distribu-

tion regimes, which allow for the identification of bounds on the mean queue
length and the average waiting time. In order to analyze a specific discipline,
it has to be explicitely included into the model. However, a call centre oper-
ator has to consider other factors as well. For example, the call centre should
be prevented from getting overskilled. This might affect the performance in
an undesired way and raises the cost of education and training. It is also
not adviseable to employ only generalists, as the advantage introduced by
multiskill configurations is limited [105].

5.4.4 Call and Media Blending

In order to analyze call or media blending, one has to separate real time re-
quests from non-real time ones. The former class includes instant messages,
video and voice calls, whereas the latter constitutes any postponable task
or background work. The corresponding system is best described by a pre-
emptive priority queueing model, where top priority is assigned to real time
requests. From the underlying theory [81] we are aware, that customers of
lower priority classes do not have any effect on the average waiting time of a
top priority customer. In other words, they are invisible. With only one real
time class available, we may switch to a classic queueing model with FCFS
queueing discipline for analysis. Based on the utilization factor, additional
background work may be performed by the call centre agents when no real
time requests are queued. In most cases, this simplification is also an im-
provement. While real time requests are sensible to delays, background work
is postponable. With respect to the latter one is concerned with keeping a
certain level outstanding work to compensate for idle times and increase the
overall agent utilization. One way to tackle with this problem is by means
of inventory control.
From a design perspective, blending raises the question for the optimal

policy. In their paper [19] S. Bhulai and G. Koole considered a Markovian
queueing model with two blended traffic classes. If no background jobs are
present, the model is equivalent to the M/M/c queueing system. As op-
posed to our description above, no preemptions are allowed. By imposing
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Figure 5.8: Different interpretations of holding time

a threshold on the maximum number of background jobs m < c served by
a split group of size c its effect on the throughput of background work and
the average waiting time for real time requests is studied. While the former
increases rather linearily the latter grows very slow for values of m not close
to c. In other words, an increase in agent productivity comes at very low cost
in terms of waiting time experienced by video or voice calls. Furthermore
there is some empirical evidence, that this threshold discipline is very close
to the optimal policy even for heterogenous service rates. For more details
please refer to the paper [19] by Bhulai and Koole.

5.5 Resource Modeling

Resource modeling plays an essential role in the performance analysis of call
centres. Queueing models have been used for a long time to describe resources
of any kind. It is felt by the author, that in the past technical resources have
received more attention than human ones. As such an emphasis is placed on
the description of call centre agents and similar resources. We will start with
the discussion of classic telephony and queueing approaches in the context
of call centres and then proceed to more recent models. For the latter we
follow the phase type approach to describe models based on the agent state
diagram introduced in section 1.4.1.
For resource modeling it is essential to be aware of the perspective adopted.

As an example consider the term holding time. From the viewpoint of a call
the so called call holding time is nothing else than the talking time. In at-
taining a system perspective we are more concerned about the occupation
time of technical resources and so we might have to include call setup and
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queueing time as well to arrive at a proper description of the holding time.
This becomes different when adopting an agent perspective. Obviously the
agent is blocked from accepting a new customer when he is currently on the
phone or performing some after call work. This leads to an agent holding
time as shown in figure 5.8. We will proceed to enhance common terms such
as the holding time in the way just presented to underline the viewpoint im-
plicitely assumed. In some cases we will explicitely refer to one or the other
perspective to allow for a clear understanding.
If not otherwise stated, we will assume a first come first serve (FCFS)

policy. This has been motivated by its natural importance and the fact,
that FCFS serves as a boundary discipline for work conserving queueing
disciplines. Keeping track of several policies would only clutter the text
and barely add something new. For more information of the effects of call
distribution policies refer to section 5.4.

5.5.1 Classic Models

The classic Erlang and Engset models have been widely accepted for use in
telephony and call centre applications. Being equivalent to the M/M/c/c
queueing system with infinite and finite sources, both have been discussed
in a larger context in section 3.2.3 and 3.2.6 already. For an infinite number
of customers the Engset model approaches the Erlang model. Both mod-
els are concerned about the steady state distribution and the probability of
being blocked or getting lost. The underlying theory is entirely Markovian
although the M/M/c/c queue exhibits an invariance property with respect
to the service time distribution. Accordingly the Erlang model may be con-
sidered as an equivalent of the M/G/c/c queueing system. When talking
about Erlang models one implicitely assumes the Erlang loss system as has
been done above. Note, that there also exists an Erlang delay system, which
is equivalent to the classic M/M/c queue. In call centre application one is
usually concerned with both loss and delay. While loss is common to trunk
lines, customers shall have the possibility to queue for an agent. This leads to
the combined M/M/c/K queueing model, but such a generalization comes
at a price. Loosing the invariance property, we have to assume exponential
service times. Assuming c agents and K > c trunk lines, we may calculate
the probabilty of loss and delay. On the contrary we may also set the latter
to derive the former. To be more specific, consider the graphs shown in figure
5.9. Assuming a call centre setting described by a M/M/c/K model with
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Figure 5.9: Loss and delay probabilities for various traffic intensities

c = 2 agents and K = 10 trunk lines, the loss and delay probabilities are
considered as a function of the traffic intensity. As expected, the system re-
mains stable even in overload situations, that is for ρ = 2. While the blocking
probability steadily increases, the delay probability exhibits a maximum and
even starts to decrease in case of overload. This typical behaviour results
mainly from the fact, that customers more likely encounter a busy system
rather than being queued. Adapted to the call centre situation, one can also
decrease the average waiting time by reducing the number of available trunk
lines! But this comes at the price of an increased chance, that customers are
blocked by a fully loaded system. Accordingly the best strategy is to monitor
both the number of waiting customers as well as the customers abandoned
from the system. It is a common strategy to exclude those customers, which
hang up within the first 10 seconds of waiting. Unless the underlying com-
munication platform is able to distinguish customers being blocked due to
resource limitations from impatient ones, such a strategy leads to a signif-
icant loss of information. Furthermore any optimization based on censored
performance indicators easily leads to a degradation of service quality.
In analyzing a specific parameter constellation, the steady state distri-
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Figure 5.10: Steady state distribution under normal and heavy traffic condi-
tions

bution function may provide a higher level of detail. As shown in figure
5.10, under normal traffic conditions the equilibrium probability function is
more balanced. As the rightmost probabilty pK also constitutes the blocking
probability in theM/M/c/K queueing model, one can see, that doubling the
traffic does not necessarily lead to a doubled blocking probability. Using a
discretized version based on sample proportions commonly found in call cen-
tre data records and checking the right tail of the resulting empirical desnsity
function provides a simple indication for the growing insufficiency in trunk
capacities.
In a similar fashion more advanced variants of the M/M/c/K model are

to be considered. In incorporating the customer impatience into the model,
one arrives at Palm’s M/M/c/K +M or the more general M/M/c/K + G
queueing system as described in section 3.2.5 and 3.2.9. Another extension
also related to abandonments assumes that customers retry after being re-
jected by the system. The corresponding retrial systems are described in
section 3.2.10.
The above mentioned models have been applied in call centre environ-
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ments as well. It is obvious from the M/M/c/K model description, that
call holding times and agent holding times have been assumed to be the
same. When modeling a split group featuring ACW times, this might result
in highly inaccurate results. One solution to that dilemma has been to use
separate M/M/c and M/M/c/c models for agents and trunks thus adopting
an agent view for the former and a call or system perspective for the latter.

5.5.2 Impact of Overflow Traffic

Overflow traffic has been studied for more than 50 years in the context of
telephone traffic engineering. Considering the aggregated traffic overflowing
frommultiple Erlang loss systems, pioneers such as L. Kosten, R.I. Wilkinson
and C. Palm were able to derive approximations for the blocking probability
of the target system. The traffic overflowing from a single Erlang loss sys-
tem with c servers has been characterized as renewal process by Descloux.
Furthermore he showed, that the Laplace transform of the overflow density
oc (.) is given by the recursion

ō0 (s) =
λ

λ+ s

ōn (s) =
λ

λ+ s+ cµ (1− ōn−1 (s)) (5.7)

Accordingly the distribution of the inter-overflow time belongs to the family
of c + 1 order hyperexponential distributions Hc+1 [144][2][103]. The corre-
sponding mean load and variance is given by

ρO = ρEc (ρ) (5.8)

σ2O = ρO

µ
1− ρO +

ρ

1 + c+ ρO − ρ

¶
(5.9)

where Ec (ρ) is given by the classic Erlang loss formula 3.21 [106][144]. In
order to emphasize the dependency on the two parameters c and ρ, we have
changed the notation to the one common in teletraffic engineering. By using
the above formulas we are now able to assess the peakedness of overflow traffic
by the variance to mean ratio

zO =
σ2O
ρO

(5.10)
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This is another difference to classic queueing theory. Instead of the coeffi-
cient of variation the variance to mean ratio has become more popular in
teletraffic engineering. Please note, that both ratios equal one, if exponential
interevent times are considered. One might expect, that the above theory
also generalizes to combined delay and loss systems. Unfortunately this is not
true, as the overflow process from a M/M/c/K queue is not of the renewal
type anymore.
We will now turn attention to some simple approximations. As above

consider traffic overflowing from several Erlang loss systems to a single target.
Assuming independence we may add the individual means and variances to
arrive at a description in terms of ρO and σ2O for the compound overflow
stream. Wilkinson aimed to replace this renewal stream by an equivalent
Poisson process. Instead of describing the stream itself, he parametrized the
system generating the traffic with an equivalent load ρ and an equivalent
number of servers c. This also coined the name equivalent random theory
[188]. One approach to calculation is to iterate equations 5.8 and 5.9. The
other one resorts to approximation and has been carried out by Y. Rapp. He
derived the following expressions, which have been called Rapp formula to
underline his efforts [15][2]:

ρ ≈ σ2O + 3zO (zO − 1)
c ≈

ρ (ρO + zO)

ρO + zO − 1
− ρO − 1 (5.11)

As noted above, the inter-overflow time follows a c + 1 order hyperex-
ponential distribution. For a large number of servers this leads to a large
number of parameters. By matching moments, one may easily shrink them
to an acceptable level. This leads to descriptions in terms of exponential
[102], H2 [56], C2 and matrix exponential [130] distributions as well as inter-
rupted Poisson processes (IPP) [2] and Markov modulated Poisson processes
(MMPP). This led to a variety of models each with its unique features. For
example, in [102] the exponential approximation allows for the definition of
a loss network with rather arbitrary (but deterministic) routing rules. In
this respect it overcomes one of the shortcomings of the equivalent random
theory, which may only be applied to tandem and tree-like structures. The
method has been further improved to allow for a H2 approximation of the
overflow traffic [56].
An alternative to the equivalent random theory is the equivalent conges-

tion method derived by A.A. Fredericks and W.S. Hayward. While in the
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former multiple groups are replaced by a single equivalent group, the latter
considers each server group separately. Furthermore the equivalent conges-
tion method is capable of handling non-random traffic as well. Assume, that
traffic with offered load ρO and peakedness zO overflows to a secondary loss
system featuring c exponential service channels. According to Fredericks and
Hayward the blocking probability of the second system may be approximated
by [188][82]

pc ≈ E c
zO

µ
ρO
zO

¶
Note, that the classic Erlang loss formula can not be used anymore, as most
likely non-integer terms appear. Instead one has to apply expression 3.24. As
for the equivalent random method, the equivalent congestion method adheres
to recursive application, as the overflow traffic from the secondary system is
ρOpc.
It is also possible to perform a more detailed analysis of the scenario just

described. This has been carried out by C. Palm and L. Takacs. They were
able to derive exact expressions for the distribution function and the trans-
forms of the binomial moments. Furthermore they provided approximations
for the binomial moments. For more details please refer to the book [144] by
J. Riordan.
Another alternative to the equivalent random and the equivalent conges-

tion method is the GI approximation introduced by Akimaru and Kawashima
in [2]. The traffic overflowing from other systems is considered as renewal
process and fed into a H2/M/c/c queue. The overflow is described as an
interrupted Poisson process (IPP), which leads to H2 distributed interarrival
times of the overflow process. Matching moments and applying the Rapp
formula 5.11 supplies the required IPP parameters. Transformed into the
corresponding H2 parameters, the Laplace transform ā (.) of the H2 den-
sity function is inserted into formula 3.71 for the blocking probability of the
G/M/c/c queue, which yields

pc =

"
1 +

c−1X
n=1

µ
c

n

¶ nY
k=1

µ
ρO
kµ
+ (zO − 1) ρO + 3zO

ρO + 3zO + s− 1
¶−1#−1

As before the overflow traffic is specified in terms of ρO and zO, while the
exponential service facility has been assumed to operate at rate µ. It is also
possible to consider other approximations of the overflow process. R.W.Wolff
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aimed to capture the irregularity inherent to superposed overflow processes
by using a batch Poisson process. He treated the target system as batch
versions of the M/D/c/c and M/M/c/c queues and supplied exact results
based on the equivalence of both to classicM/D/k/k andM/M/k/k queues,
where k equals to c divided by the batch size. Obviously this approach can
only be applied, if k is an integer value. However, he managed to provide
a simple way to justify the performance of the equivalent random and the
equivalent congestion method [188].
In order to derive bounds for the blocking probability, A.A.N. Ridder [143]

considers the traffic overflowing from aM/PH/c1/c1 to a G/C2/c2/c2 queue-
ing system. By noting, that the service distribution of the latter is well rep-
resented by a phase type distribution we assume representations PH (β,B)
and PH (τ ,T). For details refer to section 3.3.1 and 4.3.3. Applying expres-
sion 3.88 for the moments of a phase type distribution immediately leads to
the mean times

µ−11 = Ψ
£−B−1¤ , µ−12 = Ψ

£−T−1¤
Further assuming Poisson arrivals at rate λ to the first system, Ridder has
calculated the following bound in terms of the Erlang loss formula

pc2 5 Ec1 (λµ1)Ec2 (λµ2)

Please note, that the overflow traffic does not depend on the server or the
customers. These dependencies have been considered for the case of expo-
nentially distributed service times at the secondary station in [143]. Another
approach has been followed by N.M. van Dijk and E. van der Sluis when
introducing their call packing bounds. For more details refer to the report
[178].
So far we have discussed methods, which characterize the overflow traffic

and associated blocking probabilities for loss systems only. As such we have
found a set of adequate models for the description of technical resources
and facilities without queues. In a typical call centre environment we are
also concerned about combined loss and delay systems. Unfortunately the
evidence for such models in the literature is very scarce. On the other hand
we are aware from section 5.5.1, that the blocking probability decreases, when
queueing is introduced to the system. Accordingly we may use the blocking
probability results contained in this section as rough bounds. In this context
a fewer number of waiting places means a closer bound. But one has to keep
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Figure 5.11: Call centre model with two customer classes and three skill
groups

in mind, that in case of excessive wait the blocking effect becomes negligible
and a pure delay model becomes the better choice for analysis.
As an alternative to the approximations and bounds contained in this

section one might consider to carry out an exact analysis based on an ex-
tended state model. This leads to an application of Markov methods, which
are treated next.

5.5.3 Markovian State Analysis

Among the most powerful methods we find the Markovian state analysis,
which is based on the theory presented in appendix A.3. In some respect
we may speak of a brute force approach to solution, as the specific structure
of the transition matrix is only rarely taken into account. To preserve the
flexibility while moving towards queueing theory one should also consider
a phase type queueing model. If this is not possible, one can still stick to
Markovian state analysis.
In [164] R. Stolletz introduced a Markov chain model of an inbound call

centre featuring two caller classes, two dedicated and one general split group.
The corresponding model is shown in figure 5.11. Calls are assumed to arrive
according to a Poisson process with rates λ1 and λ2. Upon arrival a customer
of class i ∈ {1, 2} is either blocked due to an exhausted queue, leaves the
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system with probability βi or joins the queue. In the latter case the customer
might still renege and leave the system. The corresponding patience time
is assumed to follow an exponential distribution with rate ri. The queue
sizes are limited to K1 and K2 calls and blocked customers are lost, i.e.
there are no retrials. All service times are exponentially distributed and the
dedicated agents are assumed to operate at rate µi, while the general ones
serve customers of class i at rate µ3i. Customers of the first class are treated
at high priority. In other words, if no dedicated agents are free and calls of
both classes are waiting, class 1 calls are given priority. The call distribution
implements a FCFS policy. Furthermore we assume, that the split groups
are staffed with c1, c2 dedicated and c3 general agents. The model does not
distinguish between call and agent holding time, as no ACW handling has
been included.
This model is well suited to investigate the interaction between dedicated

and general agents. However, the design may not be appropriate for all
purposes, as some vendors insist on having a queue placed in front of a
split or skill group. Very often some mechanism exists to reassign the call
to another queue even while waiting. This is called jockeying in queueing
theory and has not received much attention in the literature. One solution
to the problem might be a simultaneous assignment to all queues. For some
notes on these topics please refer to section 5.4.
Before the model can be solved by some standard method, the state space

has to be defined. Usually there is more than one way to configure the state
space and R. Stolletz has decided to use the quadruple (i, j, k, l) where

• k is the number of general agents serving calls of class 1 subject to
0 5 k 5 c3

• l is the number of general agents serving calls of class 2 subject to
0 5 l 5 c3 − k

• i is the number of class 1 calls in the system subject to k 5 i 5 K1,
i− k 5 c1 if k + l < c3

• j is the number of class 2 calls in the system subject to l 5 j 5 K2,
j − l 5 c2 if k + l < c3

Based on the state representation the balance equations are derived in
terms of pi,j,k,l by use of the global balance principle. The resulting system
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of equations is then solved by the so called uniformization approach. We omit
the lengthy details here and instead refer to the book [164] by R. Stolletz.
In order to calculate performance indicators of interest one has to isolate
a specific region of the state space and add the corresponding equilibrium
probabilities pi,j,k,l. This leads to the queue lengths

L(1)q =
c3X
k=0

K1X
i=c1+k+1

K2X
j=l

(i− k − c1) pi,j,k,l

L(2)q =
c3X
k=0

K1X
i=k

K2X
j=c2+l+1

(j − l − c2) pi,j,k,l

where the superscript denotes the call classification. The corresponding
blocking probabilities are given by

pK1 =
c3X
k=0

K2X
i=l

pK1,j,k,l

pK2 =
c3X
k=0

K1X
i=k

pi,K2,k,l

It is also possible to apply Little’s law to derive the average queueing time
for both call types. This requires the determination of the effective arrival
rate for each class. By noting, that balking can only occur when a queue has
formed one arrives at
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X
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denotes the probability, that calls of class i ∈ {1, 2} proceed to service im-
mediately. Now Little’s law may be readily applied, i.e.

W (1)
q =

L
(1)
q

λ̄1
, W (2)

q =
L
(2)
q

λ̄2
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Based on these and other performance indicators several numerical experi-
ments are carried out in [164]. It turns out, that the pooling effect also ap-
plies to the current system under consideration. In fact, more cross-trained
agents lead to an improved performance in terms of queue sizes, average
waiting times and agent utilization. However, for an individual call centre
installation the corresponding cost factors have to be taken into account too.
These and other economical aspects have been considered by Stolletz as well.
Another interesting feature of the model is the dependency of the blocking
probability on the trunk size limits for both classes of calls. Raising the limit
for high priority calls may have a negative effect on the blocking probability
and the agent utilization of class 2 calls. Furthermore it has been shown, that
general statements on how to staff the split groups are rarely available. Even
for this Markovian model it is necessary to consider each case separately.
An alternative to the Markovian state analysis is the queueing network

approach. The graphical representation of the system under consideration is
transformed to a product form solution by means of an appropriate algorithm.
This leads to the equilibrium probabilities, which may be used to derive the
desired performance indicators. Such an approach has been followed by K.
Polina in [140], which deals with the analysis of a call centre featuring an
interactive voice response (IVR).

5.5.4 Matrix Exponential Approach

A call centre is a complex entity, that combines voice and data commu-
nications technology to enable organizations to implement critical business
strategies or tactics aimed at reducing cost or increasing revenue. At an
organizational level, costs are highly dependent on capacity management of
human and technical resources. This introduces the need for exact or well ap-
proximated key performance indicators from which cost and revenue may be
inferred. As noted in the introduction to this chapter, a single view might not
be sufficient for that purpose. Especially for human resource management it
becomes necessary to adopt several perspectives. This becomes immediately
evident when reviewing the agent state model shown in figure 1.1. There is
a stringent requirement to capture the effects of more than only the talking
time of a call centre agent. We need to take care about all the phases of
a typical workflow. This suggests the use of more complex techniques such
as Markovian state analysis or matrix exponential queueing systems. We
have chosen the latter, because the multiserver systems commonly used to
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describe a call centre setup naturally fit to the underlying methods. While
requesting little more theory, the matrix exponential approach generates the
state space rather automatically. For Markovian state analysis we need to
define the entire infinitesimal generator, while for a matrix exponential queue
we only specify the corresponding interevent distribution. For an example of
the efforts necessary to construct the state space of a more complex queueing
system consult [164].
In this section we will focus on the agent perspective and describe the

corresponding call centre setup as M/ME/c/K queueing system, where we
assume

• Poisson arrivals

• c agents staffed in the system

• a maximum of K available trunk lines

Obviously the most challenging part is the definition of the matrix expo-
nential service distribution. In looking for a proper approach we have to face
the problem of how to embed fictious nodes into a physical representation.
Otherwise we would be restricted to associate each agent state to a single
exponential node only, which prevents us from incorporating some important
effects into the model. As described in section 3.3.1 we may add some fictious
nodes to allow for approximation of the distribution of the agent state under
consideration. This in turn can be achieved by one of the methods intro-
duced in chapter 4. To underline the need for such approximations consider
the effect caused by a so called timed after call work (TACW) mechanism. In
case a split or skill group requires some sort of wrap up time, the transition to
the ACW state is triggered by the termination of the corresponding inbound
call. In a TACW scenario, the transition out of the ACW state occurs after a
predefined time interval. Accordingly the distribution of the ACW time has
to be considered a deterministic one. This is different from the classic ver-
sion, where the ACW time constitutes a random variable. Therefore we need
to find a node replacement behaving like a deterministic node to justify the
effects of TACW. This is indeed possible by using a fixed node approximation
as introduced in chapter 4. But before this can be done we need to find a
way on how to embed a matrix exponential distribution representing node
behaviour into a larger configuration describing the physical configuration.
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Layered Matrix Exponential Distributions

We will now adopt a micro-macro approach to explain the concept of embed-
ding one matrix exponential distribution into another. For the micro level we
assume N matrix exponential distributionsME

³
β(j),B(j)

´
with 1 5 j 5 N ,

while for the macro level there is only one phase type distribution PH (τ ,T)
of order N with service rate matrix M ≡ I. By formula 3.81 this is equiva-
lent to having defined the pair (τ ,P), where the transition matrix is given
by P = T+ I. Obviously there is no need for service rates at the macro
level, because their influence will be exercised by the corresponding matrix
exponential distributions.
Merging models would be a simple task, if we assume that β

(j)
kn+1

=

1 − β(j)1 = 0. Unfortunately this is not the case and so we have to fore-
see this instanteneous jumps and incorporate them as contributions to both
parameters of the compound matrix exponential distribution. Consider the
modification of the entry vector τ = (τ 1, τ2, . . . , τN) first. Then we may
calculate the probability of immediate completion γN+1 by simply summing
up all possible paths to the absorbing state N + 1, i.e.

γN+1 = τN+1 +
NX
i=1

τ iβ
(i)
ki+1

ti

+
NX
i=1

τ iβ
(i)
ki+1

Ã
NX
j=1

Pi,jβ
(j)
kj+1

tj

!
+ . . . (5.12)

where tj , 1 5 j 5 N are the elements of the exit vector t = −T1 = 1−P1.
Defining a row vector u(N+1) =

³
τ iβ

(i)
ki+1

´
and a (substochastic) matrix V =³

Pi,jβ
(j)
kj+1

´
for 1 5 i, j 5 N , the preceding expression becomes

γN+1 = τN+1 + u
(N+1)

¡
I+V +V2 + . . .

¢
t

= τN+1 + u
(N+1) (I−V)−1 t

The successful inversion is guaranteed by the substochastic nature of P and
the exclusion of a non-proper transition matrix. The latter prevents endless
loops resulting in an infinite interevent time. An exteme example for a non-
proper transition matrix is the identity matrix I. Also note, that V has been
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assembled from the substochastic matrix P and the non-negative vector β(j)

for 1 5 j 5 N .
In a similar fashion we may calculate the probability of entering the j-th

micro level γj, i.e.
γj = τ j + u

(j) (I−V)−1Pj (5.13)

wherePj is the j-th column of the transition matrixP and u(j) for 1 5 j 5 N
is given by

u(j) =
³
τ1β

(1)
k1+1

, . . . , τ i−1β
(i−1)
ki−1+1, 0, τ i+1β

(i+1)
ki+1+1

, . . . , τNβ
(N)
kN+1

´
In other words, u(j) has always the same structure except for the j-th column,
which equates to zero. Assembling these vectors into a matrix of dimension
(N + 1)×N , that is by defining

Ū =


u(1)

u(2)

...
u(N)

u(N+1)

 = (uij)

where

uij =

½
0 i = j

τ iβ
(i)
ki+1

i 6= j
and setting P̄ = (P, t) yields the compact expression γ = (γi) with

γi = τ i +
¡
Ū (I−V)−1 P̄¢

i,i
, 1 5 i 5 N + 1 (5.14)

The entry vector for the compoundmatrix exponential distributionME (β,B)
is then given by

β =
³
γ1β

(1), γ2β
(2), . . . , γNβ

(N), γN+1

´
(5.15)

If no instanteneous exit occurs at the micro level, we have β(j)kn+1 = 0 for all
1 5 j 5 N . This leads to the trivial values for u and V and by expression
5.12 and 5.13 to γ = τ .
So far we have done nothing else than to compensate for immediate tran-

sitions, which have been caused by the possibility to reach the absorbing state
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at the micro level. A similar reasoning also applies to the matrix parameter
B of the compound matrix exponential distribution ME (β,B). Any com-
pletion at the micro level is associated with an exit vector b(j) = −B(j)1, 1 5
j 5 N . By replacing the absorbing state with a multitude of subsequent
states, we need to distribute the rate among the new targets. First note,
that B must be of the form

B =


B(1) B1,2 · · · B1,N
B2,1 B(2) B2,N
...

. . .
BN,1 BN,2 B(N)

 (5.16)

where Pi,j = Ti,j + δ (j − i) are the elements of P. The diagonal elements
represent the immediate entrance to the j-th sublevel, while for the non-
diagonal elements we need to distribute the rates of the exit vectors b(j),
i.e.

Bi,j = b(i)

Ã
Pi,j +

NX
n=1

Pi,nβ
(n)
kn+1

Pn,j + . . .

!
β(j)

= b(i)β(j)
£¡
I+V +V2 + . . .

¢
P
¤
i,j

= b(i)β(j)
£
(I−V)−1P¤

i,j
, i 6= j (5.17)

where V and P are defined as before. Also note, that the entry vector
β(i) is responsible to distribute the rate within the j-th micro level. The
exit vector of the compound matrix exponential distribution is given by the
common formula b = −B1. Considering the trivial case from above, that is
by assuming β

(i)
kn+1

= 0 for all 1 5 i 5 N we immediately arrive at

Bi,j = b
(i)Pi,jβ

(j)

as expected. Although the trivial case is widely applied, it is not very illus-
trative with respect to the current presentation. Accordingly we will present
another simple example.

Example 22 Consider the configuration shown in figure 5.12. At the micro
level we have a generalized and an ordinary exponential node. Adhering to
our notation the latter is fully parametrized by

β(2) = 1, β
(2)
2 = 0

B(2) = M (P− I) = µ2 (0− 1) = −µ2
b(2) = −B(2)1 = µ2
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µ1
α0

1−α0

21

µ2

τ21

τ22 t 2t 1

Figure 5.12: A micro-macro level example

while the former is given by

β(1) = α0, β(1)2 = 1− α0

B(1) = −µ1
b(1) = µ1

For the macro level we deduce the following parameters

P =

µ
0 P1,2
P2,1 0

¶
, τ = (τ1, τ 2, τ3)

Preparing the matrices, i.e.

Ū =

 0 τ 2β
(2)
2

τ 1β
(1)
2 0

τ 1β
(1)
2 τ 2β

(2)
2

 =

 0 0
τ1 (1− α0) 0
τ1 (1− α0) 0


V =

Ã
0 P1,2β

(2)
2

P2,1β
(1)
2 0

!
=

µ
0 0

P2,1 (1− α0) 0

¶

Noting, that V2 = 0 saves an inversion step. By using expression 5.14, we
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arrive at

γ =
³
τ i +

¡
Ū (I+V) P̄

¢
i,i

´
=

τ i +

 0 0
τ1 (1− α0) 0
τ1 (1− α0) 0

µ 1 0
P2,1 (1− α0) 1

¶
P̄


i,i


=

τ i +

 0 0
τ1 (1− α0) 0
τ1 (1− α0) 0

µ 0 P1,2 1− P1,2
P2,1 0 1− P2,1

¶
i,i


=

τ i +

 0 0 0
0 τ 1 (1− α0)P1,2 τ 1 (1− α0) (1− P1,2)
0 τ 1 (1− α0)P1,2 τ 1 (1− α0) (1− T1,2)


i,i


= (τ1, τ 2 + τ1 (1− α0)P1,2, τ 3 + τ 1 (1− α0) (1− P1,2))

This leads to the compound entry vector

β =
³
γ1β

(1), γ2β
(2), γ3

´
= (τ1α0, τ2 + τ1 (1− α0)P1,2, τ 3 + τ 1 (1− α0) (1− P1,2))

A simple check may be carried out by adding the components of β. As we are
still concerned with probabilities, their sum must equal to one. Alternatively
the model may be validated by tracing all possible paths. Giving a closer
look to sublevel 1 reveals the possibility for bypassing that sublevel. This
happens with probability 1− α0. Accordingly the process may start there but
is instanteneously redirected to sublevel 2 or the absorbing state. Obviously
we need to take care of this contribution and include it in our calculations
for β2 and β3. No such thing can happen for β1 and so we are left with
the product of the corresponding entry probabilities. Turning attention to the
second parameter B, we now proceed to determine its value by substituting
the above matrices into expression 5.17. Some matrix algebra yields

B1,2 = b(1)β(2) [(I+V)P]1,2

= µ1

·µ
1 0

P2,1 (1− α0) 1

¶µ
0 P1,2
P2,1 0

¶¸
1,2

= µ1

µµ
0 P1,2
P2,1 P2,1 (1− α0)P1,2

¶¶
1,2

= µ1P1,2
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and

B2,1 = b(2)β(1) [(I+V)P]2,1
= µ2α0P2,1

which in turn leads to the second parameter of the compound matrix expo-
nential distribution

B =

µ −µ1 µ1P1,2
µ2α0P2,1 −µ2

¶
Please note, that the factor α0 represents the entry vector β

(1). The result
can be verified immediately without the need for tracing the paths through the
model. Actually the matrix V was not able to contribute anything substantial
to the second parameter B of the compound matrix exponential distribution.

The task of assembling layered matrix exponential distribution is best
implemented as a computer program. Although the necessary matrix calcu-
lations do not exhibit a certain mathematical beauty, they are close to being
optimal in terms of required memory and CPU time. It is not advisable to
carry out the calculations by hand. Assuming a positive value for β(2)2 in the
previous example forces the inversion step back into the game and prevents
any manual path tracking.
However, the concept of layered matrix exponential distributions enables

us to freely choose from any suitable composition of exponential nodes for
the purpose of approximation. In case the coefficient of variation, the vari-
ance to mean ratio or some higher moment changes we may simply replace
the corresponding micro level and repeat the model analysis. There is no
need to manually adapt the parameters of the compound matrix exponential
distribution or incorporate a complex approximation technique capturing all
possible changes of the underlying data.

Representations of the E2 or C2 type

We now proceed to introduce the simplest model for a call centre featuring
after call work. In the context of the agent state model discussed in section
1.4.1 this means, that we consider states available (idle), active (talking) and
ACW only. Furthermore we assume only primary agent states. Accordingly
there is only one active and one ACW state. When transformed to the
language of queueing this leads to a model with a structure similar to a
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Talk

αTA

1−αTA

Talk

ACW

ACW

Figure 5.13: Staged approach to the agent occupation time

M/E2/c/K or M/C2/c/K queueing system as shown in figure 5.13. Please
note, that we still go with the Poisson assumption for the arrivals. If each
state is modeled by an exponential service time distribution we are obviously
concerned with the models themselves. If not, we may choose to approximate
each state distribution by the methods described in chapter 4. By utilizing
the method of layered matrix exponential distributions discussed above we
are able to embed the corresponding approximation in the macro model of
E2 or C2 type.
The decision on whether to choose the Erlangian or the Coxian setup

depends on the call centre configuration. If the system automatically triggers
a transition to the ACW state on call termination, the former is sufficient.
If the agent is allowed to skip after call work or the system is able to detect
the necessity of it, a corresponding branching probability αTA needs to be
introduced into the model. In order to use the model then such behaviour
has to be reflected by reporting data as well. As an example consider the
report shown in figure 5.5. Assuming exponential service times for each node
the data presented by this report are sufficient for the Erlangian scenario
but do not provide enough information for the Coxian one. In fact we are
missing statistics which enable us to estimate the branching probability αTA.
These may either be given in terms of transition counts nij or state counts
nj observed within a representative time period. For the former we have

α̂TA =
nTA

nTA + nTI

where nTI denotes the number of transitions from talking to idle state. If
only state counts are available, one might ignore any temporal effects and
use the rough estimator

α̂TA =
nA
nT
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To capture developments over time we use the common balance argument

nj (t) =
SX
i=1

ni (t− 1)αij + εj (t)

where S is the total number of states and εj (t) is the error amounting for
the difference of actual and estimated occurence of nj (t). Proceeding further
this relation may be formulated as regression problem in matrix form, which
allows for the estimation of α̂ij. However, not any solution is valid. In fact
each α̂ij is an estimator for the branching probability and so we must have
0 5 α̂ij 5 1 and

PS
j=1 α̂ij = 1. While the latter can be shown to be satisfied

without further assumptions the former needs to be taken care of. As is
evident from the notation, these arguments remain valid for more complex
models as well. Also note, that these calculations at the macro level are not
affected by the choice of the service node approximation provided that the
branching probabilities are assumed to be independent from the structure of
the service nodes. In practice this will always be the case, if after call work
is always performed after the call. If the system offloads work to non-peak
times, two separate models for each scenario might be required.
Having completed the model setup a first glance on the performance in-

dicators is provided by the approximation methods for the M/G/c model
in section 3.2.13. Provided K is large enough and the squared coefficient of
variation c2S is at hand, one is led to immediate results. As we are concered
with matrix exponential distributions, c2S is readily deduced from expression
3.88 as

c2S = 2
Ψ [B−2]
Ψ2 [B−1]

− 1

for the agent holding time described by a matrix exponential distribution
with representation ME (β,B). As an example consider an Erlangian con-
figuration with exponentially distributed talking and ACW times. Then
the squared coefficient of variation evaluates to c2S =

1
2
and the overall queue

length becomes the average of the queue lengths of the correspondingM/M/c
and M/D/c models.
In order to derive exact results, no closed form solution exists even for the

simple configurations featuring exponential node distributions. This has al-
ready been indicated in standard text books such as [66]. Accordingly an iter-
ative approach such as the one introduced in the context of theM/ME/c//N
queueing system needs to be used.
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αTA 1−αAXACWTalk

AUX

αTX αAX

Figure 5.14: Staged configuration with one auxiliary state

Advanced Agent State Models

In adopting an agent perspective we have enhanced the classic model by an
additional stage. This has been intuitively appealing due to the fact, that
any after call work performed by the agent is directly related to the call and
therefore contributes to the agent occupation time. This is obviously not the
case for the auxiliary states, which may describe anything from an ordinary
break to tasks not related to the call. However, the phase type approach is
flexible enough to deal with this situation as well. From an application point
of view we simply assume, that any agent state may be treated as if it is
related to the call. In most cases this suggestion is also supported by the
reporting data available through the management information system (MIS).
Whatever state is chosen, the data are often represented in terms of counts or
time lengths. From a theoretical point of view we need to shed some light on
the matrix exponential description. This will be done shortly in the context
of a more complex model.
First consider the staged configuration shown in figure 5.14. Here we

have assumed only one auxiliary state, which is treated as being related
to the call. By adjusting the branching probabilities αTX and αAX we are
able to control the chance of the AUX state being entered during a typical
work cycle. When does it make sense to include the auxiliary state ? This
depends on the modeling requirements. In order to derive an appropriate
estimate for the number of agents to be staffed in a specific time period,
any contribution to the work cycle needs to be captured. In most countries
breaks of defined length and frequency are enforced by local government.
Although not productive these breaks are equivalent to the work performed
from a modeling perspective. Accordingly the effect of these breaks on the
key performance indicators is captured by the model.
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αTA
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Break

αABαTB αBP
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Figure 5.15: Staged configuration with two auxiliary states

Please note, that for mandatory after call work the branching probability
αTX = 0. We have decided to use a dashed line instead of a solid one to
emphasize the common nature of this specific feature.
It might be tempting to include the LOGOFF periods as well to capture

even more effects such as training times and illness periods. One has to be
careful here, because usually the LOGOFF times are not tracked by the MIS.
Instead they form the difference between the length of the measurement in-
terval and the aggregated occupation time of all states. Insofar the LOGOFF
periods violate the independence assumption. In bringing in business related
data provided by an external source this dependency could be avoided. Ex-
amples include average absence statistics and estimates of training frequency
and length.
Now consider the staged configuration shown in figure 5.15 featuring two

auxiliary states. Whereas BREAK is self-explanatory, the state PWRK de-
scribes any paperwork not related to a specific call. Examples might include
letter orders and written complaints.
Turning attention to the probabilistic description of the matrix exponen-

tial distribution related to the graph shown in figure 5.15, we first deduce
the transition matrix

P =


0 αTA αTB αTP
0 0 αAB αAP
0 0 0 αBP
0 0 αPB 0


Setting M = diag (µT , µA, µB, µP ) we immediately obtain the service rate
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matrix

B =M (P− I) =


−µT αTAµT αTBµT αTPµT
0 −µA αABµA αAPµA
0 0 −µB αBPµB
0 0 αPBµP −µP


and the exit vector

b = −B1 = (αT ,αA,αB,αP )
= (0, (1− αAB − αAP )µA, (1− αBP )µB, (1− αPB)µP )

As indicated by figure 5.15, we have assumed that αTA + αTB + αTP = 1,
i.e. there is no chance for absorption from the talking state. In suggest-
ing to introduce a dependency between the auxiliary states and the call we
have implicitely switched to an approximation. Obviously this approxima-
tion will perform quite well, if call arrivals dominate the remaining demands.
Expressed in mathematical terms this condition becomes

λ = λT À λB + λP (5.18)

We now think of the auxiliary states as being triggered by a call arrival as
part of a single work cycle and set λB = λP = 0. Accordingly the effect
caused by arrivals to the BREAK and PWRK states has to be captured by
the corresponding branching probabilities. For a system featuring mandatory
after call work their estimates are given by

α̂AB =
nB
nA
, α̂AP =

nP
nA

where nB, nP , nA and nT are the visit counts to states BREAK, PWRK,
ACW and TALK. Please note, that for mandatory after call work we have
nA = nT . As we only deal with call arrivals the entry vector assumes the
following simple form

β = (βT , 0, βB, βP ) = (1, 0, 0, 0)

In a sufficiently loaded call centre operation the above model is a suitable
choice, which pays regard to the impact of breaks or minor working tasks.
But this is not always the case. Most contact centre installations process
several channels and media types each with considerable demand. Condition
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Figure 5.16: Staged configuration with isolated auxiliary states

5.18 ceases to hold and so we have to find another alternative. Fortunately
this can be done by introducing some minor modifications to the model.
Assuming Poisson arrivals for the auxiliary states as well we are now

concerned with an overall arrival rate

λ = λT + λB + λP

The corresponding entry vector becomes

β = (βT , 0, βB, βP )

where βT ,βB,βP > 0. By setting αTB = αTP = αAB = αAP = 0 we are led to
a representation as the one shown in figure 5.16. For illustrational purposes
we have also included the entry probabilities. The problem of parameter
estimation has been shifted from the branching probabilities to the entry
probability vector. Rough estimates are provided by

β̂T =
nT

nT + nB + nP

β̂B =
nB

nT + nB + nP

β̂P =
nP

nT + nB + nP

We have implicitely assumed the availability of state counts from the MIS
data. Otherwise one may employ one of the methods discussed in the context
of E2 and C2 representations.
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So far we have presented a method for systematic analysis of call centre
configurations from an agent perspective. Although the phase type approach
is well suited the suggested techniques may be adapted to be applied in the
framework of Markovian state analysis. The latter may become necessary
when considering models with separate queues and/or priority disciplines
[164]. In some cases the more general QBD approach leads to results as has
been exercised in [161].
As before the service times for exponential nodes are easily estimated from

the data means, while non-exponential nodes may be approximated by one
of the methods of chapter 4. The resulting matrix exponential distribution
can be embedded into the macro model by utlizing the concept of layered
matrix exponential distributions as suggested in this chapter.

Timed After Call Work

We will now provide some information on how to match a deterministic dis-
tribution by using the fixed node approximation method suggested in section
4.3.4. This is especially useful for modeling timed after call work and will
also be used in the next section. It is always possible to use a brute force
approach and calculate the first three moments from a suitable generating
function or transform of the deterministic density function. However, this
requires some advanced methods and so we choose an indirect path. First
note, that the moments of the normal distribution N (ζ, σ2) with mean ζ and
variance σ2 are given by

µ
(1)
N = ζ

µ
(2)
N = ζ2 + σ2

µ
(3)
N = 3ζσ2 + ζ3

In accepting a value of 0 for the variance, we arrive at a deterministic distri-
bution with mean ζ := s and moments

µ
(1)
N = ζ = s

µ
(2)
N = ζ2 = s2

µ
(3)
N = ζ3 = s3

where s denotes the service time of the corresponding facility. Using this
moments µ(r)N instead of µ(r)F for r = 1, 2, 3 in the system of equations 4.4 and
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expressing the result in terms of the parameters yields

α̂1 =
2 (6− 6− 1) s3
(3− 1) s3 = −1

α̂2 =
2 (18 + 15− 9− 18− 1) s6
(12− 9 + 1) s3 (3− 1) s3 =

5

4

µ̂ =
(1− 3) s3
(2− 3) s4 =

2

s

The conditions for a valid approximation are satisfied, because µ̂ > 0 and

µ
(1)
N µ

(3)
N = s4 <

3

2
s4 =

3

2

³
µ
(2)
N
´2

for s > 0. From the configuration shown in figure 4.3 we may deduce the
matrix exponential components immediately, i.e.

β = (1, 0)

P =

µ
0 1− α̂1

1− α̂2 0

¶
=

µ
0 2
−1
4
0

¶
µ = (µ̂, µ̂) =

µ
2

s
,
2

s

¶
Obviously we are dealing with an improper transition matrix P, because
its elements do not belong to the interval [0, 1]. This is beyond the context
spanned by the classic theory of phase type distributions. Fortunately we are
using a matrix exponential framework, which is capable to cope with such a
configuration.

5.5.5 Comparison

In call centre performance engineering we often meet the M/M/c queueing
and the M/G/c/c loss model or their relatives Erlang delay and Erlang loss
formula. Although not suitable in any case, they are still widely applied in
practice. Unfortunately we still find them stated as the one-and-only tool
in performance engineering trainings held for call centre managers. In this
section we aim to compare the more generalM/M/c/K model with its matrix
exponential counterpart. For all systems we assume a configuration with c
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Figure 5.17: Impact of αTA on delay probability, blocking probability and
queue length

agents and K trunks. We have chosen the M/M/c/K model rather than
the so common combination of M/M/c and M/M/K/K system, because
the latter configuration omits the dependency between wait and loss. Such
a decoupling leads to severe errors for all estimates in heavy and overload
traffic situations. The second idea commonly met in practice is motivated by
the memoryless nature of simple queueing systems, i.e. the ability to sum the
service time parameters of separate states. One application is the inclusion
of the after call work time as part of the overall service time. So we aim to
provide an impact analysis on this issue as well. For simplicity and not to
clutter the graphs too much, we have decided to use E2 representations for
the majority of matrix exponential models presented here. For a thorough
understanding we also need to get an idea about the impact caused by the
branching probability αTA in a C2 like configuration. In practical terms
we are discussing the impact of optional after call work. As indicated in
figure 5.13, the E2 representation relates to the case of mandatory after call
work (ACW). For the system under consideration we have assumed, that
on the average ACW requires twice the time of a typical call. Iterating
over a wide range of arrival rates, we created the graphs shown in figure
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Figure 5.18: Effect of ACW on delay probability, blocking probability and
queue length

5.17. As might have been expected, the sojourn time of the service facility
increases with raising values for αTA. As a consequence the probability of
delay, blocking probability and queue length curves are shifted to the right,
i.e. the related performance indicators experience an increase as well. The
attentive reader might have noticed the vertical lines in each graph. These are
the demarkation points for the boundary between heavy and overload traffic,
i.e. for a utilization u = 1. For practical concerns we can safely assume, that
αTA is a probability and so we may conclude, that the E2 representation
forms a natural boundary for the more general C2 type configurations.
For the remaining examples we will switch back to the traffic intensity on

the x-axis. Turning attention to the effect caused by an introduction of after
call work, we first assume all nodes to follow an exponential distribution with
overall average service time s = 0.5. The resulting graph is shown in figure
5.18. The solid curves correspond to the Markovian case with µ = 2 and
c2S = 1, whereas for E2 we have chosen the parameters µ1 = µ2 = 2µ = 4
with c2S = 0.5. Additionally we have provided curves for the hypoexponential
distributions with parameters µ1 = 5µ = 10, µ2 =

¡
1− 1

5

¢−1
µ = 1.25µ = 2.5

denoted by ME1 and parameters µ1 = 1.142857µ, µ2 = 8µ = 16 denoted
by ME2. The corresponding squared coefficients of variation are c2S = 0.68
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Figure 5.19: Effect of timed ACW on delay probability, blocking probability
and queue length

and c2S = 0.78125 for ME1 and ME2, respectively. As indicated by c2S,
the extremes are found to be the curves for M and E2. Further tests for
a wide range of values for K lead to similar pictures. All curves stick close
together, suggesting a certain robustness for exponentially distributed talking
and ACW times. However, taking this robustness for granted might lead
to unexpected results. For the next example we consider exponential talking
times and deterministic ACW times in an E2 setting. The corresponding
rates are given by µT = 5 and µA = 0.5. From an applied point of view, we
are discussing the effects of timed ACW. Using the fixed node approximation
suggested in section 4.3.4, we arrive at a compound service facility with mean
sojourn time of 2.2 and squared coefficient of variation c2S = 0.008264463.
The resulting graph is shown in figure 5.19. Although the curves still exhibit a
certain similarity, deviation is more significant than for the previous example.
Simply adding the service time parameters of subsequent states may indeed
lead to significant errors.
For the above examples the squared coefficient of variation provided an

indication for the applicability of theM/M/c/K queue as an approximation
to a more complex matrix exponential system. It appears, that based on
our judgement of the squared coefficient of variation it is sufficient to supply
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Figure 5.20: A more complex example

the mean sojourn time of the matrix exponential service distribution to the
common M/M/c/K model. This hypothesis will now be validated for a
fancier setup than the ones we have used so far. Consider the model shown
in figure 5.16 and parametrized as follows

β = (βT , βA,βB,βP ) =

µ
7

10
, 0,

1

10
,
2

10

¶

P =


0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


µ = (µT , µA, µB, µP ) =

µ
10, 1,

1

10
, 10

¶
After having accounted for all internal transitions, we end up with agents
talking 70%, performing paperwork 20% and taking a break 10% of their
total staffed time. The overall service time distribution now features a mean
sojourn time of 1.79 and a squared coefficient of variation c2S = 5.728254.
Obviously our artificial choice of service times has led to large value for
c2S. Taught by experience we expect the M/M/c/K model to provide an
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Figure 5.21: Waiting times for matrix exponential and Markovian models

acceptable approximation. The result is shown in figure 5.20. So we have to
conclude, that even when taking into account the effects caused by auxiliary
states the M/M/c/K approximation provides an acceptable choice.
Before getting too enthusiastic, we should adopt a more pedantic view for

two reasons. First, our choice of scale might have been too coarse. So some
details could have been missed from the graphs. Second, up to now we only
looked at the queue length, not the waiting time. Especially for an arrival
rate λ < 1 the deviation in waiting time becomes a magnified version of the
queue length error caused by using a M/M/c/K approximation. This can
be easily seen from Little’s law. So we have to expect larger relative errors
for the waiting time in lightly loaded systems. For heavy loaded systems
the M/M/c/K approximation proves to be more robust. This also agrees
with what we might expect from heavy traffic theory [98][8]. To remedy both
deficiencies, we have provided graphs for the waiting time of the timed-ACW
and the advanced agent state example in figure 5.21. By close inspection we
are able to detect a significant deviation of the M/M/c/K approximation
from the exact model. In fact, for some points the relative error is larger
than 20% in both examples. This effect is mainly caused by the steep ascent
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of the waiting time curves in a lightly loaded region.
From the above examples we have to conclude, that the M/M/c/K ap-

proximation provides a reasonable approximation for blocking probability
and queue length on a coarse scale, for heavy traffic and overload situations.
In case of a lightly loaded system, we experience significant deviations es-
pecially for waiting time related performance indicators. The M/M/c/K
approximation fails and the exact matrix exponential model should be used.
This will also avoid errors caused by the systematic omission of structural
information.
Furthermore the relation between delay and blocking probability exhib-

ited in all graphs explains the failure of the separated modeling approach
based on M/M/c and M/G/K/K queueing systems for assessment of split
group size and trunk capacity. As a matter of fact, it is the relation between
delay and blocking probability, which has a significant impact on the results.
This also justifies our choice of the M/ME/c/K model for a simultaneous
assessment of split group and trunk sizes.

5.5.6 Extensions and Open Issues

Although the theory of matrix exponential queueing systems is young com-
pared to other representatives in the field, a broad spectrum of models has
already been worked out. In this section we briefly discuss the potential of
these extensions, their pros and contras. The presented selection is a rather
subjective one based on the author’s experience and attitude.

• One extension would be the inclusion of multiple priority classes into
matrix exponential queueing models. These priority classes would di-
rectly relate to different classes of calls, e.g. bronze, silver and gold
calls. As pointed out in section 5.4.2, the use of call priorities requires
a lot of care and very likely leads to adverse effects in overall call cen-
tre performance. This has been the main reason for omitting queueing
models with priorities.

• Due to space limitations we have left out the incorporation of multiple
classes into matrix exponential queueing models for further study. This
extension would be extremely beneficial for contact centre models as it
would allow for decoupling and explicit modeling of tasks and media
streams. As an example consider email, fax and voice call handling.
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• It would be very desirable to have the overflow process of a general
M/ME/c/K queueing system described in terms of a matrix exponen-
tial distribution. Unfortunately this does not work out. Recalling from
section 5.5.2, that even for the simple M/M/c/K queue the overflow
traffic is not of renewal type, we have to specify the entire overflow
process rather than its renewal distribution. However, we still can ap-
ply the methods introduced there to find some suitable approximations.
For call centre purposes it might be more fruitful to combine originating
and target split group into a single matrix exponential or Markovian
model. This avoids the specification of a complex non-renewal overflow
process. But one has to be very careful about how to assess the overflow
condition. If stated in terms of the queue length, we still work in the
domain of an ordinary queueing system capacity limit. If expressed as
a waiting time condition, the translation into a queue length descrip-
tion by use of Little’s law may fail, if there is high fluctuation in the
arrival rate. Furthermore the structure of the model now depends on
the arrival rate. If automated by a computer program, the assembly of
the phase configuration has to occur each time the mean arrival rate
for the busy hour changes.

• Another possible extension to the agent state models suggested above
is the introduction of retrials similar to the model presented in section
3.3.6. This has been left for further study, because some efforts are still
necessary to adapt the model to a matrix exponential framework. How-
ever, the calculation may be simplified tremendously by proceeding as
follows. Given a system with c agents and K > c trunks, we first use
the classical orbit model to derive the retrial arrival rate r and then use
the compound arrival rate λ+r as an input to theM/ME/c/K queue-
ing model. Recalling results from section 3.2.10, the retrial arrival rate
is calculated from E

³
λ+r
µ
, K
´
= r

λ+r
, where E (., .) denotes the Erlang

loss formula and µ−1 is the average talking time of an agent. The main
difficulty lies in the estimation of the arrival rate λ, as all retried calls
have to be excluded from the underlying sample. Although this is only
an approximation, it has an appealing interpretation. It enables us to
determine trunk capacities based on a given service level and estimated
arrival, retrial and service rate followed by an assessment of agent re-
sources from a given service level and further estimated rates for the
agent states. Following our terminology introduced at the beginning
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of this chapter, we construct an overlay of separate perspectives to
describe a complex configuration. In our case we are concerned with
trunk and agent view.

• In some cases it might be fruitful to include the call flow as part of the
arrival process, which results in the more generalME/ME/c/K queue.
With some care the methods suggested for the quasi birth-death process
in section 3.3.4 may be applied. In accordance with section 5.3 we
have to note, that most components of the call flow are of deterministic
nature. Insofar we have to make heavy use of fixed node approximation
techniques to find a tractable representation for the arrival process. In a
similar way we may also tackle the truncated service time distributions
used to model the interdigit timeouts. However, due to the differences
in shape of the original distribution and its approximation one might
expect significant deviations in the resulting performance indicators.
Due to space limitations such robustness considerations have been left
for further study.

At this point we have to mention the remarkable work [161] of D.A. Stan-
ford and W.K. Grassmann concerned with bilingual call centres. Although
this is a very special application, it often occurs in common call centre instal-
lations. The authors provide a solution procedure, waiting time distribution
and average delay together with numerical examples. The method of solution
is based on matrix geometric techniques as introduced by M. Neuts in [127].

5.6 Remarks and Applications
The major task of this chapter was to present a collection of methods for the
calculation of call centre performance indicators in terms of queueing theo-
retic results. For the genuine matrix exponential approach we also presented
a comparison to commonly applied models leading to statements of strength
and weakness. With all these results at hand one might ask how they fit into
a larger operational framework.
A major application will be found in the context of workforce manage-

ment. Roughly speaking, the central target of workforce management is to
have the right number of agents answer a forcasted volume of calls at the
desired service level. Using given values for some performance indicators,
the number of agents of a split group and the required trunk capacities may
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be calculated. In some cases derivations could not be reversed, but applying
an iterative approach may lead to the desired results. With all computa-
tions carried out in pseudo real time and by allowing for input parameter
adaption a call centre manager may easily create scenarios and compare the
predicted results. Introducing adaptions to the original model will lead to
a tuned algorithm for prediction of workload. The forcasted traffic volumes
may then serve as a framework for shift scheduling. It has been an accepted
strategy to let the agents decide about their assignment to a shift. Practice
has proven this to be a flexible and efficient way to incorporate the complex
organizational requirements into shift planning.
In our description of workforce management we mentioned that agent re-

sources shall be provisioned at a desired service level. The service level is a
metric measuring the quality of service in a call or contact centre. Unfor-
tunately its definition is not unique. The most common one is given by the
percentage of callers, which have to wait no longer than a predefined waiting
time threshold called acceptable waiting time (AWT). Obviously it does not
account for the amount of waiting time experienced by the caller provided he
or she has already waited beyond the AWT. This in turn may lead to adverse
management decisions, which bear a further increase of this excessive wait-
ing time. To avoid these drawbacks an improved service level concept has
been introduced by G. Koole in his paper [104]. He discussed a waiting time
metric called the average excess (AE), which leads to the following definition
for the service level

E
³
W̆q − AWT

´
=
pde

−(cµ−λ)AWT

cµ− λ

where pd is the probability of delay 3.17 encountered in the M/M/c queue.
Its simple form mainly rests on the memoryless property of the exponential
distribution.
The process of determining an appropriate number of agents or workforce

is also called staffing. Several approximations have been developed for this
problem. Best known is the so called square root staffing principle, which
has been used as rule of thumb by call centre managers for years. More
recently it has been treated rigorously by M. Reimann, A. Mandelbaum, W.
Whitt and others, e.g. see [26]. In its simplest form the square root staffing
principle is given by

c = ρ+ k
√
ρ (5.19)
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where ρ is the offered load and k
√
ρ is the safety staffing. The value for k is

determined by operational requirements. For example, one may use a positive
function of the ratio of staffing and delay cost [103]. In accepting theM/M/c
queue as a framework, the factor k may also be derived from thresholds
for common performance indicators. Assuming an objective related to the
waiting probability one proceeds as follows. First note, that the Erlang loss
formula 3.21 may be stated in terms of the Poisson distribution, i.e.

pb =
Pr
n
X̆ = c

o
Pr
n
X̆ 5 c

o
with X̆ denoting the corresponding random variable. Substituting expression
5.19 and applying the normal approximation to the Poisson distribution leads
to [174]

pb =
1√
ρ

ϕ (k)

Φ (k)

where ϕ (k) and Φ (k) denote density and distribution function of the normal
distribution. Noting the formal relation between Erlang delay formula 3.17
and Erlang loss formula 3.21, the probability of delay may be calculated as
follows

pd =
cpb

c− ρ+ ρpb
≈

¡
ρ+ k

√
ρ
¢ ϕ(k)
Φ(k)

ρ
³
k + ϕ(k)

Φ(k)

´
For large values of ρ we may safely ignore the term k

√
ρ, which leads to

pd ≈
ϕ(k)
Φ(k)

k + ϕ(k)
Φ(k)

=

µ
1 +

kϕ (k)

Φ (k)

¶−1
Provided the probability of delay is bounded by a value α to ensure quality
of service for the split group under consideration, the value of k is given by
the solution of

α =

µ
1 +

kϕ (k)

Φ (k)

¶−1
The square root staffing principle has been shown to be robust even in pres-
ence of abandonments and for the more general M/G/c queueing model for
square integrable service times [103]. However, we still remain in the realm
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of infinite queueing models and so we cannot assess the number of agents
and the trunk capacity in a single step. This may lead to an overestimation
of split or skill group sizes in presence of severely limited trunk resources.
One may argue, that the determination of trunk sizes belongs to operational
planning rather than workforce management. This is indeed true, but the
previous section has shown stringent dependencies to exist. When omitted,
this may lead to corrupted results.
Broadening context, we encounter another application. Operational plan-

ning is concerned with the efficient allocation of resources leading to a max-
imization of revenue. Targets are best formulated by the use of objective
functions, which may differ with respect to organization or application. For
example consider a freephone number. The overall trunk cost, which are in
turn assembled from the trunk size K and the average cost per trunk port,
contribute negatively to the revenue. This is different for value added ser-
vices, where trunk usage causes returns. Any performance indicator dicussed
in this chapter may readily become part of an objective function, which allows
the call centre management to monitor their economical and organizational
objectives. For a detailed exposition on operational planning please refer to
the book [164] by R. Stolletz.



Appendix A

Stochastic Processes

A.1 Introduction

If one wishes to model real world phenomena and gain deeper insight into
them, an adequate set of mathematical and probabilistic tools is required.
One such tool is the theory of stochastic processes concerned with the ab-
straction of empirical processes. Examples include the flows of events in time
and evolutionary models in biological science. Associated with the concept of
a stochastic process are the state space and the parameter space. Whereas the
latter is often identified with time, the former contains all values the process
can assume. If the parameter space is not limited to time only, i.e. possesses
a higher dimension, stochastic processes are also called random fields. In the
following discussion, the parameter space is limited to the one dimensional
case and treated as time.

Definition 23 Let T denote the parameter space. A stochastic process is
a family of random variables {X(t) : t ∈ T} defined on the same probability
space.

Definition 24 A stochastic chain is a stochastic process with countable (dis-
crete) state space. It will be denoted by {Xt : t ∈ T}.

As stated above, it is very important, that each random variable X(t)
assumes the same state space. Flipping a coin and throwing a dice are
independent experiments. Their combination alone does not constitute a
stochastic process.

245
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Figure A.1: Examples of stochastic processes

Figure A.1 shows examples for each combination of state and parameter
space. Notation has chosen according to above definitions specifying two
stochastic chains on the left and the more general processes with continous
state space on the right. These graphs are called sample graphs, because
they reflect one possible realization of a stochastic process over time. By
keeping the time fixed and considering the possible realizations one arrives
at another view, that is the process as a random variable for a certain point
in time. These dualistic perspectives are central to the theory of stochastic
processes and give rise to concepts such as ergodicity. Ergodicity deals with
the problem of determining measures for stochastic processes. For example,
the ergodic theorem states, that under certain conditions, the time average
equals the ensemble average (almost sure). The time average is deducted
from a single realization over infinite time and the ensemble average is the
mean over all possible realizations for a certain point in time.
A central concept to the theory of stochastic processes is stationarity. It

releases the requirement of time dependence allowing for a steady state view
of certain processes.

Definition 25 A stochastic process X(t) will be called stationary, if its joint
distributions are left unchanged by shifts in time, i.e. (X(t1), ...,X(tn)) and
(X(t1 + h), ..., X(tn + h)) have the same distribution for all h and t1, ..., tn.

The general discussion will end here and we will turn to examples impor-
tant to queueing theory. Proceeding further would require an introduction to
measure theory. For readable accounts refer to [89][90][36][77]. The standard
reference in the field is [42].
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A.2 Markov Processes

General stochastic processes may exhibit a complicated dependence struc-
ture. By restricting the dependence of the future to the present, not allow-
ing for any influence from the past, one arrives at what is called a Markov
process. At first sight such a restriction seems to be a serious one, but this
is not necessarily the case. Considering effects of births and deaths to deter-
mine tomorrows distribution of a population is only one example. Compared
to general stochastic processes, Markov processes are mathematically more
tractable. Furthermore they may serve as approximations to more elaborate
models.

Definition 26 A stochastic process {X(t) : t ∈ T} is called Markov process,
if for any set of n time points t1 < ... < tn the conditional distribution of
X(tn), given the values X(t1), ..., X(tn−1), depends only on X(tn−1), i.e. for
any x1, ..., xn

Pr {X(tn) ≤ xn|X(t1) = x1, ..., X(tn−1) = xn−1}
= Pr {X(tn) ≤ xn|X(tn−1) = xn−1} (A.1)

According to the type of parameter space, Markov processes are classi-
fied in discrete parameter Markov processes and continous parameter Markov
processes. They are determined by the transition probabilities P (s, t, x, A)
and an initial distribution. Here P (s, t, x, A) describes the probability of the
transition from state x to a state y ∈ A within time |t− s|. In case A is
finite or at most countable, it can be calculated by

P (s, t, x, A) =
X
y∈A

Pr {X(t) = y|X(s) = x} (A.2)

If the transition probability depends only on the difference of s and t, i.e.
P (s, t, x,A) = P (|t− s| , x, A), the Markov process is called a (time-)homogenous
Markov process. The case of discrete parameter space will be discussed in
more detail in the next section. The literature focusing on Markov processes
is highly based on measure theory and functional analytic concepts, one clas-
sical reference is [147].
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A.3 Markov Chains

Markov chains provide the means to calculate limiting distributions under
relatively mild conditions. As such they find wide applications in modeling
real world phenomena met in engineering and science. The ease in calculation
is reached by restricting the state space.

Definition 27 A Markov process with countable (discrete) state space is
called Markov chain. Alternatively it can be seen as stochastic chain, which
satisfies equation A.1.

Markov chains are classified by their parameter space thus appearing
either as discrete time or continous time variants. Based on the definition
for Markov processes, a Markov chain will be called (time-)homogenous, if
the transition probabilities do not depend on time. In the following sections
only homogenous Markov chains will be discussed.

A.3.1 Homogenous Markov Chains in Discrete Time

As both state space S and parameter space T are now discrete, the transition
probabilities given in A.2 may be simplified to pij = Pr {Xn = j|Xn−1 = i}.
These probabilities may be assembled to thematrix of transition probabilities
of stage 1 :

P = (pij)i,j∈T =

 p11 p12 · · ·
p21 p22 · · ·
...

...


Please note, that the term matrix is used in the wide sense. It includes
the possibility of infinite dimension. A short introduction to the algebra of
denumerable matrices is given in [93]. The probability of reaching state j
starting from state i within m steps is denoted by p(m)ij and calculated using
the Chapman Kolmogorov equations

p
(m)
ij =

X
k∈T

p
(m−1)
ik pkj

for m ≥ 2. In other words, the m-step transition probabilities are recur-
sively defined by the single step transition probabilities. The idea behind the
Chapman Kolmogorov equations is, that before proceeding to state j within
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Figure A.2: Chapman Kolmogorov Equations

a single step, state k has to be reached from state i within m − 1 steps. As
state k can be any state in state space, one has to sum up all probabilities.
This is also shown in figure A.2. In matrix notation, the system of Chapman
Kolmogorov equations is reduced to the power operation, that is P(m) = Pm.
Given a vector of initial distributions a, the state of the process after m
steps is given by aPm. So a Markov chain is fully determined by an initial
distribution and the transition probabilities. This we had expected already
from the more general framework of Markov processes.
Based on the experience with empirical processes one may ask for a steady

state following a startup phase. In mathematical terms steady state is de-
scribed by a limiting distribution, which is independent of any initial distri-
bution. For such a limit to exist, certain restrictions become necessary. One
of the more obvious conditions is, that the Markov chain under analysis shall
not consist of independent subchains. Visualized as graph, there must be a
path of positive probability between each pair of states.

Definition 28 A Markov chain is irreducible, if all its states communicate,
i.e. any i 6= j ∈ S satisfies

p
(m)
ij > 0

Otherwise it is called reducible.

If a chain is reducible, it can be splitted up into subchains with each of
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them analyzed separately. Mathematically expressed irreducibility defines
an equivalence relation resulting in a certain grouping of states. It turns
out, that the properties discussed below are shared by all members of an
irreducible Markov chain. One of them is periodicity. As an example consider
a bistable flip-flop toggling between states 0 and 1 at every time instant. This
behaviour is clearly periodic, as the process returns to the starting state every
second step. The initial distribution is preserved to infinity and no steady
state can be achieved.

Definition 29 A state is called aperiodic, if the greatest common divisor ofn
m|p(m)ii > 0

o
equals 1. If not, the state is called periodic. For an irreducibility class, the
period is the same for all class members.

In order to assume a steady state, we have to assure, that the Markov
chain does not drift to infinity or get stuck in a group of states. The visiting
behaviour of each state has to be inspected more closely.

Definition 30 Let f (m)i describe the probability to return to state i within m
steps, i.e.

f
(m)
i = Pr {Xm = i, Xk 6= i : k = 1, 2, ...,m− 1|X0 = i}

and define fi to be the probability to return to state i in a finite or infinite
number of steps, that is

fi =
∞X
m=1

f
(m)
i

then state i is called recurrent, if fi = 1. For fi < 1 it is called transient. In
case of a recurrent state

mi =
∞X
m=1

mf (m)i

is called the mean recurrence time. For mi < ∞ state i is called positive
recurrent, otherwise it is called null recurrent. For an irreducibility class,
these properties extend to all members.
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Figure A.3: A simple Markov chain example

Instead of assuming an almost sure return to state i for recurrence, we
could also ask for an almost sure infinite number of visits to state i in the
above definition. Indeed, it turns out that both conditions are equivalent:

Theorem 31 Given νi = #(n > 0 : Xn = i) the number of visits to state i,
the following conditions are equivalent: fi = 1⇔ Pr {νi =∞} = 1⇔ Eνi =
∞.
For a proof, please refer to [36]. Combining all the properties discussed

so far leads to the concept of ergodicity.

Definition 32 An irreducible, aperiodic and positive recurrent Markov chain
is called ergodic.

Before proceeding to the existence of the limiting distribution, consider
the example shown in figure A.3. State 0may be reached from state 1 and vice
versa. These states communicate and are periodic. State 2 acts like a trap -
once entered the process can not escape. Such a state is called an absorbing
state. A little calculation shows that f (2)0 = f

(2)
1 = 3

4
and f (m)0 = f

(m)
0 = 0 for

m 6= 2. Hence f0 = f1 =
3
4
< 1. Both states are transient, whereas state

2 is positive recurrent. The properties are not shared among states, so the
chain is not irreducible. This can also be seen from the fact, that there is no
communication from state 2 to state 1.
The limiting distribution assumed by a Markov chain in steady state will

be denoted by πi = limn→∞Pr {Xn = i}. These probabilities are sometimes
called stationary. If they exist, no transition of the underlying Markov chain
affects the probability vector π = (πi)i∈S. In matrix form, the following
equilibrium conditions hold

π = πP,
X
i∈S

πi = 1 (A.3)
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We are now ready to summarize the main results on the existence of the
limiting distribution π:

Theorem 33 Given an aperiodic Markov chain in discrete time, the limits
πi = limn→∞Pr {Xn = i} for all i ∈ S exist. For an irreducible and aperiodic
Markov chain the following expression holds

πi =
1

mi

These limits are independent of the initial distribution but do not necessarily
constitute a probability distribution, becausemi might become infinite. In case
the underlying Markov chain is ergodic, the vector π = (πi)i∈S represents a
valid probability distribution.

Turning attention to the requirement of ergodicity for the existence of
a stationary distribution it turns out, that irreducibility and aperiodicity
are easy to verify. Proving recurrence often becomes cumbersome. So one
often starts from the opposite direction, that is calculating the solution to A.3
first. By the existence of the stationary distribution vector π, the underlying
discrete timeMarkov chain may be assumed to be positive recurrent. Another
useful fact is, that every irreducible Markov chain with a finite number of
states is also positive recurrent. Furthermore standard matrix calculus may
be applied to derive the solutions.
Although a Markov chain is per definition memoryless, it may be applied

to a wider class of models. Therefore a stochastic process is observed only,
when state transitions occur. These occurences are called regeneration points.
The resulting process satisfies the definition of a discrete time Markov chain.
It is called an embedded Markov chain and proves to be useful especially in
the theory of queues.
Markov chains in discrete time have been widely explored, so there exists a

vast amount of literature. Classics include [89], [90], [36] and [42]. Numerical
aspects relevant for applied Markov chains are discussed in [163]. A very
detailed treatment is found in [93].

A.3.2 Homogenous Markov Chains in Continous Time

There are several approaches to the analysis of Markov chains in continous
time. We will follow the traditional approach, because it nicely relates to the
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methods used for discrete time Markov chains. With some slight modifica-
tions in notation to reflect the continuity of the parameter the transition prob-
abilities are defined as pij(s, t) = Pr {X(t) = j|X(s) = i}. Time-homogenity
allows us to write pij(s, t) = pij(0, t − s) =: pij(t − s). Please note, there is
no such concept like a single step transition probability, because a dedicated
time unit does not exist. Consequently infitesimal calculus has to be applied
to gain results in continous time. This in turn requires additional restrictions
to be imposed on the transition rate matrix P(t):

Definition 34 A matrix P = (pij)i,j∈S is called stochastic, if pij > 0 for all
i, j ∈ S, Pj pij = 1 for all i ∈ S and at least one element in each column
differs from zero.

Definition 35 P(t) is called a transition semigroup on state space S, if P(t)
is a stochastic matrix, P(0) = I and P(t+ s) = P(t)P(s).

The last condition assumed for P(t) to be a transition semigroup is the
continous time equivalent of the system of Chapman Kolmogorov equations.
Furthermore assume, that the transition probabilities are continous at 0, that
is limt→0P(t) = P(0) = I. This in turn implies

lim
t→0
pij(t) = pij(0)

and

qij := lim
t→0

pij(t)− pij(0)
t

(A.4)

with 0 ≤ qij <∞ for i 6= j and qii ≤ 0. Rewritten in matrix notation Q :=
(qij)i,j∈S one arrives at the infinitesimal generator. The matrix equivalent of
A.4 is

Q = lim
t→0

P(t)−P(0)
t

= lim
t→0

P(t)− I
t

Based on the inifinitesimal generator we are able to define further properties
for the transition semigroup P(t):

Definition 36 P(t) is called stable, if −qii <∞ for all i ∈ S. P(t) is called
conservative, if −qii =

P
j∈S,j 6=i qij for all i ∈ S.

The latter probability derives from the conservation equality
P

j∈S pij(t) =
1 for fixed t. In other words, any work performed by the process is preserved.
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Rewriting the system of Chapman Kolmogorov equations as P(t+s)−P(t) =
P(t)P(s)−P(t), dividing by s

P(t+ s)−P(t)
s

=
P(t)P(s)−P(t)

s
= P(t)

P(s)− I
s

(A.5)

and passing to the limit s→∞ one arrives at Kolmogorov’s forward differ-
ential system

d

dt
P(t) = P(t)Q

Extracting P(t) in A.5 to the right side results in Kolmogorov’s backward
differential system

d

dt
P(t) = QP(t)

In traditional notation, these systems may be written as

d

dt
pij(t) = pij(t)qjj +

X
k∈S,k 6=j

pik(t)qkj (A.6)

d

dt
pij(t) = qiipij(t) +

X
k∈S,k 6=i

qikpkj(t)

By embedding a discrete time Markov chain the concepts of irreducibility,
communication, transience, recurrence and positive recurrence are inherited.
Therefore one has to note, that for each c > 0, Yn = X(t) with t = cn
describes a Markov chain in discrete time [64]. Obviously there is no aperi-
odicity, as we miss a dedicated time unit for continous time Markov chains.
Now we are in the position to calculate the steady state distribution of a

Markov chain in continous time. Let pj(0) = Pr {X(0) = j} denote the initial
probability for state j and define p = (pj(0))j∈S as the initial probability
vector. Choosing equation A.6 and applying the law of total probability
pj(t) =

P
i∈S pij(t)pi(0) results in

d

dt
pj(t) = qjjpj(t) +

X
k∈S,k 6=i

pk(t)qkj (A.7)

Irreducibility now assures the existence of the limiting probabilities pj =
limt→∞ pj(t). Assuming an equilibrium, there is no variation in pj(t), that is
d
dt
pj(t) = 0. Equation A.7 now becomes

0 = qjjpj(t) +
X

k∈S,k 6=i
pk(t)qkj
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or in matrix notation
0 = pQ (A.8)

This system of equations is often associated with the concept of global bal-
ance. Forcing the pj to form a valid probability distribution by imposing the
additional restriction X

j∈S
pj = 1

one has successfully derived the stationary probabilities with p the stationary
probability vector. A similar derivation also exists for Kolmogorov’s backward
differential system. Knowing how to calculate steady state distributions, one
may ask, under what circumstances such solutions remain valid. Based on
the definitions of stability and conservativity we are able to state two simple
conditions:

Theorem 37 Given a conservative continous time Markov chain, Kolmogorov’s
backward differential system is valid. Kolmogorov’s forward differential sys-
tem applies for a stable Markov chain in continous time.

Please note, that the global balance equations also remain valid for the
discrete case, as the infinitesimal generator may be constructed asQ = P−I.
In either case they have an intuitive interpretation. The flow out of a certain
state has to equal the flow into that state. Clearly this concept is related
to conservativity and stability. For further reading on the topics discussed
we recommend [29] and [163]. Proofs, which were skipped, are found in the
former reference.
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Appendix B

Computer Programs

Through the entire text we have used computer programs to generate graphs
and calculate the more demanding examples. Some routines were solely de-
veloped illustrational purposes while other ones have already been applied in
practice. We have compiled the most useful algorithms and utility functions
into some form of queueing library. The corresponding source codes are now
presented and explained in this appendix.

We have used two programming platforms for development, which are
the open source programming language R (http://www.r-project.org) to
be used on any standard personal computer and the Casio Classpad 330
table calculator [33]. The majority of routines has been implemented on
both systems revealing the far reaching power of todays’ table calculators.
However, in some cases not enough processing power is available and so the
corresponding procedures have been developed for R only. We have to note,
that especially the R source code has not been optimized for performance.
Instead we aimed to provide a code library, which allows for simple manip-
ulation and usage. Furthermore we tried to stick close to the underlying
mathematical apparatus and not to use high sophisticated packages avail-
able from libraries or the like. We hope, that all these undertakings aid in
repeating the experiments, tracing the results, generating new results and
extending the framework.

257
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B.1 Library Description
As mentioned above, the queueing library has been implemented in R and for
the Classpad 330 table calculator. Although the implementations differ, the
function signatures are similar for both systems. Accordingly the function
names and parameter sets do not change. The following list provides an
overview over all procedures and functions.

• qmmck(r,c,k) is an exact implementation of the M/M/c/K model
described in section 3.2.3. The input parameters specify traffic intensity
r (ρ), number of servers c (c) and system size k (K). The corresponding
variables as used in mathematical expressions has been put in brackets.
This function calculates the steady state probabilities p (p) and various
steady state performance indicators such as average queue length Lq
(Lq), average system size L (L), blocking probability PrBlock (pb) and
delay probability PrDelay (pd).

• qerlb(r,c) is a straightforward implementation of the Erlang loss for-
mula 3.21. Accordingly it calculates the blocking probability pb for the
M/G/c/c queueing system.

• qxhlp(r,c) is a utility function, which calculates ς (ρ, c) as given by ex-
pression 3.61. This function is called by qxdmc(r,c) and qxmdc(r,c).

• qxmdc(r,c) provides a suitable multiplication factor, which relatesWq

and Lq of the M/M/c model to those of the M/D/c queueing system.
This function belongs to the framework set forth byWhitt, Cosmetatos,
Krämer and Langenbach-Belz. It is called by qggc(r,c,ct,cs).

• qxdmc(r,c) provides a suitable multiplication factor, which relatesWq

and Lq of the M/M/c model to those of the D/M/c queueing system.
This function belongs to the framework set forth byWhitt, Cosmetatos,
Krämer and Langenbach-Belz. It is called by qggc(r,c,ct,cs).

• qggc(r,c,ct,cs) implements several approximations for the G/G/c
queueing system. In addition to the parameters described above the
sqared coefficient of variation for the interarrival time ct (c2T ) and
the service time cs (c2S) are accepted as well. Based on our treat-
ment in section 3.2.20, the function first calculates idle probability
MMc-P0 (p0), delay probability MMc-Pd (pd) and average queue length
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MMc-Lq (L(M/M/c)q ) for the M/M/c queue. From there it proceeds to
derive MDc-Lq (L(M/D/c)q ) and DMc-Lq (L(D/M/c)q ) as intermediate re-
sults. Finally it computes the Allen-Cuneen approximation for the
average queue length AC-Lq (Lq) as well as the Kimura and Page ap-
proximations Kim-Lq and Page-Lq (Lq). According to the value for
c2T , a suitable approximation is chosen from the latter two. The Allen-
Cuneen approximation is provided independently. In order to produce
meaningful results, the stability condition r < c has to be satisfied.

• qmmecn(la,b,my,P,c,N) provides an exact solution for the matrix ex-
ponential M/ME/c//N model by using the results from section 3.3.2
and 3.3.3. Due to its complexity, this algorithm has only been im-
plemented in R. The function accepts as input parameters the ar-
rival rate la (λ), an entry vector b (β), a vector of service rates my
(µ = (µ1, µ2, . . . , µk)), a transition matrix P (P), the number of servers
c (c) and system capacity N (N). The tupel (β,µ,P) is an equivalent
specification for the matrix exponential service distributionME (β,B),
because B = diag (µ) (P− I). If multiple servers are specified, the
routine first assembles the state space SS and the matrices M, L and
E. The latter are compound versions of the matrices Mn, Ln and En
for 0 < n 5 c. Although this is far from being computationally ef-
ficient, this implementation also allows for experiments with Markov
chain solvers. As a next step the auxiliary and steady state probabil-
ity vectors are calculated. This is a direct extension of the algorithm
for c = 2 given by L. Lipsky in his book [116]. Finally the perfor-
mance indicators are computed and returned in a format similar to
qmmck(r,c,k).

• qmemn(b,my,P) is a supporting routine, which computes the mean ser-
vice time from the parameters of a matrix exponential distribution.
It has been designed to simplify comparison with results from the
M/M/c/K or G/G/c queueing model. This function is only available
in R.

• qmecv(b,my,P) is a supporting routine, which computes the squared
coefficient of variation for the mean service time. It has been designed
to simplify comparison with results from the G/G/c queueing system.
This function is only available in R.
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The thoughtful reader might have realized, that all routine names start
with q. We hope, that this prevents the R workspace and the Classpad 330
variable manager from becoming cluttered by some weird names spread over
the entire alphabet. For the latter, this concept has also been extended to
the name assignment of global variables.

B.2 R
The easiest way to install the new functions to your workspace is by using the
internal editor. First copy the file queueing.r to your work directory, then
enter edit(file=’’queueing.r’’) in the R command line. After the editor
has opened, press CTRL-A to select the entire file contents followed by CTRL-R
to execute the selection. Then close the editor. Now each function can
be invoked by simply entering its name and the corresponding parameters.
Whenever a function does return more than a single value, all results are
embedded in a data frame. This compound variable type is unique to R and
allows for simple access of its contents by name of the element.
The available functions have been arranged in two groups. Utility and

helper functions have been assigned to the first group, whereas the model im-
plementations for theM/M/c/K, theM/ME/c//N and theG/G/c queueing
model belong to the second group. The sole purpose for this arrangement
has been the gain in readability of the source code. There is no impact on
the execution.

#
# helper functions
#

iif=function(c,t,f) if (c) return(t) else return(f)
fac=function(n) return(gamma(n+1))
qerlb=function(r,c) return(r^c/fac(c)/sum(r^(0:c)/fac(0:c)))
qxhlp=function(r,c)

return(min(0.2499975,(1-r/c)*(c-1)*(sqrt(4+5*c)-2)/16/r))
qxdmc=function(r,c)

return((0.5-2*qxhlp(r,c))*exp(-2*(c-r)/3/r))
qxmdc=function(r,c) return((1+qxhlp(r,c))/2)
qmemn=function(b,my,P)
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return(-sum(b%*%solve(diag(my)%*%(P-diag(length(my))))))
qmecv=function(b,my,P) {
h=solve(diag(my)%*%(P-diag(length(my))))
return(2*sum(b%*%h%*%h)/sum(b%*%h)^2-1)
}

#
# model implementations
#

qmmck=function(r,c,k) {
# r ... rho
# c ... no of servers
# k ... no of customers in system k>=c

stopifnot(k>=c)
u=r/c; # utilization
kk=k+1

n=seq(0,c-1)
p=rep(0,k+1)
p[1]=1/(sum(iif(r==c,c^n,r^n)/fac(n))
+r^c*iif(r==c,kk-c,(1-u^(kk-c))/(1-u))/fac(c))

for (i in 2:kk)
p[i]=p[i-1]*r/min(i-1,c)

n=seq(0,k)
l=sum(n*p)
lq=sum((n[(c+1):(k+1)]-c)*p[(c+1):(k+1)])
pd=sum(p[(c+1):k]) # pr{delay}
pb=p[k+1] # pr{blocked}

d=data.frame(l,lq,pd,pb,t(p))
colnames(d)<-c(’’L’’,’’Lq’’,’’PrDelay’’,’’PrBlock’’,as.character(n))
return(d)
}
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qmmecn=function(la,b,my,P,c,N) {
# b ... vector of init probabilities for service fac
# my ... vector of my’s (service rates) for service fac
# P ... transition probability matrix for service fac
# c ... number of service facilities
# N ... number of customers

stopifnot(N>=c)
stopifnot(require(gtools))
k=unique(dim(P)) # number of stages
stopifnot(length(k)==1 && length(b)==k && length(my)==k)

# define exit vector
x=iif(length(my)==1,my,diag(my))%*%(diag(k)-P)%*%rep(1,k)

if (c>1) {

# construct state space
SS=combinations(k+1,c,c(0:k),set=F,repeats=T)[-1,c:1]

# assemble matrix of service rates M
h=NA
for (i in 1:nrow(SS)) h=c(h,sum(my[SS[i,]]))
M=diag(h[-1])

# assemble matrix E,L and PP
E=matrix(0,nrow(SS)-choose(k+c-1,c),nrow(SS))
L=matrix(0,ncol(E),nrow(E));L[1:k,1]=x/my
PP=matrix(0,nrow(SS),nrow(SS))
l=1;u=k
for (n in 1:c) {
v=u+choose(k+n,n+1)
for (i in l:u) {
hi=rep(0,k+1)
hi[sort(unique(SS[i,]))+1]=table(SS[i,])
if (i<u) for (j in (i+1):u) {
hj=rep(0,k+1)
hj[sort(unique(SS[j,]))+1]=table(SS[j,])
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h=hj[-1]-hi[-1]
if (length(h[h!=0])==2 && min(h)==-1 && max(h)==1) {
ii=which(h==-1);jj=which(h==1)
PP[i,j]=P[ii,jj]*sum(SS[i,]==ii)*my[ii]/M[i,i]
PP[j,i]=P[jj,ii]*sum(SS[j,]==jj)*my[jj]/M[j,j]
}
}
if (n<c) for (j in (u+1):v) {
hj=rep(0,k+1)
hj[sort(unique(SS[j,]))+1]=table(SS[j,])
h=hj[-1]-hi[-1]
if (length(h[h!=0])==1 && sum(h)==1) {
jj=which(h==1)
E[i,j]=b[jj]
L[j,i]=x[jj]*sum(SS[j,]==jj)/M[j,j]
}
}
}
l=u+1;u=v
}

# postcondition check
stopifnot(all((PP+L%*%E)%*%rep(1,nrow(PP))-1<1e-10))

# assemble matrix B
B=M%*%(PP-diag(nrow(PP)))

# calculate R(c,n) for n=0...N-c
u=nrow(B);l=u-choose(k+c-1,c)+1;j=l-choose(k+c-2,c-1)
Rc=list();Rc[1]=list(-la*solve(B[l:u,l:u]))
hi=la*diag(u-l+1)-B[l:u,l:u]
hj=M[l:u,l:u]%*%L[l:u,j:(l-1)]%*%E[j:(l-1),l:u]
if (N-c>=1) for (n in 1:(N-c))
Rc[n+1]=list(la*solve(hi-Rc[[n]]%*%hj))

# calculate R(n,N-c) for n=c...1
Rn=list();Rn[c]=Rc[N-c+1]
u=nrow(B)
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if (c>1) for (n in (c-1):1) {
j=u-choose(k+n,n+1);l=j+1;i=l-choose(k+n-1,n)
hi=la*diag(l-i)-B[i:j,i:j]
hj=E[i:j,l:u]%*%Rn[[n+1]]%*%M[l:u,l:u]%*%L[l:u,i:j]
Rn[n]=list(la*solve(hi-hj))
u=j
}

# assemble aux vectors
rn=list();rn[1]=list(b);rn[2]=list(b%*%Rn[[1]])
l=1
if (c>1) for (n in 2:c) {
i=l+choose(k+n-2,n-1);u=i-1;j=u+choose(k+n-1,n)
rn[n+1]=list(rn[[n]]%*%E[l:u,i:j]%*%Rn[[n]])
l=i
}
rc=list();rc[N-c+1]=rn[c+1]
if (N>c) for (n in (N-c+1):2)
rc[n-1]=list(rc[[n]]%*%Rc[[n-1]])

# assemble (unnormalized) steady state prob vector
p=c(sapply(rn,sum),rev(sapply(rc,sum))[-1])
p=p/sum(p)

} else {

# algorithm for c=1
B=iif(length(my)==1,my,diag(my))%*%(P-diag(k))
hi=solve(diag(k)-B/la-matrix(rep(1,length(b)))%*%b)
hj=diag(k)-la*solve(B)
if (N>1) for (j in 2:N)
hj=diag(k)+hi%*%hj
p=rep(0,N+1)
p[1]=1/(b%*%hj%*%rep(1,length(b)))
hj=diag(k)
if (N>1) for (j in 2:N) {
hj=hj%*%hi
p[j]=p[1]*b%*%hj%*%rep(1,length(b))
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}
p[N+1]=-la*p[1]*b%*%hj%*%solve(B)%*%rep(1,length(b))

}

# calculate performance indicators
n=seq(0,N)
l=sum(n*p)
lq=sum((n[1:(N-c+1)])*p[(c+1):(N+1)])
pd=sum(p[(c+1):N]) # pr{delay}
pb=p[N+1] # pr{blocked}

d=data.frame(l,lq,pd,pb,t(p))
colnames(d)<-c(’’L’’,’’Lq’’,’’PrDelay’’,’’PrBlock’’,as.character(n))
return(d)
}

qggc=function(r,c,ct,cs) {
# r ... rho = service_time / interarr_time
# c ... no of servers
# ct ... squared coeff of variation interarr_time
# cs ... squared coeff of variation service_time

stopifnot(r<c)
u=r/c; # utilization
p0=1/(r^c/fac(c)/(1-u)+sum(r^(0:(c-1))/fac(0:(c-1))))
pd=p0*r^c/fac(c)/(1-u)
lq=pd*u/(1-u)
lqd=lq*qxdmc(r,c)
lqm=lq*qxmdc(r,c)
lqa=r*pd*(ct+cs)/2/(c-r) # allen-cuneen
lqk=(ct+cs)/((1-ct)/lqd+(1-cs)/lqm+(2*(ct+cs-1))/lq)
lqp=cs*(1-ct)*lqd+ct*(1-cs)*lqm+ct*cs*lq
lqg=iif(c>1,lqp,lqk) # choose Kimura/Page

d=data.frame(lqg+r,lqg,p0,pd,lq,lqm,lqd,lqa,lqp,lqk)
colnames(d)<-c(’’L’’,’’Lq’’,’’MMc-P0’’,’’MMc-PrDelay’’,
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’’MMc-Lq’’,’’MDc-Lq’’,’’DMc-Lq’’,’’AC-Lq’’,
’’Page-Lq’’,’’Kim-Lq’’)

return(d)
}

We will now proceed to show some examples, which at the same time
provide instructions on how to match the different models. The first exam-
ple demonstrates the relation between the M/M/4/7 and the M/ME/4//7
queueing system with ME =M , λ = 1, µ = 10.

> la=1;c=4;N=7
> my=10;b=1;P=matrix(0)
> c(la,c,N);b;my;P
> qmmecn(la,b,my,P,c,N)

L Lq PrDelay PrBlock 0
1 0.1000001 9.914332e-08 3.866766e-06 5.890868e-11 0.9048374

1 2 3 4 5
1 0.09048374 0.004524187 0.0001508062 3.770156e-06 9.42539e-08

6 7
1 2.356347e-09 5.890868e-11
> qmmck(la/my,c,N)

L Lq PrDelay PrBlock 0
1 0.1000001 9.914332e-08 3.866766e-06 5.890868e-11 0.9048374

1 2 3 4 5
1 0.09048374 0.004524187 0.0001508062 3.770156e-06 9.42539e-08

6 7
1 2.356347e-09 5.890868e-11

For the next example we assume the service times to follow an Erlang
distribution of order 3, i.e. we observe an M/E3/4/10 queueing model. The
corresponding parameters are given by k = 3, µ = 0.5, c = 4, K = 10 and
λ = 1. Obviously the system capacity will not lead to an excessive value
for the blocking probability, so that we can compare our results with the
corresponding M/E3/4 queue. Please note, that similar results have been
tabulated by F.S. Hillier and O.S. Yu in [71] (The model under consideration
can be found on page 24 for k = 3 and RHO = λ

cµ
= 0.5).

> la=1;my=rep(3*0.5,3);c=4;N=10;b=c(1,0,0)
> P=cbind(c(0,0,0),c(1,0,0),c(0,1,0))
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> qmmecn(la,b,my,P,c,N)
L Lq PrDelay PrBlock 0 1

1 2.121604 0.1223329 0.1687947 0.0003643759 0.1292421 0.2598127
2 3 4 5 6 7

1 0.2625361 0.1792501 0.0950686 0.04376911 0.01853454 0.007455592
8 9 10

1 0.002892440 0.001074375 0.0003643759
> qggc(length(my)*la/my[1],4,1,1/length(my))

L Lq MMc-P0 MMc-PDelay MMc-Lq MDc-Lq
1 2.123820 0.1238197 0.1304348 0.1739130 0.1739130 0.09877301

DMc-Lq AC-Lq Page-Lq Kim-Lq
1 0.02037781 0.1159420 0.1238197 0.1259904

For the last example we have prepared an arbitrary phase type model. It
also shows how to calculate traffic intensity and squared coefficient of vari-
ation from the parameter specification for a matrix exponential distribution
by use of the functions qmemn(b,my,P) and qmecv(b,my,P).

> la=1;c=4;N=7
> my=c(10,20);b=c(0.4,0.6);P=cbind(c(0,0.8),c(0.9,0))
> qmmecn(la,b,my,P,c,N)

L Lq PrDelay PrBlock 0
1 0.4859411 0.0002281278 0.001621487 2.734215e-06 0.6152294

1 2 3 4 5
1 0.2988257 0.0725718 0.01174894 0.001423462 0.0001761238

6 7
1 2.190071e-05 2.734215e-06
> qggc(la*qmemn(b,my,P),c,1,qmecv(b,my,P))

L Lq MMc-P0 MMc-PDelay MMc-Lq
1 0.4859433 0.0002290350 0.6152289 0.001623947 0.000224448

MDc-Lq DMc-Lq AC-Lq Page-Lq Kim-Lq
1 0.0001402797 9.020976e-12 0.000230564 0.0002290350 0.0002280781

Obviously all this examples are artificial in nature and do not reveal
the true power of matrix exponential queueing models. Instead they have
been chosen to demonstrate library usage and the relation to more common
queueing systems. A more applied view will be adopted in section 5.5.5.
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Figure B.1: Classpad 330 implementation of the M/M/c/K queueing model

B.3 Classpad 300

At the time of writing a new operating system for the Classpad 300 series of
table calculators has been released. This OS 3.03 has been the first, which
allows return variables to be passed from a subroutine (not a function) to
the calling routine. Although this feature has become available, we decided
to store a history of parameters and results in global variables of the list
type. As these lists are immediately available in the statistics application
of the Classpad 330, this allows for printing charts and graphs without an
additional line of code. However, due to a bug in all operating systems of
version 3, the chunks of code responsible for building up the history could not
be relocated to a common subroutine. Accordingly it has been replicated in
procedures qmmck(r,c,k) and qggc(r,c,ct,cs). It turned out, that these
code chunks adversely affect the readability of the source code and so we
decided to show only the essential part of the algorithm. In order to provide
executable routines we simply used a list argument as return value. It is up
to the reader to choose the reduced program versions presented in figure B.1,
B.2, B.3, B.4 and B.5 or the equivalent ones with history buildup, which are
available from our website.
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Figure B.2: Supporting routine

Figure B.3: Supporting routine

Figure B.4: Supporting routine

Figure B.5: Classpad 330 implementation of the G/G/c queueing model
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The Classpad 300 programs are called from the main application very
much the same way as the corresponding R functions. They accept all para-
meters in the same order, so we will not repeat any details here. In opposite
to the R functions all parameters and performance indicators are recorded
each time a certain program is invoked. By default up to 15 values are stored
per parameter (This can be changed by modifying the variable E in each pro-
gram). Each history is held in a global variable of the list type. The input
parameters r, c and k are repeated in qrr, qc and qk, respectively. The
performance indicators pb, pd, Lq and L are recorded by the list variables
qpb, qpd, qlq and ql. These variables may be used right away in the sta-
tistics application to generate graphs comparing any performance indicators
of interest. A similar mechanism is also available for the steady state prob-
abilities computed by the qmmck(r,c,k) program. The recent probability
vector is stored in qp, whereas the former one may be accessed using the list
variable qpp. The corresponding indices are maintained in the variable qn.
This allows the steady state distribution of two separate M/M/c/K models
to be compared. However, it is adviseable to calculate the results for the
model with a smaller value for K first. Otherwise some tail probability val-
ues might be omitted when generating a graph. According to our experience
the xyline type of graph produces the best results. To get a better under-
standing of the history mechanism, just run several models from the main
application and check the contents of the history variables by selecting the
variable manager from the leftmost menu.

B.4 Source Codes
The entire set of source codes for both platforms is available from the web-
site http://www.telecomm.at. For some background information, please
browse to the Reseach section. If you are only interested in downloading the
libraries, please directly proceed to the Resources section. The R implemen-
tation is provided as a standard text file queueing.r, whereas the Classpad
330 programs and functions are contained in a single queueing.vcp file. The
latter may be opened by the accompanying software or the ClasspadManager
application. In case of suggestions, improvements or any other feedback, the
author can be reached at the email address given in the Contacts section of
the website.



Appendix C

List of Acronyms

Many abbreviations and acronyms arise in the context of queueing theory,
call centre engineering, telecommunication technology and data networking.
Although almost all of them have been defined throughout the text, we have
decided to assemble a list of acronyms. We hope, that such an undertaking
helps to avoid misunderstandings and intensive page browsing.

3GPP . . . third generation partnership project
AAA . . . authentication and accounting center
AACW . . . average after call work time
AAL . . . ATM adaption layer
ABM . . . asynchronous balanced mode
ACD . . . automatic call distributor
ACF . . . admission confirm
ACW . . . after call work
ADA . . . average delay to abandon
ADH . . . average delay to handle
ADPCM . . . adaptive pulse code modulation
AE . . . average excess
AIT . . . average inbound time
ANF . . . additional network feature
ANI . . . automatic number identification
AOC . . . advice of charge
AOT . . . average outbound time
ARJ . . . admission reject
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ARP . . . address resolution protocol
ARQ . . . admission request
AS . . . application server
ASA . . . average speed of answer
ASAI . . . adjunct switch application interface
ASAP . . . aggregate server access protocol
AST . . . average service time
ATM . . . asynchronous transfer mode
ATT . . . average talk time
AUX . . . auxiliary state
AWT . . . acceptable waiting time
AWT . . . average after call work time
AXT . . . average auxiliary time
B-ISDN . . . broadband ISDN
B-PSDN . . . broadband private integrated services network
BAS . . . bit-rate allocation signal
BCSM . . . basic call state model
BE . . . border element
BMAP . . . batch markov arrival processes
CA . . . channel allocation
CAS . . . channel associated signaling
CC . . . call centre
CC . . . contributing source count
CCS . . . centum call seconds
CDF . . . cumulative distribution function
CDR . . . call detail record
CE . . . carrier ethernet
CELP . . . codebook excitation linear prediction
CEPT . . . european conference of posts

and telecommunications administrations
CIF . . . common intermediate format
CLP . . . cell loss priority
CPL . . . call processing language
CPU . . . central processing unit
CRC . . . cyclic redundancy check
CRM . . . customer relationship management
CRV . . . call reference number
CS1 . . . capability set 1
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CS2 . . . capability set 2
CSA . . . callpath services architecture
CSRC . . . list of contributing sources
CSTA . . . computer support telecommunications applications
CTI . . . computer telephone integration
CTN . . . corporate telecommunication network
DCE . . . data communications equipment
DCT . . . discrete cosine transformation
DECT . . . digital european cordless telephone
DHCP . . . dynamic host configuration protocol
DID . . . direct inward dialing
DIFFSERV . . . differentiated services
DM . . . disconnect mode
DNIS . . . dialed number identification service
DNS . . . domain name service
DSCP . . . differentiated services code point
DSI . . . digital speech interpolation
DSL . . . digital subscriber line
DSS1 . . . digital subscriber system no. 1
DSS2 . . . digital subscriber system no. 2
DTE . . . data terminal equipment
EA0 . . . extension address bit 0
EA1 . . . extension address bit 1
ECMA . . . european computer manufacturer association
EFM . . . ethernet in the first mile
EM . . . expectation maximation
EMAIL . . . electronic mail
ENUM . . . electronic numbering
ETSI . . . european telecommunication standards institute
EWT . . . expected wait time
FAS . . . frame alignment signal
FCFS . . . first come first serve
FCS . . . frame check sequence
FRMR . . . frame reject
FTP . . . file transfer protocol
GCF . . . gatekeeper confirm
GEF . . . generic extensibility framework
GFC . . . generic flow control
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GMPLS . . . generalized multiprotocol label switching
GOB . . . group of blocks
GRQ . . . gatekeeper request
GSM . . . group speciale mobile
GUI . . . graphical user interface
HDLC . . . high level data link control
HEC . . . header error correction
HOL . . . head of the line
HTML . . . hyptertext markup language
HTTP . . . hypertext transfer protocol
IA5 . . . international alphabet no. 5
IAM . . . initial address message
IANA . . . internet assigned numbers authority
IAX . . . inter-Asterisk exchange protocol
IETF . . . internet engineering task force
ILR . . . increasing likelihood ration
IMS . . . IP multimedia subsystem
IN . . . intelligent network
INAP . . . intelligent network application part
IP . . . internet protocol
IPP . . . interrupted Poisson process
IQ . . . information query
ISDN . . . integrated services digital network
ISO . . . international standards organization
ISUP . . . ISDN user part
ITC . . . international teletraffic congress
ITU . . . internation telecommunication union
IVR . . . interactive voice response system
JAIN . . . Java for integrated networks
JDBC . . . Java database connection
JID . . . Jabber ID
JPEG . . . joint photographic experts group
JSAW . . . join the queue with shortest actual wait
JSEW . . . join the queue with shortest expected wait
JSQ . . . join the shortest queue
JTAPI . . . Java telephony application interface
KPI . . . key performance indicator
LAN . . . local area network
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LAPD . . . link access protocol for the d-channel
LAPF . . . link access protocol F
LCC . . . lost calls cleared
LCD . . . liquid crystal display
LCFS . . . last come first serve
LCH . . . lost calls held
LDAP . . . lightweight directory access protocol
LE . . . local exchange
LED . . . light emitting diode
LT . . . line termination
MAC . . . medium access control
MBONE . . . internet’s multicast backbone
MC . . . multipoint controller
MCU . . . multipoint control unit
MEDA . . . mixed Erlang distributions for approximation
MEFIT . . . mixture of Erlang distribution fitting
MG . . . media gateway
MGC . . . media gateway controller
MGCP . . . media gateway control protocol
MIS . . . management information system
MLE . . . maximum likelihood estimation
MMPP . . . Markov modulated Poisson process
MP . . . multipoint processor
MPEG . . . moving pictures expert group
MPLS . . . multiprotocol label switching
MSI . . . manufacturer specific information
MSN . . . multiple subscriber number
MTP . . . message transfer part
MUC . . . multi-user chat
NAT . . . native address translation
NCA . . . number of calls abandoned
NCH . . . number of calls handled
NCO . . . number of calls offered
NCW . . . number of calls waiting
NGN . . . next generation network
NNI . . . network-network interface
NSCA . . . number of successful call attempts
NT . . . network termination
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OA&M . . . operations, administration and maintenance
OCW . . . oldest call waiting
OS . . . operating system
PAT . . . port address translation
PBX . . . private branch exchange
PCM . . . pulse code modulation
PDA . . . personal digital assistent
PDF . . . probability density function
PINX . . . private integrated services network exchange
PMBS . . . ISDN packet mode bearer service
PNNI . . . private network-network interface
POTS . . . plain ordinary telephone system
PS . . . processor sharing
PSTN . . . public switched telephone network
PT . . . payload type
QCIF . . . quarter common intermediate format
QoS . . . quality of service
RADIUS . . . remote dial in user service
RARP . . . reverse address resolution protocol
RAS . . . registration, admission and status
RCF . . . registration confirm
REJ . . . reject
REL . . . release
RLT . . . rational Laplace transformation
RMI . . . remote method invocation
RNR . . . receive not ready
RR . . . receive ready
RRQ . . . registration request
RSS . . . random selection for service
RSVP . . . resource reservation protocol
RTCP . . . real time control protocol
RTP . . . real time transport protocol
RTSP . . . real time streaming protocol
SAAL . . . signaling adaption layer
SABME . . . asynchronous balanced mode extended
SACK . . . selective acknowledge
SAPI . . . service access point identifier
SCAI . . . switch computer application interface
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SCP . . . service control point
SCTP . . . stream control transport protocol
SDH . . . synchronous digital hierarchy
SDP . . . session description protocol
SET . . . simple endpoint type
SG . . . signaling gateway
SIP . . . session initiation protocol
SL . . . service level
SLA . . . service level agreement
SLEE . . . service logic execution environment
SMDR . . . standard message detail record
SMP . . . system management platform
SMTP . . . simple mail transfer protocol
SNMP . . . simple network management protocol
SPT . . . shortest processing time first
SRPT . . . shortest remaining processing time first
SS7 . . . common channel signaling system no. 7
SSRC . . . synchronization source
STUN . . . simple traversal of UDP through NAT
TA . . . terminal adapter
TACW . . . timed after call work
TAPI . . . telephony application programming interface
TASI . . . time assignment speech interpolation
TCAP . . . transaction capabilities application part
TCP . . . transmission control protocol
TDM . . . time division multiplexer
TE . . . terminal equipment
TEI . . . terminal endpoint identifier
TLS . . . transport layer security
TMS . . . time multiplex switching
TOS . . . type of service
TSAPI . . . telephony services application programming interface
TSI . . . time slot interchange
TURN . . . traversal using relay NAT
UA . . . unnumbered acknowledge
UA . . . user agent
UAC . . . user agent client
UAS . . . user agent server
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UDP . . . user datagram protocol
UMVU . . . uniform minimum variance (unbiased)
UNI . . . user-network interface
URI . . . unified resource identifier
USBS . . . user signaling bearer service
USR . . . user information messages
UUIE . . . user-to-user information element
UUS . . . user-to-user signaling
VAD . . . voice activity detection
VC . . . virtual circuit
VCI . . . virtual channel identification
VDN . . . vector directory number
VLAN . . . virtual LAN
VPI . . . virtual path identifier
WWW . . . world wide web
XEP . . . XMPP extension protocol
XID . . . exchange identification
XML . . . extensive markup language
XMPP . . . extensible messaging and presence protocol
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and the FZA (Fernmeldetechnisches Zentralamt) in Austria. I’m still
indepted to both for their ongoing support in the years 1996 to 1998.
Since the new millenium began, my business has steadily grown. By
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able to support my customers in the realm of telecommunication, data
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2. Pharmazeutic Company (As desired by the customer, we keep his pri-
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• Design & implementation of a medical database in assembler for
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& configuration of a European-wide database application for mar-
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• Reengineering of the telephony infrastructure components based
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• Design and implementation of a multisite telephony diagnostic
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• Support for interconnection of the existing telephony infrastruc-
ture via ATM including synchronisation issues

• Redesign of the multisite call centre and CTI-Environment by
incorporating new products from Avaya and Nortel Networks
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the latest VoIP technology into the private telecommunication net-
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public and private network components
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